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FOREWORD
This report was prepared from data provided by the Secretary of the Air Force Special
Projects Office (SAFSP), the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA), the Aerospace Corporation, and the
HEXAGON Associate Contractors.
As the HEXAGON (KIf-9) Mapping Camera Program was approaching its scheduled completion date of mid-1981, the Secretary of the Air Force Special Projects Office (SAFSP) in EI Segundo,
California, initiated a task to prepare a history of this highly successful program. It was initially
envisioned that the report would cover only the Mapping Camera System (MeS), its development,
operation and results. But during ensuing discussions between government and contractor personnel it was recognized that a history of the MeS alone would give future readers only a fragmented
account of how the MeS fit into the overall picture of satellite reconnaissance -obviously we did
not Just suddenly acqUire this sophisticated capability.
Of particular concern to Lt. Colonel Guy F. Welch (SAFSP) at the time, was the scarcity of
historical data readily available for the indoctrination of newly aSSigned personnel to SAFSP.
"Old timers" who might be capable of giving a well-rounded briefing (from first-hand experience)
on the evolution of satellite reconnaissance were not easily accessible in 1980, over two decades
after the development and first launch of an American satellite. And, though there were printed
accounts covering certain periods in satellite development, there was seen a need to prepare a
condensation of records and to include synoptic charts, schematics and photographs to serve better
as an initial indoctrination tool.
..
For these reasons, it was decided that a supplement should be added to the MCS history to
provide a synopsis of the evolution of satellite 'reconnaissance in general, and that in this particular case, the supplement should be placed ahead of the "original" main subject. The result then was
to prepare the report in two parts, Part I covering the evolution of the satellite reconnaissance
capability, and Part n, the Mapping Camera System (MeS). Part n also includes a description of
the overall HEXAGON (KIf -9) system, but only briefly, since a full history of the HEXAGON program is in preparation. It is the intention of the present SAFSP Director, Major General John F.
Kulpa that histories of the HEXAGON program and other programs, which are stlll active, shall be
completed at appropriate times and in adequate detail.
Four reports were used principally as reference sources in the preparation of Part I.
Through extensive research, authors have presented from varying perspectives the evolution of
missiles, satellites and government organizations during the period 1945 to 1960 in sufficient
detail to develop the theme we were looking for. Hence, the following reports were drawn on
extensively (in many instances verbatim) and are referenced throughout part one.
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"u.s. Military Space Programs: A Brief Analytical History, and Interaction with Operational
Forces, 1945, 1975," B. W. Augenstein, August 1975 (UNCLASSIFIED).
"The U.s. Military in Space, Its Inheritance and Bequest," the United states Air Force
Academy Military Space Doctrine Working Group, March 1982 (UNCLASSIFIED).
"A History of Satellite Reconnaissance," Volumes I through
under direction of the NRO (TOP SECRET/BYE).

mB prepared by Robert Perry

"CORONA Program History, Vol I Program Overview," produced by the Directorate of
Science and Technology, Central Intelligence Agency, 19 May 1976 (TOP SECRET/BYE).
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ACRONYMS
ACIC
ACS
ADPACS
AEI
AFSC

Air Force Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
Attitude control system
Automatic data processing and control system
Aerial Exposure Index
Air Force Systems Command

AMODE
AMS
ApSA
APTC
ARDC

Ascent mode
Army Map Service
Auxiliary Payload structure Assembly
Aerial Positioning Terrain Camera
Air Research and Deve lopment Command

ARME
ARPA
ASA
ATV
AV

Automatic Reseau Measuring Equipment
Advanced Research Projects Agency
American Standards Association
Altitude thermal vacuum
Aerospace vehicle

BMD
CIA
C&S
CCN
COMIREX

Ballistic Missile Division
CentrallntelUgence Agency
Control and synchronization
Continental Control Network
Committee on Imagery Requirements and Exploitation

CSR
DBS
DBSG
DCI
DDR&E
DDS&T

Category satisfaction ratio
Doppler Beacon Subsystem
Data base subgroup
Director Central Intelligence
Director of Defense Research and Engineering
Deputy Director for Science and Technology

DFAD
DIA
DlSIC
DMA

Digital feature analysis data
Defense Intelligence Agency
Data interface unit
Dual Improved Stellar Index Camera
Defense Mapping Agency

DMAHTC
DoD
DTED
ECS
EDAP

Defense Mapping Agency Hydrographic Topographic Center
Department of Defense
Digital terrain elevation data
Extended command system
Electrical Distribution and Power Assembly

ETL
FEAF

Engineering Topographic Laboratory
Far East Air Forces
Forward motion compensation
Frame reference time
Flight Readiness Assurance Program
Forward velocity divided by height

DIU

FMC
FRT
FRAP
FV/H
GOPSS

GRD
GWC
HAP
HO

Geodetic Orbiting Photographlc Satellite System
Ground resolved distance
Global Weat~er Center
Interagency High Altitude Photographic Program
Horizon optics
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IPIN

Imagery Analysis Group
Interface control document
Imagery Collection Requirements Subcommittee of COMIREX
In-flight disconnects
Initial operational capability
Integrated Photogrammetric Instrumentation Network

JPL
LOL
MC
MC&G
MC&G-WG

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Limited operating life
Mapping Camera
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Working Group

MCATS
MCg
MCg
MCC
MCM

Mapp~ categories
Mapping Camera System
Minimal command system
Mission control center
Mapping Camera Module

MISEA
MOB
MPE
MPR
MTD

Main Instrument System Electrical Assembly
Mission objective file
Mission performance evaluation
Mission performance report
Missile target data

NAVPAC
NEC
NFIB
NL
NRP

Navy Navigational System
Northeast contractor
National Foreign IntelHgence Board
Number of looks
National Reconnaissance office
National Reconnaissance Program

NSC
NTB
OAS
OLOPS
ONC

National Security Council
National Target Base
Orbit adjust system
Off-Une orthophoto system
Operational Navigation Chart

OTV
PAR
PBC
PEL
PET

Orbital the rmal vacuum
Product Authorization Request
Planetary block concept
PreCision elastic limit
Performance evaluation team

PFA
PHOTINT
PIER
PMS
PMU

Post flight analyses
Photographic Intelllgence
Performance interim evaluation reports
Pressure makeup system
Pressure makeup unit

POM
PPDB
Program A
Program B
PSD
RADC.
RAF

Program objectives memorandum
Point posUloning data base
U.S. Air Force
Central Intelligence Agency (Cognlzance)
Power spectral density
Rome Air IYevelopment Center
Royal Air Force

lAG
ICD
ICRS
IFD
IOC

NRC
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RCS
RDTE
RGP
RPG
RPIE
RTS
SAFSP

Reaction control system
Research, development, test, and engineering
Relative geometry point
Reference point graphic
Replacement of photographic imagery equipment
Remote tracking statton
Secretary of the Air Force Spec tal Projects

SAMSO
SBA
SBAC
SCF

Space and Missile Systems Organization
Sate llite Basic Assembly
Satellite Basic Assembly Contractor
Satellite Control FacUlty
Stellar index
Single integrated operational plan
Simultaneous multi -camera analytical calibration

SI

SlOP
SMAC
SAC
SAO
SOC
SRAM
SRM

SRV
STB
STC

SV
TA
TAC.
TAC
TAB

TERCOM
TOPOCOM
UNAMACE
UPDRAMS
USAFE

USIB
UTB
UUTB
VOD
Vx/H

Vy/H
WAC
WACM
WAG
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Strategic Air Command
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Satellite Operations Center
Short range air missiles
Solid rocket motor
Satellite reentry vehicle
Standard thin-base
Satelltte Test Center
Satellite vehicle
Technical advisor
Tactical Air Command
Trend analysis console
Technical advisor staff
Terrain contour matching
Topographic Command
. Universal Automated Map Compilation Equipment
Universal Photogrammetric Data Reduction and Mapping System
United States Air Forces in Europe
U.S. Intelligence Board
Ultra-thin-base
Ultra-ultra-thin-base
Vertical obstruction data
Orbital angular rate, in track
Orbital angular rate, cross track
World aeronautical chart
World aeronautical chart mosaic
World area grid
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PART I
Evolution of Satellite Photographic Systems
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BACKGROUND
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(

(

As future readers look at the history of space exploration, they will probably be perplexed
at the variety of booster vehicles and satellite systems that were developed in the 1950's and
early 1960's, the genesis of the space age. Since this report will be used in part for orientation
purposes, it was felt that brief accounts should be given of the many facets which were influential
tn shaping the events of those formative years. Although historical records vary as to emphasiS
and detail, there is common agreement on three points:
1. The technology to build space vehicles, admittedly of great challenge in the early days,

t

nevertheless arrived much sooner than did the government organizations which were
required to direct this radically new concept of vehicle development and deployment.
2. There were two significant events during the 1950's which served to overcome a general
lethargic attitude toward space and satellite development.
• In 1952 the United States exploded a thermonuclear device-several months later

f"
i

t
1

J'

1
l
~

L'

the Soviets exploded a similar weapon.

.

• On 4 October and 3 November 195'7, Russia scooped the U.S. by successfully
launching Sputniks I and IT into orbit.

3. The stimulus which finally brought priorities to focus on satellite reconnaissance came
on 1 May 1960 when a United States U-2 high-altitude reconnaissance plane was shot down
over Russia, resulting in the closing of Russian skies to overfltght by airplanes.
EARLY MISSILE RESEARCH

Pre-World War U
The first guided missiles in the United States were bunt and tested from 1916 to 1918 during
World War I, but were never used in combat. As propeller driven airpIaneswlthout pilots, these
flnt guided missiles had "pre-set controls," which means that their target could not be changed
tn Right. They were equipped with automatic pilots and vacuum devices to drive the planes to their
destinations, and explode the bombs they carried. Charles F. Kettering, the automobile engineer,
and Elmer Sperry, who developed the gyroscope, helped design these early types of guided missiles.
The first command-type guided missile, or one that could be maneuvered in flight by
remote-control command, was a radio-controlled airplane built by the United states Navy in 1924.
The first successful drone missile, called the QUEEN BEE, was demonstrated 1n Great
Britain in 1935. This drone, a standard Navy training plane fitted with radio controls, was used
as an antiaircraft target.
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World War II Era

i\

During World War II Germany made the first successful use of ground-to-ground guided
missiles in combat. The Germans built a huge missile-research center in 1937 at Peenemunde
on the Baltic Coast, and at this center developed and tested more than 20 types of missiles.
By 1944 bombing raids by allied airplanes had ruined many industrial cities in Germany.
To help revive the spirits of the German people, German leaders announced the VERGELTUNGSWAFFE EINS, or Vengeance Weapon One. The V-I was 25 feet 4 inches long, carried one ton of·
explosives, and was powered by a pulse-jet engine developed by Paul Schmidt, a Munich engineer.
The British called the V-I the "Buzz-Bomb," because the loud noise of its engine announced its
coming long before it exploded. The V-I could go about 150 miles at a speed of 360 miles an hour.
Defense fighters shot down V-I's rather easily because of their relatively slow speed, but
by the end of the war, buzz-bombs had killed thousands of persons in England.

!

,I

I
i

.J

On 8 September 1944, the German's began to use an even more terrifying rocket-propelled
V-2 guided missile, produced under the direction of Count Wernher von Braun. Having the
appearance of a giant wingless artillery shell, the V-2 was 46 feet long with four arrowlike fins
at its tail. Carrying more than a ton of explosives it was a pre-set missile, like the V-I, but
much more complicated having more than 30,000 parts. The V-2 was guided by an automatic pilot
and had an electronic brain which shut off the rocket engine at the proper time to make the missile
dive to its target. The people could not hear this missile coming since it traveled at over 3,600
miles an hour, much faster than the speed of sound. Having a range of about 200 miles, it was
launched straight up and zoomed to a height of about 60 miles before diving toward the target.

In the United States many experiments were made with guided missiles, but only a few were
put to use during World War II. The simplest guided missile was the Air Force's guided bomb
called the AZON, a command-type air-to-ground missile. It was a standard I,OOO-pound bomb
which could be steered to the right and left by a radio operator in the bomber. Special control
apparatus in the tail of the bomb consisted of gyroscopes, batteries, and a radio receiver. The
AZON bomb was successfully used in 1944 against river locks and viaducts in Germany.
Another successful but far more complicated missile was the Navy's BAT. The BAT w~
a homing air-to-ship glide-bomb missile. While the BAT was still slung under the wing of an .
airplane, its radar nose was carefully pointed at an enemy ship. The radar was "locked-on" to
the target and the BAT was released to glide and steer itself.
Although the world was still airplane oriented at the close of WW II, the knowledge gained
by German specialists in missile development would soon be surfaced in countries where numerous
German scientists and technicians were relocated after the war, predominantly the United States
and Russia.

I
!

Post-World War II

J
'l

J

Following the close of World War II, three of the armed services, Army, Navy, and Air
Force each began research in the area of guided missiles. As a result, each claimed itself the
legitimate heir to the responsibility of developing and organizing missile and space research. 1.

,

1

*References are presented at the end of Part I (page 138).
ft,
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Recruiting German scientists and technicians who had worked on the German V-2 project,
the Army commenced their research at Ft. Bliss near EI Paso, Texas. Most of their early testing
was conducted with captured V-2 missiles. Dr. Wernher von Braun, the leader of the .German
scientist team assisting the Army, was responsible for introducing many American scientists and
engineers to the technology required to design and build miSSiles.
Much of the research conducted with'the V-2's involved experiments with the upper atmosphere. For several years, von Braun's team launched V-2's and enhanced V-2's, until the supply
of these captured miSsiles was nearly exhausted in early 1950. By this time, guided missile
technology having advanced beyond the range of the White Sands Missile testing area, the Army
decided to relocate von Braun's group to the Redstone Arsenal at HuntSVille, Alabama. The
advantage of this site was its relative nearness to the Eastern Test Range at Cape Canaveralln
Florida.
The Korean War broke out in late 1950 and the missile development group at Redstone was
asked to design a missile having at least a 5OO-mile range. The missile von Braun's team built
was named the REDSTONE. Liquid fueled, this missile was initially flight-tested on 20 August
1953. Thirty-six more of these missiles were built and flight-tested from 1953 to 1958.
At the end of World War U the Navy also had discovered a use for the "newly" developed
rocket technology. A Rocket-Sounde Research Branch was established within the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) to produce rockets with the capability to research conditions in the upper
atmosphere. Two rockets were produced by the Navy-the VIKING and AEROBEE. The VIKING
was derived largely from V-2 technology and was powered by a 20,000-pound-thrust liquid oxygenalcohol engine. The AEROBEE was originally powered by a 21,OOO-pound-thrust soUd-fueled
engine, but later versions were capable of being fueled with JP-4 jet fuel. The AEROBEE was
such a successful sounding rocket that a great variety was produced. The VIKING did not share
that same type of success. First launched on 3 May 1949 to an altitude of 50 mUes, the VIKING
. became the forerunner of America's infamous VANGUARD booster.
.
The Air Force was the first service to begin work on lOlli-range missile technology. The
early work was not done on missiles, but on long-disu-..nce guided airplanes or rocket powered
flying bombs. The successful development of the U.S. short-range flying bomb (the JB-2) before
World War U ended convinced Air Force leaders that the winged missile could probably be
deployed sooner than long-range missiles-still to be developed. Understandably, at this point
the Air Force was still conditioned to think in terms of "winged" vehicles.
Following the end of the war, the Air Force began research on three pilotless flying bombs.
The SNARK (of Northrop Corporation) was the first winged missile to have intercontinental range.
Designed to fly up to '1,000 miles, it could carry a 5,OOO-pound nuclear warhead. The Air Force
funded the SNARK program somewhat unenthusiastically and it did not become operational until
1958.

I

I
\

L

A second guided missile project was the Martin MATADOR. It was not built to fly so great
a distance as the SNARK, but this shorter range and development time made the MATADOR
an ideal missile for deployment in Europe. In 1955, a year after completing flight tests, the
MAT ADOR entered operational service in Europe and the Far East.
The third and by far most important cruise misslle was the NAVAHO of North American
Aviation Corporation. Although this missile never got past early development and testing phases,
its technology was used on almost all advanced missile and high-speed bomber projects throughout
the three military services in the late fifties and early sixties.

I

.
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As a true intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM), the Convair Corporation had earlier
designed the MX-774 for the Air Force. Funding, however, was terminated by the Air Force
prior to 1953 and only token work continued.
One general argument against ICBM's was weight. The weight of atomic (fission) warheads
in the immediate post-war years was so great that many Air Force leaders believed an ICBM was
an impractical weapon. The weight and fuel required to deliver a warhead over a 5,OOO-mile
distance made development and construction prohibitively expensive. And besides the weight
problem, no one had yet developed a guidance system accurate enough to guide a rocket over the
intercontinental distance and then hit within a few thousand feet of the target. These· technological
problems made easy the decision to cancel the M.X-774 and instead to support cruise missiles.
The advent of lightweight hydrogen (fusion) warheads in the mid 1950's, having megaton capabilities.
would resurrect the idea of feasibUe ICBM's for military purposes.
EARLY SATELliTE RESEARCH
Space interests in the post-World War II United States began with a May 1945 report
(von Braun to H. S. Tsien) discussing German views on prospects and potentials of satellites,
during an early interrogation. (As an aside, Tsien went on, after his return to China in the 1950's,
to become the leading weapons expert in the Peoples Republic of ChinaJ The Navy learned at the
report, and interest started in the Bureau of Aeronautics for further study; Hyatt, Havilland,
Bemner and Hall were responsible for the study request of December 1945 to the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) for satellite vehicle studies.
Army Air Force· interest in satelUtes was also evident in two reports in 1945:
• In a November 1945 Arnold Report " ... the design of space ships ... is all but
practicable today . . ."
• In a December 1945 report on the occasion of a proposal for Atomic Energy Detection

Systems " . .. including space vehicles, space bases, and persuasive devices ... therein."
Budget cuts in 1946 prompted the Navy to propose to the Air Force combined sponsorship
of programs at a joint meeting (March 1946). In July 1946, the Navy assigned contracts to AeroJet,
North American Aviation (NAA), and Martin for propulsion and vehicle engineering design work
for satellites.
The Navy work showed the following interests:
• Discussion of hydrogen-oxygen propulsion.
• NAA work on a High Altitude Test Vehicle (HATV): pressu-rtzed structural tanks, etc.,
later on ATLAS; single stage concepts.
• Reasonably detailed design and layout studies for both Martin and NAA satellite vehicles
with substantial payloads (up to 2,000 lb).
• Though only peripherally related, work on nuclear rocket and ramjet propulsion.

*Near the end of World War I, Brig. General Wtlliam "Billy" Mitchell became Chief of Air
for the U.S. ArmI' The Air Service was renamed the ArmI Air COll! in 1926. The Army
Air Forces was formed in 1941. Then, on 18 September 1947, Congress created the United states
Air Force (USAF) as an equal partner with the Army and Navy.
~ervtce
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The Air Force's action was to assign a major study to Project RAND· to investigate the
feasibility of artificial satellite vehicles. The conclusion was that a large rocket would have
suffiCient performance to place several hundred pounds of payload on orbit.
The Rand report, although done very quickly to stake out a claim for the Air Force in the
space field, vis-a-vis Navy, contained some rather thorough preliminary scientUic and engineering
analyses of satellite feasibutty. Concepts studied included multi-stage vehicles, meteor problems,
reentry considerations, scientific applications, detailed trajectory analyses; military uses for
assisting missile guidance, and for reconnaissance, weather surveillance, and communications;
and the potential impact and Significance of the satelUte project were assessed and highlighted.
Major documents coming from the Air Force studies included:
• Douglas Aircraft (Project RAND), May 1946, "Preliminary Design of an Experimental
World-Circling Space Ship."
• Project RAND Summary Report, June 1946, "World-Circling Space Ship," RA-15001.
In February 1947, Rand published a multi-volume detailed study amplifying their prior work.
As a result, in September 1947, the USAF requested an Air Material Command (AMC) evaluation
of the Rand reports of February 1947. The December 1947 response of AMC verified feasibility,
but had questions of utilization, and renected doubts that funding would become available at the
appropriate level. AMC suggested the establishment of a satellite project (to prepare specifications, requirements, and scheduling). AMC further suggested the priority of guided missile
development, but proposed nevertheless starting on satellite component developments.
Subsequently, the Air Force Chief of Staff General Hoyt S. Vandenberg's policy statement
(January 1948) constituted the first clear service statement of space program interest ("USAF ...
has logical responsibility for satellites .. .''). Although funding competition effectively devised
development of satellites, the January 1948 policy was put into effect (by February 1948) by
authorizing Rand to do research and to let subcontracts in field. However, the milltary worth of
satellites was not yet fully recognized in the 'USAF. The Research and Development Board concurred in the USAF action (mid 1948); and the USAF became the only service authorized to expend
funds on satellite. vehicle studies.
In 1954, Rand published summary reports entitled Project "Feed Back.',z These reports
(edited by J. E. Lipp and R. M. Salter) covered the preceding 8 y~ars of work, and with cognizance
having been turned over to the Air Force, Rand made the following specific policy recommendations:
1. The earliest possible completion and use of an efficient satellite reconnaissance vehicle
is of vital strategic interest to the United States.

2. The satellite .,ration must be considered and planned on a high poUcy leveL
3. The project should be handled as sensitive matter as regards disclosure ..Secrecy
concerning the operation should be maintained, particularly during the period Just
preceding and immediately following launching.
4. The extent and nature of disclosures regarding the actual operation should be determined
in the light of the general political situation.
·Progenitor of the Rand Corporation, but then a special element of the Douglas Aircraft
Corporation.

I'.
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5. The international,legal,and polittcallmpUcations of the operation should becarefuUy
considered; defense against possible legal attacks from the Soviet side should be
prepared.

.. )

6. Delayed transmission techniques, permitting receiving stations in territories under U.S.
jurisdiction, are preferable to instantaneous transmission, because they would reduce
. the political vulnerability of the project.

.. J

. The most promising first-use appeared to be reconnaissance by means of television.
Reasonable comprehensive investigation of this scheme was carried out by Rand during 1949 and
1950 and a satisfactory utili.ty was indicated. Study of auxiliary power plants fQr the satellite was
undertaken by Westinghouse Electric Corporation for RAND during this time.
Investigations were conducted of certain critical elements of the reconnaissance satellite.
These included:
1. Studies of the suitability of television for reconnaissance by satellites, made by the
Radio Corporation of America for Rand on subcontract.
2. Studies of auxiliary power plants to supply electricity to vehicle-bome equipment, made
by Allls-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Bendix Aviation Corporation, Frederic
Flader, Inc., and Vitro Corporation for the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) at Air
Force request.
3. A subcontract from Rand to North American Aviation, Inc., to study an attitude-sensing
and control system for the orbiting ve~icle.
4. A prime contract from the Air Force to North American Aviation,. Inc.·, to study a
takeoff guidance system to place the vehicle in orbit.
5. Various supporting studies by Rand and its consultants on political and psychological
effects of satellite operations, weather analysis by satellite television pictures, properties of the upper atmosphere, effects of meteors on satellite vehicles, and component
characteristics.
The characteristics of a satellite reconnaissance scheme, referred to at the time by the
unclassified code name "Feed Back," was conceived as being an integrated means for obtaining
initial pictorial reconnaissance of potential enemy territory. As such it included not only the
television equipped satellite vehicle, but also ground facilities for handling and evaluating information gathered.
At first, the satellite would probably provide initial reconnaissance, determing the existence,
approximate location, and general nature of targets and activities. Other promiSing reconnaissance
applications were mapping and weather intelligence.
The need for secrecy in developing this capabUity was stressed due to the novelty of satellite
reconnaissance and the recognition that counteraction against Feed Back could be effected in many
ways-action against the vehicle, action both physical and political against the communication
stations, and attempts at deception.
Although it had been proposed that the Navy work with Rand and the Air Force, in the
summer of 1948 the Navy relinquished interests in satelUte work because ~ the limitations in
R&D budget allocations.
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INTERIM AERIAL SURVEILLANCE METHODS
As this ground work for space vehicles was being laid in the late forties and early fifties,
it was apparent that satellite reconnaissance, if to be possible at all, was at best several years

in the future.
The real significance of the German V-2 scientists taken to Russia following World War n
was brought home by the explosion of the first Soviet hydrogen bomb on 12 August 1953, just 9
months after America's first. Recognition of the need to know what was going on behind the Iron
Curtain was evidenced by the forthcoming diversity of ideas and plans-some new and some
revitalized-to conduct aerial surveillance by "non-conventional" means. Few of these, however,
survived political or funding constraints.
One plan discussed but not pursued beyond some initial planning, was the idea that the
critical need to obtain photographic coverage of Russia for mapping purposes might be accomplished in a one-shot operation through a specialized deployment of high-altitude airplanes. 3 The
plan envisioned that a neet of super aircraft could be stationed in Europe in sufficient numbers
to span Russia (photographically) from north to south, being maintained on alert status awaiting a
period of wide area high pressure when the entire U.S.S.R. would be virtually cloud free. The
fleet would then cover the country in one sweep from west to east, landing then at friendly bases.
This. idea was born (and died) before the U-2 era, the U-2 being an airplane that would have been
technically qualified for such a mission had it been available at an earlier date. There was one
airplane undergoing tests at the time,however, that might have been worthy of consideration for
this operation, the Northrop Flying Wing. Although the operational ceUlng of the Wing was
published as being 40,000 feet, there was speculation that the photographic reconnaissance version
(YRB-49A) with four 5,000-pound-thrust Allison J -35-A-19 engines in the wing and two more
suspended in pods below the wing, might be capable of operating at much higher altitudes. But
even if airplanes with desired performance had been available to make the plan technically feasible, it is doubtful that any such overflight would have received political sanction.
Another plan to photograph Russia by unconventional means was initiated in the early fifties
and did become operational, though for a very brief time. This approach to acquiring intelligence
data over denied areas involved the use of high altitude balloons. The program, code name
"GENETRIX," called for large plastic balloons carrying Ught-weight cameras and electronic
equipment to be floated across the U.S.S.R. 4
As to the operational concept, they were to be launched between 0° and 60° north latitude
during the winter months to take advantage of the high altitude westerlies. The vehicles were to
be capable of remaining above 60,000 feet for periods of 8 to 10 days, during which they should
travel some 5,000 to 10,000 miles. Recovery sites located in the Northwest Pacific would locate
and track the balloons as they came into range, and suitable aircraft would recover the payloads.
The payload, consisting of two 450-foot rolls of 91!z-inch film and one roll of 16-mm film, would
be packed and shipped to the U.S. for processing, indexing, and studying. It was estimated that
successful operation of 2,500 vehicles would net 8~ coverage of the area of interest.
Original research and development work in this system was started about 1950. By 1952,
after unsatisfactory progress, the project was reorganized, given more financial support, higher
priority, and transferred from Wright Air Development Center (WADC) to Air Force Cambridge
Research Center (AFCRC) for continued development. Here the vehicle was developed as a
weapon system under Project 119L, and the development time was cut by one year under a 1-A
priority crash effort.
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In February 1954, Colonel Richard Philbrick, Commander, Aeronautical Chart and
Information Center (ACIC) at St. Louis, Mo., received a letter from Mr. Walter J. Levison of
Boston University,- stating that Boston University had a contract with AFCRC to develop the
photographic system for Project 119L, and discussing possible photographic equipment to be
used in the project. He asked coordination with Colonel Philbrick and ACICin the design of the
equipment. Final authority, outlining ACIC's responsibility in the project, was a top secret letter
from Headquarters, USAF, dated 29 July 1954, assigning an additional function to ACIC. This letter
called for ACIC to accomplish data reduction, i.e., processing, indexing, and photolnterpretation
on a crash basis; however, late in March 1955, the responsibility for processing film was transferred to SAC, mainly for budgetary reasons-since the SAC Reconnaissance Technical Squadrons
had the eqUipment and personnel in place and were capable of doing the job, whereas ACIC would
have to procure the equipment and train the personnel.
ACIC's answer to Mr. Levison's letter pertaining to camera configuration recommended,
as first choice, two 6-inch focal length, 10.4 x lOA-inch format cameras with tilts between 35°
and 40°. An exposure interval of apprOXimately 10 miles was suggested; based on an estimated
speed of 50 knots at 80,000 feet, this would mean a time interval of 12 minutes between exposures.
An azimuth devi.ce would be preferred but the rotation would be acceptable if split vertical cameras
were used. The system that was recommended as second choice (which consisted of two 6-inch
focal length 9 x 9-inch format, 35° split vertical cameras) was finally selected for the project.
The photointerpreter (PI) team was made up of members from the· Army, Navy, CIA, RAF,
SAC, TAC, USAFE and FEAF (Far East Air Force).
The cover story to account for the existence of the large balloons stated that the project
was part of a worldwide meteorological survey presently being conducted by the USAF to secure
vital high altitude scientific data in conjunction with the International Geo}:ilysical year.
The first vehicle was launched on 10 January 1956 between 0100·0200 GMT. On 6 February
1956, operations were suspended as a result of formal protests by the Russians. During this brief
period, 512 vehicles were launched and 54 were recovered, i.e., by the "intended" recovery forces.
·1,984,173 square miles of photographic coverage was obtained of which 322,304 square iniles
consisted of duplicate coverage. Of this total, 1,116,449 square miles feU within the Sino-Soviet .
area.
Although this progr~ was short Uved, there were many benefits derived from the product.
New targets were located, and confirmation of intelligence on previously known targets was possible. Probably the most significant long-term benefit was that thls program provided experience
in processing data from random reconnaissance over a large area, thus giVing the using community
an insight into future data handling requirements.

, )

But by far the most productive aerial photogra}:ilic reconnaissance development to become
operational in the mid fifties was the U-2 "Spy Plane." Designed by Clarenee L. (Kelly) Johnson,
one of the most renowned and imaginative aircraft designers in the world, the plane was buiu by
the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation in Burbank, California in a location that beeame known as the
~'Skunk Works."
The U-2, with somewhat the appearance of a glider and having exceptionally high altitude
capability, began flights over the Soviet Union in 1956 to monitor ICBM tests and to find out just
how far the Russians had progressed toward developing a nuclear armed intercontinental balUstlc
_plissile (ICBM). As anticipated, the Soviets were able to track its flights by radar, but much
..,. sooner than expected-in fact, on the very first flight. A formal protest was filed by the Soviets;
however, U-2 operations were resumed after a temporary standdown and the U-2 ranged over much
of the world for nearly four years.
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GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS EVOLVED AS SPACE VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED
Experiments in the construction of thermonuclear devices by the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) in 1953 demonstrated that the weight of the warhead could be reduced and hence an effective
ICBM could be built. These technological advances coupled with intelligence reports that the
Soviets were already developing missiles with intercontinental range, helped to convince the new
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force, Trevor Gardner, that the United States should increase its
ICBM research efforts.
Trevor Gardner, because of the Soviet threat and the improving state of missile technology,
formed the Strategic Missiles Evaluation Committee (SMEC) in late 1953. The SMEC or "Teapot
Committee" as it was popularly known, was chaired by Dr. John von Neumann, a prominent
American scientist. The committee's membership consisted of leaders of the scientific and
technological community. Holding its first meeting in November 1953, the SMECinvestigated all
strategic missile programs then in progress in the United States and the Soviet Union. Forwarding
its recommendations in early 1954, the Teapot Committee formally urged the creation of a separate military organization to conduct the research and development of long-range missiles. In
addition, they suggested this new organization assume control of the ATLAS· project and develop
an upgraded version of the underfunded project.
The organization created by the Air Force at the request of Trevor Gardner, was the
Western Development Division (WDD). Located at Inglewood, Califomia, the WOD was first
commanded by Brigadier General Bernard Schriever. In late 1954, he became responsible for
the development of America's first ICBM-the improved ATLAS. In 1955, ICBM development
became the first national priority and Schriever's budget grew accordingly.
As a hedge against ATLAS failure or the possiblltty of unforeseen developmental delays,
the WDD began work on the TIT AN ,a second ICBM, using systems that had been developed· for
the ATLAS. An Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile (IRBM) was also designed using ATLAS
components; this was the THOR, a 1,500-mile-range missile weighing about 100,000 lb. Planned
as a stop-gap measure to be deployed in Europe, the THOR was an "ICBM hedge" against the
advanced Soviet ICBM technology. A final ICBM project, undertaken by the WDD before SPtn'NIK
was the design of the first solid fueled missile-the MINtn'EMAN. This missile project succeeded
largely through the efforts of Colonel Edward N. Hall. Because a solid-fueled missile offered the
advantage of longer storage and short response time at a less expensive price, the government
chose to build a 1,000 missile MINUTEMAN force in the early 1960's.
On 8 November 1955, at the recommendation of President Eisenhower's staff, the Army and
Navy began a joint research project to develop an IRBM. The Navy, about a week later, created
the Special Projects Office for missile research on the IRBM under Rear Admiral William F.
Raborn. Then the Army, on 1 February 1956, renamed the guided missile organization at Redstone
Arsenal to the Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA). The missile these agencies decided to
deve lop jointly was named the JUPITER.

\
t

The JUPrrER was basically an upgraded REDSTONE missile. This design was entirely
satisfactory to the Army because the technology of liquid fueled missiles was well advanced for
that time, and development time of this IRBM would not be long. The Army had actually begun
development on the JUPITER before jointly working with the Navy. The first mockup of the

.

*In 1951, the Air Force had revived the contract on MX-'l'l4 and redesignated it MX-1593,
or more commonly the ATLAS.
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JUPITER-theA Series-was launched beginning in September 1955. The first of the Third
Series, the JUPITER-C, reached an altitude of 682 miles and a range of 3,400 miles on 20
September 1956.
The NaVy, certain that a liquid fueled rocket would not be suitable for sea service, pulled
out of the joint program with the Army, and on 20 November 1956, the Secretary of Defense,
Charles E. Wilson, issued a roles and missions memorandum that completely stripped the Army
of its long-range missile program. Dr. von Braun's group became limited to developing missiles
with ranges of less than 200 miles.
The roles and missions memorandum, however, did not stop the Army from completing the
""development of the JUPITER IRBM. On 31 May 1957, an operational JUPITER traveled over 1,600
miles in a launch from Cape Canaveral making the JUPITER the first successful IRBM. In mid1958, the ABMA delivered the first operational JUPITER's to the Air Force for use in Turkey.

)

l

Meanwhile, in response to Rand's Feed Back studies, in May 19.54 the Air Force's Air
Research and Development Command (ARDC) was directed to assume responsibility for study of
applications of Project Feed Back. System Requirement No. 4, in March 1955, established approval
of a clear effort to develop a reconnaissance satellite system.
By November, the Wright Air Development Center (WAD C) at Dayton, Ohio had a small team
in place, and study contracts had been let to RCA, Martin and Lockheed for further definition of
time and technology requirements for satellite developments, under the nickname "Pled Piper."
Two Air Force officers assigned to this small team, Q. A. Riepe and Wtlliam O. King, Jr., then
holding the ranks of Major and Lt. Colonel; respectively, later assumed key leadership roles in
operational satellite programs. As a personal insight to attitudes and priorities of the time,
Brigadier General King recalls that their charter at WADC was not very clear and that they
initially received little notice by the important people at Wright Field. 5 But in fairness to the
Wright Field leadership at the time, these were .the days of the "Century Series" fighters-the
B-58 Bomber had a big program office-the B-52 Bomber office dominated every meeting and
action. Airplane development at the time was critically important and was pursued on that basis.
In the priority of things of that day-satellites-C"spelled how?? one or two L's'') didn't command
much attention or supervision. For the several people in the office, the facnttt~s were relatively
adequate. There were four desks and five people; one person was required to be on'TDY at all
times I Luckily, King said, there were contingents in Baltimore CARne Hq) and at Rome and at
Boston who knew the ropes and were intent on getting a charter-or SOR or SOC or whatever the
license was to get a line item in a budget-and of course they were successful. At this time, and
duriog the years to follow, it was the personal enthusiasms of a few individuals that helped keep
things moving.

\

f

Briefings being the WADC team's principal product, audiences were easy to come by, but
real help in the way of requirements, etc., was missing-"What the hell can you really do with
satellites??" But with General Schriever at WDD coming to almost everybody's notice, the team
looked upon this missile oriented organization as a potential source ofbelp that should be .
investigated-after all, satellites needed boosters. Shortly following a briefing given in Los
Angeles in which the ARDC Commander General Donald Putt and other dignitaries were in attendance, the decision was made to transfer the program, the resources and the people to WDD.
The transfer to WDD had actually been considered as early as Octo~r 1954 by the ICBM
Scientific Advisory Committee, which considered the possible interactic:n between satellite and
missile proposals. In January 1955, the committee proposed to address the question:
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Would working on the satellite vehicle lnterfere with the missile program? Although the committee expressed concerns on the interference of satellite work with the ICBM work in June 1955,
recognition that ICBM-IRBM boosters were essential for satellites eventually prompted the
program change from WADC to WDD.
Finally, on 29 October 1956, Lockheed was awarded the development contr~ct for Weapon
System 117L (WS-U7L), the designator for the military satellite program that was now committed
to the development and test of actual flight articles.
The key characteristics or "sales highUghts" for WS-117L, which was also referred to by
the official nickname "New Horizon," were:
• Complete target coverage
• Accurate specific target location
• Continuous target area surveillance
• Instantaneous warning of ICBM attack
• Nearly inwlnerable to attack or counter measures·
• No air crews
• No (typical) overseas bases
• Invades no airspacet
• High data rate
• Economical per unit of data
• Fast response
• Growth potential.
The planning of WS-ll'1L contemplated a family of separate systems and subsystems employing satellltes for the collection of photographic, electronic, and infrared intelligence. The program,
which was scheduled to extend beyond 1965, was divided into three phases. Phase I, the THORboosted test serles, was to begin in November 1958 and had a primary objective of development/
initial testing. Phase IT, the ATLAS-boosted test serles, was to begin in June 1959 With the objective of completing the transition from the testing Iitase to the operational phase and of proving the
capability of the ATLAS booster to launch heavy loads into space. Phase m, the operational series,
was to begin in March 1960 and was to consist of three progressively more sophisticated systems:
the pioneer versions (photographic and electronic), the advanced version (Iitotographic and electronic), and the surveillance version (photographic, electronic, and infrared).

I
I

I
I ..

The main tasks of the photographic reconnaissance satellites, that hopefully would be
operational in the early 1960's, were to study the Soviet ICBM's in as much detail as possiblenumber of missiles, number and construction of missile sites, support buildings, eqUipment, and
personnel-and to map the entire Soviet Union to provide targeting data for U.S. missiles. (Later,
as mapping was accomplished, it was discovered that the positions of some cities shown on Soviet
maps were deliberately falsified.) The nature of these requirements and the state of the art
together suggested a multiple approach in selecting the payloads to be developed. Physical film
recovery was considered best for high resolution and metric accuracy, but the art of recovering
vehicles from spaCe had still to be develq>ed. Recovery of instrument packages from rocket
flights had been very successful using parachutes wben used With rockets attaining peak· altttudes
of less than 60 miles. However, I;Jringtng back politically sensitive payloads from orbiting
*By 1961, the official program management prediction on this issue was that durlng the
1960's the Soviets' would develop the capability to destroy or render useless a satellite on orbit.
tTbe legal aspects 9f space overflight had not been resolved to the same degree as penetration of air space.
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satellites presented a problem of great challenge. * On the other hand, radio transmission, with
resolution thought to be adequate for many of the area survey reqUirements, was attractive from
the aspect of timely data return. The decision was made to develop both film recovery and radio
transmission (readout) satellites as complementary programs, thus leading to the first two
photographic reconnaissance programs: CORONA for recovery and SENTRY for readout (SENTRY
was later renamed SAMOS).
The full scope development plan for WS-ll'1L was endorsed in April 1956. Thus, despite
suggestions of high level indifference to the notion of militarily useful satellite vehicles, the
programs suggested by Rand over the previous ten years finally got under way in 1956. The
major milestones in the evolution of an "advanced reconnaissance system" up to this point are
summarized graphically in Fig. 1-1.
USAF Project RAND

_I

USAP ....

.satelllte feasibility
studies

aDd

report

I

)

.

I

Letter contract

awarded to Loc:theed
(Oct '58)

RAND recommends
satellite reccmnaissance
development program

Fig. 1-1 -
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8.9 million
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. satelUte uttUty

Satellite
feasibility
determined

Development

i~plementatiOD

phase

1.5 million

I

DeVelopment directive
pubUshed (Aug '58)

Advanced reconnaissance system evolution

*In 1951, 9 years before the first recovery of an orbiting body, Robert M. Salter, Jr. touched
brieny, but with great insight, on this subject during an address oil Engineering Techniques in
Relation to Human Travels:' "It is physically possible to bring a satelllte back: without great
additional source of power. This is not easy and would require considerable development in con~trol equipment. In launching a satellite, a long, coasting (elllptical) trajectory is indicated, with a
small additional kick provided to pull It into the orbit. The same kick: in reverse will put the
vehicle back into the original ballistic flight path, but the vehicle might burn on the way down. By
using a carefully selected and maintained gliding trajectory it is believed possible to enter the
atmosphere without disastrous skin temperatures and high landing speeds; In fact, terminal speeds
sUghtly over· sonic are indicated, at which point parts of the vehicle could be landed with parachutes.
The main problem then, of the returnable satellite, is that it requires a very accurate control during
the descent phase-automatic programmed control at the least-and possibly the continuously
computed variety."
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SPACE PROGRAM COMPLEXITY DEEPENS
The following years were critically important years in the mllitary space program. Once
the decision to undertake the basic WL-117L program had been made, program proposals began
to proliferate rapidly. The U.S. military space program rapidly became very complex.
In August 1954, Congress had approved U.S. participation in the International Geophysical
Year (lGY), and "launchings of small satellite vehicles" was recommended for such U.S. participation. Planned to begin on 1 January 195'7 and run through 30 June 1958, the IGY was to be a
worldwide scientific effort to gather data about the sun and the upper reaches of the earth's
atmosphere. Both the United States and the Soviet Union had announced that each would orbit an
artificial satellite to aid in the monumental research effort.
In early 1955, the Army and Navy had proposed a joint satellite effort, Project Orbiter.
However, a major policy directive in May 1955 (NSC Dir. 5520) directed that no missile intended
for military purposes could be used for lOY satellites by the United States. The directive supported President Eisenhower's "peaceful uses of space" concept.

Under the complex arrangements for the IGY satellite, the DoD was to supply the booster
to put the payload into orbit, the National Academy of Sciences would determine the experiments
to be placed on the satellite and the National Science Foundation would finance the venture. ~ince
each of the services were in some way involved with missile technology, an ad hoc committee was
set up to choose the booster.
Two of the three main contenders (the Army-Navy system based on REDSTONE, and the
Air Force ATLAS based system) were in conflict with the NSC directive. The other contender
was the Navy VANGUARD, not yet even under development. The underlying reason for choosing
the VANGUARD was that it had no "military taint," a reason difficult to understand since a military service, the Navy, was in charge of the VANGUARD program.
In retrospect, the decision to go with the VANGUARD was a serious blunder. Von Braun's
team had proven the Jupiter booster was capable of orbiting a satellite after their first test launch
of 20 September 1958. To go with a completely new booster built by organizations not even experienced in designing long-range missiles or boosters only because VANGUARD was "virtuous" was
a poor political and technological decision.
NSC Directive 5520 notwithstanding, A.RDC was requested in August 1955 to establish a
scientific satelllte program integrated with WS-117L (as a vehicle to satisfy IGY requirements,
by implication). In November 1955, after a short hold on the project, WDD was assigned responsibility for a plan to use WS-117L prototypes for scientific satellite•. By January 1958, WDD
responded with a proposal to orbit a 3,500-lb satelllte by August 1958, using ARB (Advanced
Reconnaissance System) items, and capable of conducting a number of speCific scientific experiments. ATLAS C was to be the booster. .

t

L
L.

The WDD plan was not acted upon in 1956 by the committee because NSC 5520 still prevailed,
but in February 1957; 'OSD requested a USAF estimate of the U.S. capabutty to build a f'backup"
SCientific satelllte for IGY use. The WDD response was that with the ATLAS program it might be
possible to conduct one or two maximum risk launchings during 1958. Again, however, the decision
was made not to tie the 117L to IGY needs. The ATLAS satellite (Project Score) was actually
launched December 1958, equipped to broadcast President Eisenhower's voice in a Christmas
message from space. But this was 14 months after Russia had stunned the world by successfully
launching into orbit the world's first satellite, SPUTNIK I on 4 October 1957.
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POST-SPUTNIK "CATCH UP" ACTIONS-ARPA AND NASA ESTABLISHED
Decisions during this time were made against the backdrop of this stupendous Russian space
achievement. The impact on world opinion, U.S. pUblic opinion, and congressional concern was
/ almost immediate. The shock that a backward Eurasian power could leapfrog the once mightest
technological nation to achieve a first in space was the general perception. Of more specific
concern was that the Soviets had a space booster which demonstrated not only the abUlty to place
objects in space, but also the capability to carry warheads to intercontinental distance. Any
attempts to belittle or minimize the significance of the 184-pound SPUl'NIK I satellite were dismissed wben on the third of November a second satellite, SPUTNIK IT, was launched by Russia.
This satelUte, weighing 1,120 pounds,placed an animal into orbit for the first time, the dog named
Laika. The location of ICBM sites in Russia would now become a highest priority task for the
intelligence community.

I

Prior to SPt1l'NIK, Headquarters USAF, together with Rand, AMC, ARDC, BMD, and WADe
had evidenced widespread interest in astronautics and had acquired a fairly sophisticated grasp of
its technology. On the other hand, at rio level within the Government had there been a clear statement of the ultimate objective of a space program, or a systematic evaluation of the widely varying
alms of the suggested projects. Clearly, government management must be structured with mandates to narrow and erase the "presumed" missile gap and space gap.
To meet this challenge the Secretary of the Air Force, James H. Douglas, called upon a
committee of distinguished scientists and Air Force officers headed by Dr. Edward Teller to
propose a line of positive action.
The first major organizational development came on ., November 1957 when the President
added to the existing organizational structure by appointing Dr. James R. KUHan as Presidential
Special Assistant for Science and Technology.
In the same month, the Secretary of Defense, Neil H. McElroy announced that to eUminate
the possibility of tnterservice rivalry over space he intended to create a speCial projects agency
to handle the research and development of satellites and other space related and advanced technologies for the DoD. General Schriever protested this decision to build a special projects agency
because the Air Force already had the capability to conduct operations in space. Nevertheless,
on 7 February 1958, McElroy established the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA). The
new organization was headed by Roy W. Johnson; and contrary to the wishes of the Joint ChiefS of
Staff (JCS), he was authorized to direct the research and development projects within the Department of Defense that the Secretary might asSign to it.
In practice, ARPA would then reassign the projects on a contractual basis to the military
departments, other Government agencies, or civilian institutions. (Between 7 February and
1 October 1958, ARPA actually served as the national space agency.)
Also in November 1957, Senator Lyndon B. Johnson, the Senate Majority Leader, had opened
hearings on the apparent American lag behind the Soviets in miUtary science and technology. In
the course of these hearings, one of the witnesses, von Braun,provided a solution to the apparent
funding add advocacy problem that hampered the VANGUARD program. Iri his testimony to the
Senate committee, he suggested the creation of a national space agency, with a separate budget,
having the initial missions of putting a man in orbit and constructing a manned space station.

'.

The Senate committee was impressed by von Braun's proposals. Indeed, Eisenhower's
science advisor, Dr. Killian, had also visualized a space program conducted primarily by a single
civilian organization. A civilian run space program would also complement President Eisenhower's
statements made in January 1958, ((that outer space be used only for peaceful purposes."
.
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With the thought of a single civilian space agency in mind, the Bureau of the Budget, in close
cooperation with Dr. Killian and NACA, it< drafted the legislation which later became the NASA Act.
Signed into law on 29 July by President Eisenhower, the Space Act of 1958 declared that the general welfare and security of the United States required that adequate provisions be made for
aeronautical and space activities. The agency was delegated the responsibility to conduct research
on space and aeronautic activities except those primarily military in nature. Its charter was very
clear, to catch up with the Russians in space and missile technology.

f

NASA was built from already existing organizations. At the core of NASA was NACA with
aU its research organizations. Dr. John P. Hagen, the Director of the Navy-run VANGUARD
program with his 180.-man VANGUARD operation and the Arniy's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
also became a part of NASA. A meteorological sate11lte program, the TIROS, and a modified Air
Force launch vehicle, the ATLAS-CENT AUR,were also legislated to NASA Jurisdiction. The final
transfer requested by NASA was not approved until almost two years later. ABMA and von Braun's
team of scientists and engineers-complete with all the facilities of the Redstone Arsenal-later
became part of NASA on 1 July 1966.
In the spring of 1958, s~ortly after its activation, ARPA, acting as the national space agency,
had organized its space projects into four programs: (1) Missile Defense against ICBM, (2) Military Reconnaissance Satellites, (3) Developments for AppUcation to Space Technology, and (4)
Advanced Research for Scientific Purposes.
In September 1958, shortly before the activation of NASA, ARPA redefined the Advanced
Reconnaissance System and broke it down into separate projects with different designations. The
reconnaissance aspect was renamed SENTRY. The vehicle tests, biomedical flights, and recovery
experiments were grouped together as DISCOVERER. The infrared senSing system became
MIDAS. In tpe last months of 1958, ARPA assigned those three projects to ARDC-AFBMD with
the usual contractual arrangements. At the end of June 1959, the Air Force was still without a
space program of its own, but was supporting a large part of the ARPA program and some NASA
projects a~ well. t

*As an aeronautics research agency since World War I, NACA (National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics) had been very SUccessful in its efforts to advance general and mllttary avtation,
and thus enjoyed a fine working relationship with the military while still retaining its civilian
outlook.

l

L

L
L
L

t Space projects wholly or partly entrusted to AFBMD by mid-1959:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Discoverer
Sentry.
Midas
6-Hr Comm Sat
24-Hr Comm Sat
Deep probes
Transit Nav Sat
Tiros Cloud Cover
Courier Passive Army Comm Sat

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
1'1.
18.
19.
20.

W.~~

Wtllow
Special Testing
Centaur
Saturn
Manned Sat" Interceptor and Inspection
Geo-Astro-Physical Program
Hustler Engine
Aerojet 104 Engine
Delta

n.~~

11. Mercury (MIS)
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REKINDLING OF USAF INTERESTS IN SPACE

....... ....
~

In the spring of 1959, widespread dissatisfaction with the progress made by the space program led to changes in organization that were of substantial consequence. On 13 April 1959,
Headquarters USAF issued the equivalent of a charter that gave the Directorate of Advanced
Technology authority to coontinate within the Air Staff all USAF space activities. T
still another change occurred on 9 November 1959 when DCS/Development redesignated the
Director of Advanced Technology as the Assistant for Astronautic Systems. The Chief of Staff
approved the shift to "Assistant" status in December, but would not permit use of the term
Astronautic Systems."
II

I

In his new poSition, the Assistant for Advanced Technology had overall responsibility within
DCS/Development for policy guidance and program direction in the broad areas of ballistic missUes or vehicles, ballistic missile warning and defensive systems, and vehicles and systems to
operate in space, including those for detecting and tracking.
Simultaneously with these USAF organizational changes, differences among the military
services came into the open. In the midst of these discussions ARPA recommended in June a
MERCURY Task Force to assist NASA, and the secretary of Defense requested JCS advice in
assigning operating responsibilities for several projects, including MIDAS and SENTRY-the
latter soon to be redesignated as SAMOS. In the months that followed, the services held their
positions. The Army.and Navy wanted a Mercury Task Force and a Defense Astronautical Agency
to control the space systems. The Air Force objected to both.
.

--I

-I

TRANSFER OF SPACE ACTIVITIES TO THE SERVICES
In September, the Secretary of Defense made three important decisions. He disapproved
the proposed Defense Astronautical Agency. He terminated the move for a MERCURY Task Force,
but as a substitute selected Major General Donald N. yates, USAF, Atlantic Missile Range commander, to "direct military support" for the project. And finally, McElroy reversed his established
policy on ARPA by dividing the military space prOgram among the three services. Under this
arrangement, MIDAS and &AMOS were marked for the Air Force, although formal transfer did not
fonow immediately. Likewise TRANSIT, a more recently planned navigational project, would go
to the Navy, and a NarUS famUy of four communication satellites to the Army.
The actual transfer of SAMOS and MIDAS occurred in late November 1959. ARPA also
relinquished Project DISCOVERER to the Air Force, something not mentioned in the September
decisions.
The funding decision and allocation process for the space program for fiscal years 19581960 was very complex. Since SPUTNIK came early in the fiscal year 1958, appropriations were
already in effect, and adjustments were difficult.
-- _

Although the Air Force had long entertained space plans up to October 195'1, little hard

~. money had been allocated to the projects: The budget for fiSC$8.l year 1958, which had come into

....

I

effect three months before the advent of SPUl'NIK, allocated e5.8 million to the Advanced Reconnaissance System (as compared to $13.9 million the previous year) to make up the llon~s share of
an approximate total of $'10'mi11ion for space and n e a r - s p a c e . . . )
In JanUary 1958, three months after SPUTNIK, when the Air Force presented its first systematic plans for a space program, Headquarters proposed that an extra $155 million to be added
to the original $'10 mUlion to make a total of $225 million for fiscal year 1958. The emergence
of ARPA changed all these hopes. Between March and October 1958 all the true space projects

I

I

/

_1
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of the Air Force, together with funds, passed either to ARPA or NASA. Consequently, the USAF
budget allocation to near-space and space projects for fiscal year 1959 fell to a mere $8.7 million.
About half of this sum was allocated to DYNASOAR* and BRATS,t and the remaining $4.'7 million
to space studies and lesser items. For fiscal year 1960 the total fell again, this time to a paltry
$2.2 million.
In the fiscal year 1959, however, ARPA reassigned nearly $300 million to ARnC for work
on the Advanced Reconnaissance System and its subsystems, and for applied projects. In the
same year, ARPA reassigned $64 million to the Army and $24.9 million to the Navy. But all was
not to be smooth sailing from an organizational sense.

At the beginning of February 1960, USAF research and development covered the whole range
of space subjects from exploratory research to system development; but it was being done under
the sponsorship of ARPA, a fact that galled many at the time. ARPA enjoyed almost complete
freedom in deciding which military requirements, stated by the services, would be pushed,
combined, or ignored.
The projected removal of ARPA from the space field, announced in September 1959, served
tn large part to settle this issue; but it did not alleviate the tight control which continued to be
exercised by OSD agencies. Balancing influence and decision making between civilian and military
officials was also a problem within the OSAF-Air Staff complex itself. In October 1959, Secretary
of the Air Force James H. Douglas directed that all space actions be taken "within the framework
of the AFBMC (Air Force Ballistic Missile Committee)," concentrating decision making prerogatlves in Civilian hands and reducing air staff participation.
In February 1960, Dr. H. York approved the shift to the Air Force of a major segment of
ARPA's space study and component development program.
The Air Force divided the space development effort in 1960 into three major areas. The
first, pure studies, sought new ways of doing military jobs and outlined possible system approaches.
The second included applied research for the purpose of developing techniques that provided essential ingredients for future systems. The third area, system development, was the final goal, the
last step in the study-research-development process to meet requirements stated years earlier.
Throughout the year, planning and programming for the SAMOS Reconnaissance SatelUte,
the MIDAS Early Warning Satellite, and the DISCOVERER Research Satellite were lumped together.
The three had grown out of a proposal partially outlined as early as 1946 and established as a
system development 9 years later;
U-2 "Spy PLANE" INCIDENT CLOSES RUSSIAN SKIES

As mentioned earlier, the U-2 "Spy Plane" had been ranging over much of the world since
1956. The advantages to be gained from overflights were dramatically emphasized by the Intelligence the U-2's were bringing back. As the need for information grew, the flights into Russia
became longer and longer until it was decided to make one way trips across the Soviet Union from
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . But on the first of the one-way flights attempted,
the U-2 piloted by Francis Gary Powers was shot down by a surface-to-air missile near Sverdlovsk
on 1 May 1960.
*DYNASOAR (Dynamic Soaring): Proposed manned vehicle employing boost-glide principles.
t BRATS (Ballistic ,Research and Test Systems): Formerly the Ballistic Systems Research
and Supporting System (BALWARDS).

l_
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Upon this politically delicate event, President Eisenhower declared the Soviet Union off
limits to overflight by airplanes. Although the U-2's had been overflying communist countries
for several years, a large fraction of Eurasian landmass had yet to be photographed even once.
To the general public the President's decree may have seemed to end all chances for conttnued
American aerial surveillance of the Soviet Union. Yet, in reality, terminating the U-2 overfltghts
was to bring stronger emphasis on the attractiveness and urgency of developing the satelllte
reconnaissance concept.

i I,
!j

ESTABLISHING THE NRO AND SAFSP
During the Spring of 1960, Congress became intimately involved in SAMOS-MIDAS progress.
Xn light of the U-2 incident, Congress called for the rapid development of both space systems, and
voted sums of money far in excess of the administrations's request for fiscal year 1961. Nevertheless, uncertaintIes and indecision on the technical and budgetary aspects of SAMOS and MIDAS
continued to affect planned operational dates for these two space programs.
In mid-1960, there was concern over the delays that were resulting from. multiple layers of
management. The urgency surrounding the proliferation of space programs seemed to call for a
new management approach.
As various government organizations searched for a way to eliminate some of the multiplerole frustrations of past decades, U was decided that the best approaCh to getting a streamUned
operation in being was to have direction for suCh a plan emanate from the President.

Under panel discussions involving President Eisenhower's Science Advisory Committee and
the Air Force, an administrative arrangement was seen whereby various echelons of management
would be bypassed leaving program development directors reporting directly to a new National
Reconnaissance office (NRO) within the office of the Secretary of the Air Force. It was. visualized
that the organization should have a clear line of authority, and at top level direction should include
OSD and CIA, and not just the Air Force.

I

Following several meetings and discussions in preparation for the National SecurUy Council
(NSC) briefing on this subject, the panel made their recommendation in a formal briefing on
25 August. The President and the Secretary of Defense Thomas S. Gates, Jr. agreed that this
should be the arrangement, i.e., that the line of command should be directly between the program
development directors and the office of the Secretary of the Air Force. From instructions which
followed, the Secretary of the Air Force issued orders on 31 August establishing:

)

a. A Director of the SAMOS Project atAFBMD as a field extension of the Secretary's
Office, responsible to and reportmg directly to the Secretary, and
.
b. An Office of Missile and Satellite Systems (SAFMS) within the Secretary's staff, to
assist him in discharging his responsibility for the direction, supervision, and control
of the SAMOS Project.
Brigadier General Richard D. Curtin was designated as Director of SAFMS'. Brigadier
General Robert E. Greer was designated U Director of the SAMOS Project, * with addUional
as Vice Co~mander for Satellite Systems, AFBMD, ARDe, with duty station at
California.

.I
)

*The SAMOS Project was later renamed SAFSP (Secretary of the Air Force Special
Projects).
. .
.
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SPACE ACTMTIES 1958-1960
Despite organization and policy confusion during preceding years, by 1960 the Untted States
had made noteworthy contributions to space science by orbiting satellites in major fields of
interest: scientific; communication; weather; navigation; and reconnaissance. Some successful
launch events tn these specific fields are summarized for brevIty:8",
a. The first U.S. satellite, EXPLORER I, launched on 31 January 1958, discovered Van Allen
radiation in space.
b. The second, a 6-inch ball, VANGUARD I launched into a 4OO-plus mile orbit on 17 March
1958, discovered that the earth is pear shaped.
c. Project SCORE on 18 December 1958 broadcast the first voice transmission from space,
a Christmas message from President Eisenhower.
d. VANGUARD II, on 17 February 1959, was the first satellite to seild weather information
back to earth.
e. On 13 Aprl11959, the second vehicle in the DISCOVERER Program (later to become the
CORONA Program) was successfully launched and orbited for 1'1 revolutions; however,
a timing malfunction precluded successful recovery of the Satellite Recovery Vehicle
(SRV).

f. On '1 August 1959, EXPLORER VI mapped the Van Allen Radiation.

g. The first navigation satellite, TRANSIT IB, was launched on 13 APril 1960.
h. Then came TRANSIT IIA on 22 June 1960, carrying Canadian-built instruments to
measure radio interference in space. This satellite also carried GREB I the first
SIGINT satelltte. This was a combined Navy/NSA effort.
i. On 12 August 1960, ECHO I, the first passive communication satellite was launched.

J. The very first recoverY of an object from an orbiting s~llltewas made by the United
States on 11 August 1960. This was the SRV from DISCOVERER XIII, the thirteenth
vehicle' in the DISCOVERER exploratory launch series which had begun on 21 January
1959.
These successes were due largely to the ingenuity of individuals In the armed services and
Govemment organizations, and the industrial scientists who devised miniaturized instruments to
fit the small payload capacity of then available rocket boosters.

(.

In addition to orbiting earth satellites, the United states and Russia were both shooting
rockets into outer space. Early In 1959, first Russia and then the United states launched probes
that "escaped earth's gravity. Russia's LUNIK I and the U.S. PIONEE~ IV, aimed at the moon,
zoomed past the moon but went into orbit around the sun as the first man-made "planetoids." In __ _
September 1959, Russia launched LUNIK II, and 33 hours after the launch the probe crashed to
the moon's surface. .
'

L
L
[

*A broader view of early U.S. and Russian launches Is provided in Table 1-1. This list,
extracted from a TRW Space Log, has been limited to the period deemed appropriate at this point
in the report. Also, Fig. 1-2a and 1-2b lihow examples of boosters, as vtewed in 1959, and the
Lockheed Standardized AGENA which has been used extensively in satellite programs.
BIFoOS9W-23422/82
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Russia's LUNIK

m, launched 4 October 1959 photographed the dark side of the moon.

PIONEER V, launched 11 March 1960, transmitted information on conditions more than
. 22,000,000 miles in space.
Then, on 20 July 1960, demonstrating a new method of weapon deployment,the Navy's

"/

POLARIS was successfully launched from a submerged nuclear-powered submarine.

Man in space did not come until 1961. On April 12, 1961 Russian cosmonaut Yuri Gugarin
. made a single orbit around the earth. The American astronauts, Alan Sheppard, on 5 May 1961,
and Virgil Grissom, on 21 July, rocketed to a height of 11'1 miles in 300-mile-Iong suborbital
flights. Then Russian cosmonaut Gherman Tttov orbited the earth 1'1 times on 6, '1 August 1961.
The first American astronaut to orbit the earth, John H. Glenn, Jr. made three orbits on
20 February 1962.
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Table 1-1 - TRW Condensed Log of 1957-60 Space Projects
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Table 1-1 - TRW Condensed Log of 1957-60 Space Projects (Cont.)
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EARLY SATELLITE SYSTEMS
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PREFACE TO EARLY SATELLITE SYSTEMS
The early satellite programs covered in this section (SAMOS, CORONA, GAMBIT, etc.) are
addressed one program at a time. This is done deliberately in the belief that this approach will
help first-time readers to follow the development and operational periods of each program, rather
than bringing them along together and switching back and forth from one to another. But before
reading this section, it is important to understand that the early programs did not come along in
a neat sequential order so that their problems could be dealt with one at a time. As the charts
and tables immediately following show, many of these programs were going on concurrently and
were therefore interrelated from management aspects of technology, security, and budget.
Also, it is important to have some perception of the complications of the times we are
talking about. In the preceding background section, it was seen that gradually over a period of
years progress was m8.de in simplifying Government management for the satellite reconpaissance
programs, culminating in the establishment of the National Reconnaissance office.
Yet, this "ideal" arrangement did not mean that it would be easy to fulfill two prime objectives: first (with some programs already in development) to determine .the kinds of recmnalssance
systems the nation really needed, and second, to provide some sort of cover or security for what
our real capabilities were. Many people had by now seen the potential of satellites for reconnaissance, so there were various pressures brought by various groups to get business started in their
.particular fields of interest.
In this science about which little was known at the time, it was necessary to develop a new
capabiUty in groups of people, and build facilities peculiar to new requirements wherein the new
devices could be built, tested, integrated, launched, cmtrolled on orbit, and recovered. It was
necessary to develop an expertise that was going to be very important for the future, and yet to
keep the activity in bounds so there wouldn't be a needless expenditure of funds ..
It was obvious that the potential here was enormous and would require train~d personnel,
with motivation to keep them in the business so as to become "experienced" personnel. If all we
had were people OIl one program, that would be inadequate, because the programs were to become
bigger. We had to get people familiar with the technology, trained in the kinds of problems that
would be involved and working on some real things, things that they considered important, and
potentially could be important, in other words that could produce technological lievelopments and
ideas that had merit.

Competitive approaches were seen as a way to get better products in these new fields of
endeavor, and by doing it early in the game it would not be aU that costly. This had as its justification the development of experience, the training of personnel, testing out of new techniques
and ideas, but without the requirement that it all had to jell at a particular time and produe,e a
particular result.

I

t
:.l. ·

-

In tum, thls created a very difficult and frustrating working environment. There were very
few who were really cognlzant of a total activity, and persons who were lnvolved in one particular
facet of the buslness were in many cases completely unaware that there was another activity
BIF-QeeW·23422/82
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proceeding along similar lines. Thus, when decisions were made to modify, stretch out, or, in the
extreme case, cancel a program that was showing great potential, it appeared to the uninformed
that management was making h'rational decisions. Such cases will be seen in this section, e,g.,
the LANYARD (KH-6) was a backup to the GAMBIT (KH-7) and was cancelled when the KH-7 .
performed satisfactorily on its first mission, and in another case, when the SAMOS E-6 program
could no longer provide cover for the more desirable GAMBIT (KH-'1) because of configuration
differences, the E-6 became the pawn.
But competition was not always the most productive approach, particularly when it was in
the form of interservtce rivalry. You will read about two early mapping cameras which came
about as the result of Army and Air Foree arguments over roles and missions .. These systems,
the Army ARGON (KH-5) and the Air Foree SAMOS (E-4), starting about 2 years before the NRO
was establlshed, took on some of the interserviee complications in their evolutions. Had there
been some sort of a national set of objectives in position earlier, a program could have been
created that would have been better and would have provided both the Army and Air Foree a more
efficient way than the development of a competitive approach.
In the following discussions of early satellite programs, the intermix of program names
and KB numbers, together with the overlapping time frames, would most certainly be difficult for
first-Ume readers to follow without some measure of background and reference. To that end, a
summation of pertinent program/system data is provided at this point for orientation and reference
(see Tables 1-2 and 1-3). Also, immediately following, is a graphic study of the learning curve
associated with these programs (refer to Figs. 1-3a and 1-3b). The ultimate goal, of course, was
total operational success, mission after mission, but total success was not to come instantaneously.
While one community was focusing on the high priority payloads, other circles were concentrating
equally on other subsystems and functions which were also vital to program success, e.g.,
airframe, propulsion, vehicle internal electrical systems, guidance and ftlght controls, groundspace communications, and ground systems performance (including the launch complex, tracking
stations, telemetry ship, Hawaiian Control Center and Recovery Force). In the early phases,
systems were launched frequently and missions were short (1 to., days). It was the. opinion of
the BMD Commander, Brig. General Osmund J. RUland. that the way to achieve early success in
the DISCOVERER Program was through frequent flights. Be beUeved that the real payoff in.
learning "What to do" would be proven in night tests, and that in this initial phase of developing
a space capabUlty, it was better to suffer some embarrassments on end results than to have a
stretched out "no action" program. As these developmental nights were in process, however,
he was deeply concerned that more publicity was being given to failures than to the successful
"firsts" being achieved, such as: placing in orbit an earth oriented and stabilized 1,700-pound .
satelllte; achieving a maneuverable satellite using airborne programs and even ground-commands
in orbit; and setting up and operating a world-wide communications and control organization,
including recovery task forces, where no previous programs had even plowed the ground. But
catastrophic failures became less and less frequent, and virtually disappeared as experience in
space technology grew, as shown in Fig. 1-3b. From technological advances in both hardware
and software, m lssions were stretched longer and longer, thus fewer ·launches were required
each year to acquire the desired coverage.

For those who would like to go beyond the brief accounts of the early satellite systems
presented in this document, two sets of reports are highly recommended: "A History of Satellite
Reconnaissance," Volumes I through mB prepared by Robert Perry under direction of the NRO;
and "CORONA Program History, Volume I, Program Overview," produced by the Directorate of
Sclence and Technology, Central Intelligence Agency. These historical documents were used
extensively in preparing the program summaries that follow.
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As late as March 1958, WS-117L embodied concepts of a "pioneer" system built around a
6-inch (focal length) lens, and an "advanced visual" system embodying a 36-inch lens as the basic
data gathering devices. Both infrared and electronic collectors were being considered by that
time, but the chief emphasis remained with visual modes.~
The pioneer of the visual reconnaissance ''E''* subsystems (Fig. 1-4a) in the WS-117L family
(Fig. 1-4b) was intended to provide in-camera definition approaching 100 lines per millimeter,
based on an f/2.8 lens in combination with a very fine grain film. Orbital operation was predicated
on the assumption that the camera.system would function for 5 minutes during each pass over the
"area of interest" and that on subsequent orbits three receiving stations within the continental
United States would "read out" theintelUgence thus acquired. (The statiOnS were to be located at
Fort stevens, Oregon; Ottumwa, Iowa; and New Boston, New Hampshire. Offutt Air Force Base was
to be the satellite operations control center.) It seemed probable that an efficient processing and
dissemination complex would permit at least 10 percent of the derived intelligence to reach the
central analysis station within 1 hour of its receipt and the remainder within 8 hours. The strategic Air Command wanted an eventual "near real time" system, of course, hoping to use it for
~
attack warning as well as general intelligence. Each of several vehicles to be aloft stmultaneously
was to have a useful time on orbit of 10 to 30 days, limited principally by battery life. The initial
system (E-l) (Fig. 1-5) was designed to permit identification of gr.ound objects measuring 100 feet
on a side. The ''advanced'' E-2(Figs. 1-6a and b) was to produce images tbat would permit "visual
resolution" of objects 20 feet on a side and was to have a potentially long orbital operating lifeassuming the avaUability of either solar or nuclear power sources. Functions a~d characteristics
of the E-2 system were:
Functions:
1. Photographs ground from 300-mUe altitude wUh payload camera
2. Processes photographic fUm in processor
3. Converts information in photographiC image to electrical signal in readout equipment
4. Provides data to telemetry link
.
5. Provides a pressurized housing with trunnions for oblique and stereo operation
ClaracterlBtics:
Ground resolution
20 feet
Ground width coverage
17 mUes
Maximum obliquity angle
26 degrees
stereo convergence angle
34 degrees
Ground coverage per day
55,000 square mUes
FUm consumption per month
10 pounds
Operating life
4 months
g megacycles/sec
Readout bandwidth
Weight
950 pounds
Length
67 inches
55 inches
Base diameter
. Average power consumption
·50 watts
*The letter designator assigned individual WS-117L subsystems had the following basis:
Subsystem A-airframe; B-propulsion; C-auxiliary power; D-guidance and control; E-visual
reconnaissance; F-electromagnettc reconnaissance (Fer'ret);G-tnfrared reconnaissance (laterMidas); H-communicattons; I-data processing; J-geophystcal environment; K-personnel;
L-biomedical recovery. The E designators ultimately ran from E -1 through E-6; the F designators through F-4.
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One key to a useful readout system was a raw data processing subsystem whiCh would include
the equipment, techniques, and procedures to transform recorded raw data into intelligence, and to
disseminate it to using agencies. Ground receiving stations, therefore, would ldentUy, record,
and retransmit information to an "Advanced Reconnaissance System Intelligence Center" (predictably dubbed "ARSIC"). The Intelligence Data Processing Subsystem ("IDPS"-later Subsystem I)
was to be capable of performing all functions needed to transform the raw data into useful intelligence: pro~esstng, screening, interpretation, collation, evaluation, indexing, storage and retrieval,
analysis, display, dissemination, and presentation.
.
The orbital vehicle (the upper stage and payload sections) was to be 19 feet long and 5 feet
in diameter, was to carry a 2,680-pound payload and, including 5,080 poUDds of.propellants, would
weigh 9,300 pounds at .launch. The somewhat loosely defined operational concept of March 1958
anticipated that ultimately each of several E-2 satellites simultaneously on orbit would have a
useful lUe of one year and be capable of providing 17-foot ground resolution.
,)

Spot surveillance of selected targets rather than general reconnaissance was the objective
of the development program. Surveillance of this nature was intended to provide advance warning
of an imminent attack, a concept emphasized by application of the name SENTRY to WS-117L in
June 1958. Unhapplly, concept had little relevance to reality. Although a camera and J,"eadout
system that could actually resolve 17 feet on each side would be capable of locating and identUying
intercontinental missUe sites, the total satellite system was incapable of such precision. Moreover, within the existing state of the art, the capacity of the system to scan and transmit images
to ground stations was severely limited.
Even though electronic transmission of photographs to ground receiver degraded definttlon,
the chief objection to readout was that relatively little coverage could be provided each day.
The readout technique that had evolved by 1958, and which was refined but not radically
changed during the next two years, embraced a strip camera subsystem loaded with 4,500 feet of
70-mllllmeter film. The fUm moved past a slit aperture which served as a shutter, at a rate
determined by image motion compensation settings. (The "slit" was actually a line scribed
.through the aluminum coating on a glass plate.)
. Once exposed, the fUm was pressed against a chemically Impregnated web at intervals over
a period of approximately 16 minutes. The pre-soaked web contained all the necessary developing
and fixing ingredients. After completing the processing stage, the developed film went to a
storage section-a series of loops which held it in readiness for later scanning and transmission.
The readout mechanism consisted of a revolving drum line scan tube, a scanner lens system,
a ltght collector lens system, a photomultlpller tube, and a video amplUier. An electron beam
whtch focused on the phosphor-coated inner surface of the revolving drum was emitted through an
optically flat window, the light beam going through a scanning lens that was moved vertically by a
motor-driven cam. The lens moved the spot of light across the width of the processed film as the
fUm moved laterally through a readout gate. The beam motion had the shape of a square wave,
permitting continuous top-to-bottom travel rather than returning to a zero point for each scan
operation. That portion of the beam which passed through the fUm was collected by another lens
system capable of relaying 75 percent of the transmitted light to a photomultiplier tube which
transformed the light energy into electronic signals. After passage through a video amplUier,
those signals were relayed to the satelllte's communication equipment section for transmission
to the ground stations (see Fig. 1-7).
Image motion compensation, exposure control, and focus factors were set by command from
a ground station. Attitude recording, a key factor for lnterpretation, was provided through inscription of a binary code on the edges of the nim.
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Focal length

36 inches

Film width

70mm

Plcture width

2 inches

Limiting resolution

250 lines/mm

Aperture ratio

f/4

Aperture diameter

9 inches

Exposure tlme nominal
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Spectral range

0.500 to 0.720
micrometers

Slit width

0.0027 to 0.085 inch

Weight

83 poUDds
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The process, though complicated, could be performed by existing or avaUable techniques
and equipments. Limiting technical factors were the speed and width of the scanning beam,
governed by bandwldth (megacycles per second) considerations. Unless traveling wave tubes could
be incorporated in the system-and nothing suitable. was available either in 1958 or three years
later-the usable bandwldth was but 6 megacycles per second. Even though E-l arid E-2 systems
were designed to limit their coding to white, black, and one gray scale, the scanning beam could
travel across the width of film only once each second. The beam spanned only one-tenth of an inch
of fUm during each transit. A complete scanner-beampass-bottom-to-iop-to-bottom-required
2 seeonds. The transmission, readout, and reconstruction process transformed the signals from
each such path into an 18-inch strip of 35-millimeter fUm in the ground station. Seven such
strips, halved and realigned to conform to the pattern of the original film, could be reassembled
into a single print measuring 9 inches along each edge.
Long before flight trials could be attempted, the limitations of the readout technique were
. well appreciated. On the assumption that a ground station could receive fully useful information
for 8 minutes during each of five daily passes of the satellite within its reception range, it was
apparent that each station could accept no more than 62 individual frames representing 16,'740
square mUes of target area each day. (An early CORONA system could scan 1.5 million square
mlles each day.)
Such consideratlons influenced the transformation of basic requirements in the period
between March and September 1958. By that later date, Air Force headquarters had clearly
lndtcated its desire that "consideration" be given to the use of a recoverable satellite in order to
achieve maximum accuracy, information content, reliabllity of receipt of collected data, and reuse"
where economically feasible. Nevertheless, the stated objectives of the program were focused on
early warning of attack, the collection of general intelligence, and support of the nation's emergency war plan. The use of satellite reconnaissance to assist in determining the war potential of
the Soviet Union remained a secondary goal. Readout, even with its acknowledged limitations,
stlll seemed the best means of satisfying the requirements.
Administration of SENTRY through the closing months of 1958 was complicated by the fact
that the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) had custody of program funds and exercised
a directive authority over the technical content of the effort. Although ARPA Director R. W.
Johnson In mid-December 1958 had approved a new three-phase approach that included fUm
recovery as well as Ferret and readout payloads, the research agency continued to press for the
Inclusion of an electrostatic tape readout· system (later the E-2). Indeed, ARPA came to advocate
cancellation of all other visual programs In favor of reliance on electrostatic tape methods.
Lockheed stated the case for an E-3 in a proposal dated 29 July 1959. Apparently proceeding on the reasonable premise that ARPA's predilection for readout would prevail over Air Force
preferences, Lockheed painted the theoretical advantages of the E-3 in highly attractive colors.
The contractor noted that E-2 technology was based On pre-1959 concepts and that the "recent
addition" of a requirement for 5-foot visual reconnaissance had prompted attention to state-ofthe-art improvements. In Lockheed's opinion'(at least,ln its 29 July 1959 opinion!), "an allelectronic approach would provide the highest possible performance in the earItest time period at
minimum cost." Noting that the "technical feasibility" of electronic tape systems had been proven
under Aeronautical Research Laboratory (Wright Air Development Center) contracts, Lockheed
cited the avallablltty of 100-line-per-mllllmeter definition (12,200 television lines for a 61mtlllmeter-square format!) and equivalent senslttvity of ABA 145 [standard recOnnaissance film had
an aerial exposure Index (AEI) of 2 to 5], and a readout system substantially more simple than that
of the E-2. The image was .to be recorded on photoelectric-sensitive electrostatic tape, read out
. ~ deflecting the modulation of an electron beam to scan a portion of the tape, and the view signal
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amplified and then applied as a modulating signal for transmission to ground stations. A bandwidth of 12 megacycles per second was required (tubes had to be developed also) to provide a
readout time of 8.7 seconds per frame. In such terms, ARPA's interest was entirely understandable.
Following further deliberations over requirements and funding, resulting in, among other
things, the approval of the E-5 recovery system, the Air Force Ballistic Missile Committee took
a hand, instructing BMD to submit a program that emphasized photography rather than Ferret
subsystems and which clearly concentrated on recovery rather than readout data retrieval methods.
One immediate consequence of the redirection was to eliminate some effort covered by existing
contractors. Included in the termination package that BMD and Lockheed worked out early in
December were all of the very advanced readout programs-E-3 and F-4 (a Ferret package
development comparable to the E-3 in complexity and technical uncertainty).
When the SAMOS project flnally became the direct responsibility of the Secretary of the
Air Force, it included three photographiC subsystems and one ground based subsystem that
stemmed directly from the origlnal WS-117L program. Others were pending approval, but only
the E-l and E-2 readout systems, Ferrets F-l and F-2, and the E-5 recovery system were funded
and in a hardware stage. Associated with the airbornewas the ground-site complex of receiving,
processing, storage, and. dissemination equipment that was known as Subsystem I (eye).
As it happened, the period of SAMOS reorientation during the spring and summer of 1960
coincided with the cUmax of E-1 development, which had begun in 1956. Eastman delivered the
first camera payload to Lockbeed on 15 April and Lockheed completed its system test of the
._; Agena plus payload on 3 June. The payload included both an E-1 and F-1 Ferret subsystem. By
September, the Agena-payload complex was mated with an Atlas booster at Point Arguello, and on
11 October it was launched amid considerable fanfare that included elaborate press conferences
and a large audience of cameramen. *

-"

The launching went well enough to please photographers, but program people were less than
happy. The umbUical connection failed to release at launch and the hefty push of the Atlas booster
tore away the nitrogen fill Une-complete with couplings to the Agena-when the hoses reached
their physical stretch limits. Although the Atlas operated perfectly and the separation of the
Agena from the first-stage booster occurred as programmed, nitrogen had been venting freely irito
the atmosphere through the entire boost period and the tanks were, for practical purposes, empty.
Attitude stabilization depended on gas-and there was no gas. The Agena's engines ignited while
the vehicle was improperly aligned for injection into orbit-and the flight was over. Investigation
revealed that test base personnel had failed to install a half-inch assembly that should have joined
the umbilical to the quick-disconnect fittings.
Between January and August 1960, redirection of the SAMOS program had caused elimination of five of the original eleven scheduled readout flights; only three E-l/F-l and three E-2
payloads had been authorized. One Of these was eliminated in early November, leaving only five
readout payloads in the launch schedule.

* A few days prior to the scheduled launch date General Greer had taken the precaution to
assemble a small group of his immediate staff-management, security, and technical-for a
pseudo press question and answer session.
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During the period between the first and second E-l1aunches, Subsystem I was cancelled.
Large among the reasons for ending the development was cost. the technical difficulty of development having been sadly underrated. For an input of n e a r l y _ the Air Force had obtained
a semi-obsolescent lot of partially developed equipment tied to an abandoned concept. In the final
analysis, Subsystem I had been designed to satisfy the pre-1960 requirements for early attack
warning; the shift of emphasis from surveillance to reconnaissance in July 1960 had doomed the
development, although full appreciation of that circumstance w:as not widespread.
Although there could be heard strong recommendations to cancel all readout programs at this
point and place full emphasis on recovery, empirical evidence remained the best baSis for a judgment on program validity and, in the absence of flight data on which to base a finding, the cancella~
tion of the E-l program might prove difficult to defend.
By early January the second vehicle was on the stand and had been checked out. At that
point a new complication arose. Negotiations with the Soviets for release of two imprisoned
members of an RB-47 crew were approaching a climax; the newly installed Kennedy administration
was extremely anxious to establish an early record of diplomatic achievement by getting agreement
to the crew's return. In mid-January, with the E-l on the pad and ready, General Greer received
urpnt encrypted instructions to delay the scheduled launch by some plausible subterfuge until the
freed crew could actually be returned to American custody.
Following reiease of the Air Force crewmen, the second SAMOS vehicle (2102) was
launched, on 31 January 1961. Like the first, in October, it carried a composite E-l/F-l payload.
This time the orbital vehicle was placed into a stable orbit having a period of 95.2 minutes,
perigee of 260 miles, an apogee of 311.6 mUes, and a nominal
of 1,130 days. The
vehicle successfully relayed. information to the readout ..._•. &v..

I

I
l
I

1
I
[

On 3 February, Colonel William G. King, SAMOS Program Manager at SAFSP, took the first
analysis of flight results to Dr. J. V. Charyk, Undersecretary of the Air Force. An assembled
photograph was available which indicated that the ground resolution of the system was roughly
what had been anticipated, about 100 feet. Although the hand-processed pictures were relatively
good in terms of original system requirements, the system itself did not promise much in the way
of eventual utility. There seemed little justification for altering the premise of the previous
8 months-that the E-l would be tested to prove out the feasibtlity of the in-flight processing,
tranSinitting, and readout equipment. Charyk agreed that the relative success of the 2102 vehicle
was sufficient proof of E-l system feasibility; he approved General Greer's recommendation
that the third of the programmed E-l flights be cancelled and the equipment stored for some
possible future appllcation.· They also agreed to let the SCheduled E -2 flights remain in the
program for the moment, although again it was apparent that once a set of returns bad been
received there would be no real justification for further continuance of the E-2 program.

* There was one additional, almost afterthought, aspect to the E-l program. In April 1961,
representatives of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) contacted Dr. Charyk's
office to ask permission to examine and use E-l technology in their own programs; It seemed
possible for a time that the physical products of the E-l development might actually find their way
into a moon vehicle and, later, actually did in NASA's Lunar Orbiter. One stimulant was the
obvious parallel between E-l equipment ~d techniques and the devices used by the Soviets to
photograph the back surface of the moon in October 1959.
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On 19 April, the third E·2 vehicle-payload was cancelled. Another significant change came
in July when a succession of payload, tracking net, and booster dlfficulttes forced postponement
of the scheduled launch of the flrst E·2.

On 9 September 1961 the initlal attempt to orbit an E-2 payload ended in an awesome launch
pad explosion. Loss of electrical power caused the Atlas to drop back on the pad less than 2
seconds after lift off. The E-2 payload was destroyed in the resulting blast and fire. (The Atlas
failure was caused by a delay of 0.2 second in disconnecting the umbilical that carried the ~ignal
from external to internal electric power.)

!
I

I

The remaining E-2 flight test vehicle (2121) faced a problem of crowded launch pad schedules.
After weighing the prospect of a major malfunction and the clear evidence that baste subsystem
performance had been adequately demonstrated in the single E-l flight, Charyk and Greer decided
not to launch th~ second E-2 vehicle. On 30 September the contractor was instructed to remove it
from flight readiness processing and put it in bonded storage. For all practical purposes, such
action concluded the orlgina.l readout oriented SAMOS program.
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The E -4 Mapping Satellite (Program lA)
Note: It was disappointing that a record search did not produce any
photograpllsor artist concepts of this system.
Development of a mapping and charting satellite had been a cherished Air Force dream for
at least two years before SAFSP inherited the mantle of satellite reconnaissance responsibilitybut progress had remained in the dream category~O The requirement had been defined in September
1958, although considered abstractly even earUer. By the following January the notion had been
translated into a proposal for a recoverable capsule system capable of taking pictures with high
geometric fideUty and correlating them with the products of a stellar image recording camera.
Called E-4, the proposed system was considered a companion to the E-5 surveillance system
then being defined. Although the Ballistic Missiles Division and the Air ResearCh and Development
Command heartily favored starting development, even seeming to prefer the E-4 to the E-5, the
Air staff was never more than lukewarm. In part because highly influential intelligence officers
withheld firm support, the E -4 took shape as a som~hat tenuous development which was in direct
competition with a proposed ARPA-sponsored interim mapping system and with the ARGON
system being covertly developed under Army auspices. In May 1959, ARPA directed the Air
Force to cancel work on the E -4 mapping camera program. Most contracts were dropped the
follOWing month, although the Photographic Laboratory at Wright Field continued to fund related
camera developments without calling much attention to the effort. The cancellation came, somewhat disconcertingly, on the day that Lockheed finished the initial version of the development
plan.
On 18 October 1960, Major C. E. James of the newly organized SAMOS Washington office
(SAFSS) met with Dr. Charyk to discuss geodetic and mapping satellites. He brought the Undersecretary up to date on the status and prospects of ARGON am then explained that the Air Force
had a camera known as the "412" (actually the appUed research development undertaken upon
formal cancellation of the E-4 camera) which represented the logical follow-on to ARGON. Two
were scheduled for completion by early 1961 and long-lead-time provisions had been made to
purchase seven more. In James' opinion, the system represented the best that the existing state
of the art could provide. He advised Dr. Charyk that the camera system could be readied for
flight in an E-5 capsule by August 1961. (By using the considerably greater thrust of an Atlas
booster, the E-4 avoided design compromises inherent in the Thor-boosted ARGON.)

The E -4 had other attractions. It promised new avenues for the future, seeming to be
adaptable to evolution toward a long term objective defined in September 1960 by the National
Security Council .• Moreover, an E-4 program UDder SAFSP auspices would eliminate any need
for continuing the cumbersome ARGON management complex, which then included the Army Mapping
Service, the Natlonal Photographic Interpretation Center, the Central Intelligence Agency, and the
West Coast ARGON office. Finally and most important, E-4 promised better results than ARGON.
Convinced, Charyk authorized BMD-WADD (Wright Air Development Division) organizations
to plan for early inclusion of the 412 camera in the SAMOS program. For the moment, he withheld
j
any authorization to schedule use of the 412.

• Although the evidence is not entirely clear, it would appear that a discussion of mapping
satelUtes during the September meeting of the National Security Council touched off Charyk's
interest.
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Although Charyk and his staff were relatively enth~astic about the prospects of the E-4,
neither General Greer nor Colonel King looked on it so favorably. Conceding the feasibility and
general desirability Of an E -4 system, '" they nevertheless questioned the wisdom of substituting
a maPping satellite for any of theE-5 payloads then on schedule.

.

I

Charyk, who thought less highly of the E -5, directed in December that the mapping cameta
be integrated in the total SAMoa effort as soon as possible and that the existing contracts be
expaDded to provide for three night cameras, two test articles, and four follow-on models. (That
total matched the figure of nine that Major James had described as "available" two months earlier).
Flight hardware (Agenas and equipment) for three flights was to be purchased or transferred from
other sub-programs. The booster problem was to be solved by using Atlas boosters made available
by the decision fly F-2 (Ferret) subsystems atop Thors, and the matter of inserting E-4's into
the tight schedule of E-5 and E-6 flights was accomplished by slipping the entire sequence of shots.

to

Instructions and guidance along such Unes came into General Greer's complex gradually,
over a period of several weeks. Late in December 1960, Greer concluded that the net effect of
redirection involving the E -4 and the F -2 had been to create two additional SAMOS technical
programs. lie cautioned Charyk that "nothing comes free in this business." Manpower and dollar
increases were inevitable if the directions were carried out. The E-4 program promised to be
particularly costly, he warned, since the implication of earlier directives was to give the E-4
precedence over both the E-5 and E-6. Greer was certain Charyk had not inteDded that result,
aDd he was also sure that Charyk had not fully analyzed the cost impact of modifying Agenas for
the F-2 aDd E-4 configuration.
,,

After weighing the various considerations, Undersecretary Charyk in February 1961 decided
that he .anted an E -4 but that it would uve to be developed and tested within the Umits of existing
funcls. He continued to insist, however, that rescheduling boosters and launches would permit the
E-4 to progress without grossly affecting any of the search or surveillance payload programs.

*

The objective of the E-4 development was a system capable of giving position accuracies
of 500 feet or less. Based on the usual Atlas-Agena B combination, the recovery capsUle was
nearly Ideutical to th~ of the E-5, having a 72-inch diameter and being 84 ~ches long. The
terrain camera had a 6-incli focal length; the stellar camera a focal length of 3 inches. The
customary gas reaction jets were to control attitude during a five day mission with an apogee
of 178 nautical miles. Ground resolution could be, under good conditions, on the order of 150 feet,
assuming a 9O-mile perigee over the target area. The usual near-polar orbit was planned. The
f/5.6 lens of the mapping camera was considered by reconnaissance· camera experts to be the
available today" for photogrammetric purposes. n had an axial resolution of 60 lines per
.millimeter with a distortion of 10 micrometers-which reduced to 2 micrometers upon calibration.
. Some 4,000 feet of 9.5-inch film would be carried and retrieved. fIlutter speeds could be varied
over a range from 1/50 to 1/800 second. Fiducial aDd reseau edge markings OIl the .film were to be
provided, based in part on a timer with an accuracy of 0.001 second. The f/2.5 stellar image
camera would produce 4.5 by 4.5-inch film frames, exposing each frame for 4 seeODds to provide
an elongated. tracer of star images on a total of 2,000 feet of film. Each ~8siOD could theoretically
provide high quality photographs of about 50 mill10nsquare miles of Sino-Sovlet territory.
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The term "Program lA" was generally substituted for "E -4" as a means of obscuring project
intentions. That subterfuge was also an element in the more widespread effort to remove aU
reconnaissance satellite effort from general view.
By early April 1961, the E-4 had acqUired relatively firm configuratiQll characteristics
and had made the transition from proposed effort to funded procurement.. A:4 effective w'orkiDg
relationship between the Aeronautical Systems Divisj,on (ASD) aDd SAFSP was created in the
following way: Colonel King aDd Major Maurice G. Burnett met with Brigadier General David M.
Jones, Vice Commander, Wright Aeronautical Development Division (WADD) to formally brief
him on the E -4 program and the proposed involvement of Aeronautical Systems Division personnel.
This resulted in appointing a team, headed by Captain David G. Coleman aDd Mr. Leonard Crouch
plus a few hand-picked speCialists in the areas of requirements. The number of program-briefed
personnel at ASD remained extremely small~perhaps ten or twelve-in effect, only General Jones
aDd those who were actually working on the program. Through special arrangements, funds were
transferred to ASD so that the ''team'' would have no funding restrictions on their operations. The
team members were essentially removed from all other activities for the duration of the requirement.

Both the technical and the financial details had received Charyk's specific approval following
a general presentation of 7 -8 March, although the West Coast group remained rather "bearish" on
the whole issue.
The ambitiouS E-4 program conceived during the SAMOS reorganization of August-September
1960 began to lose stature the following spring. On 28 March 1961, Deputy Secretary of Defense
Roswell GUpatrlc confirmed Air Force responsibility for development and operation of all defense
department reconnaissance satellites, but also made the Army responsible for establishing aDd
managiDg Ita single geodetic aDd mapping program to meet Defense Department requirements."
Within two weeks, the Army's chief of staff had contacted his Air Force counterpart,General T. D.
White, to request nomiJiations to an "integrated three-service" group to plan for mapping satellites . • . under Army cognizance. The first meeting was held early in May, aDd it was immedi-'
ately apparent that the Army saw the Gilpatric directive as a mandate for establishing a new major
research and development effort in satellite mapping aDd geodesy. The Air Force inevitably
disagreed. The only product of the meeting was a decision to collect requirements statements
from all three services.

The next meeting, on 11 May, was called on short notice but found the Air Force more
determined than ever that reconnaissance satellite research and development should not be
parceled out according to camera focal length.

I
I
L.'

--

• Lockheed was the system integratiDg contractol.', under letter contract
issued on 6 April 1961. The original work statement covered systems engineering aDd vehicles
for three flights plus long-lead items for five more. Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation (FCIC) had payload development responsibility under letter contract
issued
by the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) Reconnaissance Laboratory on 25 March. (Fairchild
...... YG4~~ alccelptEtd six days later.)
Funds were initially released to ASD on 10 March. A total of
set aside for "Program lA," the coverage extending through four fiscal years
until fiscal
but the bulk of that amount falling due in fiscal year 1963. Schedule called for
initial launches in March, june, aDd September 1962 with the first of the five supplemental payloads going into orbit in April 1963.

I '
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On instructions from Charyk, the Air Force representative refused to discuss research
and development in satellite geodesy, characterizing it a matter for secretarial resolution.

h.~

r" .

Typically, the tri-service committee was unable to agree on anything significant, adjourning on
the note that what was immediately needed was a commonly accepted definition of geodesy, some
agreement on targeting requirements, and a standard viewpoint on data processing requirements.
Nevertheless the lines had been drawn, and UDder the rules outlined by GUpatric, the E-4
program. had become quite vulnerable. Yet had the matter remained one for resolution by a tri'service committee, Charyk and Greer might well have flown the E-4 before any decision could
be taken. However, in late May 1961, the mapping satellites issue had passed to the Director
of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) for resolution, and the E-4 became but one of three
proposed sYSte1DS~ Early in June, GUpatric authorized continuation of the procurement of four
cameras in the E-4 (Program iA) configuration but instructed Charyk to suspend plans for buying
and launching boosters and spare vehicles. There still was hope of course, that a decision to
confirm proposed flight schedules would follow completion of an evaluation-but the hope was
rather ·faint .. Charyk therefore directed that all E-4 activity not essential to completion of four
basic payloads (including accessories) should be halted. He subsequently modified the "complete
stop" order to permit Lockheed to work on capsule engineering essential to creation of an
"appropriate" interface between capsule and payload and to ensure compatibility of the payload
with the capsule environment, but even then the Lockheed work was carefully limited.
For another six months, payload development continued at a slow pace and on a low key.
It appeared to be progressing remarkably well, on the whole, a situation that most observers
crediteclto theabll1ty and iDcIustry of the immediate program officers (Captain Coleman aDd Mr.
Crouch at ABD) and
Burnett in
King's Payload Division, consisting at the time of
Majors Edward Conway,
and Burnett. No firm decision on the future of the .
program. had yet emerged from DDR&E, aDd Charyk seemed contem not to push the issue. In
October, he discussed mapping satelHtes with Dr. E. A. Fubini of DDR&E and got approval of
a plan tobring E-4 payloads to a state of flight readiness and hold them there, the obiective being
to provide the least possible delay between a launch decision and an actual launch. He told SA.FSP
to begin putting together engineering.and cost details for a ''hold'' program. General Greer's
people, though reasOnably optimistic about the promise of the E -4 camera and the functional
effectiveness of the system, were not particu~ encouraging-estimating that it would cost
for one-not countiDg launch and recovery
to orbit all four payloads, aDd _
charges.

Charyk, who had preserved the E -4 program through a succession of' administrative moves
aDd who had. somehow managed to keep it alive in the face of a formal Gilp&tric directive that
deD1ed hil authority to do 10, reacted angrily to the cost and time figures. "It appears that SAFSP
does not want to do this job" he told Brlg. GeneralRlchai-d Curtin, Director, Office of Space
Systems. ;-rbe system is obviously gold plated and fat.
scrubbed down to the hard core and re-estlmated."

n ts necessary that the program be

Though unpalatable, the figures nevertheless proved to be well founded. By the eDd of the
year, Charyk was apparently resigned to the fact that there was no prospect of early ntght for
the E-4 payload then approachiDg completion. Early in January 1962, he advised Gllpatric that as
they were completed, the E-4 payloads were being stored in a readiness-in-9-mcmtbs ntght
condition, aDd that a decision to fly would require the provision of substrmtial fuDds for la1meb,
boosters, and space vehicle costs. And there the E-4's remained.
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The .-5 Recovery Program
In April 1959 ARPA gave specific approval to the recovery (E-5) proposal. Funding
difficulties then were responsible for cancellation on 23 June 1959.11

The issue, somewhat oversimplified, was essentially whether readout or recovery techniques
should be employed to satisfy the 5-foot resolution requirement defined by the intelligence
community.
Pressure from the Air Force to reinstate the E -5 resulted in ARPA's authorizing the award
of an E-5 camera development contract on 4 September 1959 to "protect schedule." Five days
later, on 9 September, ARPA formally authorized reinstatement of E-5 subsystem development,
including the capsule.
A total of seven vehicle flights were programmed, two "diagnostic" vehicles being added
in August 1960.

The E-5 (Figs. 1-8a and 1-8b) had remained relatively stable in terms of design details,
having the following design characteristics:

Focal length
Aperture
System resolution
Orbltal altitude
Ground resolution
Strip width
Location accuracy
Film size

66-inches
f/5.0
100 l/mm
138nm
5ft
60nm
Inm
5 -inch width
265 to 500-foot length

Orbital life
Weight (on orbit)
Base diameter
Recovery capsule
Weight
Length

1 mo.
5,7661b
6ft

1,525 lb
13.5 ft

Additionally, the E-5 was a stereo system. The camera had been developed by the ltet
Corporation in Lexington, Massachusetts under subcontract to Lockheed, the system contractor.
Each camera consisted of a sunshade and mirror, a window, an eight-element lens (with a
temperature tolerance of but 1 degree), and camera body terminating in a 5-inch curved film
plane with a 3-secoud pan cycle, a complex (64-step) exposure selection, and a complex film
takeup system.

l

Along with the E-5, the emergence of the E-6 and GAMBIT systems raised the issue of
whether all three recovery systems should be carried to completion. They had several overlapping qualities. Lockheed had total responsibility for E-5 and for the rapidly withering E-l and
E-2 satellite programs, and had prime responsibility for CORONA, but was no more than a
vehicle supplier in the E-6 program. Lockheed, therefore was vitally interested in having the
E-5 remain attractive. E-5 was then considered to be a logical successor to CORONA-still
generally treated as·an interim system with slight growth potential-although E-6 was a more
promising candidate.

,

L
I

\I

As with the E-l and E-2, part of the disconteat with E-5 arose from the fact that it did not
represent the latest in satellite reconnaissance concepts and techD1ques. Even though development
was DOt well under way until September 1959, the basic proposals embodi84 in E -5 dated from
1958, aDd considerable advances in optics, vehicle stabilizatiOn, and camera mode technologies had
marked the ensuing two years.

"I
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Lockheed, aware of wanlDg confidence in the prospects of E-5, proposed accelerating the
toward an April 1961 diagnostic flight and a subsequent launch rate of one satellite each
month. An early demonstration could dispel doubts of the systems' usefulness. It WOUld, if successful, provide a high-resolution recoverable system at least a year in advalice of the first E-6
aDd some two years sooner than the first GAMBIT satellite, a consideration that could not well
be ignored in an atmosphere of program urgency. Further, Colonel King and General Greer were
realistically aware that E-6 and GAMBIT might represent the only insurance against program
disaster.

\

progr~

Acceleration of a sort was approved for the E -5 effort before the close of 1960-in December,
Charyk had authorized early diagnostic flights of degraded E -5 cameras to get telemetry data,
prove out payload operation, and demonstrate the feasibility of capsule recovery in theE-5 configuration.
Along with the urgency of developing flight hardware, came naturally an urgency to accelerate
development of test equipment and procedures. One essential element in the test flow was subsystem and system testing under simulated space environment.
With ltek, the camera contractor, OD the east coast, and Lockheed, theprime!systems
contractor, on the west coast, and neither contractor having on hand the necessary eqUipment, two
vacuum chambers would have to be provided from scratch, one to be installed at each facility for
sub-system and system testing. 12 The requirement was to deSign and build two identical vacuum
chambers (10-4 mm Kg) with diffusion pumps. These chambers, 12 feet in diameter and 20 feet.
long, although dwarfs alongside the subsequently developed HEXAGON thermal/vacuum chambers,
were considered "large" in the 1958 time frame. The logistics 'Were seen at once as a problem,
since the three companies considered capable of building the chambers were OD either the east
coast or the west coast.
The contract to build the chambers was won by the High Vacuum Equipment Corporation
in Hingham, Massachusetts. The plan was to assemble and test the Sunnyvale chamber in Hingham,
disassemble aDIi ship by freighter through the Panama Canal to the Bay area, off -load and deliver
(shipping time was up to 3 months). As recounted by Dana. Jones, Itek's mapplDg camera contracting officer (then also in the !tat contracts department) there was, in retrospect, a certain UIlOwt
of humor associated with the vexing task of getting the Sunnyvale chamber to its destination.
The chambers were late, and "oversize" trucking companies were conta.cted for estimates,
since the three months via freigllter was then totally unac<:eptable. One company said that it could
be done in seven days. Upon reaching agreement to go this route, two I (eye) beams were welded
to each side of the chamber to provide a-inch ground clearance, one axle was placed in back and
a hook was welded in front to form the "trailer". To make the whole thing interesting and relieve
some of the tension, "anchor" pools were formed for one dollar each to pick day and time through
the front gate at SUDDyvale. The route was the Massachusetts Turnpike, New York Thruway to the
Ohio Turnpike, then pick 1JP southern R01Jte 66 through Los ADgeles and on up to Sunnyvale.
The driver, for $ 20, agreed to caU each night and report his progresswbich was plotted .
by nags on a map showing his route. The overall plan appeared, on the surface at least, to be well
laid out. The trucking company had agreed to provide two additional drivers and automobiles with
fiashers to accompany the truck across the country. Since rules and regulations would vary in the
states that would be crossed, permits would be obtained by the company as appropriate for each
state and mailed to the post offices in the town nearest the next state border to be crossed. Then
as the group approached the borde.r, one·of the escort drivers 'WOuld speed ahead to the post office,
pick· up the permit at the general delivery window (hopefully) and be back at the border by the time
the truck and other car arrived.
.
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Fig. I-Sa - SAM~ E-5 Recovery Camera Payload
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Fig. 1-8b .- SAMOS E-5 Recovery Capsule
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The crew left the Boston area ODe Thursday eveDing at 6 0' clock, estimating the Ohio border
within 24 hrs. At 8 0' clock the following morning the driver called-he was in Springfield,
Massachusetts, only 90 miles west of the starting point. The "hook" weld had broken on the ,
Massachusetts Turnpike and he had been held up all night. Thirty six hours later he was rewelded and going.
That afternoon, Friday at 4 o'clock, he called from the entrance to the New York Thruwaythey wouldn't let him on. At 4:55, after DX-A2 Priority ratings and "Highways for National
Defense" threats, and a promise to call Nelson Rockefeller if the Secretary of Transportation
could not work the problem, three New York State Troopers took the caravan through New York
at 70 mph-got rid of him fast before the weekend.
.
At the· entrance to the Ohio Turnpike he was weighed-the estimated 10 tons was actually
20 tc:lnsl He was told to get another axle. Three days later he pulled out on the highway and was
pulled over by a Trooper asking to see the registration for the new axle. No registration! His
next call for help was from the local jail. Four more days were lost before he was freed and
under way again.
He became part of a parade in Indiana, and lost four more days because of floods and washed
out bridges in Arkansas.
Lt. Colonel James Seay, General Greer's Director of Procurement at SAFSP, new to Boston
on a SundaY demanding that the rig be in Sunnyvale within four days. He was allowed to put his
$1.00 bet on the date and time the rig would pull in the front gate. He picked twelve days, and
almost won.
Walter Tyminski, one of Lockheed's vice preSidents, was irate because one wall had been
removed from Building 104 to receive the chamber, and during the long wait the temporary plastic
wall which had been strung up didn't keep his office warm.
The truck went through Los Angeles on a Sunday without a permit. The driver figured that
the policemen WOUldn't stop anything. so outrageous since it obviously had to have a permit.
So, 26 days after leaving for the "7-day" trip it pulled into the gate at Sunnyvale. The $400
anchor pool was won by a lucky guy whose guess was just one day off.

But any impression that the E -5 had thus become more highly regarded than the still
embryonic E-6 was dispelled early in February with Charyk's ruling that the E-6 had priority
over any other E-series development. The crux of the priority issue was not so much the development status 01. E-5 as that E-6 represented a solution to requirements for gross coverage, which
carried higher priority than the specific target coverage mission for which E-5 had been designed.
Further, confideuce in E-5 success had never been high within SAFSP, and GAMBIT~which promised far better resolution than E-5-had begun development by February 1961..
The character of the E-5 test program had gradually been changed by the various program
decisions of late 1960 and early 1961. In February 1961, that evolution received formal recognition
in the statement of a test philosophy, essentially a determination that the early flights would contain very large quantities of instrumentation and would have limited functional objectives. Particular attention was to be devoted to reentry phase instrumentation since the sea-recovery-oriented
E-5 capsule represented a considerable departure from the pattern set by Discoverer capsulesrelatively lightweight and designed for air catch. Operations during flight test would gradually
progress from the Simple to the complex as success permitted. (For example, no steering
manuevers were to be attempted during the initial E -5 flight because a failure in that mode
probably would prevent test of the reentry system.) In essence, the E-5 tests were to be cautious
research and development investigations rather than attempts to operate fully functional prototypes.
BIF-058W·23422/82
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Vehicle and payload problems iJldicated the lamlch schedule should be relaxed so the chances
of mission success would not be endangered. Another factor intervened to ensure a relaxation of
E-5 launch schedules. On 9 September the E-2 launch disaster had severely damaged the pad at
Point Arguello. This caused the program office to slip the initial launch date to 12 December.
(Vehicle 2203 sUpped from '1 December to 18 January 1962 and 2204 slipped to 22 February 1962.)
On 17 October, General Greer directed Lockheed to make eveJ:'Y effort to launch 2202 by
2 December rather th8n 12 December. The contractor reacted by shapiug a "hard core" group
of key personnel into a task force witb a 24-hour, '1-day-per-week assignment: meet program
objecti~s. Engineers and launch crews were slUfted from the Midas program to provide the
necessary work force.

The effort was extraordinarily successful. At 1245 hours on 22 November, 12 days in
ac:ivance of the mostoptirilisticschedule proposal in october, 2202 was launched from Pad 1.
Every effort had been made to ensure a successful launch, including special provisions for
"super clean" propellant tanks and. x-ray checks of questionable transistors. But 247 seconds
after lift-off, the Atlas lost pitch attitude control and shortly thereafter another programming
error caused permature engine shutdown. That combination of errors caused the Agena to
stabilize in a tail-first attitude after separation. When the Agena engines were ignited, the
vehicle prom.ptly de-boosted into thePactflc.
Taken together with the record of contr~r problems, the launch f3J.lure had immediate
repercussioDS. After heariug presentations on the status of the program and. discussing its
prospects with General Greer, Charyk on 4 December directed that all work on the E-5 program
be halted except that in support of 2203 and 2204 launches.
Vehicles 2203 and 2204 differed from their predecessor in having a more comprehensive
(ultra-high frequency) command and control system and more intricate telemetry. The camera
was somewhat more refinf,KI as well.
In the midst of terminatim proceecl1Dgs, and. while the program office was tryiDg to sort
out the residue of a complex program, 2203 'reached lamlch readiness. It climbed free of Pad 2
at Point Arguello at 1145 hours 0.1l22 December, after two days of delay for the correction of
,m1Dor defects. The launch was successful, and although there was a fault in the Atlas propulsion
cutoff system. the net effect was to put the Agena in an orbl~ with a period 4.5mlnutes longer than
planned •

. ,

Once on orbit, the payload began its scheduled operation. At first all seemed well, aDd there
were clear telemetry indications that the camera had functioned, but either the frame counter
failed or the camera shut itseU down earlier than scheduled. That was not too serious, even if
undesirable. But a faulty. command activated the reentry sequence on the sixth pass, and through
a combiDatlon of errors, the payload, after separating, went into a new and higher orbit.
'!be dead AgeD&, relieved of its cargo, continued to circle the earth somewhat below the
capsule. Because the reentry command bad activated all systems in the capsule portion, the
recovery battery was dead by the time it was needed to ignite sfUlibs and activate the drag parachute. Further, the retro-rockets bad been iPtted during the unplanned manuever sendlngthe
capeule iDto its higher orbit, so any reentry would be entirely ballistic.

The Aiena fell back and burned up somewhere south of Borneo on 31 'December • Tracking
stations calculated that the capsule would encounter enough atmospheric resistance to bring it
down about 9 January. Air recovery would be impossible because of the complete absence of retrorocket and parachute phases, but it was conceivable that the reentry vehicle might survive reentry
BIFo059W·23422/82
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forces and impact where the payload could be recovered. In the course of Pegasus reentry
experiments during September and October 1961, one reentry test vehicle had survived a ballistic
return from an altitude of nearly 200,000 feet after its parachute failed to deploy.
E -5 program people bled the Spacetrack centers for whatever information they could obtain
on the course aDd probable decay of the. satellite. During the second week of January 1962 the
tracking stations reported that the capsule had passed over the northernmost tracing screen but
had not been picked up by the. radars of the next belt southward.
Lieutenant Colonel V. M. Genez, SAFSP Operations Director, immediately contacted the
8594th Aerospace Test Wing in Sunnyvale, California, activating an earlier plan for the contingency
recovery of decaying capsules that might euter intact. There was early indication that the payload
had come down in northwestern Canada, so a C-119 carrying Lieutenant Colonel Lon Berry and a
recovery crew flew into Great Falls, Montana, stopping there to get Canadian permission for a
sear,ch along a specific path. The Royal Canadian Air Force wanted to know why. Colonel Berry
explained that the USAF hoped to find part of a satellite. After several hours of delay, a direct
phone call from Washington ordered Berry and the C-U9 back to California. No reason was given.

l
I
\

j

L
l
t:

It later developed that the area of the proposed search was along one of the strategic Air
Command's most heavily used polar patrol routes. Canadian authorities suspected that a B-52
had accidentally released a nuclear weapon and that the Air Force wanted to recover it surreptitiously. The issue was not of the sort that promised quick resolution, so the search party was
ordered home. Later a pair of U-2 aircraft flew along the suspected reentry path, photographing
the terrain in hopes there might be some sign of the capsule. Nothing turned up, and the affair
ended' on an inconclusive note.

The third and final E-5 vehicle was launched on 7 March 1962 at 1410 hours after an extended
series of aborted countdowns. The Agena auxiliary power system and the command and control
sUbsystem of 2204 had been substantially modified to reflect experience with the first two E-5's.
Nevertheless, problems with the Agena, the Atlas, the guidance programmer, and various switches
had delayed the launch since 22 February. Despite that omen, the launch aDd orbit injections were
"near normal". For the first 13 passes, all went reasonably well. Then the New Hampshire tracking station improperly transmitted reeutry sequence commands. The vehicle assumed and maintained reentry attitude, and over a period of several passes expended most of its attitude control
~. In part, the sequence of·misadventures resulted from failure of a Fairchild timer. A recovery
attempt on pass 17 failed because of another tracking station error, and by pass 21 all control gas
had been exhausted. The only remaining recourse was to trigger the reentry system while the
vehicle was in an appropriate reentry attitude. But instead of reentering, the capsule went into a
higher orbit, much like its immediate predecessor.
More than a year later, in July· 1963, the satellite's orbit had decayed to the point of imminent
. reentry. As the heavy heat shield still was attached, there seemed a chance that it would survive.
Greer's staff, aided by computers and operations of the Aerospace Corporation, calculated the
probable reentry path and impact point. They concluded that the satellite would impact toward the
center of the Arabiail Sea. Since any possibility of parachute deployment had passed months before,
and since the shock of striking cold sea water after an lminbibtted ballistic reeutry almost certainly would breach the satellite casing, there seemed no possibility of retrieval. No recovery
was attempted. All the available data suggested that the capsule had actually come down in the
predicted impact area: Like both its predecessors, nothing more was heard of it.

.
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After the failure of 2203, the E-5 program disappeared from organizational charts. No final
report was written. On 1 March 1962, even before the last E-5 launching, Colonel King had been
transferred to a new assignment and the remainder of the program office had been dispersed. As
E-5, the program was thereafter of interest mostly to antiquarians and historians.
But the Itek camera, and the E-5 requirement, tenuously held to life notwithstanding the
lack of program success. Charyk's decision to cancel the E-5 program had been taken on Monday,
4 December. Two days l a t e r _ o f Itek proposed to Charyk that tests be run on Itek and
Perkin-Elmer lenses to determine whether an improved lens might be substituted for the original
in the still-pending 2204 flight. A comparison began early in January.
While arrangements for that work were in train,_suggested to General Greer that
advances in the camera and satellite technology since the start of E-5 should be adapted to a new
reconnaissance system based on the Itek E-5 camera. After refining the original idea, he formally
submitted it on 19 December 1961.
What
was combining a single re-engineered E-5 camera with the DISCOVERCORONA capsule, a Thor booster, and a mQdifted Agena. * The evolving camera, known as
LANYARD is described further in the CORONA section, since it was developed and flown under the
CORONA program management arrangement.

• Although Itek's record in E-5 development was scarcely faultless, ~e failures of the
system had all originated in Atlas and Agena subsystems mostly peculiar to the original E-5
design. CORONA had a much better record by 1961, and Itek's reputation for camera development was quite respectable.
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The E-6 Recovery Program
Note: At various times of no particular consequence, the E-6 program
was officially known by other titles: Program II, Program 201, Program 698BJ, Program 722. The term most commonly in use in 1963
was "BJ". For the purpose of this account, and in the interest of narrative continuity, the identifier "E-6" is used throughout (see Fig.
1_9).13

Through the spring and summer of 1960, while matters of project structure and program
objectives were being debated at various levels between the project office and the White House,
the sixth and last of the SAHlS camera systems to receive formal designation was also taking
shape.

I

By April 1960, CORONA had experienced its' eighth successive failure (DISCOVERER IX)
and was entering a limbo of eng;.neering overhaul that would postpone further trials for two months.
Early in May the U-2 incident abruptly halted use of the only other reconnaissance system available
to take pictures over the Soviet heartland. The E-5 satellite system then in development was so
designed that it would return relatively narrow film strips, each covering only about 15 by 53 miles
along the ground. Moreover, it was still many months from its scheduled first trial.

Late in May and early in June suggestions were heard that a completely new photo-recovery
system should be developed. On 5 July the United states Intelllgence Board (USrn) issued a
revision of satellite reconnaissance requirements, emphasizing the need for locating Soviet
ballistic missile sites and calling for a search camera system capable of resolving objects 20 feet
on a side before the end of 1962.
Until early July, the Air Force Ballistic Missiles Division (BMD) expressed a preference
for some relatively minor modifications of the E -5 system rather than a new development. A
12 July BMD development plan revision, however, featured a proposal for a new camera payload
(designated E-6) to be combined with a new recoverable and maneuverable re-entry body. On
11 August, BMD issued still another development plan which proposed an E -6 system generally
conforming to the USIB statement of requirements. Featuring a panoranrl:c camera with a 20 -foot
or better resolution, 8 days on orbit, and a highly precise recovery system, it was intended to
provide broad coverage of those areas serviced by the Soviet railway network.

I

I
I

l
L

Even earlier, on 27 July, Colonel Paul J. Heran, then,Director of Operations at the 6594th
Test Wing, had been named to head a source selection board which was to evaluate contractor
proposals for an E-6 system. Requests for proposals were dispatched to a selected list of
contractors (from which Lockheed had been excluded) on the day the development plan was issued,
11 August. During the period of pre-proposal briefingS, the SAMOS project was formally assigned-,to the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force, acquired a military chief, General Greer, and a
secretariat-level overseer, Dr. Charyk, and in its revamped form received Presideutial endorsemeut. The basic performance requirement was also modified to include 10-foot resolution ("or
better") and 5 days on orbit.
The source selection board considered the E-6 to be a backup to the E-5 system, with
assured recovery over land being more important than rigid adherence to the photography specifications. E-6, of itself, had to be "useful and usable even if the thing it's backing up also works."
By implication, the E -6 had to differ from existing or programmed solutions to the reconnaissance
problem, otherwise it would be duplicative-and undesirable.
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The system Charyk described to President Eisenhower was composed of a precise land
recovery subsystem (with air pickup a possible alternative) integral with a photographic subsystem
that included a 34 to 36-inch panoramic camera. First fUght, assuming progress consistent with
that outlined in the development plan, was planned for January 1962. Seven flights, possibly
augmented by two diagnostic tests, were on the proposed schedule.
The choice of subsystem contractors had, for practical purposes, been completed before the
end of October, by which time the new SAMOS office structure had also been clarified. The source
selection board recommended awarding the camera payload contract to Eastman Kodak. and the
recovery subsystem contract to General Electric.
Several factors, however (land versus water recovery, the role of the Aerospace Corporation
in systems engineering, the relationsbip of SAMOS to ARDC programs) kept the source selection
board in session until early December. The board had found no 'alternative to using Lockheed's

Agena as the upper stage to inject the E -6 payload vebicle into orbit, and Lockheed thus became
part of the contractor team. (Technical integration of the payload, upper stage, and recovery
subsystems, however, was reserved for General Electric rather than Lockheed, which had that
responsibility for all other SAMOS payload systems and for CORONA.)
On 14 December the board chairman, Colonel Heran, formally advised the BMD commander,
Major General O. J. Ritland, that General Electric and Eastman Kodak had been chosen to develop
recovery and camera subsystems, respectively. The maneuver8ble reeutry aspect of the original
requirement had been reduced to an applied research program aimed at the eventual design of a
''terminally guided Ufting type vehicle".

Even though the land recovery obiect1ve of the program defined in August had been substantially redUced in importance by December, the expectation that Martin's glide-control reentry
technique would eventually be combined with the E-6 camera system remained a basic program
concept through the early months of 1961. Fears for the possible loss of a SAMOS satellite over
unfriendly·territory, with repercussions perhaps more extreme than those of the U-2 incident,
prompted continued concern for positive control of recovery modes and for the improvement
of reentry accuracy.
Delays In completion of the source selection process bact" forced a slippage in the original
program deadlines. During the last days of 1960. a technical direction meeting conducted by
Aerospace produced revised milestone goals: delivery of the payload vehicle to Vandenberg Air
Force Base and the first flight-ready Agena B to the missile assembly building by 20 November
1961, availability of tbe assembled vehicle on the pad by 18 December, a:Dd first flight by
1 February 1962. It was a schedule that seemed wildly optimistic in the light of earlier space
program achlevements-13 months from program approval (source selection) to first flight.
Some of the configuration details of the E-6 were decided less by engineer1Dg logic than
by the need to camouflage GAMBIT. During the early months of the E-6 program it seemed
essential not only to hide the GAMBIT technical effort under a screen of E-6 activity, but also to
make the orbital vehicle portions of the two systems resemble one another in outward appearance.
Thus, in theory, a GAMBIT could be launched without alerting many people to its real nature.
Final evidence of the futiUty of the "look-alike" undertaking came after the technical evolution
of GAMBIT continued with the result that GAMBIT rapidly assumed an appearance and character
completely distinct from that of the final E-6 configuration.
Problems relative to tracking nets/communications and recovery had to be resolved. The
formal decision to use Johnston Island as the descent and recovery zone was not made until late
February and it was another month before a program office survey group could actually visit the
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site and estimate needs. One of the last major technical redirections that could be iDcorporatecl
before the program progressed so far that each change meant a significant delay was the 16 February 1961 deletion of air-catch considerations from the recovery subsystem. As with the E-5,
the E-6 would depend on de-boost, aerodynamiC deceleration, aDd water impact (and floatation)
for its recovery mode. Sheer bulk was a principal deterrent to aerial recovery; the reentry body
was 12 feet and 3 inches in length with a maximum diameter of 8 feet and 4 inches.
Although alternative modes of reentry and recovery operatiOns were considered later, by
March 1961 the basic techniques of E-6 launch, orbit, and recovery had been decided. The operation would begin with launch of the Atlas-Agena combination from Point Arguello and its control
(in Atlas sustainer and vernier phases) by Atlas radio guidance. At Atlas burnout, the satellite
vehicle (Agena B, camera section, and recovery vehicle) would coast to apogee, at which point
the Agena B would deliver the impulse required to place the satellite combination in a preselected
orbit within the Agena! s guidance and control tolerance. Orbit insertion would take place at
approximately 125 nautical miles altitude.
After insertion, the orbit would be defined from telemetry return, angle track data, and
radar track information. The required orbit correction would be computed from track and rate
radar derivations, and introduced as velocity changes provided by Agena re -burn. The. tlnal orbit
correction system relied on a hydrogen peroxide propulsion unit contained in the camera section.
Photographic coverage normally would begin on the eighth orbit. 'lbe photographic subsystem
was·built around a pair of 36-inch (focallengtb) cameras (for stereo coverage) with horizon
recording for attitude control.
Upon completion of the photographic portion of the mission, de-orbit requirements would
be calculated from ephemeris data and sent to the orbiting vehicle. The Agena B would then be
oriented to the proper attitude by its gas jets, and de -orbit thrust impulses would be applied to
acquire the desired de-orbit trajectory;
The recovery vehicle would separate from the Agena B by retro-thrust derived from the
orbit correction nozzles and would then be re-orlented to the desired reentry attitude by the
nitrogen jets provided for reaction control. Pre-orientation of the Agena was intended to make
the de-orbit technology relatively uncomplicated. Reliance on gas jets for spin-up was intended
to eliminate the· possibility of an unstable spin arising from unbalmced solid rockets.
Use of a parachute recovery system in combination with the recovery vehicle (based on
General Electric's RVX -2) presumably provided a safe rate of descent plus adequate ablative
protection for the recovery payload through the aerodynamic heating zone to the point of recovery •

it

TrackiDg, telemetry, and command equipments were contained in the recovery vehicle.
Such devices had to be compatible with the Mod m track and command systems at the Atlantic
and Pacific Missile Ranges; the S-band trackiDg radars at Hawaii, Kodiak, and Vandenberg;
and the VHF and UHF telemetry receivers and command transmitters at various sites in the
western hemisphere. During on-orbit operation, the satellite vehicle was controlled through tlmecoded binary signals transmitted by the Verlort tracking Unk. The satellite itself had a memory
circuit adequate for the storage of commands necessary for both vehicle and payload operations
during orbit. In actuality, some of the more precise circuitry required for command of the
payload portion was essential to the GAMBIT system rather than the broad-swath E-6 camera,
but for obvioUs reasons that fact was not widely known.

1
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1'he original plan of an initial launch by December 1961, followed by six additioruiJ. launches
at 4O-day intervals (and including two diagnostic launches from the Atlantic Missile Range, if
necessary) had by early 1961 been changed to reflect a 9 March 1962 first launch target date. The
entire slippage, at that point, had resulted from an August 1960 decision to permit prospective
bidders more time than originally contemplated to develop their proposals.
The early objective of controlled land recovery became less than an integral part of the total
program after 9 March 1961, when Undersecretary Charyk reduced the Martin effort to a studythrough-mockup activity more slowly paced and less fully funded thaD initially proposed. The
Ma.rtiD Company's work statement was rewritten in April to refiect the changed emphasis and
thereafter had no significant influence on the basic program.
.
I

While the program was being troubled by financial problems, the principal effort nonetheless
was applied to remaiDiDgon schedule in the development, fabrication, and test aspects. The first
key date was Kodak's delivery of a payload mock-up to General Electric, completed on schedule:
21 April. The first three fiyable recovery vehicle cassettes reached General Electric before the
end of JUDe; in August, thermal environment tests of prototype lenses began; and on 18 September,
the first drop test of a recovery vehicle (from a B-52 at Kirtland Air Force Base) ended in success.
On 10 October, 1961 Colonel Beran assured Undersecretary Charyk that by all available indications
the first launch would take place when scheduled: 9 March 1962. On the day of this report, Beran
learned that the initial water-drop test of the reentry vehicle had also been su.ccessful, both in
parachute deployment and in notation characteristics. At the end of the month, recovery·site
facilities were complete.

·1,

This optimism was short-lived. A succession ·of technical problems combined to delay
the launch date. Finally, at 1056 hours (local time) on 26 April 1962, the Atlas-Agena carrying
B-6 number one climbed away from its launchpad, leaned toward the south, and vanished from
the sight of observers at Vandenberg. At the proper time the Agena separated, the booster fell
away, and the programmed injection into orbit began. Propulsion and guidance proved excellent.

The orbit was near perfect, no adjustment was necessary. Telemetry signaled a possible failure
of the camera window shields to open,. and there was a clear indication of excessive use of control
gas to maintain proper vehicle attitude, but it appeared that at least one of the cameras had
operatec:l as planned throughout the mission. The other of the camera pair showed no sign of
functioning after orbit number seven. Doring the attitude adjust maneuver immediately before
de-boost, however, the plume of the ullage rocket. impinged on the Agena's rocket exhaust.
nozzle and caused an unprogrammed pitch up, and the vehicle failed to enter through the proper
"window". It could not be recovered.
Launch of the second system occurred on 17 June. Again the launch and orbit placement
phases Were "near normal" and the photographic subsy~em functioned adequately, but premature
exhaustion of attitude control gas forced a call down attempt during orbit 10 rather than during
orbit 18, as pllPlDed. Again the de-boost phase was ineffective. The attitude control system of
the Ag~ malfunctioned, a power failure. prevented separation of the reentry vehicle from the
A.gena, and they re-emered as a unit. Because of that circumstance, the deceleration parachute
did not deploy aDd the. satellite completed a free-fall trajectory, impacting about 750 nautical
miles further down range (north) than planned. The hard impact ruptured the recovery capsule,
which saDk before ships or planes could locate it.
*Ullage rockets are small solid propellant rockets attached to the Agena and are fired just
prior to ignition of the Agena engine after its separation from the Thor. This is to ensure that
the liquid Agena propellants are pushed against the bottom of the tanks so that proper flow into
the pumps will occur.
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Following corrective measures, the third night, on 18 July 1962, produced another excellent
orbit. A succession of difficulties of varying magnitude plagued the vehicle thereafter. The S-band
beacon operated with marginal effectiveness throughout most of the mission and failed completely
during orbit 18. The forward (main) camera failed to advance after the 10th orbit, the film cutter
refused to function, and on revolution 18, during de -boost, the Agena secondary propulsion system
again refused to ignite. Without ullage, the main engine could not fire, so no de-boost increment
was available for the reentry operation. Again there was no recovery.
Changes introduced as a result of the third failure of the recovery system included redesigning circuits to isolate the secondary propulsion system from the solid ullage rockets and improving
the pre-flight inspection of the circuitry. With these changes, night number four began on 5 August

1962.

I
I

In what had by that time become an established pattern, the launch and injection operations
resulted in an orbit within two percent of "perfect". No orbit adjust was needed. On-orbit
telemetry was quite satisfactory, although some S-band peculiarities were noted in retrospect.
(They caused a minor error in prediction of the impact point.) Steering gas consumption was
normal and the command system performed with desirable efficiency. The camera payload,
unhappily, developed some defects. Telemetry returns showed the main camera to be "operating"
. through pass number seven, but the film transport remained non-functional throughout the entire
mission. The rear camera operated through revolution number six, after which the fUm transport
failed. However, there was a clear indication that at least 1,500 feet of film had been properly
exposed with the rear camera.
During the reentry and recovery phase, defects again appeared. Indlvldual incidents of
the de-boost sequence came In proper order, but the Agena imparted only 1,450 feet-per-second
de-boost velocity instead of the programmed 1,600 feet-per-second. Nevertheless, the reentry
sequence continued as scheduled until the vehicle emerged from the ion-sheath blackout. One
second later, primary telemetry failed. Although telemetry signals briefly resumed after a lapse
of 16 seconds, there was no indic~on of parachute operation and recovery aircraft in the impact
zone were unable to secure a clear bearing on intermittent beacon signals which persisted over
the next 40 minutes. Both electronic and visual search continued for four hours after presumed
impact, but there was no sighting. A helicopter search over the next 24 hours produced nothing
more tangible.

Analysis of the fragmentary telemetry indicated that excesSive heating, principally in the
aerodynamic wake of the reentry vehicle, had caused a failure in the parachute deployment
circuitry.

I,

\

The relatively rapid succession of flight tests-aDd mission failures-had DOt proceeded in
a management vacuum, nor had work on improvement of the central E-6 configuration ceased. In
the area of system improvement, two items were of particular interest during the months between
April and October 1962. One was improved retrieval, either water to air or air catches. 'lbe
second was the addition of an index camera which would more adequately pinpoint the location of
sites photographed by the stereo cameras, this addition was to be incorporated on the tenth and
subsequent E-6 vehicles. However, unsuccessful attempts to develop a satisfactory water-to-air
r.ecovery system between March and October 1962 resulted in this idea and the index camera both
being placed. in the long-term category.
During the ensuing months, system configuration and costs received close scrutiny . The
possibility of adapting the E-6 payloads to a thrust-augmented-Thor (TAT) launch vehicle and a
DISCOVERER (CORONA) recovery capsuie was examined but considered unjustified for several
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reasons. Use of the TAT would force "almost complete redesign and packaging" of the E-6
system, would reduce the qwmtity of film by at least one -half, and would esseatially constitute
..---~-.- a-ne.w program with all the compUcations iDhereDl: in such a procedure. Its affect would be to
substitute a new 18lmch system for one which had worked quite well.

------:...-'

During a complete program review in September 1962, costs and strategies for continuing
the program were examined. Charyk directed that work on all vehicles additional to the nine
.originally programmed be halted. Be fUrther directed that three of the rema1DiDg five payloads
be scheduled for flight in accordance with a philosophy of taking enough time to ensure a "maximum
. probability of success, OJ aDd with intervals between the nights sufficient to pennit complete
~Y8is of all data from the previous flights and allow the incorporation of necessary changes.

Should these efforts not result in satisfactory demonstration of the E -6, cancellation of the
program would be inevitable, but could not be straightforward. The E-5 effort had. ended in termination by January 1962. With the last E-6 fUght, the known "cover" for both CORONA and the still
untested GAMBIT would vanish. Another casualty of E-:-6 program termination would be the known,
Justification for the existence of General Greer's organlzation-BAFSP; only those with access to
the cover programs appreciated that the E -6 effort was but a minor part of a major activity beiDg
managed from the fourth floor suite of offices in the "ssn complex" along EI Segundo ,Boulev~
in Los Angeles. CORONA program managers were also concerned. that announced cancellation of
E-6 might expose the CORONA effort. If the original objeCtives of SAFSP estabUsbmeDl: were to
remain Valid, E-6 cancellation (should it finally occur) had to be accomplished by new camouflage
for the covert programs, a logical explanation for continuation of SAFSP as an organization, aDd,
ideally, anew overt program to cancel in case of a political decision to halt "open" support of
satelUte reCODDaissance. One of. the chief reasons for continuing the E-6 in its orig.inal form had
been to permit the public cancellation and the clandestine continuation of other satellite reconnaissaDce activity, should international events so dictate.

I
I
I

Thus quite apart from considerations of technology, the launch oftha fifth E -6 vehicle
promised to be rI. considerable sign1ficance.

\

Fol1owlDg iDdepth reviews, modifications, and iDapections, representatives of General
ElectriC, Lockheed, Aerospace Corporation, aDd the ptogram Office made a final appearance
before General Greer to assure him again that they had. a very high degree of. confidence in the'
chances 01 mission success.
IAlllnch of the fifth E-6 occurred on 11 November 1962. System operatiQn to the point of
reeDl:ry was in many respects even-better than during any of the earlier missions. Lift-off and
orbit injection again resulted in establishment of a near perfect ephemeris. The only possible'
malfunction, suggested by telemetry but uncoDfirmable, was failure of hatch removal. The command system functioned without disorder and the photographic subsystem transported 3,400 feet
of exposed film. De-boost sequencing was near perfect, and the reeDl:ry vehicle appeared to be
performfDg without any error UDttl it entered the blackout zone. Thereafter, events roughly
paralleled those of flight four. There was some iDdication of parachute deployment, derived
principally from telemetry iDdicatious that desceut bad lasted longer than would have been the
caee with a free-falling reentry body, and again one aircraft reported 16 minutes of indistinct
,beacon signal reception followiD.g impact, but DOne of the search craft sighted the vehicle, DO
further signals were reported, and at dark on the evening of 12 November the search ended. The
fact that a recording station heard both SOFAR bombs detonate indicated to recovery team personnel that the vehicle had broken up on impact or sunk shortly thereafter.

I

'
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Investigation of the possible causes of the latest casualty continued and proposals for
alternate configurations were resumed, but on 31 January 1963, Charyk formally notified General
Greer that all proposals for further orbit tests of the E-6 payload had been disapproved:*;-----·--"·:·· .'
Thus with the cancellation of E-6 and LANYARD, none of the original Esystems of 1960 .--.-survived in any form, yet the requirements that had caused their generation remained. At the
eDd, the experience of E-6 payload development was to have a.considerable influence on subsequent
developments that led, by 1966, through the 8-2 search system proposals to the eventual HEXAGON
program (the 8-2 system is addressed in Part U) .

.i
!
.I

I
I

I

\
. .1

!

• At this time, few knew of CORONA, and fewer still were aware that the cancelled E -5 had
reappeared in a different form as LANYARD. But some knew, and knowing were tempted to quip,
quietly and privately, that it was a wise man who knew his own payload, that E-6 might have been
cancelled, but it was equally possible that General Greer aDd Colonel ,Beran had foUDd. a way to
stuff the E-6 cainerasinto something else and weren't telling.

I
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THE CORONA PROGRAM
..................

--'.

Note: On the facing page (Fig. 1-10) a sketch of the CORONA launch
vehicle is shown for the purpose of orientation. On the following page,
photographic payload profiles aDd characteristics are shown (Fig.
1-11 and Table 1-4) to provide the reader with a visual reference
to associate with the payloads fiown during the course of the
CORONA Program.
WS-117L had been undertaken as a classified project. Although its existence was concealed,
all findings were reported to Congress. The press soon began publishing stories on the nature of
the program, correctlY identifYing it as involving military reconnaissance satellites, aDd referring
to it as "Big Brother" and "Spy in the Sky". The publicity was of concern because of the sensitivity to the sub,ect of overflight reconnaissance. It was decided therefore, that those portions of
WS-117L offering the best. prospect of early success would be separated from WS-1l7L. This
would be desig;ilated CORONA and placed UDder a Joint CIA-Air Foree managemeDt team, an
approach that had been so successful in covertly developing and operating the U-2. Air Force
management, particularly Major General Bernard A. Shriever, the Commander of the Western
Development Division, and Col. Frederick (Fritz) C. E. Oder, the Program Director for WS-117L,
contributed greatly to the CORONA decisions in this time frame, as did Dr. Edwin Land of Polaroid
Corporation, Dr. James A. Killian, the Special Assistant to the President for Science and TechnOlogy, and Brig. General Andrew J. Goodpaster, the President's staff Secretary at the Whlte House.'14

The nucleus of a team was constituted as the Development Projects staff under the direction
of Richard Bissell, who was Special Assistant to the Director, Central Intelligence (DCI) for Plans
and Development. Bissell was designated as the senlor CIA representative on the new venture.
His Air Force coun~rpart was Brig. General Osmund J. Rttland, who as Colonel Ritland,had
served as Bissell's first deputy in the early days of Development Projects Staff and was then
Vice Commander of the Air Force Ballistic Missile Division. Bissell ~calls that his early
instructions were extremely vague: the subsystem was to be developed out of work accompUshed
under WS-117L; it was to be placed under separate covert management; and the pattern established·
for the development of the U-2 was to be followed.
.
The splitting off of CORONA from the WS-117L program was accomplished by an Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) directive of 28 February 1958 assigniDg respoDSibility for the
WS-117L program to the Air Force and ordering that the proposed WS-117L interim reconnaissance
system employing Thor boosters be dropped.
The ARPA directive osteDSibly cancelling the Thor-boosted interim reCODDa1ssance satellite was followed by all of the notifications that would normally accompany the cancenation of
a military program. This was followed, as one would expect, by indignation on the part of all
prospective comractors. Subsequem to the cancellation, only a very limited number of iDdividuals
in the Air Force aDd participating companies were cleared for Project CORONA. These people
were iDformed of the procedures to be followed in the covert reactivation of the cancelled program.
Although CORONA was removed from WS-117L and placed UDder separate management as
a covert activity, the original inteDt was to disguise its real purpose by concealing it as an experimental program carrying the name, DISCOVERER. The program was represented as a scientific
program whose findings would be of value to many related programs. This permitted overt
procurement of the necessary boosters, second stages, and hardware associated with the biomedical cover launches. It also provided an explanation for the construction of launch and groUDd
control facilities. Only the program components associated with the true photographic reconnaissance mission had to be procured covertly.
BIFoOSeW·23422/82
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After Bissell and Ritland had worked out the arrangements for the overt cancellation and
covert reactivation of the program, they began to address the technical problems associated with
the design configuration they had inherited from WS-117L. The subsystem contemplated the use
of the Thor IRBM as the first stage booster and, asa second stage, a Lockheed-modified satellite
vehicle or spacecraft that had been designed around the Bell Aircraft engine developed for the
B-58 Hustler Bomber. It carried the Hustler designation during the developme.ntphase of
WS-117L but soon came to be known as the "Agena," the name it carried throughout the program.
Several important design decisions were implemented in this organizational period of
CORONA. Recognizing the need for good ground resolution to meet the intelligence objectives,
it was concluded that the previously developed concept of phYSical film recovery did indeed offer
the most promising approach for a usable photographic return in the interim time period and
should be pursued. This resulted in the design of a recovery pod or capsule with General Electric
selected as the recovery vehicle contractor. The decision to pursue film recovery proved in
retrospect to be one of the most important decisions made in United states reconnaissance
activities. ·History shows that during the crucial decade of the 1960' s, intelligence needs could
not have been served by the state-of-the-art in 1.'eadout technology-the alternative concept
developed under WS-117L. It should also be noted that both the manned and unmanned United·
States space recovery programs which followed have leaned very heavily on the re-entry tec~ology
developed for CORONA.
Other major decisions for the new CORONA Program resulted from a 3 -day conference in
San Mateo, California among representatives of CIA, Air Force Ballistic Missile Division,
Lockheed, General Electric, and Fairchild. Discussion at the San Mateo meeting got into the need
for immediate contractual arrangements with the various suppliers. Bissell remarked that he
was "faced With the problem at present of being broke" and would need estimates from all of the
suppliers as soon as possible in order to obtain the necessary financing to get the program under
way. The suppliers agreed to furnish the required estimates by the following week. However,
following that meeting, the project quickly began taking formal shape. Within a span of about 3
weeks, approval of the program and of its financing was obtained, and the design of the payload
configuration evolved. * By late March and early April of 1958, lengthy and serious consideration
of different camera and spacecraft configurations proposed by Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Company (FCIC) and Itek Corporation was CUlminated. Interest shifted toward the design submitted by the Itek Corporation (primarily formed from resources of Boston University). Itek
proposed a long focal length camera which would scan within an earth-center-stabUtzed pod. This
concept promised substantially better ground resolution performance. The Itek design was based
on the principles of the Boston University HYAC High Acuity, Panoramic Camera. Bissell recalls
that he personally decided in favor of the Itek design, but only after much agonizing evaluation.
·With program approval there came a proliferation of payload design. ideas, all in a highly
compartmentalized environment. As an example, one concept visualized a Ryan Tip Pod Camera
in a satellite, spinning much like a well-thrown football forward pass. The camera would trigger
on the hOriZon, advance the film as it progressed across the nadir to the other horizon, and then
would be off while the lens completed its arc through the zenith. This "football" was the basis of
program manager J. W. "Jim" Plummer's work at the covert Hiller facility in Palo Alto, California.
The plan was to adapt the G.E. reentry body instrumentation capsule which was basically an 18-inch
sphere covered with a cork-like ablative shield. Progress was well under way on this large "egg"
mounted behind the shroud of the WS-117L Agena when Washington powers decided to drop this
approach in favor of othe r proposals whi~ had been introduced.
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The decision was a difficult one to make because it involved moving from the previously intended
method of space vehicle stabilization to one that was technically more difficult to accomplish. It
did, however, standardize on the three-axis stabilization which was being pursued in the WS-117L
Agena development and which has been a part of all subsequent photoreconnaissance systems.
The final project proposal was forwarded to: General Goodpaster; Mr. Roy Johnson and
Admiral John Clark of ARPA; Mr. Richard Horner, Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
Research and DeVelopment; General Ritland; and Dr. James Killian. The proposal was approved,
although not in writing. The only original record of the President's approval reportedly was in
the form of a hardwritten note on the back of an envelope by General Cabell, then Deputy'Director
of Central Intelligence.
Although the original intent was that CORONA would be administered in a manner essentially
the same as that of the U.;.2 program it actually began and evolved quite differently. It was a joint
CIA-ARPA-Air Force effort, much as the U-2 was a joint CIA-Air Force effort, but it lacked the
central direction that characterized the U-2 program. The project proposal described the anticipated administrative arrangements, but fell short of clarifying the delineation of authorities. It
noted that CORONA was being carried out under the authority of ARPA aDd CIA with the support
and participation of the Air Force. CIA's role was further explained in terms of participating in
supervision of the technical development, especially with regards to the actual reconna.issance
equipment, handling all covert procurement, and maintenance of cover and security .T~ work
statement prepared for Lockheed, the prime contractor, on 25 April 1958 noted merely that
technical direction of the program was the joint responsibility of several agencies of the Government.
The imprecise' statements of "who was to do what" in connection with CORONA allowed for a
range of interpretatioDS. The vague assignments of responsibilities caused no appreclable difficulties in the early years of CORONA when the organization was small aDd the Joint concern was
. primarily with producing as promised, but they later (1963-1964) became a source of friction
between CIA and the Air Force. Bissell gave this description on how the program was initially
managed:
"The program was started in a marvelously informal manner. Ritland
and I worked out the division of labor betWeen the two organizations as
we went along. Decisions were made jointly. There were so few people
involved aDd their relatioDS were so close that decisions could be and
were made quickly and cleanly. We did not have the problem of having
to make compromises or of endless delays awaiting agreement. After
we got fully organized and the contracts had been let, we began a
system of management through monthly suppliers' meetings-as we had
done with the U-2 .. Ritland and I sat at the end of the table, and I acted
as chairman. The group included two or three people from each of the
suppliers. We heard reports of progress and ventilated probl8lQs~
especially those involving interfaces among contractors. The program
was handled in an extraordinarily cooperative manner between the
Air Force and CIA. Almost all of the people involved on the Government side were more interested in getting the job done than in claiming credit or gaining control."
The schedule of the program, as it had been presented to the CORONA group at its meeting
in San Mateo in late March 1958, called for a "count-doWn" beginning about the first of July 1958
and extending for a period of 19 weeks. It was anticipated that the equipment would be assembled,
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tested, and the first vehicle launched during that 19-week period, which meant that the fabrication
of the individual components would have had to be completed by 1 July. By the time Bissell submitted his project proposal some 3 weeks later; it had become apparent that the earlier scheduling
was unrealistic. Bissell noted in his project proposal that it was not yet possible to establish a
firm schedule of delivery dates, but that it appeared probable that the first firing could be attempted
no later than June 1959.
It is pertinent to note here that there was no expectation in 1958 that CORONA would still be
operating over a decade later. The CORONA Program got under way initially as an interim, shortterm, relatively low-risk development to meet the intelligence community's requirements for area
search photographic reconnaissance pending successful development of other more sophisticated
systems plaDned for WS-ll '7L. The original CORONA proposal anticipated the acquisition of only
12 vehicles, noting that at a later date it might be desirable to consider whether the program
should be extended, With or without further technological improvement.

Having settled on the desired configuration and having received Presidential aPProval of the
program and its financing, the CORONA management team mov~ forward rapidly with the contractual arrangements. The team of contractors for CORONA differed from the team on the
WS-117L as a consequence of selecting Itek's panoramic camera and the film recovery approach •
.Itek was brought in as one of the two major subcontractors to Lockheed (General Electric being
the other). However, to soften the financial blow to Fairchild, Itek was made responsible for the
design and development of the camera subsystem with Fairchild producing the camera under
subcontract to ltek. Under this arrangement the first 20 cameras were produced. [Following a
contract award to Itek in 1959 for a new camera design known as the C", (C triple prime) (Fig.
1-12), the cameras for the remainder of the program were produced by Itek.] The contractor
team continued throughout the CORONA Program, although in 1961 the relationship was changed
as a cost savings measure to the Govemnient to that .of Associate Contractors. The contractor
relationships on the CORONA Program were as friendly and cooperative as any that could have
been set up, and this team dedication to this program is one of the primary reasons for the overall success which the program enjoyed. The final contractors were selected on 25 April, and a
work statement was issued to Lockheed OD that date. The contractors began systems design OD
28 April and submitted them for first review OD 14 May. The designs were frozen on 26 July 1958.
Thus, by mid-1958, the contractor's responsibilities to the program were moving well
toward meeting the goal of a first launch no later than mid-1959. The GovernmeDt side, however,
was numing into difficulties. The first had to do with money, the second with cover, and the two
were inextricably intertwined. The _
cost estimate for the 12-vehicle program had
. assumed that the .cost of the Tl.lor boosters would be absorbed by the Air Force by diverting them
from the cancelled WS-U '7L subsystem. That assumption proved to be incorrect. An additional
_
had to be found to pay for the 12 Thors. Further it bad been decided that an additional
four launch vehicles would be required for testing of launch, orbit, and recovery procedures; and,
that an additional three would be required for biomedical launches in support of the CORONA
cover story. ARPA could not see its way clear to making DoD funds available merely for testing
or for cover support when there were other DoD space programs with pressing needs for money.
ConsequeJJtly, CORONA management had to go back to the President for approval of a revised
estimate.
It had-also become apparent to the project managers that the original, but as yet unannounced,
cover story conceived for the future CORONA launchings (an experimental program within the first
phase of WS-1l7L) was becoming increasingly UJtenable. WS-ll '7L had by then become the subject
of fairly widespread public speculation identify1Dg it as a military reconnaissance program. It
was feared that linking DISCOVERER to WS-117L in any way would inevitably place the recon(
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naissance label on DISCOVERER; and, given the hostility of the international political climate to
overflight reconnaissance, there was the risk: that the policy level of Government might cancel
the program if it should be so identified. Some other story would have to be contrived that would
dissociate CORONA from WS-117L and at the same tiDie account for multiple launchings of stabilized vehicles in low polar orbits and with payloads being recovered from orbit.
.
It was decided, therefore, to separate the WS-117L photoreconnaissance program into two
distinct and ostensibly unrelated series: one identified as DlSCOVERER (CORONA-Thor boost)
and the other as SENTRY or SAMOS (previously discussed). A press release announcing the
iDitiation of the DISCOVERER series was issued in mid-January 1959 identifying the initial
launchings as tests of the vehicle itself and later launchings as explorations of environmental
coDditions in space. Biomedical specimens, including live animals, were to be carried into
sPace and their recovery ·from orbit att~mpted.
The new CORONA cover concept, from which the press release stemmed, called for a total
of five biomedical vehicles; and three of the five were committed to the schedule under launchings
three, four, and seven. The first two were to carry mice and the third a primate. The two uncommitted vehicles were to be held in reserve in event of failure of the heavier primate vehicle. In
further support of the cOver plan, ARPA was to develop two radiometric payload packages designed
specifically to study navigation of space vehicles and to obtain data useful in the development of an
early warDing system (the planned MIDAS infrared series). It might be noted here that only one
(DlSCOVERER m) of the three planned animal carryiDg missions was actually atterilpted, and it was
a failure. ARPA did develop the radiometric payload packages, and they were launched as
DISCOVERER's XIX and XXI in late 1960 aDd early 1961.

1

\
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The pbotoreCODDa1ssance mission of CORONA necessitated a near polar orbit, either by
launchbJg to the north or to the south. There are few suitable areas in the continental Unlted
states where this .can be done without danger of debris from an early in-rught failure falling into
populated areas. Cooke Air Force Base near' California's Point Arguello met the requirement
for down-range safety because the trajectory of a southward launch would be over the Santa Barbara
chanDel aDd the Pacific Ocean beyond. Cooke AFB was a natural choice because it was the site
of the first Air Force operational missile training base and also housed the 6'l2nd strategic Missile
Squadron (Thor). Two additional factors favored this as the launch area: (1) manufacturing
facilities and skilled personnel required were in the near vicinity, and (2) a southward launch
wOuld permit recovery in the Hawaii area by initiating the ejection/recovery sequence as the
satellite passed over the Alaskan tracking fa.cility. The name of this base was changed from
Cooke to Vandenberg AFB in October 1958.

Unlike the U-2 nights, launchings of satellites from U.S. soil simply could not be concealed
from the public. Even a booster as small as the Thor (small relative to present day space
boosters) launches with a thunderous roar that can be heard for miles; the space vehicle transmits
telemetry that can be intercepted; and the vehicle can be detected in orbit by radar skin-track.
AlthOUgh the fact of a launch having been made could not be concealed, maintenance of the cover
story for the DISCOVERER series required that the launchings of the uniquely coDfigured photographic payloads be closed to observation by uncleared personnel. Vandenberg was excellent
as a launch site from many standpoints, but there was one feature of it that posed a severe
handicap to screening the actual launches from unwanted observation. Tbis handicap was that the
heavily traveled Southern Pacific Railroad passes through it. Operational parameters, including
. the requirement for daylight recovery and for seven denied area pas-ses duriDg daylight with
acceptable sun angles, dictated a launch from Vandenberg in the early afternoon. Trains passing
through the area broke up this afternoon "launch window into a series of successive windows, some
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of which were of no more than a few minutes' duratio~. Even. today, the space program at
Vandenberg is plagued by having to time the launches to occur during one of the intervals between
passing trains.
Recovery presel¢ed problems in the early development period and throughout the early
operational period. The planned recovery sequence involved a series of maneuvers, each of which
had to be executed to near-perfection or recovery would fail. Immediately after injection into
orbit, the Agena vehicle was yawed 1800 such that the recovery vehicle faced to the rear. This
maneuver minimized the control gas which would be required for reentry orientation at the end
of the mission and protected the heat shield from what at that time waS a deep concern for
molecular heating. (Later in the J-3 design when these concerns had diminished, the vehicle was
flown forward UDtiI reentry.) When reentry was to take place, the Agena would then be pitched
down through 60 degrees to position the satellite reentry vehicle (SRV) for retrofiring. Then the
SRV would be separated from the Agena and spin-stabilized by firing the spin rockets to maintain
it in the attitude given it by the Agena. Next, the retrorocket would be fired slowing down the
SRV into a descent trQ3ectory, and the spin of the SRV would be cancelled by firing the despin
rockets. The retrorocket thrust cone was then separated, followed by the heat shield and the
parachute cover. The drogue (or deceleration) chute would then deploy, and finally the main
chute would open to lower the capsule gently into the recovery area. The primary recovery
technique involved flying an airplane across the top of the descending parachute, catching the
chute or its shrouds in a trapeze-like hook suspended beneath the airplane, and then winching
the recovery vehicle aboard. Initially, C-119 aircraft were used, but C-130 aircraft replaced
them later in the program. If the air catch failed, the recovery vehicle was designed to float
long enough for a water recovery by a helicopter launched from a surface ship. The recovery
sequence and aerial recovery were similar to those of the HEXAGON program shown in Section
.3 of Part n.
While the vehicle was still in the construction stage, tests were conducted of the aerial
recovery technique by the 6593rd Test Squadron with poor results. Of 74 drops using personnel
type chutes, only 49 were recovered. Using one type of operational drop chute, only four were
recovered out of 15 dropped, and an average of 1.5 aircraft passes were required for the hookup.
Eleven drops of another type of operational chute resulted in five recoveries and an average of 2
aircraft passes for each snatch. Part of the difficulty lay in weak chutes and rigging am crew
inexperience; however, the most serious problem was the fast drop rate of the chutes~ Parachutes
that were available to support the planned weight of the recovery vehicle had a sink rate of about
33 feet per second. What was required was a sink rate approaching 20 feet per second so that the
aircraft would have time to make three or four passes, if necessary, for hookup. Fortunately,
by the time space hardware was ready for launching, a parachute had been developed with a sink
. rate slow eJ;l,Ough to offer a reasonable-chance of air recovery.
The launch faciUties at Vaudenberg AFB were complete, and the remote tracking and control
facilities which had been developed for WS-1l7L were ready for the first flight test of a Thor-Agena
combination in January 1959. The count-down was started for a launch on 21 January; however, the
attempt aborted at launch minus 60 minutes. When power was appUed to test the Agena hydraulic
system, certain events took place that were supposed to occur only in flight. The explosive bolts
connecting the Agena to the Thor detonated, and the ullage rockets fired. The Agena settled into
the fairing attaching it to the Thor but did not fall to the ground, however appreciable damage was
done. A program review conference was held in Palo Alto two days after the launch fallure to
examine the possible causes of these events and to assess its impact on the planned CORONA
launch schedule. Fortunately, the problem was quickly identified as a timer malfunction. The
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design was corrected, and the program was ready for resumption of test launches at the rate of
about one per month.
At the conference, General Electric surfaced a new problem having to do with the stability
of the nose cone during reentry. The cone was designed for a film load of 40 pounds, but the first
missions would only be able to carry 20 pounds. GE reported that about 3 pounds of ballast would
have to be carried in the forward end of the cone to restore stability. The program officers
decided to add an instrument package as ballast for diagnostic purposes and for support of the
biomedical cover story, thus converting what could have been dead weight into an extra advantage
for this test series.
The test plan contemplated arriving at full operational capability at a relatively early date
through sequential testing of the major components of the system, beginning with the Thor-Agena
combination alone; then adding the nose cone to test the eJection/reentry/recovery sequence; and
finally installing a camera for a full CORONA systems test. Whatever confidence the project
planners had in the imminence of success at the start, however, soon must have begun to wane.
BegiDning in February 1959 and extending through June 1960, an even dozen launches were
attempted with eight of these vehicles carrying cameras. All twelve were failures, and no film
capsules were recovered from orbit. Of the eight camera-carrying vehicles, four failed to
achieve orbit. Of the four vehicles that went into orbit, three experienced camera or film
failures, and the fourth was not recovered because of a malfunction of the reentry body spin
rockets.
By 1981 state-of-the-art technology, the performance record of early CORONA launches
would be totally unacceptable. But it must be remembered that this was the genesis of space
exploration, with this ambitious and complex program pioneering in technical fields about which
little was known. Even after the program had become operational and was routinely returning
photography from space, there were Wlcleared scientists in the cOWltry who were of the opinion
that the satellite approach to reconnaissance was not viable.
In the midst of these hectic times in 1959 there were some highlights that are very interest,lng, in retrospect. For example, the SRV on DISCOVERER II, launched on 13 April 1959 had
ejected on the 17th orbit as planned, but a timing malfunction caused by a human programming
error resulted in the ejection sequence being initiated too early. The capsule was down, probably
somewhere in the near vicinity of Spitsbergen Island north of Norway. In fact, there were later
reports that the falUng capsule had actually been seen by Spitsbergen residents. The Air Force

announced on the 16th that the Norwegian government had authorized a search for the capsule,
which would begin the following day. Planes scoured the area, and helicopters joined the search
on the 20th. Nothing was found, however, and the search was abandoned on the 23rd. There was
sl)8culatlon at the time and some actual ~connaissance by the Norwegian Air Force which indicated
that the capsule may have been recovered by a Soviet rather than an American recovery team.
The in"c1dent later became the subject of a book by AUstair MacLean, Ice station Zebra, and of
a 1968 movie of the same name. The fictionalized version departed rather substantially from the
facts, and it is clear that no one who was involved in the CORONA Program acted as a teclm1cal
consultant to the film producer.
ADother example believed to be of interest i.s an incident associated with DISCOVERER m.
Since part of the CORONA cover story called for some of the early launches to be biomedical
vehicles, an experiment involVing four live mice was organized for DISCOVERER m. Black mice
were chosen in order to ascertain the possible hair-bleaching effects of cosmic rays. The mice
i
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were members of the C-S7 strain, a particularly rugged breed. They had been "trained", along
with 60 other mice, at .the Air Force Aeromedical Field Laboratory at HollomanAFB. They were
7 to 10 weeks old and weighed slightly over 1 ounce each. A 3 -day food supply was proVided which
consisted of a special formula contaiDiJig peanuts, oatmeal, gelatin, orange juice, and water. Each
mouse was placed in a small individual cage about twice its size, and each had a miniscule radio
str.a,ppec:l to its back to monitor the effects of the space trip on heart action, respiration, aDd
musCular i.ctiVity. The lift-off on June 1959 was uneventful, but instead of injecting approximately
horizontally, the Agena apparently injected downward driving the vehicle into the Pacific Ocean.
The second try at launch several days later with a backup mouse "crew" was also a near abort
when the capsule Ufe cell humidity sensor suddenly indicated 100 percent relative hUlQidity.
The panic button was pushed aDd troubleshooters. were sent up to check. They found that when
the vehicle was in a vertical position, the humidity sensor was 'directly beneath the c~es and
it did not distinguish between plain water aDd urine. The cages were dried out and the vehicle
launched; however, it ~ain was unsuccessful, falling into the ocean.

,-

Another amusing experiment on an early flight was a means for concealing the payload
doors from inquisitive eyes while the vehicle was on the launch pad. The scheme that was
hurriedly devised was to cover the doors with fairings made of paper UDder which were strung
two lengthS of piano Wire with ping-pong balls attached to the forward eDds of the wires. The
thought was that as the vehicle accelerated during launch, the air now along the vehicle akin
would blow the ping pong balls to the rear, thus tearing off the paper and exposing the payload
doors. The strip-away fairing was tested by attaching it to the side of a sports car abd driving
the car at high speed along the BayshoreFreeway (U.S. Highway 101) late one evening. The test
proved two things: (1) that the fairing would tear off as intended, and (2) that the California
Highway Patrol could eaa1iy overtake a vehicle traveling at 90 miles per hoUr. Since the test
indicated a "go" Situation, at 2 a.m. on ~ foggy, chillymorniDg UDder a blaze of floodUghts, a few
cents worth of paper, plano wire, aDd ping-pong balls were affixed to a Multimillion dollar space
vehicle. In parallel with the paper/ping-pong ball fix, a security and environmental shroud was
being designed. These shrouds proved extremely valuable to the program in protecting the
sensitive thermal surface from salt water spray.
The very first recovery (according.to plan) of an object orbited in space was made by the
.United States on 11 August 1960. The vehicle was DISCOVERERXm, launched as a. repeat of
DISCOVERER xn diagnostic fiigbt without camera. and film. On 10 August 1960 the Vehicle was
launched aDd successfully inserted into orbit. '!be re'covery package was eJected on the 17th
orbit, aDd retrofiring and descent were DOr~al, except that the capsule came down well.away
from the plaDDed impact point. The npminallmpactarea was IqIproximately250 miles south of
Honolulu where C-119 aDd C-130 aircraft c~rcled awaiting tbe capsule's descent. The splash-down
occurred about 330 miles northwest of HaWaii. The airplanes were backed up by surface ships
. deployed in a recovery zone with dtmensiClllS of 250 by 550 miles. Although beyond the range of
the airborne recovery aircraft, the capsule descended near enough to the staked out zone to permit
an attempt at water recovery. A ship reached the scene before the capsule sank and fished it out
of the ocean. (This water recovery technique developed for and perfected by the CORONA Program
has been used extensively by the U.S. manned spacecraft programs with the recovery of astronauts
after splashdown in the ocean.) Since DISCOVERER xm was a diagnostic fiight, it was given
extensive publicity conceming this success in recovering an object from orbit, in large measure
to support the cover story of DISCOVERER as an experlmental space serles. President Eisenhower
'displayed the capsule to !'be press, and it was later placed OIl exhibit in the Smithsonian Instltution
for public vlewlng.

.
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The successful recovery of a CORONA SRV, even though it contained no film, was the first
assurance of imminent success for a photographic reconnaissance satellite capability.
The next vehicle, DISCOVERER XIV,was launched on 18 August 1960, just one week after
the successful water recovery of the DISCOVERER xm capsule. The vehicle carried a camera
and a 20-poUDd film load. The camera operated satisfactorily, and the full load of film was exposed
and transferred to the recovery capsule. The satellite recovery vehicle was ejected on the 17th
pass, and the film capsule was recovered by air snatch.
As expected, the resolution was lower than on the U-2 photography; however, this one
CORONA mission yielded more photographic area coverage than the total of all U-2 missions
that had been flown over the Soviet Union.

i
1

The primary purpose of the imagery from the panoramic cameras of the CORONA system
was to collect essential intelligence on foreign areas, but the satellite imagery program also
included the aspect of providing for the accurate geographic orientation of military and other
essentials features on target charts, geodetic positioning for' missile system operations, aDd
improving the general accuracy of maps and navigation charts. To cope with these types of
orientation and mapping, charting, and geodetic requirements, specialized frame-type cameras
were developed to obtain lower resolution but geometrically strong imagery-that is, imagery
whose locational (geodetic) characteristics are more accurate because all of the features on a
frame are imaged at the same instant of time.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers had started geodetic programs. utilizing artificial
satellites iii 1957. The first of these programs was to track the early satellites such as
GREB and Echo from islands and, by using the known orbit and time of track, determine the
location of the tracking station with respect to the center of mass of the earth and subsequently
to the North American datum. By Seltember 1960, it became' obvioUs that our knowledge of
orbital perturbations was not sufficient to achieve the precision required. The solution to this
problem was the Sequential Correlation of Range (SECOR) program',
program used the
principal of trilateration to eUminate the orbital parameters from the solution of the location.
This was accomplished by launching a multiple frequency transponder into' orbit and measuring
the range to the satelllte from four stations at the same instant in time. Three of the stations
were on the North American datum and the fourth was at a location with undetermined coordinates.
The three known stations fixed the satelllte in space and the location of the fourth was then
determined from three fixed in the satellite. This system became the primary geodetic poSition
system and involved a number of transponder launches. The early 'launches were designed to
use the GREB ball but' securing launches for these balls was very difficult, and the number of
vehicles that could carry these payloads was very small. This situation was discussed with the
DISCOVERER program office and with the integrating contractor, Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company (LMSC). Bert Bulkin of LMSC and Major Albert W. Johnson from the SAFSP program
office indicated that the Agena aft instrument rack had space for separable packages that were
small, and in fact, had launched other spacecraft such as the Amateur Radio Operators Satellite
(OSCAR). Bert Bulkin aDd William Willlamson from the Corps of Engineers designed a SECOR
spacecraft based on the OSCAR package (same size and weight) which the Air Force program
omce approved for launch on the DISCOVERER and subsequent CORONA programs. The early
launches carried non-separable SECOR transpoDders on the DISCOVERER launches of 23 October,
5 Nov'eml:
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DISCOVERER XX was the first of a dozen launches extending over a period of three years
carrying mappiDg cameras, a program sponsored by the U.S. Army which the President had
approved for inclusion within the CORONA project. The purpose of the mapping program, which
was known as ARGON (KH-5) (Fig. 1-13), was to obtain precise geodetic imagery to allow an
extension of existing datum planes within the Soviet Union. The ARGON, which was operational
between May 1962 and August 1964, had a focal length of 76 mm (3 inches) and used 5-inch-wide
- film. Of the 12 systems launched, (9 attained orbit) only 6 were recovered; however, because of
Its higher orbit (165 nautical miles) these missions were able to collect Virtually complete
worldwide coverage at a scale of approximately 1:4,000,000. The imagery from this system
permitted a U.S. Army Engineers' contractor to compile the first photographic mosaic of an
entire continent-Africa. This mosaic enabled DoD personnel to derive information on aDd to
correct the major hydrograpbic, vegetation, terrain, aDd geological patterns shown on contemporary
maps.
The CORONA launches, notwithstanding problems, proceeded at an amazing frequency,
with 37 launches or launch attempts between April 1959 and 13 January 1962. After DISCOVERER
XXXVII, the cover story for DISCOVERER had simply worn out. With the improved record of
success and the near certainty of an even better record in the future, it seemed likely ~at there
would be as many as two dozen launches per year for perhaps years to come. The cover story
that DISCOVERER was an experimental series had ceased to be tenable, and DO other cover story
was available to account for the number of launches and their unique mission profiles. So,
beginning with the 38th launch, CORONA missions were announced merely as being Air Force
satellite launches. On 18 April 1962, the Air Force announced the issuance of a new directive
classifying all iDformation pertaining to military satellites and eliminating the DISCOVERER,
SAMOS, and MIDAS series designators.
. .
During 1961, Itek developed the MURAL (M:) camera system (Fig. 1-14) which provided
stereoscopic photography. It is an axiom of aerial reconnaissance that the information content
of photography is improved by a factor of two and one -half times with stereo coverage. Thus,
the introduction of the M system marked a major step forward in the CORONA Program.
The M system consisted of two C'" cameras on a common moUDt, one looking 15 degrees
aft from vertical and the other 15 degrees forward. Each camera was fed from an indiVidual
supply spool (40 pounds of film) moUDted on the back of the camera's main plate. The film was
panoramically exposed through 70 degrees of lens cell assembly rotation. After exposure, the
film from each camera was fed into individual takeup spools in a common cassette. When the
forward -looking camera Photographed a scene, this same scene would be photographed six frames
tater by the aft-looking camera, thus providing a 30-degree covergent angle for stereo photography. Simultaneous operation of both cameras was required for stereo photography. The M
system configuration further improved CORONA reliability by mounting the two cameras bact-toback. Because the cameras operated (scanned) in opposite directions, they tended to offset any
operating imbalances and thereby improved overall system dynamic balance. The M system was
capable of a 6 to 7 -day mission compared to the 3 to 4-day missions of the C'" and the earlier
I-day missions. The system was designed for nominal alti~udes of 110 nautical miles. Dynamic
resolution was 80 to 110 lines per millimeter. The first M system, mission 9031, was launched
on 27 February 1962, and the stereo photography was excellent.

In 1962, two small frame cameras were introduced into the CORONA system; first an lDdex
camera with 38-mm focal length lens and later a aellar-Index (81) camera (Fig. 1-15). The
lDdex cameras were flown starting with the first MURAL mission on 27 February 1962, aDd the
Sl. cameras were introduced on program flight number 52 on 29 September 1962. Thereafter,
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Fig. 1-14 - MURAL (KH-4) Twin Panoramic Camera System

-

Fig. 1-15 -

Index and Stellar-Index Cameras
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CORONA missions, with a few exceptions, carried an sr of some vintage. Both the Index and the
Stellar Index cameras were manufactured by Itek. The Index had a terrain or down-looking lens
only, of 38-mm focal length; the Stellar Index camera also had a 38-mm terr3in lens but included
an 80-mm focal length stellar lens as well; the terrain camera used 70-mm film, the stellar
camera used 35-mm film. Coverage was world-wide, providing supplementary coverage to main
c~era imagery for more accurate geographic orieDtation, initially of intelligence targets and
later for mapping purposes. A calibration of the knee (90-degree) angle between the Index and
Stellar units, as well as the distortion of these two lenses, was established on a precisiongoniometer. 'l'his calibration in conjunction with the mid-exposure time of the shutters (panoramic
cameras, Index cameras, aDd Stellar Index camera) established the position in-space for each
photographic acquisition. Many relatively small scale maps were made from this combined
photography.
-

I
!
r

As a side benefit, the CORONA Performance Evaluation Team (PET) used the terrain
imagery extensively as an aid to main camera photography evaluation. On many occasions
throughout a miSSion, the panoramic imagery would appear slightly degraded without any
iDdlcation of camera malfunction. By examining the terrain photography from the SI, which
covered such a wide area in each frame, cloud patterns aDd heavy haze not detectable in the pan
photography were clearly visible. One of the initial and most challenging tasks of the PET was
to educate some of the key managemeDt personnel on the subject of image degradation resulting
from the atmosphere, "look angle," aDd SUD angle in continuously varying combinations, without
the c8.pahility to continuously compensate through fUm/filter/exposure optimization.

In early 1963, the boosting capacity of the first-stage 'lbor was substantially increased by
strapping on three small solid propellant rockets which were jettisoned after firing. Thisthrustaugmented Thor (TAT), was first used for the launching of the heavier LANYARD camera system
(Fig. 1-16), developed by Itek under contract to SAFSP as a follow-on to the SAMOS E-5 camera.
It was a panoramic spotting camera with an oscillating lens cell which viewed a large mirror aimed
at a 45 -degree angle toward the earth. MovemeDt of the mirror enabled the system to produce
stereo or mono-photography. The 5-inch film was fed from a supply spool (capacity = 8,000 feet!
80 pounds of film) to the platen for exposure and then to a takeup cassette in the recovery system.
Servo drive rollers controlled the film movemeDt. Because of the limited scan angle of the lens,
a roll joint (Z) was incorporated in the structure to increase the scan capability. The effective
focal length of the optical !!Jystem was 66 inches.

The LANYARD camera system had been intended for interim use only until the Air Force's
spotting camera system GAMBIT (KH-7) was fully developed and operational. There were three
lannches of this system; program flight numbers 61, 64, and 68 on the dates 18 March, -18 May,
and 30 July 1963, respectively. The first vehicle failed to achieve orbit due to failure of hydrauUc
steering on the Agena booster. The second achieved orbit but the camera never received the
turn-on commaud-the satellite reentry vehicle (SRV) was recovered after 33 revs. The thirdachieved orbit aDd the camera. functioned, but only for 23 revs. The system was designed for a
4-day mission but with indication of camera failure, the RV was brought in after 32 revs.
The photography had covered 450,000 square nautical miles primarily of communist areas for
intelligence purposes. The LANYARD system did not have an active thermal system to control
focus and as it turned out on tJ,.e abbreviated mission, none of the photography had. been collected
at best focus. However, the using community recorded examples wherein the design specification
of 5-foot aRD had been achieved.
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By mid-1963, after 68 of the program total of 145 flights, the CORONA program had launched

systems consisting of 24-inch single panoramic cameras [C, C' (or C prime), C", (or C triple
prime)1 twin 24-inch panoramic cameras (MURAL), an ARGON Mapping Camera, the long focal
length panoramic camera LANYARD (L), and the stellar Index camera.

.

Program flight number 69, launched on 24 August 1963, introduced the next mlQor upgrading
of the CORONA system, the first configuration with two SRV's, commonly referred to as buckets.
The new modified system, known as the JANUS or CORONA J-l (Fig. 1-17), retained the MURAL
stereoscopic camera concept, but DOW with two SRV's in the system, the film capacity was increased
to 160 ·pounds, approximately 32,000 feet of fibn per mission. Also, on the dual recovery series,
two stellar Index subsystems were carried on each vehicle, one 8I feeding its film into SRV-I,
the second into SRV-no
The 8I cameras were carried on most CORONA flights between February 1962 a.DCl August
1967, at which time a newS! camera came into use. This camera was developed by the F~rchild
camera and InstrumeDt Company (FCIC) WIder contract to SAFSP. In an effort to upgrade the
frame camera performance for the MCIIO community, the focal length of the terrain camera was
increased to 3 inches (as on the ARGON), two stellar cameras with 3 -inch focal length lenses
were incorporated, and the film Width for the terrain or down-looking camera was increased from
70 mm to 5 inches. The new camera had the designation of Dual Improved stellar lDdex Camera,
commonly referred to by its acronym DISIC. The DlSIC resolution was.30 to 60 meters (110 to 200
feet). Coverage was world-wide, initially providing supplementary coverage to main camera
imagery for accurate geographic orientation~later versions could be oper~ indepeDdeDtly,
~lusively for mapping purposes. Six DISIC cameras were launched on the CORONA, J-3 or
CR series (Fig. 1-18), the first on program flight number 120 on 15 September 196'1, the. last
on program flight number 134.on 23 July 1969. The next nine CORONA missions carried a mix
of the 38-mm S1's, the last two missions new without an SI of any deSCription.
The J -3 or ConstaJt Rotating (CR) system was the last in the CORONA evolution. Apart
from the sigDificantly improved photographic capabiUty of the hardware, the most significant
advance represented by the J -3 was in the fiexibiUty it allowed in command and control of the
camera operations.
There were a total of seventeen J -3 systems flown. The recovery of the last J -3 imagery
on 31 May 1972 brought to a close the active portion of the CORONA program, though most of the
personnel who had gained extensive experience continued in important roles on other space
programs. The technological improvements engineered UDder CORONA advanced the system
from a single, vertical pointing panoramic camera having a design goal of 20 to 25-feet ground
resolution and an orbitall1fe of 1 day, to a twin camera panoramic system produd,ng stereopbotography. From this point, it became a dual recovery system with an improvement in ground
resolution to approximately 7 to 10 feet with twice the film load, to finally the J -3 system with a
constaut rotator, selectable exposure, aDd filter controls, planned orbital life of 18 to 20 days,
aDd yieldiDg nadir resolution of 5 to '1 feet. It is important to nOte that the focal length remained
constaut at 24 inches throughout this evolution. The dramatic increase in performance was
brought about through improvements in design,- manufacturing aDd testing, improvements in
thermal design together With a better UDderstanding of orbital temperature effects on focus,
new/improved films and processing, and improvements in the orbital vehicle stability.
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LANYARD (KH-6) Panoramic Camera System
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Artist's view of the J-l (KH-4A) camera System with dual SRV's
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Fig. 1-18 - Major components of the J-3 (Im-4B) Subsystem
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The totality of CORONA's contributions to U.S. intelligence holdings on denied areas and to
the U.S. space program in general is virtually immeasurable. Its progress was marked by a
series of notable firsts: (1) the first to recover objects from orbit; (2) the first to deliver
intelligence information from a satellite; (3) the first to produce stereoscopic satellite photc,>graphy; (4) the first to employ multiple reentry vehicles; and (5) the first satellite reconnaissance
program to pass the 100+ mission mark. The CORONA program synopsis is presented in
Fig. 1-19.
By March 1964, CORONA had photographed 23 of the 25 Soviet ICBM complexes then in
existence; 3 months later it had photographed all of them. The value of the CORONA derived
intelligence effort is given dimension by this statement in a 1968 intelligence report: "No new
ICBM complexes have been established in the U.S.S.R. during the past year!' This statement
was made because of the confidence held by the analyst that if an ICBM complex were there, then
CORONA photography would have disclosed it. In addition to the program's intelligence contributions, it must not be overlooked in summarizing that the CORONA vehicle had been the carrier
for mapping cameras during the initial decade of satellite re~nnaissance.
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Thus, the program that was so "informally" started as an interim, short-term development
had performed superbly for a decade. As recounted recently by Mr. James Plummer, initial
Lockheed CORONA Program Manager (now Executive Vice President of Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company), "The streamline management techniques and the later incentive contracting
methods developed by the CIA and Air Force, in my mind, were as important as the technical
problems that were presented in this new field."
.Near the close of the program, as previously mentioned, it was suggested by General Lew
Allen, Jr., then Director of SAFSP, that a history should be complIed to preserve details of this
ploneer in satellite reconnaissance. In response, under CIA sponsorship, a classified history was
published and a classified movie was made entitled "A Point tn Time." In addition, using recovered hardware from the last flight, development models from the J-3 program, and photographic
records from the memorable flights, a classified museum display was set up in the National
Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC), Washington, D.C. (see Fig. 1-20). In his speech
dedicating the museum, Mt. Richard Helms, the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, said:
"It has been· confidence in the iDtelligence estimates that has allowed
President Nixon to enter into the strategic Arms Limitation Talks and
to sign the Arms Limitation Treaty this month. There can be no doubt
that the pootoreconnaissance satellite represents the primary means
of verification for SALT or that CORONA, the program which pioneered
the way in satellite reconnaissance, deserves the place in history which
we are preserviDg through this small museum display."
"A Decade of Glory as the display is entitled, must for the present
remain classified. However, as the world grows to accept satellite
reconnaissance, we hope it can be transferred to the Smithsonian
Institute where the American public can view the work, and the men
of CORONA, like the Wright brothers, can be recognized for the
role they played in the shapjng of history."
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THE DEFENSE WEATHER SATELLITES
Note: The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) has continued to provlde valuable support to the reconnaissance satellite
programs over the years, including of course the HEXAGON Mapping
camera Program. For this reason, following the discussion of early
program development, a synopsis is provided covering DMSP advancements in technology and performance. (See Fig. 1-21.)

.

I
~

The justification for development of a mllttary weather reconnaissance satellite lay not
solely in the possible delay in NASA NIMBUS* operations, but in two other factors not generally
recognized outside the National Reconnaissance Program~1 First, in 1961, CORONA was starting
to return regular packages of photographs of the Soviet Union, and the percentage of cloud-free
coverage in the photography seemed likely to improve if timely weather information could be fed
into the CORONA operations program. There was an excellent possibility that polittc.al objections
to NIMBUS operations might limit the quality and quantity of information made avallableto the
U.S. mUitary services. Therefore, CORONA (and other mUltary reconnaissance satellites programmed for later operations) could well be handicapped if they bad to depend on data abstracted
from a weather satellite program controlled by individuals who honored the "space for peaceful
uses" theme NASA continued to proclaim. Second, the timing and quality of weather reconnaissance could not be guaranteed if NIMBUS or some successor civU system were the provider; the
operators of variOUS reconnaissance satellite programs were unlikely to have much influence on
the operational control of the satellite or on the disposition of its products. If reconnaissance
authorities did intrude, there was the danger of pubUc protests that would in effect advise the
Soviets that the United States needed weather information (chiefly cloud cover data), and hence
presumably was operating reconnall?sancesatellites. In the early 1960's, those operations had
gone underground and there was no Immediate prospectof their surfacing in the near future.
As early as 1'1 November 1960, wIlUe the SAMOS program reorganization was in progress,
but before the unique structure of General Greer's organization had been clearly established, the
Radio Corporation of America (RCA) bad proposed to the Air Force the development of a cloud

I
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1

cover reconnaissance satellite system.

\
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\

The submission, which went to General Greer's deputy, Colonel H. L.Evans, envisioned a
\\
SOO-pound payload of television components, two readout stations, a satellite control center, and
\
contractor provision of cloud cover analysis services. RCA urged that the system would fill a
functional gap 1n the array of mUltary satellltes by exploiting techniques and equlpments, many of
which had been flight proven in the course of NASA's TIROS weather satelllte program. The use
of proven or "off-the-shelf" system elements was a particular attraction to both the Directorate
of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) and the Undersecretary of the Air Force,
Dr. Otaryk, who had recently acquired cognizance over the total reconnaissance satelllte program.
Even as early as November 1960 it was clear that both of these authorities would have to approve
before a system could be funded for development.
.

* NIMBUS was a NASA "advanced" weather satellite that orbited the earth at an altitude of
500 miles in.a north-south direction, taking a band of pictures during each orbit. NIMBUS was
equipped with solar paneis for electrical power and a horizon scanner to keep the camera pointed
toward the earth. Through the system's television cameras, picture signals were sent to an 00board tape recorder where they were stored until "played back" on command from the ground.
NIMBUS also carried a radlometer to measure infrared waves coming from the earth.
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Appreciating that more was involved than merely evaluating a contractor proposal for a new
system, Colonel Evans and his immediate staff devoted some 2 months to lts examination
and to considering how they might overcome some obvious obstacles to securing system approval.
The chief technical difficulty was selecting a launch vehicle; the proposed payload was too heavy
for any of the available probe rockets and too light to warrant use of the Thor-Agena. Piggy-back
modes were considered in detail and then discardedbecause of their possible degrading effect on
the basic Thor-boosted satellites-which were mostly carrying CORONA payloads.

.-~."~ satellite
",w"

",

Having weighed all the available evidence, Colonel Evans in February 1961 suggested to the
chief of BMD's Scout booster office, Lieutenant Colonel D. A. Stine, that it might be feasible to
, develop a variant of RCA's proposed cloud cover satellite for launch via the Scout. A successful
, combination would be relatively inexpensive, both in payload and booster elements, and it would
serve a highly useful function in supporting a variety of Air Force miSSionS-including SAMOS.
At Colonel Evans' direction, Stine and his program office people, with the continued assistance of
RCA consultants, put together and formally submitted a preliminary development plan. In endorsing it, Colonel Evans directed that it be expanded to include provisions for testing direct readout
techniques during system operation.
After surviving a massive overhaul of the Air Research and Development Command in
April 1961, and reassignment of some programs, the cloud cover satellite attracted the personal
attention of Undersecretary Charyk. On 21 June in the aftermath of a presentation involving
several of the "Five Year Plan" systems, he quietly abstracted the main elements and told
General Greer's group to put together a "minimum'~ proposal involving a four-vehicle program.
Five days later, Greer approved the "minimum plan" drawn up by his people and sent it forward
to Charyk. On 11 July, Charyk submitted it to the DDR&E with a request for approval and funding.
By 15 July 1961, Dr. Harold Brown, DDR&E Chief, had advised Charyk that he would support
the "minimum program" if it could be clearly demonstrated that the system had advantages over
an expanded TIROS development. The Undersecretary convinced Brown during a conversation on
19 July and later that day telephoned Gene'ral Greer that DDR&E had approved the proposalsubject to a set of special conditions. Those conditions, though unusual, were nonetheless implied
by elements of the development plan and by the 12 July instructions on program security. Essentially, the program was to be based on fixed price contracts, was to be continued only so long as
night schedules remained valid, had to be entrusted to contractors aware of and willing to accept
the schedule requirements, and was to be given a new home and conducted under special security
provisions. The purpose and effect of the qualifications were clear: in no manner was the
"normal" Air Force to become aware of the program's objectives, schedules, or techniques. Use
of the widely known term "MISS" (Meteorological Information Satellite System) was to cease.·
A special security policy statement that achieved the deSired ends was prepared on the day
the instructions arrived in Los Angeles. Like the basic SAMOS under which it now sheltered, the
program was exempted from customary review and approval channels, from routine reporting
requirements, and from the halo of pubUcity routinely erected over any military space program
that received significant funding support.
I,

• ''MISS'' was earlier used as the acronym for the abortive "Man In Space Soonest" proposals
of 1958-1959.
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Fig. l-2la - Early weather reconnaissance
system

Fig. 1-2lb - DMSP System evolution

Fig. 1-21c - DMSP System network
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In the neXt two weeks, the program acquired: a director, Lieutenant Colonel T. O. Haigj
a name, Program 35;* a cost structure derived from payload (RCA) and vehicle contractor
(Chance Vought) data; and a set of accepted procedures. In point of fact, full and final approval
from DD~E stUl had not been received, but there seemed little doubt that it would come.
Dr. Brown on 5 August approved the program Charyk had proposed. Later that day the Air
Force Undersecretary telephoned General Greer the authorization to proceed with contractual
commitments as appropriate.
By 31 August, Colonel Haig's embryonic program office had prepared a highly detailed
development plan-in three copies circulated only to those with a "must know" status. The document defined the purpose and approach of Program 35, as then understood, and identified the chief
technical and operational characteristics of the satelllte development.
The goal of Program 35 was a weather observation satellite system that would enhance the
effectiveness of SAMOS operations and improve the accuracy of cloud cover predictions for other
military satellltes. The development was necessary, in large part, because the extant NASA
programs had deficiencies in program development time scales, security, and program management controls.
The 120-pound satellite, a IO-sided polyhedron 23.5 inches across and 21 inches .high, was to
be spin stabilized on an axis perpendicular to the plane of the orbit. The camera, fixed at 90
degrees from the spin axis. would point directly toward the earth once each time the satelllte
rotated. At programmed interVals. the television camera would take pictures of an 800-mUesquare area on the earth. the exposures being made when horizon sensors indicated that the lens
was vertical to the earth. The images could either be recorded on tape or read out by any suitahly
equipped ground station within range. Spin axis orientation was to be controlled by a. magnetic
torque. system developed by RCA and proposed for NASA's TIROS I. NASA had rejected the
technique as impossible.

1
(

{

L

With the satellite in a sun-synchronous 4OO-mile polar orbit, the system would provide 100
percent daily coverage at latitudes above 60 degrees and 55 percent coverage at the equator. When
readOut was undertaken during the western hemisphere portion of a pass that included photography,
video data on eastern hemisphere cloud cover could be transmitted to the Global Weather Center
at Offutt Air Force Base within one hour of its being obsel'\Ted. In a less favorable pass sequence,
. readout would always he possible within three orbits of sensor activity. Should it prove deSirable,
Elitber for test purposes or for an actual operation, a direct real-time readout mode could be
.
employed to feed cloud pictures to any ground station within range.
None of those who designed the program expected to encounter any serious technical problems during development. The TIROS type cloud cover sensor system had been flight proven.
The Scout vehicle had been little tested but seemed potentially reliable enough (five successes in
seven flights). The satellite would rely on proven satellite control and readout systems and
stations, with standard airborne command, control. and readout components from such programs
as ADVENT and MIDAS completing the technical equipment. Although much of the equipment was
experimental in character, it did exist .and it was available from contractors who had experience
in Its fabrication.
.

* At various Umes, the Air Force-DoD weather satellite program was known as Program 35,
Program 698 BH, and Program 417.
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Funds were to come from SAFSP resources through an SSD channel, with program management entirely concentrated in the program office. The contractor structure included RCA
, (sPacecraft),ChaDce Vought (prime booster contractor~ Minneapolis Honeywell (guidan~e and
control), and (as soUd fuel rocket fabricators) AeroJet General, Thlokol, and Allegheny Ballistic
Laboratories of Hercules Powder Company. Assembly, checkout, and launch were responsibUities
SatellUe
of the 8585th Test WIng (later the 8595th
control functions were to be exercised by the
The Air Weather
Se"ice would do w~ather analysis In the
underground
headquarters at Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska.

The actual payload, weighing 120 pounds, would consist of a vidicon-camera recorder system
simUar to the wide angle sensor used in TIROS I and n, plus stabilization and control devices.
RCA estimated the senSOr system' would have an orbital ute of 90 days.
The ingenious attitude control system depended on torqueing the axis perpendicular to the
orbital pla,ne through an electric-current loop around the perimeter of the satellite. The torque
was generated by a command that caused current to flow around the loop in the desired directioil.
Spin-up during injection of the fourth stage and pa.yload into final orbit was followed by a
decrease to 12 revolutions per minute under the impulse provided by a system of "yo-yo" weights.
Alter rotation speed decreased to nine per minute, spin-up rockets 'could be used to re-energize
the sateUUe.
Pulses generated by the horizon sensor drove a specia.ltzed computer which triggered the
camera. The recorder component was capable of storing 32 frames of information. Seven frames
were required to cover the area of tnterest for each pass, but the probabUity of exposing the first
frame was only 50 percent, therefore fixed sequences of eight frames were planned.
Cbanges from the TIROS transmitters were mostly In the direction of transistorizing.
Performance was little affected, altboughboth weight and power requirements decreased. The
transmitter broadcast a 62.5;.kUocycle bandwidth signal at 250 mep.cycles per second. Frequency
modUlation would permit a total output bandwidth of 290 kilocycles with 2 watts of output power.
The video data were to be collected by existtng GO-foot antennas at Vandenberg and New Boston.
,
For pra.cUcal purposes, the program office bad not come into existence until August 1961
,although the.ftrst flight was firmly scheduled fot May 1982. In the months that followed there were
serious development problems with the fourth stage rocket motor, and lnterorgantzational matters
with NASA had to be worlted out.
.
Notwithstanding the many difficulties" the program conttnued its pace toward a May laulich.
On 25 April the first West Coast Scout launching failed from improper functtontng of the third

stage. By 1 May the tnittal Program 35 Scout had been mated with the ftrst "operational" payload
on the pad at Vandenberg. There was a dress rebearsal on 7 May and a launch attempt on 13 May,
scrubbed because of varlous technical problems. Ten days later, after mtnor holds, the first
Program 35 vehicle lUted off the launch pad. A catastrophic failure during second stage burn
ended the test.
Following a stratned relationship between the Air Force and NASA, the issue of Scout
responstblllty was settled On 21 June '1962 by means of formal agreements whicb conceded control
of virtually aU Scout matters to NASA, Including general configuration, modUlcation, launch stand
procedures, and most related topics.

,
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Following modifications, revisions, and overhauls, and 11 launch attempt cancellations for
se.veral reasons, on 23 August the second Scout with payload was successfully launched and the
payload went into a near optimum orbit, in spite of numerous failures or anomalies as discovered
during post-launch booster performance analysis. Direct readout was successfully attempted over
the New Hampshire station on 26 August and on the following day the first remote readout data on
cloud cover over the Soviet Union was taken from the same point in orbit.
With the potential of the satellite thoroughly proven, it was becoming increasingly clear
that the greatest danger to continued program success lay in the ineffectiveness of the Scout
booster. Studies of alternatives included initially the Thor-Delta (Thor with a Vanguard upper
stage) and later were expanded to include Thor-Able star (Thor with an Aerobee upper stage) and
Thor-Agena (the combination used In Program 162, stm known as DISCOVERER).
The great talking pOint stUl was the first satellite, vehicle 3502, which after 137 days and
1968 orbits (as of 7 January 1963) was returning better cloud cover information thao immediately
after its launch.
SAC's interest in the 417 satellite (as it was now called) had increased considerably after
exposure to early results. The 417 represented a near perfect training device for space operations,
being stable, dependable, and relatively uncomplicated. Operation by a field comrnand was not
particularly dangerous for the vehicle on orbit. (Raig called the 417 satellite "idiot proof".}
Perhaps most important, the system was Inexpensive to operate and rnaintain. Finally, there was
lncreasing pressure from the Navy and the Strike command for a tactical readout system. The
Air Force had a small but significant investment In ground stations (and one that would not become
rapidly obsolete, either) which underlined the importance of continuing an active space program.
There was a substantial opportunity for inexpensive experimentation. Taken together, these
represented solid arguments for contlnuing, indeed, for expanding, 417.80 long as it retained its
basic characteristics of simplicity, rellabUlty, and economy of operation, it remained attractive.
Colonel Haig seemed convinced, even this early, that the eventual salvation for 417 lay in
adOptlon of a new booster. The studies begun the previous month had identified the Block n Thor
(with Bell Telephone Laboratories guidance) and the Agena D as the most economical booster
combination. The two provided the greatest injection accuracy, highest theoretical reliability, and
heaviest payload potential of all the systems examined.
On 19 February the second 417 satellite went into orbit. It was not placed as accurately as
being 50 miles low in apogee aDd 140 in perigee, as well as having a 2-degree inclination
error. Analyses indicated that each of the first three stages had performed badly-although the
AB6X-259 third stage engine was the chief offender. The satellite~ functioning was generally
the

tirst,

acceptable, even UDder such handicaps, until late April, when ·the primary tape coDtroI circuit
went bad, eliminating the bird'sability to ~re primary data. The direct readout mode remained
operational and 80 percent effective. By September 1963, however, the satellite would have gotten

so thoroughly out of phase with the

SUD

that a 180-degree reorientation would be necessary.

The Fr!lbruary 1963 launch (operation 0240) proved the feasibUity of stlll another innovation
in cloud cover reconnaissance. Nearly a year earlier, the program office had undertaken a study
of radiation measuring subsystem devices which by registering background radiation from the
earth's surface could identify night cloud cover. The small investigation had been stlmulated by
General Greer's observation, in March 1962, that it was unfortunate that a cheap infrared system
was not feasible •.
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In the course of their inquiry, program office people discovered that Dr. V. E. Sumoni of
the University of Wisconsin had produced a prototype and one flight model infrared sensor for the
"Explorer program. Because of changes in that NASA activity, the sensor had never been orbited.
It had every indication of meeting the requirements for a secondary payload for the 417 spacecraft.
On 3 September 1962, the program office let a low cost contract covering rehabilitation of
Sumoni's prototype and tentatively scheduled it to be flown on the fourth 417 satellite (0240). By
December 1962, test results were so promising that contracts were let covering the design,
development, and test of five additional subsystems (one prototype and four flight versions) for use
with the second group of four 417 spacecraft, then on order.

All went well and the first Sumoni radiation measuring subsystem was aboard 0240 for its
February 1963 launch. The device functioned perfectly; by May 1963 infrared data were being
routinely extracted and the system still was 95 percent operational. It continued to function until
January 1964.From the data obtained through the Sumoni system, the Third Weather Wing, using computer
programs written entirely by Air Weather Service personnel, produced daily operational maps of
cloud cover throughout the entire period from October 1962 through January 1963-the span of the
Cub., missile crisis and the immediate aftermath. The technique was so successful that extension
of the infrared measurement program was subsequently approved and it acquired the role
of a I
.
semi-permanent element in the total 417 systems.
The general notion, by early March 1963, was that use of Thor-Agena as a booster would
provide enough additional lifting capacity to permit launching a new satellite based generally on
417 technology but also incorporating the best proven features of TIROS, NIMBUS, RELAY, and
other satellites into a system with minimum requlrements for a long and costly development
process. The general proposal, known as 417-1, bad all the operational potential of NIMBUS plus
circuit redundancy which promised enhanced reUabUlty.
The proposal to develop 417-1 also had attractions other than technical. General B. A.
Schriever, Air Force Systems Command Chief, heard the 417-1 presentation On 15 March, indicated
that he was "intensely lnterested," and asked that he be provided with a formal development plan
at once.
The appearance of two viewpoints on how 417-1 should be conducted reopened all the past
arguments about the need for a secure system for military weather reconnaissance. Nevertheless,
there were sound indications that Ruebel of DDR&E seriously planned to substitute 417-1 for
NIMBUS. The problem was how.
Dr. Cbaryk was thinking less in terms of a substitute for NIMBUS than a basic 417, improved,
modernized, and mated to an improved Scout booster. The detans of 417-1 were far from certain,
(haryk having expressed marked reservations about the cost of using Thor-Agena, the redundancy
of a stabUized Agena, and the prospect of high command and control costs U Agena were employed •.
On 26 April, the fourth attempt to orbit a 417 satellite ended in loss of thlrd stage thrust 8
seconds before the scheduled burnout followed by violent tumbling and total destruction of the upper
stage and payload.

By e~ly May 1963, the generally unsatisfactory characteristics of the Scout booster had
received widespread recognition. Quite apart from the impulse to go to a 'more powerful booster
as a means of putting a heavier and more sophlsticated payload into orbit, there was a general
determination that either Scout would be slgnUicantly improved or the Air Force would go to a·
more rellabile vehicle.
.
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On 11 July 1963, after nearly 10 months of circllng the earth, the original 417 satelilte
(vehicle 3502) responded to ground commands for the last time. Attempts to recapture control by
reorienting the bird were unsuccessful later that month forcing the ground controllers to postpone
- further efforts untu the satellite assumed a more receptive attitude as a result of its gradual
change of position In orbit. Concurrently, the program office suspended operations involving the
second satellite (vehicle 0240) for intervals of 2 or 3 days at a time-and by that time 0240 was
functioning only in the direct readout mode.

Almost unnoticed in the mounting clamor against NASA's handling of the Scout problem, the
strategic Air Command on 12 July 1983 began operating the first two military readout stations,
one at Fairchild AFB, Washington, one at Loring AFB, Maine. The transition from contractor to
SAC operation of the readout stations marked a major turning point in the evolution of an Air Force
space capability.
-,I

,

After months of controversy and rework of the Scout booster scheduled for the next launch,
Seout 132 (the launch crew had come to refer to it as the X-132), the fifth 417 launch, was attempted
on 27 September 1963. This ended in failure due to a malfunction of the third stage control system
arising from a premature loss of hydrogen peroxide.
On 3 October, 6 days after the launch disaster, Colonel Haig briefed Undersecretary
Dr. Brockway McMUlan on the launch and on program status. McMillan seemed to favor a booster
other than Scout. Hls instructions to Colonel Hatg were that he should continue with plans for at
least one more Scout-boosted program launch, to complete study and planning for a single trial
launch using the Thor-Agena combination, and to complete the study of Minuteman potential.
McMillan had been rather specific in another direction, Halg had orders to work out an estimate
of the money that could be recovered by a complete cancellation of Scout procurement.

The prospect of continuing with Seouts in their curreni configuration apparently was closed.
On 7 October, acting on instructions from Colonel Halg, the Scout directorate at SSD formally

cancelled the last two vehicles on the original delivery order and all six of the follow-on order.
A stop work order was issued to cover all vehicles subsequent to number 134-later extended to
include 134.
On 23 October 1963 McMillan ordered immediate cancellation of all activities connected with

the Scout booster, immediate effort to recover every possible dollar from NASA, and assignment

of a Thor-Agena from "available resources" to support a December or January 417 launch. The
launch was to be in a dual payload configuration originally described by Halg during his 3 October
presentation. Development -of the "optimum payload capability" was also authorized in the
Undersecretary's 23 October instructions.
"Complete and immediate" termination orders went to NASA early on 25 October 1963. Thus
ended the Scout phase of Program 417. In· five attempts, the program office had one unqualified
success, one partial success, and three catastrophic launch failures. The satelllte had operated
marvelously well, considering the difflculties in launch phases.

I

I

To the credit of the Scout phase, the program office had a remarkable record of cost
effectiveness, had functioned with a combination of fewer inhabitants and larger responsibilities
than any other space vehicle development in Air Force history, and had progressed from concept
to satellite tn orbit more rapidly than any other earlier organization. Few of the people who
operated the program office and developed the satellite were briefed on the exlstence of such
programs as GAMBrI' and CORONA. It must be recalled, however, that untU 1963 the original
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SAMOS program maintained an offlc~l existence, and most Air Force people, unaware of the
GAMBrr and CORONA programs, assumed that SAMOS, in one of its several incarnations, was the
intended beneficiary of satellite-based weather reconnaissance. The P-35 system, as it was
originally called, had operated under ordinary but rigidly enforced security controls and was not
incorporated in the BYEMAN control system although access to information about the program was
closely controlled.
xxxxxx
The program transitioned to the Thor booster in 1964 and continued to use it untU 1980.
Program 417 had two Jaunches on the Thor-Agena with two satellites each-F-6 and F-7launched
on 19 January 1964, F-8 and F-9 launched on 18 June 1964. Both launches were successful and the
satellites exceeded their expected lUetime. i •
A new solid fuel upper stage called "Burner I" was used for the launch of F-I0. The
satellite failed to separate from the upper stage resulting in mission failure. Burner I was used
successfully through the remainder of Block II, with the last launch in 1966.
The Block I and Block II Program 417 Satellites (1962-1966) were limited by on-board
recorder capacity to '1 or 8 pictures of approximately '150)( '150 nm each. Lens characteristics
and earth curvature resulted in imagery which was badly distorted geometrlcally, requiring
sktlled personnel to manually interpret each picture. The llmited area covered by each picture
did not provide contiguous coverage on successive orbits except at high latitudes. Infrared instruments lntroduced late in the series provided only a crude measure of the temperatures of the
cloud tops with area coverage at extremely poor resolution (115 nm )( 115 nm) and a single strip
through each visible picture at a resolution of 2 nm. These early attempts at IR measurements
clearly illustrated the value of IR data and provided the basis for later sensor technology and data
lnterpretation methods.
The Block 4 series (1966 to 1970) provided much improved area coverage through the use of
two vidicon camera systems offset left and right of the orbit track. Tape recorder capacity was
increased to provide on-board storage for 54 picture pairs. Block 4 therefore provided contiguous
coverage on successive orbits and storage capacity sufficient to provide coverage during the 3 to
4-orbit periods when ground station contacts were not available. IR technology remained essentially the same as the early configuration except that the system was upgraded to provide four
:a-nm resolution stripes instead of one.
other improvements in the Block 4 series included magnetic momentum or spin rate controls
eliminating the expendable spin rockets, and a Boemg..dev.eloped upper stage for the Thor launch
vehlcle called Burner II. Orbit weight for Block 4 was 160 pounds.
DuriDg the Block 4 series, the program olflce, UDder the direction of (then) Major John E.
Kulpa, Jr. since January 1965, was working on a revolutionary new concept for the DMSP system.
The concept involved replacement of the vidiCOll camera system with a meclwlically scanned
radiometer to provide high-quality, distortion-free imagery in both the m and visible spectral
bauds. The visible imagery would also be provided on the night side of the orbit under moonlight
illumination conditions. The spacecraft would be three-axls stabilized in order to support this
new sensor system. Following studies, and a SPO/Aerospace demonatratioD of the concept aboard
aa Air Forc, T-39, contracts were awarded to RCA for the DeW spacecr~ and to Westinghouse for
the seDBor aDII grouDd display equipment. ThIs DeW Block 5 spacecraft provided a continuous strip
image 1,600 om wiele in both IR and Visible at a resolution of 2 ~, night and day. Tape recorder'
storage was sufficient to prOVide global coverage. In addition, the Eurasian land mass could be
covered at a resolution of 0.3 om in the visible and, later in the program, both m aDd visible.
BIFoOI58W·23422/82
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The Block 5 system had few limitations. By the time the system had evolved fully there was
no llmltation on the local time at which the spacecraft could operate. In fact, excellent imagery
could be obtained with the spacecraft over the terminator where one side of the picture was
llluminated by sunlight and the other side by moonlight. The high quality imagery and operational
.flextbiltty provided the ability to operate a spacecraft at any local ascending node time to provide
optimum support to the HEXAGON program. Normal operational configuration was one spacecraft
in the early morning for forecast and one near noonfo~ forecast verification.
The first three Block 5 spacecraft were launched on the Thor Burner n developed for
Block 4. As additions and improvements were made, the spacecraft weight increased from 250
pounds (Block 5A) to 450 pounds (Block 5B and C) requiring an additional stage to be added to
Burner n (Burner IIA). Operational experience with the Block SA, B, C series suggested further
deveiopment of meteorological satellites and the methods for application of the data products. The
imagery for Block 5A, B, and C was of excellent quality but not perfect. Due to the geometry of
the orJ>it and sensor characteristics, the resolution at end of scan was lower than the center. Thls.
resolution variation and analog methods for on-board stage and data transmission frustrated the
Air Weather Service attempts at computer automation of the data analysis task. A new sensor
concept was developed in the early 1970's that compensated for the edge-to-center resolution
variation. The utilization of advanced digital technology and digital tape recorders could provide
the data in a computer compatible digital format directly from the spacecraft. All sensor function,
I.e., optical system, data formatting and storage, data acquisition control functions, etc., were
combined into a self-contained system called the Operational Linescan System (OLS).
The attitude control accuracy cif the Block 5A, B, and C satellite~ provided geographic
location of the picture with a maximum error of 5 nm at the center of the picture swath degrading
to 25 nm at the edge. This error was not a major problem for manual interpretation methods since
landmark recognition could be used as a reference. However, for automated analysis methods
more accurate control of spacecraft attitude was considered necessary in order to eliminate the
reference to landmarks.
The combination of a spacecraft designed to provide a high precision attitude control and the
new constant resolution (all digital, OLS sensor) were the drivers for an entirely new system
called Block SD. The Block 5D spacecraft includes three major departures from previous DMSP
designs: (1) the attitude control system is referenced to the stars rather than earth horizon in
order to provlde the required pointing accuracy (0.01· 3 axis), (2) the two upper stages of the
launch are integrated into the spacecraft along with an inertial reference package that is used both
during ascent and on-orbit (the 50 spacecraft Is essentially an orbital stage), (3) the spacecraft
has redundant systems where all previous designs were single string. In order to tie all these
features together and provide the computations necessary to translate for celestial coordinate to
earth coordinates, all spacecraft functiolU! (orbit and boost) are controlled by on-board computers.

1
'.

The first of the Block 5D serIes was launched In 1976. There have been flve launches, the
fUth, launched in May 1980, falling to achieve orbit due to an upper stage problem. The four
successful spacecraft provided excellent data with all but one spacecraft exceeding or equaling
their e2pected operational life.
The Air Weather Service has never fully utilized the capabilities of Block 50. The fully
automated processing of high resolution imagery exploiting the preCision geographic accuracy of
Block 5D has not been demonstrated. However the constant resolutlonof the OLS sensor has
Significantly improved some of the automated products over the products derived from the earlier
Block SA. B, and C satellltes.
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All DMSP satellites since Block 4 have provided direct readout capabUity to tactical users
throughout the world. All of the Block 5 series have provided this data in an encrypted digital
format.
There has been an increasing number of other sensors aboard DMSP satellites to support
other Air Weather Service requirements. These sensors provide information on atmospheric
parameters such as vertical temperature and moisture profiles and ionospheric parameters such
as electron density.
DMSP plans to continue with upgraded versions of the Block 5D spacecraft indefinitely. The
program will transition to the Altas booster in 1982 for the remainder of the Block 5D Program.
Changes are planned only to improve operatlonaillfe and incorporate improvements in encryption
and survivabUity. No major change in the cloud cover imager is planned. Changes or &dditions
to the other mission sensors are planned or are in study. This includes the use of microwave
techniques for measurement of rainfall, soll moisture, and sea surface conditions, and incorporatlon of improved ionospheric sensors.
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THE GAMBIT PROGRAM
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Note: GAMBIT, still operational after approximately 18 years, was the
first operational American satellite system to return high resolution
photography. It is the only remaining operational system from the early
satellite reconnaissance programs. During its developmental and
operational life, GAMBIT was identified by several identUiers other than
its code name. "Cue Ball" and Program 206 were, respectively, the
classified non-Byeman cover names and the white program designators.
The successor surveillance satellite in the National Reconnaissance
Program was GAMBIT-3, also informally referred to as Program 207,
ADVANCED GAMBIT, and G3 or "G Cubed." Since GAMBIT is stUl an
active program, only a brteraccount of its development phase through
first flight will be related here. The GAMBIT (KH-7) payload configuration is shown on the following page (Fig. 1-22).
On 24 March 1960, more than a month before the U-2 affair, Eastman Kodak had informally
submitted to the Reconnaissance Laboratory at Wright Air Development Division (WADD) a
prOposal to develop a high-acuity 77 -inch focal length camera for satellite reconnaissance
purposes. On 17 June, Eastman followed up the original submission with arelattvely detailed
proposal for yet anoth~r recoverable reconnaissance system, this embodying a 36-inch camera
to provide convergent stereo coverage of the Soviet territories (this was to become the E-6, .
previously discussed). Eastman called the system "Blanket." stllllater, on 20 July, Eastman
disclosed to WADD a second volume of the technical proposal, this covering the 'l7-lnch camera
mentioned originally in March. Suggesting the same technical approach and many of the components defined in "Blanket," Kodak proposed a system capable of providing 2 to 3-foot resolution
for spot coverage of selected ground targets. Alluding to the 77-inch focal length strip camera
and a currently popular television program, Eastman called the proposed system "Sunset strip."
Procurement of Sunset strip work was to be undertaken through BMD channels and was to be
managed as part of the total SAMOS program rather than as a separate camera development
prQJect. The shift of responsibility to BMO meant, in practice, that the existent SAMOS Program
office became the Air Force focal point for Sunset strip activity.tT

In November 1960, a new and highly significant innovation of early November meetings was
the proposal to use the E-6 program as a cover for development of the "Sunset Strip" system.
Dr. Charyk agreed with General Greer's suggestion that Eastman develop the 77-tnch camera
under the name Project GAMBIT-a term that Colonel Heran chose, and which was considerably
more meaningful than most code designaUons-while General Electric developed a suitable
reentry vehicle. By keeping the physical and environmentallimitalions of E-6 and GAMBIT
compatible with one another, it seemed possible to develop and test GAMBIT without any outward
indication that such a program existed. .
.
By this time the proposed ·'Sunset Strip" development program was so widely known that it
would be necessary to invent and circulale·a palatable reason for canceling an essentially reasonable approach to satellite reconnaissance. Project personnel achieved that end by having BMO
terminate the Eastman study contract for "Sunset Strip" with the excuse that "review of recent
proposals for the E-6 camera reveals that future study in this area (77-inch camera) is not
required." Slmultaneously, the SAMOS office drew up the first of Its "black" contracts, authorizing
Eastman to continue the development as a covert effort.
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Fig. 1-22-GAMBIT (KB-7) configuration
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With GAMBIT. there came into being a tightly contained procurement and program management· capabUlty that had no real precedent in the Air Force. Security requirements originating
i
in the President's desire to avoid any implication of mUltary operations in space became SO tight
. \,
that the transition from "extremely secure" to "clandestine" and thence to "covert" was in some
sense inevitable. The political vulnerability of the widely publiclzed "E" programs made GAMBIT
even more important than would normally have been true, though the potenttally very remarkable
performance of the GAMBIT system was in some respects a sufficient justification for emphaslzing
that program.
As discussed in the E-6 section, the use of E-6 as a cover for GAMBIT had certain disadvantages that were recognized early. The desirable solUtion, suggested in Greer's notes of
December 1960, was total disassociation from the original SAMOS program. In November 1960
he had begun "black" contracttngunder the philosophy that since "everybody" knew it was impossible for the Air Force to buy anything expensive without going through established review and
approval channels, one might do quite a lot of un$uspected buying and contracting by merely obtaining a direct authorization. It occurred to him that the solution to the GAMBIT quandary might be
found the same thesis. He thereby invented the concept of the "null program," a development
with no known origin and no specified goal. U such a program were conducted under the aegis of a .
highly classified payload, it should be entirely possible to purchase boosters, upper stages, and
launch services through normal channels. Because "everybody" knew that the entire reconnaissance satellite program was in Greer's keeping, the assignment of "null program" responsibillty
to the regular Space Systems Division (SSD) organization would serve to convince most observers
that it had to have some objective other than re~onnalssance. Vague references to precise land
recovery (a real but secondary objective of GAMBIT at the time) might serve to induce suspicion
that the "null program" actually had a "bombs in orbit" goal.

in

In July, the first moves toward establishing an activity called "Program 206" were taken.
Through the Air Staff, SSD received authorization to buy four "NASA type" Agena B's for launches
starting in January 1963-the Agenas to be assigned to no particular space program "for the
present." In August. Charyk sent a memorandum to the Air Force Chief of Staff which emphasized
the need to protect the USAF's "capability to do future space projects" and which affirmed the
destrablllty of ordering six Atlas boosters (configured to accept Agena B's) to be used starting
in February 1963. Again there occurred the phrase about "not assigned to a particular space
proJect."

,I
t

Having gotten a small batch of Atlas and Agena vehicles on order, SAFSP moved to the next
business-formal creation of a "null proJect." On 25 September 1961 the Air Force Vice Chief of
StaU directed General B. A. Schriever, AFSC commander, to estabUsh "Project EXEMPLAR."
That code phrase, which was classified confidential, was defined as covering four launches from
the Pacific Missile Range starting in Feb~uary 1963. Tbe authorizing message noted that the
Secretary of the Air Force had separately ordered the necessary Agena and Atlases "on an
unassigned basis." '-:t'heyare hereby assigned EXEMPLAR," the teletype read. The 4'wblte"
correpondence that was to be associated with Exemplar stated requirements for the usual sort of .
elaborate documentation (development plans, cost projections, and the like) that had become
customary for new programs. All of the "white" elements were gathered under EXEMPLAR which
for reasons of administrative convenience had the additional and unclassified nickname "Cue
Ball."· Co~onel Q. A. Riepe was named the Cue Ball program director. A complex network of
• "Cue Ball" was chosen to add spice to conjectures about orbiting. bombs and means of
returning them to precise sites on the earth.
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nominal and actual reporting channels linked Cue Ball to General Greer. (Greer then had an
. additional duty assignment as Vice Commander of the Space Systems Division, although his
primary responstbutty was sttll for the reconnaissance mission.) .
As part of the cover plan, General Greer had decided to have Cue Ball broken up into two
elements, Program A and Program B. "A" would include the first four Atlas Agena vehicles and
"B'~ the remaining sii needed for theapproved 100launch· effort.
Although the Cue Ball plan was successful atgetttng the program under way, constant
maneuvering was required to keep the program funded under this disguise.
By mid-1961, the concept of GAMBIT development, and its technical detaUs, had been worked
out in detail. Essentially, GAMBIT dUfered from E-6 (to which it still maintained a technical
likeness) in having substantlally higher ground resolution, in possessing a capability for phOtographing specific targets which were off the immediate orbital track, and in being intended for
land recovery.
Because of its need for higher resolution, GAMBIT would fly somewhat lower than E -6. A
photographiC altitude of 90 nautical miles was generally considered desirable. The resolution
requirement,over a period of several days, required more precise altitude control than in E-6 and
an abutty to rotate the camera section about the vehicle's roll axis. Land recovery implied
extremely precise deboost velocities and reentry programming.
GAMBIT mirrors were larger, made to closer tolerances, and lighter than in any previous
system. Thermal gradients between the reDecting surfaces and the rear supporting surfaces had
forc8d consideration of metal rather than glass backing, further c~mpllcatlng the problem.
The performance of the GAMBIT camera depended as much on vehicle stability as on any
inherent photographic qualtty. Pointing had to be extremely precise, requiring extreme accuracy
in the horizOn sensOrs, and a stable platform gyrosystem that would allow the sensors to stay
locked·on the horizon while the. vehicle rolled to polot toward targets on either side of the orbital
track. Because the gronnd swath width of GAMBIT cameras was only approximately 10 mUes,
more photographs would be taken from a canted than from a vertical position.
The complexity of orbital operations derived from the inability of the launch system to put
the orbital vehicle on a predetermined orbit with the precision required by the narrow swath width.
Command programming bad to be changeable in flight, and further complexity derived from the
need to set highly accurate roll positions for photography on either side of the vehicle's track.
By 1962 it was determined that the GAMBIT system was 500 pounds over design weight, and .
most of the overweight derived from complications introduced by the land recovery requirement.
Moreover, the reasons for distrusting air-sea recovery modes had become much less valid since
1.960. Successful CORONA recoveries were proving to be less difficult as time passed. Overwater recovery, as developed in the CORONA program, seemed a very simple process when
compared to the planned land recovery scheme. In its descent toward the ocean, a CORONA
reentry vehicle could safely shed all sorts of accessories-hatch covers, and the ablative cone
being the most obvious. Such Jetsam fell into the ocean without danger to anything belOW, and then
sank into the secure obscurity of a cluttered sea bottom. A land recovery vehicle could shed
nothing that might come to earth as a lethal projectUe which, U discovered, might breach the
security of the satellite reconnaissance eHort.
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On 24 August following additional briefings by Captain Frank B. Gorman (USN), General
Gree,r's plans chief, and Colonel Riepe, Charyk authorized Greer to begin immediate development
of a CORONA type recovery system for GAMBIT, planning on a June 1963 first flight date.
On 30 October General Greer announced to members of the Program 206 office that
Colonel William G. King was assuming management responsibility for their project and that
Colonel Riepe had been detailed to a new and demanding SSD program.

r

One of King's first moves after moving into GAMBIT management was to advise General
Greer that he thought the design of the adapted capsule represented much more of a change than
Greer had intended. After evaluating Greer's recommendation that the entire 206 program be
transferred to SAFSP, Charyk concurred in the "desirability" of this move. Greer and King then
set about changing the technical character of GAMBIT.

[

There was more to "Hitchup," as the notion of keeping the orbital control vehicle attached
to the Agena was called, than met the unwitting eye. An elaboration of the scheme involved use of
the "Roll Joint" coupling invented for LANYARD. Should the orbital control vehicle prove generally
unreliable, it might be possible to introduce the LANYARD Roll Joint between the Agena and the
payload end of GAMBIT, eUminating reUance on the stabiUty and control elements of General
Electric's orbital control vehicle.
.
The chief difficulty in this idea was devising a non-compromising means of bringing the Roll
Joint part of the technique into the GAMBIT program. As was the case with the CORONA reentry
capsQl~, the Roll Joint was quite unknown to most GAMBIT people, and because of the security
. compartmentalization that existed within the reconnaissance program structure, it seemed highly
unwise to disclose the existence of LANYARD to large numbers of GAMBIT workers. So "Charyk's".
message of 30 November, actually written by Generat Greer, contained tbe "suggestion" that Greer
contact Lockheed about the Roll Joint as " ... he (Charyl[) believes a similar idea was once proposed and possibly designed in connection with another space program." The resulting cover story'
was that Lockbeed would be empowered to "develop" the earlier "idea," delivering finished Roll
Joints to GAMBIT as though they were new items with no relationship to any other reconnaissance
program.
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In a foil scale program review on 14 December, additional measures for ensuring the, success
of tbe first GAMBIT were proposed, one technical innovation being a Lifeboat provision. Lifeboat was another provision technique originated in the CORONA program; it involved the provision
of independent reentry command circuitry (including a receiver), a separate magnetometer, and
its own stabilization gas supply. All were independent of the main systems. If the primary reentry
systems became inoperative for any 'reason, Lifeboat could be separately actuated. The magnetometer used lines of magnetic force around the earth as a longitudinal stabilization reference,
permitting the device to place the Agena (9r any other suitably equipped orbital vehicle) in a
proper attitude for the start of deboost, relying entirely on its own gas supply for attitude control
and a taped command sequence for the recovery process. In several experiences with CORONA
vehicles, Lifeboat had proved blghly reliable.

On 19 December, the Undersecretary formally authorized the Lifeboat, Hitchup, and Roll
Joint expedients for GAMBIT. Lifeboat was to be a permanent part of the total system, Httchup
was to be incorporated in the first four vehicles [but a determination on use would be made on a
flight-by-flight basiS, while Roll Joint was to be developed as a bona fide operational substitute
for the OCV (orbital control vehicle) roll system].

t.
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As vehicle and funding problems were being worked, the camera seemed to be coming along
nicely, demonstrating in tests an equivalent 2.7-foot ground resolution at better than 115 lines per
milllmeter. The only problem that appeared to offer any particular difficulty was the motor speed
drive, and it was far from insurmountable. A mirror mounting problem, that had earlier given
trouble (and which was similar to a problem then holding up LANYARD), had been essentially
solved by November 1962.
.
One additional change in the basic configuration of GAMBIT was recommended in January
and approved for adoption on"28 February. This was a stellar-index camera, earlier treated
as ''purely an auxiliary" but now considered quite important. The National Photographic Interpretation Center made the original recommendation, CIA's Herbert Scoville endorsed it, and Charyk
approved its inclusion. The camera itself-developed for the CORONA MURAL-was to be procured through a black CIA contract with !tek. Because of procurement and installation delays
arising from the advanced stage of completion of the first lot of GAMBIT payloads, the fourth
. GAMBIT was the first which could be scheduled to incorporate a stellar-index system.
19~3

By virtue of circumstances, the fourth GAMBIT vehicle became the first in what was
essentially a remodified configUration. Hitchup capability was provided in all of the first six, but
Lifeboat was an Agena installation in the first three, being shifted to the GE vehicle thereafter,
and roll-joint capabUlty was scheduled to be incorporated starting with the fourth system, as was
the stellar-index camera. (As it turned out, the SI was not incorporated until the 7th flight.)
By early May, study of the problems of supplementary launch, standby, and quick reaction
had been sufficient to show that a high launch rate could be maintained by "keeping at least three
pads in a GAMBIT configuration and by buUding up a modest stockpile of boosters and GAMBIT
systems.
The possibUity of tandem recovery vehicles for GAMBIT was examined but it was General
Greer's· judgment that nothing serious should be attempted in the matter of tandem configuration
GAMBIT's until the ortgtnal system had been well proven.
By the time such matters were resolved, attention was turning toward the impending first
launch of GAMBIT. Booster payload assembly had begun in February, after some delay because
of the late arrival of prime components and the need to incorporate hitchup provisions. In order
to protect schedules, Colonel King had agreed that it would be permissible to put the missing
components into the total system duriog functional testing.
Then, during the late afternoon of 11 May, a faulty valve in combination with a deficient fuel
loading sequence caused a loss of internal pressure in Atlas 1900 being used in checking 0\11:
procedures for the first GAMBIT flight. The booster collapsed on its stand, dumping both the GE
orbital vehicle and the Agena on the concrete hardstand. The GE vehicle was severely damaged,
the Agena to a lesser degree. Surprisingly, there was neither explosion nor fire, although 13,000
gallons of liquid oxygen and a full load of fuel sloshed over the stand and the nearby terrain.
Equally fortunate, the payload did not split open, so there was no compromise of GAMBIT security.
But the camer.a system was rendered permanently useless. a large part of the optics system being
demolished, and the recovery vehicle was so battered that further use seemed imprudent. Neither
the camera nor the orbital vehicle was that scheduled for the first GAMBIT flight; the Agena,
however, was supposed to be used in that launch. "

I
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One other set of developments had been continuing parallel to the tecbnical aspects of launch
preparations. These involved security and deception. In addition to the concern by the CIA over
preserving CORONA security, the missUe assem1)ly building would have to be cordoned off to
separate GAMBIT from other programs, such as the E -6, that shared the facility. One of the
problems peculiar to pretending that GAMBIT was a non-camera project was that a certain number
of Eastman Kodak people had to be at the launch stand during final checkout. The problem
decreased appreciably when Lieutenant Colonel John Pietz and Colonel J. W. Ruebel ran a careful
study of needs and discovered that no more than four or five camera speciaUsts were actually
needed. In dress rehearsals for the first laurich, they were literally smuggled into the launch area
in the back of an unmarked van. The practice was dropped, however, when the driver wrecked the
empty truck while returning from one delivery run. Thereafter the needed specialists entered the
launch zone as inconspicuously as possible, but using more conventional means of transportation.
Following final launch preparations, which included an elaborate deception scheme worked
out by Colonels -Ruebel and Pietz, Major David Bradburn, and Lieutenant Colonel Ralph J. Ford,
the first GAMBIT was launched at 1344 bours PacUic Daylight time, on 13 July 1963, just 22 montbs
and 17 days after the National Security CouncU decision to proceed witb development of a "covert"
alternative to SAMOS.
Climb-out, separation, and orbital injection occurred as planned. Both Atlas and Agena
operated normally, apogee being 116 nautical ~iles and perigee 107.
On the fifth orbital revolution, command controllers turned on tbe camera for eight strip
exposures of 20 seconds eacb, commanding an identical maneuver on each of the next two orblts.
On orbits ~lght and nine. two stereo pairs and five 20-second strips were exposed-after which the
premature exhaustion of Agena stabilization gas forced discontinuance of camera operations.

With tbe depletion of Agena control gas, the Lifeboat became the only means. of recovering
the fUm capsule. The GAMBIT-Agena coasted througb eigbt uncontrolled orbits after stabilization
gas was exhausted during orbit nine, ground control activated the "Lifeboat" circuitry during tbe
17th pass, and on orbit 18 an "execute" signal from the ground station went to "Lifeboat." Routine
separation and recovery followed. Tbere was no drama.....and nobody minded.

!

l

Evaluation of the recovered fUm indicated an out~f-focus condition apparently caused by
uncompensated temperature cbanges that affected the surface of the primary mirror and by faulty
linage motion compensation settings. Nevertbeless, best resolution oothe 74 exposed frames (and
nine stereo pairs) was on the order of 3.5 feet; 5-foot ground resolution occurred on several
stretches of the 198 feet of exposed film, and average resolution was about 10 feet.

L

Operational use of tbe original GAMBIT system continued from 12 July 1963 until 4 June
1967. During this time 38 vehicles were laUncbed, notwithstanding a period of serious orbital
control problems.

I

In its successor configurations, witb longer focal length optics and dual recovery capability,
GS has produced exceptionally high resolution pbotograpby. But these details wUl be presented in
a GAMBIT history supplement at some future time.
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THE KH-ll SYSTEM

The KH-ll, the most recent and the most sophisticated of the satellite reconnaissance
systems, became operational in 19'16, adding still another exceptional capability to the inventory
of intelligence collecting devices.
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EXBmlTS OF TYPICAL IMAGERY FROM PHOTINT PROGRAMS

The following examples of imagery from the programs described in Part I reflect
evolutionary progress. Negatives from which these prints were made were furnished by NPIC
from one of their briefing manuals. Although the examples are considered to be typical of early
systems' performance, they are not necessarily representatlve of the exceptionally high resolution capability of the currently configured/programmed KH-8 and KIf -9 systems with the improved
fUms now available.
.
Table 1-5 presents a summary of the panoramiC, mapping, and strip camera characteristics
for the systems that were used in photographing the exhlbits. Table 1-6 presents the vertical
ground coverage footprints for the various camera systems. It is intended to depict that the
length of a ''burst'' with strip cameras will vary depending upon target coverage requirements.
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Table 1-5 -

Camera System Exhlbit Data

Panoramic Camera Systems
Figure

Program/System
Designator

1-23
1-24
1";25
1-28
1-28
1-30
1-32
1-38

CORONA (C)
CORONA (C')
CORONA (C''')
CORONA (MURAL)
CORONA (JANUS-Jl)
CORONA (JANUS-J3-CR)
CORONA
ARD)
HEXAGON

«(,ANY

KH
Number
ICB-1
KH-2
KH-3
KH-4
KH-4A
KH-4B
KH-8
ICB-9

Film

Optics
24-ln.,
24 ..1n.,
24-1n.,
24-ln.,
24-1n.,
24-in.,
66-1n.,
6O-ln.,

f/5.0 Tessar
f/5.0 Tessar
f/3.5 Petzval
f/3.5 Petzval
f/3.5 Petzval
f/3.5 Petzval
f/5.0 Hyac
f/3.0 Mod. Schmidt

1213 acetate
1221 acetate
«04 estar
3404 estar
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Table 1-6 - Vertical Ground Coverage Footprints

Panoramic Camera Systems-95-n.mi. altitude
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Fig. 1-23 - KH-l Camera System imagery (CORONA C); contact (partial frame)
and 20)( enlargement
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Fig. 1-24 - KH-2 Camera System imagery (CORONA C /); contact
(partial frame) and 20x enlargement
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Fig. 1-25 - KH-3 Camera System imagery (CORONA C"'); contact
(partial frame) and 20x enlargement
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Fig. 1-26 - KH-4 Call\era System imagery from panoramic camera
(CORONA-MURAL); contact (partial frame) and 20x enlargement
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Fig. 1-27 ~ KH-4 Mapping Camera System imagery from stellar/index (8/1)
camera (CORONA-MURAL); contaCt and 5)( enlargement
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Fig. 1-28 - KH-4A Camera.System imagery (CORONA-JANUS J-1); contact
(partial frame) and 20x enlargement
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Fig. 1-29 - KH-4B Mapping Camera System imagery (DISIC);
contact (partial frame) and 7)( enlargement
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Flg. 1-30 - KlJ-4B Pan C~mera System imagery (CORONA-JANUS J-3);
contact (partial frame) and 20x enlargement
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Fig. 1-31 - KH-5 Army Mapping Camera System imagery (CORONA-ARGON);
contact (partial frame) and 7)( enlargement
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Fig. 1-32 - KH-6 Camera System imagery (CORONA-LANYARD); contact
(partial frame) and 20x enlargement
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Fig. 1-33 - KH-7 Camera System ~magery (GAMBIT-PROGRAM 206, CUEBALL);
contact (partial frame) and 25)( enlargement
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'Fig. 1-34 - KH-8 Camera System imagery (GAMBIT-G-CUBED); contact
(partial frame) and 20x enlargement
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Fig. 1-35 - KH-9 Mapping Camera System imagery (HEXAGON-MCS);
contact (partial frame) and 20x enlargement
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Fig. 1-36 - KH-9 Camera System imagery (HEXAGON-PAN); contact
(partial frame) and 70x enlargement
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Mission 1216 (SV-16) launch on 17 June 1980
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INTRODUCTION

Preface to Introduction
Mr. Robert Perry was identified in Part I as a principal author of
draft bistories of early satellite reconnaissance systems. This work was
accomplished under special arrangements between the Rand Corporation and
SAFSP.
In 1973, following updating (in 1972) of the G and G3 flight histories,
another volume was published in which the HEXAGON program was brought
up to an agreed terminal point of July 1973. Mr. Perry's research for this
, at the time of writing a consultant
with
of Santa Monica, California. 'lbe
history was prepared under terms of a contract between the Director NRO
Program A (Director of Special Projects, Office of tbe Secretary of the
Air Force), and the Technology Service Corporation.
This report,"A History of Satellite Reconnaissance, Volume DIB,,,l* in
which the HEXAGON Program is addressed, ~ been used as the primary
reference source for the introduction to Part fi, pages 1-1 to 1-10. From
this interesting and detailed report, highlights have been selected to provide
an overview of HEXAGON development, which of course had to precede
incorporation of the Mapping Camera, and without which there would have
been no KH-9 Mapping Camera capability in this time period.
_ The program highlights selected, which hopefully prOVide sufficient
detail for the scope of this report, were taken essentially verbatim from the
referenced report, "A History of Satellite Reconnaissance, Volume IIIB."

I

HEXAGON was the outgrowth of effort undertaken in two earlier pseudoooprogram ,nterprises
known as FULCRUM and S-2. TI~e problems that beset HEXAGON development from 1966 to 1971
were unmistakably derived, in considerable part, from the assumptions, plans, schedules, aDd
concepts that characterized those predecessor activities. As several officials of the sponsoring
development agencies later conceded, HEXAGON was prematurely advanced from engineering
development to system development. Unwittingly, it became at once the inost costly· and the most
lengthy 01 the several ambitious developments undertaken by the National Reconnaissance Program.
But it became one of the most successful, largely offsetting whatever criticisms might bave been
leveled at its preoperational phases.

t

L
Il .

• References are listed in Section 10.
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FULCRUM had begun as an Itek study initially funded by the Central Intelligence Agency in
1964. But FULCRUM was preceded by an extended period of technological rummagt,ng about in the
requirements for a new search system-a replacement for CORONA and for the cancelled E-6.
The conduct of FULCRUM and tbesubsequent emergence of a HEXAGON program were
marked by two years of variously intense controversies about requirements, schedules, technology,
and organizational prerogatives.
Once the dual-camera, stereo-capable CORONA-MURAL system had been proven technically
feasible, it was inevitable that a still better system based On CORONA concepts and l1a.rdvIare wOuld
be proposed. In March 1962, the CIA. endorsed an Itek proposal to develop what came to be called
the M-2 search system (for CORONA-MURAL-2). It involved the substitutionaf a single 4O-inch,
f/3.5 lens and a dual-platen film system for the dual-camera CORONA-MURAL then in use.
The M-2proposal was formally presented for NRO review on 24 July 1962. The E-6, with
its two 36-inch focal length camens (vs. CORoNA 24-inch cameras) was expected to provide
better search coverage capability and thus would be the "successor system". But as discussed
in the E -6 section of Part I, although showing great promise in test, the operational phase of the
E-6 program bad not been successful-and at the same time CORONA was returning film images
with resolution on the order of 13 feet, with a dual-RV version under design and scheduled for
launch ill May 1963. Research UDdertakenafter cancellation of the original E-6 SAMOS Program
together with the search phase studies led toward Eastman's S-2 des.igns of 1964.
In the spring and early summer of 1963, CIA reconnaissance specialists had proposed two
alte1'Q8.tives to M-2 as caDdidates for the "next generation" reconnaissance satellite. One was a
vehicle that could be fiown covertly, that could be represented to be some~ other than a
recODDaissance vehicle.
. .
.~: ' .
~;;;'

.

.

"::

The second concept suggested the need for a system that could perforDl"wlde-area coverage

at very high resolutions, the proposed requirement emerging .from a. series of studies co~ueted
by CIA system aDalysts in early 1963. Needless to say, both concepts were objects of controversy.
Such requirelDent mcertainties were passed on to the "Purcell Panel", a special reconnaissance.
study group established by John A. McCone, Director of Central Intelligence, in the spring of 1963 ••

The Purcell Panel concluded that "th, natural incompatibility of wide coverage aDd high
resolution within a given payload, is becoming more acute ••• as the art advances!' An effort
to combine the two functions in a single system "with only a modest improvement in resolution.
would DOt be a wise investment of resources", the committee decided. Rather thaD focus
immediately on development of a DeW system, the NRC was urged to concenti-ate on improving
the average quality of returns from CORONA. The Purcell PaDel made a number of specific
suggestions for Un8. of research that promised to lead ill that direction. But the PaDel suggested
that. a. new. system, tho. ultimately needed, was for the moment a lesser requirement.
The Panel did not accept the findings of aD earlier study group orgaDlzed by General Greer,
at Undersecretary Charyit's direction in April 1963. Concerned with the broad is.ue of what should
be developed in the way of a new search system, the West Coast group (headed by Colonel Paul
Heran) had decided that an "improved" E-6 CORONA-style recovery capsule should be developed

.*

The ~'PurceU Panel", headed by E.M. Purcell, included A.F. Donovan, E.G. FubiDi, R~G.
Garwin, E.H. LaDet, D.P. Ling, A.C. LUDdahl, J.G. Baker, aDd H.C. yutzy, Many of the "Purcell
Panel" members subsequently became members of the "~PaDel", which between 1965 and 1972
operated as the principal advisor for reconnaissance matters to the President's Scientific AdviSOry
Group and the President's SCience Advisor.·
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in parallel with the proposed ltek M-2 system, the more promising of the two being produced, once
·lts superiority bad been verified.

[

1

!

I
i,
(

t,
i
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Following cancellation of all the SAM08 E -Serles, wlth LANYARD in some dlUicultles, and
GAMBrr stul unproved, high-rlsk technology was in disfavor in the summer 011963., A new NRO
director, Undersecretary Dr. Brockway McMUlan, ordered cancellation of M-2 work at Itek in
July 1983.· Rek's efforts were to be principally focused on improring CORONA product quaUty.
To that end, General Greer's directorate made a number of specific suggestions for detail changes.
CIA technical specialists in reconnaissance, then concentrated under Dr. Albert D. Wheelon, concluded that the proposals were inadequate, so in October 1963 Wheelon called into being a new
special study group (the Drell-Chapman Committee) ''to explore the whole range of engineering
and physicaillmitatlons on satelltte photography ••• ". The group was to be concerned not merely
'with CORONA Improvements, but also with standards and needs for new systems.
The most attractive prospect for new program creation still was in the search area. True,
an ultra-high-resolution camera was also on the general requirements Hst, but it seemed several
years in the future and, in any case, in·1963-1964 the surveillance concept that seemed most
promisiDg was embodied in the Manned Orbiting Laboratory(MOL)-DORIAN System, still embry- ..
onic but certain to be an Alr Force undertaking.
Two events followed in close order. On 18 November 1963, the NRO's West Coast Directorate
contracted with Itek for general feaalbllity studies of a new broad-area.search system and for the
preliminary parametric design Qf such a system. Not quite two months later, the CIA separately
authorized ltek to study a remarkably similar set of problems, but specified a somewhat more'
ambitious design goal based on the fiDdings of in-house CIA analyses. The CIA action was a delayed
response to the Drell-Chapman Committee findings of late 1963, but it iDdlrectly represented a
continuation of the search system research approach embodied in the M-2 studies undertaken by the
CIA in an effort to find a feasible improvement 'mode for CORONA-MURAL. The "West.Coast
Itet Study" led to 8-2; the "CIA-funded Itek study" was the genesis of FULCRUM.
As described by Itek In June 1964, FULCRUM was to be a Titan II-boOsted system built
around a pair of rotating 6O-inch focal length cameras and a transport system for V-Inch film,
the general arrangement somewhat resembling what later became CORONA J-3. ·The inCrease
in focal length was intended to provide resolution in the order of 2 to 4 feet across a ground swath·
380 mUes wide. Carrying about 65,000 Unear feet of film, the system would nominally be able to
photograph more than 10 miUlon square miles of the Earth on each mission.
S-2, as first conceived, was In some respects a simpler system than FULCRUM. Intended
to bave both panoramic aDd pointing capabllity, it would bave good resolution in a pointing mode
(3 to 4 feet), and would cover a swath about 150 mUes wide during search operatiOns. Tbe "early
S-2" embodied new optics and camera mechanism, but would rely on the Atlas-Agena booster
combinatlon and an enlarged GAMBIT -style recovery vehicle. Interesttrrgly, the Ilrst "engineering
models" undertaken in the two programs were the optics of the S-2 and the IUm transport of the
FULCRUM. Itek remained the principal FULCRUM system contractor; Greer's organization
brought Kodak and Falrchlld into the camera study program in September 1964 and subsequently
lunded space vehicle studies by both Lockheed and General Electric. Perkin-Elmer declined an
. invitation to bid lor participation in the embryonic 8-2 camera studies, but undertook some work
in support of FULCRUM •
• Nonetheless, the elements of M-2 reappeared, in proposal form, at frequent intervals in
later years, not fiDally disappearing Until the availabiUty of an operational HEXAGON became .
reasonably certain in 19'11. In subsequent incaruations the basic M-2 was given several traDS1tory
names, CORONA-J-4 being the beat known.
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The various studies of 1963-1964 ud the generous investment in pre-design research to that
time encouraged the July 1964 statement of a new and formal search system requirement. Issued
under the imprimatur of the United States Intelligence Board on 29 July, it called for a singlecapability search-surveillance system with the area coverage equivalence of CORONA at resolutions equal to those proVided by GAMBIT.
While the CIA-managed effort continued, chiefiy UDd,er contract to Itek but also with Phllco
and Perkin-Elmer, the West Coast group was devoting equivalent attention to camera system
studies being prepared by Itek, Eastman Kodak, 8Dd Faircb11d. General Electric 8Dd Lockheed
were performing space vehlcle ud reentry system research for both CIA aDd NRO sponsors. It
seemed ineVitable that some Version of the soUd-rocket Titan m would serve as the boost vehicle,
whatever the final system conftguration.
Of the several contractors involved in some aspect of camera system deSign, Eastman
seemed, to the S-2 program office, to have the most promising concept. The CIA clearly favored
ltek's approach (which incorporated u optical bar system sponsored by the CIA's in-house lens
specialists).

The relatively even tenor of development in parallel was readily distQJ.'bed in February 1965;
ltet abruptly renounced uy intention of continulDg FULCRUM development Work on observation
satelUtes rather than pursue the FULCRUM task as then defined. Tbe decision was motivated by
Itek's continuing disagreements with the CIA's technical mODitors and the Agency's insistence
that Itet defer to Agency specialists in technical matters.
ltek's action resulted in Perkin-Elmer becoming the principal FULCRUM camera system
contractor. Then, in May 1965, the 8-2 project office designated Eastmu for the 8-2 development.
Among significant personnelchaDges in the satellite reconnaissance program in 1965,
Undersecretary Dr. Brockway McMillan was replaced by Assistant Secretary Dr. Alexander H.
Flax as Director, National Reconnaissance office (DNRO), Major General Robert E. Greer retired
in July, and Dr. Albert Wbeelon resigned in October.
The NRO-preferred cODfiguration of S-2 in early August provided for a four-bucket recovery
system (with potential growth to a six-bucket design) associated with a camera capable of providing
3-foot resolution (at nadir) from an altitude of 120 miles. The payload would satisfy both search
aDd surveillance coverage requirements if launched at a rate of six to nine systems per year.
Carrying 1,000 pounds of primary film (and 63 pounds of film for a stellar-index camera), 8-2
would have a length of 50 feet, a diameter of 7.5 feet, and an on-orbit weight of 12,0()() pounds for
a 25-day mission.
At this time, there was a special concern being experienced at Eastman Kodak. That concern

was over-extension; Eastman was then producing GAMBIT-l payloads, developing and buUdtng
tnltlallots of GAMBrr-3 payloads, buUdtng a Lunar Survey payload for NASA UDder NRO cognizance and developing the 8-.2 payload. Added to that formidable set of tasks was DORIAN, the bighresolution C8.Qlera payload scheduled to be secretly incorporated in the Maunecl Orbiting Laboratory
vehicles being built for the Air Foree. Dr. McMillan's solution to this was to propose transfer
of the Eutman 8-2 design to Itek, with Itek also continulDg development of the second-preference
8-~ camera already in process. Although complex, the transfer was DOt unprecedented, Itek's
orlgiDal FULCRUM camera design baving been sbUted to Perkin-Elmer in the aftermath of the
February 1965 dispute between Itek and the CIA.
"
By mid-November 1965, owing to various delays in the search system program, it appeared
that CORONA operations would have to be extended for at least a year past the point at which the
new system had been earUer scheduled to enter service. One of the interactive complications
"
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was the necessity of diverting to the procurement of additional CORONA systems some of the funds
earlier planned for allocation to search system development.
It was April 1966 before the several search-surveillance system proposals were eligible
for the transition to a formal competition stage.
Dr. Flax bad designed the management mode for HEXAGON to comply with the provisions
of the 11 August 1965 NRC charter and related agreements between the CIA and the Department
of Defense. '!bat essentially meant that the CIA. would retain responsibility for sensor development and sensor-related activities (for HEXAOON), and the NRO's Special Projects Directorate
(in Los Angeles) for all else in the total progr.am.The two agencies would, for each segment
of their respons1biUties,providesystem engineering, system integration, and management.*

Given those fundamentals, Flax proposed to distribute a system operational requirements,
an RFP (request for proposal) covering the sensor system, a management plan, and a schedule
of plumed NBO actions.
Sensor source selectiOll, the first order of business, was assigned to a board headed by
Leslie C. Dirks of the CIA and composed of four additional members, two from the CIA. and two
from the Directorate of Special Projects. They were scheduled to receive formal inputs from
Itek and Perkin-Elmer by 22 July. Booster source selection was entrusted to a similarly constituted board chaired by Colonel W.R. Talioferro of the Titan m System Program Office. Booster
proposals were due by 1 September; Flax expected contract negotiations to be completed by early
November 1966.
On 30 April 1966, both the Special Projects Directorate and the CIA officially established
HEXAGON project offices in their respective orgaDlzations. Flax confirmed the nomination of
Donald Patterson of the CIA to direct sensor development and named Colonel FraDk S. Buzard
to head the HEXAGON Systems Program Office on the West Coast.

With the approval of a HEXAGON program and assignment of sensor subsystem responsibility
to the CIA, existing 8-2 contracts with Itek had to be terminated. Colonel Buzard negotiated the
esseDtial contra:ct agreements with Itek between 6 May and· 23 May 1966, and on the latter date
ltek formally began work preliminary to a proposal for HEXAGON camera system development.
With lssuance of the request for proposals on 23 May, both Rek and Perkin-Elmer became
contractors to the CIA's DSwly created Sensor Subsystem Project Office.
.
On 35 May, Flax authorized the creatlQD of a source selection board for the Satellite Basic
Assembly (SBA) under Buzard's direction. The board included four NRO and two CIA members.
Tbe formal requests for proposals went to Lockheed, General Electric, McDonnel-Douglas, North
American, and Hughes. (Hughes subsequently declded against participating in the competitlon.)
Proposals were due by 22 August, one month after the scheduled receipt of the sensor system
proposals.

I
...j

Continulng problems with the stellar-lndexing (81) camera specifications were to delay the
selection of a system to provide useful mapping data, principally to the Army. During the spring
of 196'7, Perkin-Elmer proposed a system (dubbed SIMEC) based on the concept of printing calibrated reseau lines on normal HEXAGON panoramic photography for mapping reference. Doubts
about the quality of SIMEC induced Dr. Flax to convene a Joint technical evaluation committee to
examine the Perkin-Elmer proposal. The committee members (from Program A, the CIA, and

\

L
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L
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*This two-agency management mode continued until 19'74, at which time the CIA HEXAGON
sensor subsystem· functions were traDSferred to SAFSP. '
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such other groups as the Army Mapping Service and the National Photographic Interpretation
Center) were not impressed. They concluded that SIMEC could not meet the Army's requirements
for 1: 50,000 scale maps, that it promised to be excessively costly, and that the reseau pattern
would obscure the underlying HEXAGON imagery to an unacceptable degree. The committee's
recommendation was to abandon efforts to incorporate mapping capablllty tn the HEXAGON panoramic cameras.
Although the System Program Office had earlier concluded that a 12-inch SI camera was
needed to satisfy Army mapping reqUirements, and the Directorate of Defense Research and
Engineering later formally urged that a 12-tnch (focal length) SI camera be used tn HEXAGON,
action to that end was not immediately feasible. The cost implications were alarming, given that
HEXAGON was edging toward substantial price increases in several areas, the added weight of a
12-inch camera and associated hardware would be substantial, and there was the CIA argument
that the HEXAGON should not carry mapping equipment at all. Further, the addition of any ftlmusing camera to HEXAGON presented the problem of recovering the film; should it be transported
into the existing buckets, or have its own satelUte recovery vehicle?
.
Although a firm decision had not been reached on the number of recovery vehicles, on
6 July Dr. Flax agreed to the commencement of reviews of recovery vehicle proposals aDd agreed
to issuance of requests for proposals by 19 July. The issuance of a request for proposal for the
Stellar Terrain (Mapping Camera) in late August comple~ the formal actions needed to get
HEXAGON development underway, but hopes that'the development itself couldpro~ asexpeditiously were to prove unduly optimistic. Almost two years were to pass before the recovery
vehicles were at last put on contract, although iDitial estimates of first launch data for the new
system postulated availability of all subsystems within 18 months of p:rogram start.

on 30 August (precisely as scheduled) the sensor source selection board reported its findings
to Dr. Flax. The evaluations UDaDimously concluded that Perkin-Elmer bad the better proposal and
recommended that sensor development be assigned to that contractor.
Flax received notice of the findings of the source selection board for the Satellite Basic
Assembly on 26 September 1966 and during November received iDitial reports of the source
selectiOn boards for the recovery vehicles and the stellar-index camera. He accepted the
recommeDdation that Lockheed develop the satellite but withheld approval of the start of satellite
vehicle work until mid-July 1967.
Proposals for both recovery vehicles and stellar-index cameras were returned for further
work. McDonnell Douglas eventually won the recovery vehicle competition, and Itek the stellar..
iDdex camera competition which had been narrowed down to just Itek and Fairchild. Formal
contracts appeared on 30 September and 15 November 1968, respectively. McDoonell-Douglas
would provide four Satellite Reentry Vehicles (SRV's) to retrieve the Perkin-Elmer paDOr&mlc
camera film, while film from the 12-inch Itek .Mapping Camera would be brought back in a
modified General Electric Mark V bucket as sav No.5.
In May, Dr. Flax settled the who-does-what argument over camera-vehicle integration
responsibilities by accepting the CIA's contention that Perkin-Elmer would do the job of installing
the camera system in the vehicle assembly more effectively than could Lockheed, thus permittiDg
disposition of several lesser questions still hinging on that fundamental. issue.

FULCRUM, the 1963 proposal that eventually led to HEXAGON, had iinuauy been conceived
as a search system to replace CORONA. Eventual approval of lfEXAGON development expanded
that concept to include surveillance by incorporating the 1964 "CORONA coverage at GAMBIT

I

..
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resolutions" statemer¢. Between 1964 and 1968, considerable advances in reconnaissance technology had affected CORONA and GAMBIT; the former had become a highly cost-effective search
system with remarkably good reliability, and the latter a surveillan~em with a demonstrated
_resolution capability and evident growth capabiUty to about_''best resolution". The
clandestine aspect of the Air Force Manned Orbitin~ Laboratory (MOL) program that also began
in 1964 included a DORIAN camera with nomlnal_capabUity. Several proposed unmanned
camera systems with at least that resolution potential were beginning to demand attention by 1968.
Further, some of the more optimistic participants in the satellite reconnaissance effort had by
that time concluded that it was now feasible to undertake development of a high-resolution readout
system with near-real-time capability.' In the growing national uproar over the costly Indochina
War, defense budgets were becoming tighter; one consequence was that the development of
expensive new satellite reconnaissance systems was becoming increasingly dependent on finding
the Decessary money within ceiling-Umited NRP budgets. HEXAGON was the single most
'
expensive item of the 1968-1970 National Reconnaissance Program.

l
1
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starting in mid-1968, therefore, and continuing for a full year, proposals for reorientation,
cutback, or cancellation of HEXAGON were frequent, serious, and loud. They began routinely
enough in budget bureau suggestions that HEXAGON program costs were excessive and that the
mission HEXAGON had been designed to perform could be as well performed by other, less costly
systems. That entirely legitimate issue teDded to get submerged in the subsequent advocacy of
particular "other" systems, partly because the McNamara tradition of proposing "alternatives"
had become a fixture of the system evaluation process, partly because various groups within the
satellite reconnaissance community had taken to sponsoring one particular system, and partly
because any decision to cancel or reduce expenditures on HEXAGON could not but enhance the
.; ,". prospects of ~me other proposal for reconnaissance satelUte development and operations.

Such issues as the types of systems required to verify compliance with the strategic Arms
Limitations Talks (SALT) began to concern the NRP Executive Committee during the summer of .
1968. Late in that summer, Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Nitze, alert to the increasing costs
of the HEXAGON program, the remarkable new capabilities being demonstrated. by other reconnaissance.satelUtes, and the potential value of HEXAGON in a SALT-agreement verification setting,
instructed Dr. John Foster, Director of Defense Research and Engineering, to undertake a comprehensive evaluation of HEXAGON.
J"'.(;/":"
.

t

L

".'~'

Cost was in no wise a new issue. But during the summer and fall of 1968 it became~t
. ~l\Iub~al reductions in prospective NRP budgets for fiscal years 1969 through 1973 were
"'~Yitableand that one way of offsetting them would be to cancel HEXAGON. The objection, of
course, was that HEXAGON returns seemed essential to satisfaction of approved NRP objectives
for the post-1972 period. At that point in the diSCUSSions, the Bureau of the Budget revised an
. earUer suggestion that the combination of.GAMBIT-3 and an imprOved CORONA (presumably
some variant of what was generally known as the CORONA J-4 proposal) would satisfy the requirement at a cost perhaps _
below that anticipated for HEXAGON. Tbe CIA, DIA, .NPIC,
and NRC responded in concert that without a complete redesip. (with costs then estimated to be
equal to those of completing HEXAGON development), CORONA could never provide search resOlut:1onB much better than about 4.5 feet-aDd all those agencies were agreed that search resolutions
better than 3.0 feet were essential to verification of arms limitations agreements. The Bureau
of the Budget rejoinder that a 1.5-foot difference in resolution could not pQsslbly be worth the _
_
it would surely cost by 1973 had DO evident effect.
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In November 1968 the American electorate chose Richard M. Nixon to succeed Lyndon B.
Johnson as President. Nixon appointees took office in January 1969. John Foster, Director of
Defense Research and Engineering, and Richard Belms, Director of Centrallntelllgence, were
among the few senior officials to carryover from one administration to the other. Nitze was
succeeded by David Packard as Deputy Secretary of Defense, and Clark Clifford, President
JOhnson's last Secretary of Defense, by Melvin Laird. Clifford had delegated responsibility for
virtually all matters concerned with the National Reconnaissance Program to Nitze; Laird did the
same for Packard, but kept closer tabs on NRP policy decisions than had Clifford. Laird's
instructions from President Nixon were to reduce defense expenditures below the levels proposed
by the Johnson Administration, and he did not propose to exempt the NRP from funding cutbacks.
The new Director of the Bureau of the Budget, Robert P. Mayo, had received similar instructions:
-.. -' ·_---'-----ne found-a"readyadvocacy of NRP funding cuts embedded-in the -permanent staff of the bureau.

Very shortly after taking over the budget bureau, Mayo proposed cancelling HEXAGON aDd
substituting a CORONA-GAMBIT capability . Packard saw little merit in the idea (he bad concluded
that if any major reconnaissance program were to be cancelled it should be MOL-DORIAN, 'a measure that would have about the same financial effect as a HEXAGON cancellation), aDd for the
moment Mayo received no support from the White House.
Late in March, Mayo again marshalled budget bureau arguments a.ga1nst HEXAGON and
carried them to the President. On 9 April 1969, President Nixon ordered HEXAGON to be
cancelled and approved carrying MOL-DORIAN to completion.

'Whatever the reasoning behind the 9 April decision, reCODSideration was immediate. At
Helm's urging, the President delayed action on HEXAGON cancellation for two weeks. In that
interval Helms aDd Packard made their objections known to the President, and on 21 April, Mayo
reversed his original stand. The three brought Laird to their way of thinking by late April. The
fuDdamental argument they settled on (eventually presented by Mayo) was that HEXAGON would
provide a much better capability for validating any arms Umitation agreement than MOL-DORIAN.
What may have been a clinching argument against MOL appeared as an independent recommeDdation of the Land Panel which reached the President on 6 May 1969. Dr. LaDd aDd his group
favored cancelling the manned part of the MOL program, developing an unmanned high resolution
satellite using DORIAN-derived optics, and diverting funds saved by the MOL cancellation to a
"real-tilDe-readout" system. President Nixon was sufficiently intrigued by the potential of the
readout system Dr. Land advocated to make that capabiUty the prinCipal reconnaissance satellite
objective of his administration. To implement that decision he reversed his earUer verdict on
HEXAGON and ordered cancellation of MOL-DORIAN. Laird publicly announced that aspect of the
decision on the morniDg of 10 June 1969; the endorsement of HEXAGON received no public notice,
of course.
The June 1969 decision was conclusive, aDd before long was irreversible. To have cancelled .
HEXAGON after the summer of 1969 would have decimated the aational eapablUty for searchsatellite operations. Proposals for exteDding CORONA production and even for stockpiling
CORONA's against some future need (which presumably could have included the failure of the
HEXAGON development program) gained an occasional heariDg thereafter, but never again did .
they have high-level support. Enough CORONA systems had been ordered to protect against a
serious gap ,in coverage should HEXAGON be delayed in development-which proved notably
,wise-aDd the development of a reasonably effective and not too costly GAMBIT modification
(Higherboy) represented another hedge against delayed HEXAGON availabiUty.
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During the first 2 years after HEXAGON program approval, delays had largely arlsen due
to uncertalnties of program definition and design. Some delays In lmplementlng elements of
HEXAGON other than the camera subsystem were deliberate, based on Judgment that the camera
subsystem required more time for development than most other components due to the fact that
the contractor had less ezperience and facUlties for his task. Thelr effect had been to cause a
significant slippage in program schedules. Although their advocates had represented both S-2 and
FULCRUM to be fit for full system development by late 1965, not untU the spring of 1966 had a
development start bt!en approved, and not until 1968 were all of the essentlal elements of the
HEXAGON system under contract. Decisions on booster configuration, recovery vehicle configuration, the selection of a stellar lndex and mapping camera, and accommodation of the orbital vehicle
to the changing design of the camera system had been delayed for Longer than could reasonably
have been anticipated.
After system definition had finally been completed, an event that was difficult to date but
could
accurately be assigned to mid-196S, HEXAGON began to encounter the sorts of
engiDeeriDg and test problems that had marked the development of all earlier photographic
. satelUtes. Although the HEXAGON program schedule made some allowances for slippages caused
by UDforeseen engineering difficulties, in the end they proved to bt! insufficient.

most

!
I

I

The first unrecoverable slippage of any kind was acknowledged early in 1969 (while the
scheduled first launch date still was 1 October 1970); Perkin-Elmer spent an unprogrammed
2% months of additional work in completing and testing the final qualification model of the cameravehicle midsection assembly • The disclosure of that misadventure had been preceded by a. rather
unsettling special review of HEXAGON engineering work undertaken through the end of 1968; the
review highlighted 14 major aDd 28 lesser system faults thatrequlred prompt attention.

Although to that time only about 2 months of unrecoverable slippages in the total HEXAGON
program had been positively identified, and schedules had been designed to accommodate at least
that much slack, in June 1969 Dr. McLucas. assigned to his principal deputy, Dr. F. Robert Naka,
the task of determining the viability of the HEXAGON launch schedule (which then called for first
flight no later than December 1970). Naka's evaluationt forwarded to members of the NRP
Executive Committee on 20 June, contained carefully qualified expressions of caution.
In addition to evaluating the probability that HEXAGON would be launched as scheduled, Naka
estimated the degree of confidence the NRO should have that the first HEXAGON mission would be
successful, and looked at various ways of optimizing search mission products at least possible
costs. An unavoidable parallel issue was whether CORONA vehicles additional to those then on
order should be purchased as a safeguard against a lapse in search coverage that might occur if
HEXAGON operations began appreciably later than December 1970.

Naka calculated a 95 percent probability for a first HEXAGON launch no later than June 1971,
and rated at 75 percent the probabUUyto launch no later than January 1971. Be concluded that about
75 percent confidence should be assigned to the possibiUty of mission success on the initial flight
and foresaw a 95 percent probabiUty that at least one of the first three missions would be successfu. Given those odds, he suggested that the 12 CORONAS programmed for launch at about 2-month

L

*Dr. J .L. McLucas succeeded FlIllq~S Director, National Reconnaissance Office, in April 1969 .

. ~aka signed

L

IL

--

L

aDd reported the fiDdings is spokesDlan for a comintttee that included
_ _ oftha CIA's sensor project office and Colonel L.S. Norman of the NRO's Directorate
of Speclal Projects. Although preliminary fiDdings were forwarded to the Exe'cutive Committee
in June, formal reports seem not to have been prepared until September 1969.
I

.'
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iDtervals between June 1970 and July 1971 should be rescheduled to allow for at least two missions
after July 1971, thus ensuring a minimum overlap of CORONA with HEXAGON and providing some
search coverage in the event of either a HEXAGON slippage past June 1971 or mission failure.
Given the existing uncertainties of HEXAGON scheduling, Naka also cautioned that the need for
more CORONA's should be reassessed in December 1969.
Both Perkin-Elmer and Lockheed had advised program managers of potentially massive
HEXAGON cost growth. Costs were not unrelated to schedules, of course, and in the. late montbs
of 1969 schedules were becoming almost as worrisome as costs. To maintain the required pace
of progress, several contractors bad resorted to double and triple shifts and the extensive use
of overtime. HEXAGON overtime and multiple-shift work was necessary to meet schedules that
were based on the planned expenditure of exlsting stocks of reconnaissance satellites, chiefly
CORONA systems.'
In October 1969, Dr. Naka again reviewed HEXAGON status, and altbough an indicated
adc:titional slippage of at least 1 month bad appeared since August, be recommended that the
decision on an additional CORONA buy be postponed until January 1970. By January there had
been no significant change, so the Committee somewhat reluctantly decided to forgo the option
of ordering more CORONA vehicles.
In December 1969, Brigadier General W.G. King (who in August 1969 had succeeded Major
General John L. Martin, Jr., as NRO bead of Program A, the Directorate of Special Projects)
convened a special meeting of HEXAGON principals from the program office, the sensor office,
and the maior contractors to reevaluate the prospect of meeting the scheduled December 1970
launch date. All agreed that although the schedule was getting tighter with the gradual disappearance of slack time that bad earlier been provided to accommodate inevitable engineering
and test difficulties, the December 1970 de~line was reasoJiabIe-but staying on schedule would
require "vigorous action" by all concerned.

On 7 July, at the Perkin-Elmer plant, the first fligbt-article twin camera assembly (P-l)
suffered a catastrophic failure during low temperature chamber testing. It bad been scheduled
for 31 July shipment to Lockheed .. The extent of damage was so great that DO possibility of timely.
repair aDd. recalibration could realistically be emertai.ned. On 10 July, therefore, the sensor
program office confirmed the contractor's Judgment that the second sensor system (P-2),
originally scheduled for 5 December shipment, bad to be substituted in first-flight schedules. It
was conceivable that P-2 could be qualified and shipped by 26 August, but given the earlier
disappearance of virtually all remaining slack time in the flight readiness schedule, there was
slight prospect of meeting the 17 December 1970 first flight target aate.

Following arrival of the second camera payload (P-2) at Lockbeed'sSwm.yVaJ.e facility,
major problems with the film transport mechanism again stalled the test program. Formal
acknowledgement of the inevitable launch date Slippage came from General King on 15 September.
By January 1971 it bad become apparent that "March 1971" (which bad widely been interpreted
to mean "about 1 March") bad better be restated as April, and 9 April became the new official
target date-although in private session the Executive Committee received advice from Dr. Naka
that "about May 10, 1971" was a better estimate. Somewhat less inclined than in the past to accept .
schedule assurances at their face value, the NRP Executive Committee endorsed Dr. McLucas'
action in providing additional inSurance against extended HEXAGON trouble by authorizing work on
a GAMBIT modification (Higberboy) that would permit GAMBIT to operate as a makeshift search
system by flying at altitudes of about 525 nautical miles. At that distance, QAMBIT swath widths
would approximate those of CORONA, an4 resolution would be about the same. The first of three
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Higherboy kits ordered for insurance would be ready by November 1971 but would not be needed
before April 1972, in the worst possible case.
Dr. Naka's cautious appraisal of the worth of "official" HEXAGON la.unch schedules proved
sound. almost immediately. By the end of March, problems encountered in acoustic and thermal
tests of the first payload -vehicle assembly caused program managers to reschedule the initial
launch for "not earlier than 3 May 1971", and by April it had become apparent that the4-month
allowance for payload integration and checkout should have been 7 months. Late in April new
delays intervened, and 20 May became the target,date. Then on 26 April the program office
learned that extended testing of the shutter· on the second and third camera payload sections had
disclosed. that failure was liable to occur after only 28,000 cycles of shutter operation. Colonel
Buzard sadly advised Brigadier General Lew Allen, new Program A Director, that because the
shutters in the payload then being prepared for launch had already experienced 20,000 and 28,000
cycles operation respectively, there was a high probability of shutter failure on orbit. He therefore proposed to delay the first launch until at least June.
Diagnosis and shutter modification (and retesting) had chewed up so much time that "about
14 June" bad to become the new launch target date. (Because HEXAGON payload vehicles would
not be trucked over California highways on weekends, when traffic was heaviest, and because the
payload would not be ready for trucking before 28 May, four additional days delay were imposed
. by the unfortunate coincidence of the Memorial. Day weekend and the completion of payload testing
at Sunnyvale.)
.

l\

But that was the last. Payload delivery was on schedule, pre-launch checkout was almost
uneventful, and on 15 June 1971 the first HEXAGON satellite went into orbit. Carrying HEXAGON
from program approval to first launch had taken 5 years rather than 2 and had cost rather more
than twice as much as initially estimated, mostly for camera development, which cost three times
as much as the CIA had anticipated, but a launch had been brought off. And in the end the critical
schedu.li.ng estimates provided by Dr. Robert Naka and his associates in 1969 had proved remark. ably accurate: HEXAGON did ind8ed fly in June 1971 (the "95-percent probability" date), and it
did indeed function successfully (the "75-percent confidence evaluation").

L

L
L
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SECTION 1
THE HEXAGON SATELLrrE
GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS
The government organizations participating in HEXAGON operations: Committee on
Imagery Requirements and Exploitation (COMIREX}j the Global Weather Center (GWC) of the Air
Fore~ Weather Service; the Imagery Collection Requirements Subcommittee (ICRS) of COMlREX; the
National Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC); the Satellite Operations Center (SOC)* of the
National Reconnaissance office (NRO); the Satellite Test Center (STC) of the Air Force Satellite
Control FacUlty (SCF); the 6595th Satellite Test Group. the 6594th Aerospace Test Group, Hickam
AF Base, HawaU; the Sensor Subsystem Project Office (SSPO) of the CIA; the HEXAGON Program
Office at the NRO's Directorate of Special Projects (SAFSP); the Air Force Special Projects
Production FaciUty (SPPF}t; and the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) (and its predecessors).
Both Program A and B Directors, General Lew Allen at the time of first iaunch, and the
CIA's Directot of Reconnaissance, John Crowley, reported to Dr. Alexander H. Flax (DNRO) for
purposes of managing the operational aspects of HEXAGON. The System Program Office (Los
Angeles) and the Sensor Subsystem Project Office (Langley, VAH were respectively responsible
for miSSion operational software (computer programs) and participation in the development and
a_lysis of the software.
.

It would be virtually impossible to list all of the government employees by name who have
made Significant contributions to the HEXAGON Program. However, a list bas been compiled to
tdentUy the heads of the various governmentorganlzattons having substantial control over the
shaping of HEXAGON from its ortgtn to the present time. §

l

Government OrganIZations That Control the HEXAGON Program
DNRO-Dlrector, NatiOnal Reconnaissance office

t

USAF-Director, Secretary of the Air Force Special Projects (SAFSP)
•
•
•
•
•
•

l.
L.

L
L
l

Maj. General John E. Kulpa,· Jr.
Ma'. General David D. Bradburn
Maj. General Lew Allen, Jr.
Brig. General William G. King, Jr.
Maj. General John L. Martin, Jr.
Maj. General Robert E. Greer

Aug 1975 to Present
June 1973 to Aug 1975
Apr i971 to June 1973
May 1969 to Apr 1971
July 1965 to May 1969
1960 to July 1965

* Inltlally and until September 1978.when the responsibility was assigned t o _
tInittally and unttl September 1975 when this capabUlty was transferred to SAFSP!NPIC.
Initially and until 1974 when these functions were assigned to SAFSP.
I Due to the sensitiVity of some satellite reconnaissance programs, this list of organizations
and names ·is not complete.

*

.

,

.
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DMA -:""Defense Mapping Agency
• Maj. General Richard M. Wells
• Maj. General Wllllam L. Nicholson, m (USAF)
• Lt. General Abiler B. Martin (USAF)
• Vice Admiral Shannon D. Cramer (USN)
• Lt. General Howard W. Penny (USA)

•

*

(USAF) *

1 July 1981 to Present
June 1979 to 30 June 1981
Aug 1977 to June 1979
Aug 1974 to Aug 1977
July 1972 to Aug 1974
Dec 1969 to Apr 1972
Jan 1964 to Nov 1969

CIA-Deputy Director for Science and Technology (DDS&T-or equivalent)
Aerospace COrporation-Advanced Orbital Systems Division
June 1979 to Present
Apr 1973 to June 1979
Dec 1969 to Apr 1973
Jan 1969 to Aug 1969
Aug 1967 to Dec 1968
Dec 1966 to July 1967
To Dec 1966

• James R. Henry
.C. James Crickmay
• Bruce L. Adams
• Leonard C. Lldstrom
• John W. Luecht
• John D. Sorrels
• George M. Kelsey
SAFSP HEXAGON Program Office
•
•
•
•

July 1978 to Present
Aug 1973 to July 1978
June 1971 to Aug 1973
July 1966 to June 1971

Colonel Lester S. McChristian
Colonel Raymond A. Anderson
Colonel Robert H. Krumpe
Colonel Frank S. Buzard

SAFSP MCS Payload Division
July 1976 to July 1982
. Aug 1973 to July 1978
May 1971 to Aug 1973
July 1970 to May 1971
Feb 1966 to June 1970

• Lt. Colonel Guy F. Welch
• Lt. Colonel WUliam G. Powell
• Lt. Colonel Albert W. Johnson
• Captain Guy F •. Welch
• Captain Davld F. Berganint

* Director, MC6G Directorate, Defense Intelligence Agency, predecessor of DMA.
I

.
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ASSOCIATE CONTRACTORS
Project HEXAGON is a team effort consisting of the governmental organizations listed and
several major contractors throughout the United States (Fig. 1-1). These contractors provide a
coordtnated effort by using Interface Control Documents as binding technical agreements for
responsibllltles and performance of their respective equtpments.

Lockheed~)

~~Satell1te
THt CeJter
P1eld operatlC1118

VAFB\ •

\

Itek
I
General Electric (GE) -r:::=---==;':"--~

\ Perldn-Elmer
McDcmuell Doqtu

I
I

I.

Fig. 1-1 - Locations of government aDd contractor facilities supportiDg
HEXAGON Program

HEXAGON Program Contractors

{

The contractor team program managers who served the HEXAGON Program over the past
years are identified below. An asterisk by the contractor's name lndicates direct support to the
Mapplng Camera System.

t

.* Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC)
• Steve P. Treat
• Paul J. Heran
• Dr. stanley I. Weiss

L
L

L

Feb 1980 to Present
Feb 19'10 to Feb 1980
July 196'1 to Feb 19'10

.
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HEXAGON Program Contractors (Cont.)
* Rek Corporation Optical Systems Division (OSD)
• Maurice G. Burnett
• Jean R. Manent
• William J. Reusch
• D. Davld Cook
• Paul J. Mailhot
• John F. Doyle
• John T. Watson

Oct 19'16 to program completion 1981
Apr 19'14 to Oct 1976
Aug 19'13 to Apr 19'14
Feb 19'12 to Aug 1973
Jan 1970 to Feb 19'12
Nov 1968 to Jan 19'10
June 1968 to Nov 1968

*GeneralElectric CompanY, Reentry Systems Division (GE-RSD)
• John S. Kleban
• Stephen F. Csencsltz

Feb 19'15 to program completion 1981
Mar 1970 to Feb 1975

*General Electric Company, Aerospace Electronic Systems Department (GE-AESD)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Francis Smith
Elmer B. Tamanini
James O. Moore
Robert M. Larkin
Norman N. Feldman
John H. Griswald

1980 to
19'18 to
1969 to
1987 to
1988 to
1984 to

Present
1980
1978
1969
196'1
1988

*TRW
• David M. Yaksick
• Clair D. Calvin
• David M. Yakslck

•
•
•
•

Gerald K. Lambert
WUliam V. Buck
Winston W. Royce
Thomas A. Magness

Aug 19'19 to Present
Apr 1975 to Aug 19'19
Nov 1973 to Apr 19'15
Sept 1972 to Nov 1973
Mar 19'12 to Sept 19'12
Nov 19'11 to Mar 1972
Oct 1989 to Nov 1971

Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Optlcal Technology Dlvislon (OTD)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Victor Abraham
Kent B. Meserve
Michael A. Mazaika
Bernard Malin
Paul E. Petty
Harry W. Robertson
Michael F. Maguire
Kennett W. Patrick
Richard W. Werner

Oct 1980 to Present
July 1979 to Oct 1980
Oct 1977 to July 1979
May '19'15 to Oct 19'17
Dec 19'12 to Oct 19'15
Dec 19'10 to Dec 1972
Oct 1967 to Dec 1970
Jan 1967 to Oct 196'7
Oct 1988 to Jan 196'1

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC)
• Forrest D. BlaBton
• Logan T. McMtllian

19'74 to Present (1981)
1968 to 1974
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The project HEXAGON system and contractor team consists of:
Search/Surveillance (Stereo Panoramic)

I

•
•
•
•
•

Two-camera assemblies-Perkin-Elmer, Danbury, Conn.
Film supply and takeup units-Perkin-Elmer, Danbury, Conn.
Shroud, mid- and forward-section structure-Lockheed, Sunnyvale, Calif.
Reentry vehicles (Mark 8)-McDonnell Douglas, St. Louis, Mo.
FUm-Eastman Kodak, Rochester, N.Y.

Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy System (Missions 1205-1216)
•
•
•
•

Stellar and terrain cameras-Itet, Lexlngton, Mass.
Reentry vehicle (Mark V)-General Electric, Philadelphia, Pa.
Structure-Lockheed, Sunnyvale, Calif.
Film -Eastman Kodak, Rochester, N.Y.

Satellite Control Section
•
•
•
•

Telemetry, power, and pyros-Lockheed, Sunnyvale, Calif.
Command system -General ElectriC, Utica, N.Y.
Attitude control and orbit adjust-Lockheed, Sunnyvale, Calif.
Structure and booster @apter-Lockheed, Sunnyvale, Calif.

Booster Vehicle-Tltan IUD
• Stage 0 soUdpropellant-UnUed Technology's Chemical System Division,
Sunnyvale, calif.
• Stage I and n liquid propellant-Martln Marietta Corporation, Denver, Colo.
Mission Support Software
• TUNrrY-TRW, Sunnyvale, Calif .
• Vehicle command and control
• Camera operations
• Requirements management
• Satellite Control FacUlty Software-:-System Development Corporation,
Santa Monica, Calif.
Technical Support Organization

; il
i

j

• Technical support for the Air Force System Program Office (responsible for th~
HEXAGON Program technical interface coordination) Aerospace Corporation,
EI Segundo, Calif.

;1
I
I

I

'.i

!
i
I

',I'
~

~
!I,

i'
I
i

!

:~
I
I

I

I

.
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THE AEROSPACE VEHICLE
The HEXAGON Satellite Vehicle is launched by the Titan DID Booster Vehicle from Space
Launch Complex - 4 East, Vandenberg Air Force Base, California. When mated together, the
entire asseinbly is termed the "AerospaceVehlcle" (see Fig. 1-2). The complete SV including
the shroud is mated to the boosteryehicle 14 days prior to launch. The Aerospace Vehicle is
then functionally checked and all propellants and gases are loaded.
The booster vehicle can place 24,000 pounds into an 82 )( 144-nauticalmUe (perigee )(
apogee) orbit with an inclination (-9'1 degrees) that provides the nearly sun synchronous condition
. needed for long-life missions.
The Titan IUD booster vehicle is a three-stage booster consisting of the standard liquid core
for stages I and n plus two saUd rocket motors (SRM's) as stage O.

I
[

!

The night control system stablllzes the vehicle from launch to SV separation in response to:
(1) attitude data, (2) rate data, and (3) command data issued by the flight control computer and/or
the radio guidance system via ground tracking station;
.
Electrical power for the flight control system instrumentation, flight safety, and electrical
sequence system is provided via sUver-zinc primary batteries and solar panels which are deployed
. after achieving SV stability OD rev 1.

The HEXAGON vehicle performs two major funcUOJIB: (1) world-wide search and surveillance
missions With two cameras that provide stereo panoramic photography; (2) mappiDg and geodesy
missions with stellar and terrain frame cameras (missiona 1205 through 1216). The tllm from
the search andsurvelllance missions is recovereci as each of four· large reentry vehicles (Mark 8)
is filled; the MappiDg Camera Syatem(MCS) film is retrieved Via a single reentry (Mark 5) v.ehicle
mOuutecl OIl the BEXAGONvehicie nose (Fig. 1-3). Accurate vebicle location for the mapping
mlsslon is dete1'lDiDed with the Doppler Beacon System (DDS) and by the Navy NavigaUonal System
(NAVPAC). In addition to the stereo panoramic cameras and the Mapping Camera System, the
HEXAGON vehicle can also carry:

•
•
•
The SV configuration (Fig. 1-4) incorporates overall mission success considerations as well
as weight minimization and strUctural efficiency.' Tbe panoramic camera system film supply,
.
cameras, and RV's are arranged in line for fUm path simplicity; the two-camera assembly Is
relatively close to the attitude control system to the aft sectlon to enhance pointing accuracy. The
:r.tapptng Camera System (MCS), the reentry vehicle (RV), and the Doppler Beacon System (DBS)
are conta~ed completely in the Auxiliary.Payload Structure Assembly (APSA) wbich is mounted to
the from of the SV (Figs. 1-3, 1-4). Aft section electromc/electrlcequlpment, mOODted on trays
in a modular fasbion, is accessible through removable pauels during factory a:od pad repairs.
Access is provided to the RV's, two-camera assembly, and film (lUpply for necessary servicing.
Propulsion/COQtl'()1 force elements are grouped in a module for testiDg efficiency, aad braZed
.
plumbiDg is used to eD8ure tile integrity· of the propellant syltem through 1wIdl1Dg, launCh, and fUgbt.

l

!
.

In the factory, the· SV is brought tonight readliless by &COusttc and thermal vacuum testing
of the assembled vehicle; vehicle instrumentation is designed for such system level testing with

RF command and data links.
The SV is shipped flight-ready to the launch base, witb validation prior to launch. When
required, equipment
is replaced. on a module/box basis to preserve factory verifications.
.
I

/
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-1.4 MILLION POUNDS LIFT-OFF WEIGHT
-LAUNCH HEIGHT: 160 FT
-VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE LAUNCH SITE
BOOSTER VEHICLE - TIT AN III D
-STAGE 0 SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
2.3 MILLION LBS INITIAL THRUST
INITIAL WEIGHT: 1.01 MILLION LBS
-STAGE I
TWO AJ-11 AEROJET ENGINES
0.53 MILLION LBS THRUST
INITIAL WEIGHT 0.28 MILLION LBS
-STAGE II
ONE AJ-11 AEROJET ENGINE
0.1 MILLION LBS THRUST
INITIAL WEIGHT: 0.074 MILLION LBS
SA TELLITE VEHICLE
-27.000 LB LAUNCH WEIGHT
-2.800 LB SHROUD EJECTED DURING ASCENT

Fig. 1-2 - The aerospace vehicle
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HEXAGONveh1cle on orbit
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MAPPING 4 GEODESY SYSTEM
• STELLAR C TERRAIN CAMERAS .
• MARK It REENTRY
VEHICLE (RV)-_ _

SEARCH / SURVEILLANCE
• MARK 6 REENTRY VEHICLes (

• TWO CAMERA ASSEMBLY
• FILM SUPPLY UNIT

Fig. 1-4 - Satellite vehicle configuration
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Provision has been made for alignment of critical elements during assembly and for vertfying
the alignment of the Attitude Reference Module with the two-camera assembly at the launch pad.
The overall length in orbit of the SV illustrated is 52 feet. At launch, with shroud and booster
adapter, the length is 58.75 feet. The shroud, which protects all but the aft section, is 52 feet long.
The solar arrays, when deployed, extend to 17 feet outboard on each side of the vehicle. Injection
.
weight for the SV illustrated is approximately 24,000 pounds.
Satellite Basic Assembly Structure
The BBA structure, shown in the cut-away drawing (Fig. 1-5), is of semimoDOCoque
construction. The booster adapter section has aluminum skin, rings, and stringers. Tbis section
contains the booster separation joint, which uses 2% grain/tt of mild detonatjng fuse to break a
circumferential beryllium strip.
The OAM/RCM section has corrugation-reinforced aluminum skin with aluminum and
magneSium internal structure. This section contains the propulsion elements and the solar array
modules.
The eqUipment section has twelve removable corrugation-reinforced aluminum skin panels
bolted to an aluminum tubular internal structure which supports honeycomb equipment panels.
Guidance, communication, command, and power components are mounted on these panels as subsystem modules.
The 'mid-section has a short titanium conical section and a cylindrical section of magneSium
. skin, with magnesium hat-section longitudinal sttffeners. A magnesium and titanium internal
structure supports the primary payload.
The forward section bas aluminum and magnesium skin with magnesium hat-section lOngisupports
tudinal stiffeners. The iDt8rnal magnesium and alumiD
the four reentry vehicles. The Mapping Camera System
are
supported on the external surfaces of the forward secti

.....

•

:~~

I

The Mapping Camera System is supported in the Auxiliary Payload Structure Assembly(APSA).

Satellite Basic Assembly-Aft Section
The aft section (Fig. 1-6) consists of an equipment module, a booster adapter section, and
an orbit adjust mocJule/reaction control D;lodule (OAM/RCM). It is 10 feet in diameter and 5 feet
long. This section is a semimonocoque structure with a corrugated aluminum external skin. It
weighs approximately 3,500 pounds including all equipment, less expendables. The aft section
, provides environmental protection and thermal control during ground, ascent, and orbital operatioDS. The structure is capable of withstanding the dynamic aDd static conditions imposed during
all pbases of ground haDdling, launch, ascent, and orbit. The aft section interfaces with the
booster, mid-seetiou" aerospace ground equipment, main electrical umbilical, preSSurization
and propellant loading lines, and the battery cooling lines.
The booster adapter section mates the Satellite Vehicle to the Titan mD booster. The
adapter is 'equipped with 70 square inches of vent area. The separation Joint, with a redundant
pyrotechnic system, is a part ·of this section.'

The OAMjRCM section houses aDd supports the OAS,/1tCS hydrazine systems which provide
orbit aDd attitude control, the iJxIependent Ufeboat~eOD gas system which provides emergency
attitude control, and the solar array modules which generate power. This section interfaces with
ground pressurization and propellant loading lbles. The solar array modules which mount on the
aft bulkhead adjacent to the OA eDgine nOzzle are not shown in the photograph.
.
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The equipment section consists of 12 equally spaced, equally sized bays, each capable of
supporting up to 500 pounds of equipment on individual trays. Each equipment bay provides
sufficient access to allow complete module installation and removal at the factory and pad as
shown in the lower completely open bay. The other bays as shown have non-flight panels with
ground. access doors used in factory assembly and test. This section in~rfaces with the maiD
electrical umbilical and the mid-section.
Attitude Control
The Attitude Control System (ACS) (Fig. 1-'7) provides earth-oriented attitude reference
and rate sensing. It develope Reaction Control System (RCS) thruster firiDg signals to bring the
vehicle to a commanded attitude and to maintain attitude and rate with the accuracles shown in
Table 1-1. The ACS also. provides measurements of Vehicle attitude and. rate during search/
surveillance operations to the accuracy shown.

The ACS is a three-axis rate gyro-integrator system with updating in pitch and. roll by
horizon sensor and in yaw by gyrocompassing. Error signals generated by the gyros and horizon
sensor are combined in the night control electronics, and. modulated by pseudo-rate circuits
in each axis to provide thruster firing commands with the impulse bit control necessary to meet
the tight rate control and short settliDg-time requirements.

All elements are redundant for malfunction correction. Cross -strapping between rec:tundaIt
and primary ACS components (bbrizon sensors, gyros, flight coDtrol electronics assembly) is
possible to permit selection of DOD-failed components to drive the RCS thrusters.

Table 1-1 - Vehicle Attitude and Rate Accuracies
Control Requiremeats

Measurement aequ1remeJts

Search/Surveillance Operations
Attitude accuracy (deg)
Rate accuracy (deg/sec)

Pitch

Roll

Yaw

Pltch

Roll

Yaw

0.'7
0.014

0.'7
0.021

0.64
0.014

0.4
0.001

0.4
0.001

0.5
0.001

Non-Horizontal. Operations
Attitude accuracy (deg)
Rate accuracy (deg/sec)

3
0.15

.1
0.15

1
0.15

Settling time from search/surveillance disturbances:

\

,

stereo. 0.2 sec: Mono .. 6 sec

Orbit Adjust and Reaction Control
An Orbit Adjust System (OAS) and Reaction Control System (RCS) (see Fig. 1-8) provide the
forces necessary to control the vehicle orbit and the vehicle attitude in orbit, respectively. The
OAS provides IDjec~ion error correction (if required), drag and perigee rotation makeup, and
deorbit of the Satelllte Vehicle at the end of the mission. The RCS provides pitch, yaw, and roll
control via eight thrusters.
.

OAS and RCS botiluse catalytic decomposition of monopropellant hydrazine to generate
thrust. For rellablltty, the systems are pressure-fed, with the pressurizing gas enclosed in the
propellant tank with the hydrazIDe. Thls results in declining or blowdown pressure characteristlc~;
the thrust level of tile OAS engiDe declines from 250 to 100 pounds aDd that of the RCS eDg1Des from
6 to 2 pounds. A quad -redundant Valve operated by the command system controls now to the OAS
engine. The ACS.
generates
signals that
control the firing of the RCS engines.
.
.
.
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BOOSTER ADAPTER SECTION
OAM/RCM SECTION
EQUIPMENT SECTION

MID SECTION

FORWARD SECTION

Fig. 1-5 -

Satellite Basic Assembly structure

EQUIPMENT SECTION I
AGE HANDI.ING RING

Fig. 1-6 -

Satellite Basic Assembly-aft section
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CD THRUITIRI
<J) HCNtIZON IINIOR (Mel)
@ HORIZON IINIOR (lAC.)
@IRA(PAC')
(i) IRA (RACI)

MOJUZOII III£RJIAL IIfRTIAL IIORIZOI
..... RIRII!IICl RlfERPlC! illSOI
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';

Fig. 1-'1 - Attitude control

~

VIEW LOOKING FORWARD
<D OAI FILL VALVE
(%) ReS 1M FlLLYALVES (2)
(I) Res PROPELLMT PILL YALVI
@ ISOLAnO! VALva

(I'

<I> ROS OM/PRO, TMK (,4)
(j) Res THItUIltRI (tI)

Fig. 1-8 -

Orbit adjust and reaction control
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On SV-15, the S2-inch diameter OAB tank could be loaded with up to 4,000 pounds of propel-

lant with two spheres containing high pressure nitrogen (isolated by pyro valves and admitted into
the OA tank at times selected during the misslon) to maintain the pressure within the desired
operating range.· This propellant could be utilized in OA burns to provide velocity increments
of 2 to 400 ft/sec. A passive (surface tension) propellant management device maintained propel~t
at the tank outlet at all times, permitting engine firings in any attitude.
The four 22-inch-dtameter RCS tanks provide capacity for 450 to 540 pounds of propellant.
. Propellant orientation is maintatned by diaphragm. The thruster impulse bit (0.15 lb-sec or less,
depending OD blowdown status) is compatible with the tight rate-control requirements. A complete
redundant set of thrusters is provided for maUunction protection; either set can be supplied by the
four tanks and each pair of thrusters can'be driven by the primary or redundant ACS valve drivers.
A transfer line is provided between the OAB and RCS tanks to permit propellant exchang$ to
optimize the use of on-board propellant for each mission.
Electrical Distribution and Power
Power to operate the Satellite Vehicle is provided by solar arrays deployed from the aft
section followlDg separation from the booster (Fig. 1-9). Rechargeable NiCd batteries (type-40)
provide energy storage to meet dark-side-ear~ and peak power requirements. Unregulated power
is distributed throughout the vehlcle to using equipment within a 24 to 33 Vdc range.
The power generatlon and storage system comprises four parallel segments, with an array
section, charge controller, and battery in each to reduce the effect of a fallure; a single malfunction will not terminate the mission. Fusing of equipment, limiting minimum wire size, and
isolating VOltage-critical circuits add to the reliability.
The power system is capable of providing approximately 11,000 watt-bours/daY of usable
power over a beta angle range of -8 to +60 degrees by adjusting the array angle about the vehicle
roll axis. Thls will support at least 52 minutes per day of search/surveillance and mapping
camera system operation ..
Power for the lifeboat system is provided by one type-40 battery from tbe main power
system. Equipment necessary for recovery vehlcle and Satellite Vehlcle deorbit can be switched
to thls battery for emergency operations. Depletion of the batteries below 55 percent or an
excessive load on the mato power system wlll automatically isolate the lifeboat system and ,its
battery. Thls assures adequate power for the emergency operations. The lifeboat system can be
reconnected to the main system by command if the anomaly can be corrected.
Pyro power is provided by either of two type -40 batteries from the main power system and
distrtbuted by redundant circuits.
Telemetry and Tracking
The telemetry subsystem proVides real-time data (ascent at 48 kbps, eng1neeriDg analysis
and tape recorded data (48 kbps played back at 256 kbps). The
telemetry provides status data for normal mission operation, test operations and evaluation,
commaud acceptance coDfirmation, and post-fl1gbt evaluation. Tape recorder storage allows the
monitoring of the sv temperature profile by periodic sampliDg. Over 1,500 data sources are
m~tored"";80me at up to 500 samples per secoDd.

at 128 kbps, aDd orbit at 64 kbps),

t

t

L

*00 vehicles SV-13 and SV-I4, the two nitrogen tanks were manifolded directly with the OA
tank and provided enough ullage space to. permit 3, '700 pounds of propellant to be loaded with the
operating pressure range.
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The SGlS-compat1ble tracking subsystem provides range measurement information, including
slant range (50-foot maximum 10'bias error aDd SO-foot rms maximum noise error), range rate
(0.2 foot/second maximum 10' error), aDd angle-of-arrival (1.0 milliradian maximum 10'bias error
aDd 1.0 milliradian rms maximum noise error). Schematics of the telemetry and tracking systems
are shown in Fig. 1-10.

Command and Timing
The Extended Command System (ECS) (Fig. 1-11) provides real-time and stored-program
command capability. The SGLS compatible ECS system with complete redundancy provides 64
real-time and 626 stored-program commands with a memory capabiUty of 1,152 commands.
Ninety-six secure command operations are possible. On SV-15 and up, the number of secure
command operations were increased to 192. The ECS provides operational commands to perform primary and secondary misSions, the capability to configure the vehicle into various operational modes, a pre-flight test and checkout capability, security for critical functions, and a time
Signal to the PqM and the payload.
The Minimal Command System provldes 28 real-time and 66 stored-program commands
with a memory capabllity of 53 commands. Ten secure command operations a.reavallable. The
MiDlmal CommaDd System provides lUeboat commands for an iDdependent capabl11ty of recovery
R V' s aud tnltiatiDg SV deboost and the capability to obtain real-time aDd recorded telemetry data.
The Data Interface Unit (DIU) provldes for the generation, storage, and transfer of time
information to the search/surveillance camera, mapping camera, telemetry, and pallet. The DIU
also provides the Mapping Camera System and pan camera time-reQuest-pulse to the NAVPAC.

Lifeboat n
The lifeboat system provides emergency capabUityto inittate separation of two Reentry
Vehicles (RV) and to deorbit the Satellite Vehicle in the event of a complete failure of the main
power system, the attitude control system, or the extended command system.
Emergency operational control is provided by the 375 -MHz receiver aDd Minimal Command
System, with capability for real-time, stored-program, and secure commands.
Attitude control for RV releases and SV deorbit is provided by earth-field sensiDg magnetometers, rate gyros, and a cold gas (Freon-14) control force system. Lifeboat is capable of
RV releases IUId SV deorbit operations on both south-to-uorth aDd DOrth-to-south passes ..
Power to keep the system ready for use, and for the emergency operations, is provided by
a type-40 battery and 1/4 of the solar arrays from the main power system. The OAS englne aDd
the redundant SGLS, PCM, tape recorder, and other equipment necessary for av release, SV
deorbit, aDd recovery of vehicle diagnostic data. are switched from the main power system to the
11fe~ bus for the emergency operations. In a nominal tumbling mode, enough power is generated
to keep this emergency mode operating until the vehicle reenters. Please see Flg. 1-12 for
schematics of Lifeboat D.
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Search/Surveillance Cameras
The search/surveillance cameras (Figs. 1.13 and 1-14) provide high-resolution stereoscopic
coverage of selected areas on the earth's surface by using two independently controllable panoramic cameras. The system provides a target resolution of 2.'1 feet or better at nadir when
operating at primary mission orbital altitudes with an apparent target contrast of 2: 1, sun angles
greater than 30 degrees, and using SO· 208 * fUm (SO·315 effective mission 1214 and subsequent).
The search/surveillance system has been designed with the follOwing characteristics:
Optics

6O-in. focal length, f/3 folded Wright (modified
Schmidt) system (T 3.4 excluding filter factor)

Aperture diameter

20 in.

Field angle

=2.85°

Slit width range

.0.91 in. (maximum); 0.08 in. (minimum)

FUm

6.6-in.-wide (B&W) Type 1414 or SO-208 and
others; currently SO-315. Also, 80-130
(infrared color) and SO-255 (natural color).
Cente.r of format ~200 l/mm;
Elsewhere in format ~160 l/mm

. Resolution (2: 1 contrast)
Film. load

Currently (1982) 155,000 ft (per camera) m~ed .
load of SO-315 and color. Total weight = 2,000 lb

FUm stack diameter

68 in.

Scan modes

30 0 , 600 , 900 , and 1200

Center of scan

00 , =15°, :1:30°, and =45 0

Maximum scan angle

:1:600

Stereo convergence angle

20°

Frame format (120° scan)

6-in. by 125-in.

Film velocity

200 in./sec (maximum) a.t focal plane

Image motion compensation range.

0.018 rad/sec to 0.054 rad/sec for Vx/H, t
:1:0.0033 rad/sec for Vy /Hf

Weight (less film)

5,3'15 pounds

·80-208 is a thinner base equivalent to Type 1414, used extensively for the first 13 missions.

t Vx/H: orbital angular rate (in-track)
:tVy/H: orbital angular rate (cross-track)

(
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CD FILM SUPPLY
(J) LOOPERl.'i' >
(J) TWO-CAMMl'

<J) AmCULATOII'
(5) FILM TAJ(!'" .
(i) SIS

Fig. 1-13 -

Search/surveillance cameras

ELECTRONICS

Fig. l-i4 -

l

PRESSURIZED N2 GAS SPHERES 34 LBS
INCREASED TO 68 LBS ON SV-II & UP
OPTICAL BARS

Two camera assembly
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THE MARK 8 SATELLrrE REENTRY VEHICLE (SRV)
The McDonnell Douglas Mark 8 SRV is used to recover exposed fUm from the search/
surveillance cameras. Each of the four SRV's has a base diameter of 57% inches and is 85
inches from the heatshield nose to the retro-motor nozzle. Maximum total weight of the RVand
fUm is 1,695 Pounds. This consists of 956 pounds of RV and equipment, 239 pounds for film
takeup assemblies, and 500 pounds of film.
When the takeups in an RV are fllled, the next in-line RV is enabled and the .full RV is
ejected ~rom the optimized pitched down SV at a 3-foot per second rate. The spinup to 10 radians
per second is accomplished via hot gas generator to stabtltze the RV during the retro-rocket
motor burn. The retro-rocket provides a l,623-pound thrust to slow the RV for reentry. The
despinsystem then slows the spin rate to 1.4 radians per second, which provides the needed
stabtllty during the coast period and still permtts the RVangie of attack with the flight path early
in the reentry period. The drogue parachute Is released and main parachute deployed upon the
closure of a barometric pressure switch at about 50,000 feet. At 15,000 feet, the rate of descent
is from 1,200 to 1,650 feet per minute, which Is suitable for aerial recovery by USAF JCl30 aircraft.
If aerial retrieVal is not accompllshed, water recovery becomes a backup phase. Wben sea
water contacts a sensor, a relay closes the fUm canister vent valve and transfers vehicle power
to the water recovery beacon. A salt water corrosion plug will sink the recovery capsule in 48 to
60 hours after water impact. This allows a reasonable time for location and pickup by Air Force
and Navy forces.
.
If the RV significantly overshoots the specified impact point, it will be destroyed. This is
accomplished by ejecting the heatshield and,deploylng the drogue chute if aero drag has not produced 0.003 g by a glven time after RV separation. Tbis results in the RV burning up when the
atmosphere is encountered. It has not been necessary to utilize this provision to date.

In Fig. 1-15, the film Is shown passing througb the RV. Transfer of film to this RV consists
of transferrlDg takeup power, wrapping film on this Qlteup, cutting and sealing the film path on
the exit side, followed by cuttlDg and sealiDg the inlet fUm path on the forward RV. The bottom
view shows the fUm on takeups A and B. The takeup drive motor and control electronics are
contained mainly within the takeup bub.

Of the encapsulated volume inside the RV, 18 cubic feet is for the takeup assembly and 13
cubic feet is used by the RVequipment. The fUm stack diameter can be up to 35 inches.

I
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RV ASSEMBLY

Mark 8 Recovery Vehicle equipment
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MARK V SATELLITE REENTRY VEHICLE (SRV)
Introduction
In 19'70 the Reentry Systems Division of General Electric Company (GE-RSD) was contracted
to provide a modified version of the Mark V Satelltte Reentry Vehicle (SRV) for recovering the
exposed Mapping Camera Module film. The SRV mission was to provide a llghttlght, environmentally controlled enclosure which bad the capabUlty to return the exposed stellar-terrain film
from orbit for aircraft retrieval by parachute snatch with water recovery as the back-up mode.
This SRV, deSignated RV-5 on the HEXAGON Program, was an adaptation of an existing and
proven design modUied to be compatible with the Itek fUm cassette takeup, the required film paths,
and the HEXAGON night environments. A total of twelve RV -5's were nown successfully (Table
1-2), extending the maximum orbital duration from 43 days to 118 days in orbit; the longest duration in orblt of any Mark V SRV (Flgs. 1-16a and 1-16b).
Table 1-2 - RV-5 Flight History

r
l
[-

[
[
[
[

SRV

SV

Launched

Recovered

Days in Orbit

1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
180'7
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812

5
6
'7
8
9
10

9 Mar '73
13 July '73
10 Nov '73
10 Apr '74
29 Oct '74
8 June '75
4 Dec '75
8 July '76
2'7 June '7'7
16 Mar '78
16 Mar '79
18 June 80

20 Apr '73
24 Aug '73
'7 Jan '74
9 June '74
2'7 Dec '74
30 July '75
2 Feb '76
8 Sept '76
1'7 Oct '7'7
11 July '78
12 July '79
14 Oct 80

43
43

11
12
13
14
15
16

58
60
59
52
60
62
112
11'7
118
~18

The Mapping Camera Module (MCM) involved three associate contractors:

• GE-RSD suppUed the RV-5
• Itek suppUed the camera and associated hardware
• .LYSC suppUed the APBA and was the iDtegTatiDg contractor.
As the integrating contractor, LMSC maintained the formal interfaces with Rek and GE-RBD.
Documentatlon conslsted of an Interface Control Document (ICD) which defined individual roles and
responsibllltles, supported by a mechanical ICD and an electrical ICD which defined the technical
areas to be controlled.
General Electric buUt and tested each RV-5 at its Philadelphia facUlty and sbipped it to
LMSC for the following operations:
• SRV dlsassembly to subsystem level

[
r--

• FUm tate up installation and aUgnment
• RV assembly to the flight configuration; including the mass properties balancing and
verlfication test
.
I

r-I
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• Mating to APSA for tracking tests, acoustic tests, thermal vacuum tests, and flnal flight
read\ness tests
• Final flight functional verification, pneumatic fill and arming after the MCM module was
mated to the parent SV.

The RV-5 was then flight ready except for installation of the retro-rocket igniter, accomplished at VAF~ after the SV/Titan m spacecraft mate.
During the entire assembly and. test flow at LMSC, the GE resident ensured that each RV-5
was processed in compliance with GE specifications.

System Description
The basic vehicle is approximately SS inches in diameter, 42 inches long, and weighed
390 poUDds with a full (-70 pounds) film load. Fig. 1-17a shows the iDterface between RV-5 and
the APSA; Fig. 1-17b shows the interface between the payload-related hardware andthe RV.
RV -5 was desigDed to comply with many requirements. The major ones were the mission
flight envelope, on-orbit temperature control, controlled reentry dispersion, aDd the basic reentry
environment.
.
The flight envelope consisted of a wide range of orbital parameters (see Fig. 1-18). RV-5
was compatible with this range of orbital operations, except for some de -orbit Umitations in terms
of disperSion aDd aft end beating. All missions flown had about 80 to 9O-nm perigees, 150 to
160-nm apogees, 96-degree inclination (sun-synchronous), aDd solar angles (IJ) less than 20 degrees.
These coDditions did not result in any constraint. Only a payload malfunction, which never happened,
would have caused an aft-end heating constraint.

Since dispersion and aft-end heating were the parameters most likely to effect RV-5 operations, detailed definition of their boundaries were made available to operations personnel during
the mission. For contractual incentive purposes, an operational flight envelope was constructed
defining the overall Um1ts (see Fig. 1-19). Tbis envelope consists of the locus of the outer llmits
of the disperSion and aft-end heating. Tbe deep dip on the left is due to aft-end heating; the
shallower, higher altitude is due to dispersion. A typical mission had an apogee of less than
160 nm and an impact anomaly (~ angle between perigee and the impact point) of about 40
degrees. This condition Ues in the acceptable zone, hence, U never constratned any operation.
In the launch mode, RV-5 was protected by the sv shroud, thus, no 81gD1ftcant aerodynamic
heating was encountered. The acceleration aDd acoustic noise levels realized were well within
the RV-5 design capability.
On orbit, the RV kept the exposed film transported onto its takeup between 30 aDd 85"F while
also ensuring that none of its major elemems were exposed to excessive high or low temperatures.

(
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Fig. 1-16 a - Mark V reentry vehicle

Fig. 1-16 b -
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Fig. 1-17a - Mapping Camera Module
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Fig. 1-17b - SRV Inboard profile
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This was accomplished by proper selection of thermal control coatings and thermostatically
controlled heaters.
RV -5 dispersion requirements are summarized in Table 1-3. Deboost from the higher
altitudes defined in the mission flight envelope could have violated these limits. In actuality, all
RV-5 deboosts occurred from low altitude resulting in a mean dispersion of 3,8 nm uprange from
the planned impact point.
. Table 1-3 - DisperSion Requirements

In-track, nm
Cross-track, nm

/

Full Payload

Payload
Malfunction

200
:1:25

250
:1:30

Note: No dispersion requirement for Lifeboat

RV -5 consisted of five major subassemblies (see Fig. 1-20, a Simplified unclassified
exploded view of the recovery vehicle) which contained the de-orbit, recovery, electrical, and
thermal control SUbsystems. These subassemblies, briefly, are:

(

')

i

f

1. Thrust Cone (TiC) - A self-contained subassembly which included the de-orbit .
subsystem. The T /C was ejected after the de-boost sequence was completed. Rs forward rlng
provided the mechanical mounting interface with theMCM while an explosive in-flight disconnect
provided the RV-5!MCM electrical interface.
2. Thermal Cover - This cover provided thermal protection to the parachute during reentry. After reentry, it was ejected aft to initiate the parachute deployment sequence . .

}

3. Parachute retrieVal.

A three-stage retardation system designed to be compatible with air

4. Recovery Capsule/CapsUle Cover - This aSsembly provided a lighttight, environmentally
controlled enclosure that protected the exposed film. The recovery subsystem, which included a
programmer, power supply, and retrieval aids, was contained in this assembly. If air retrieval
attempts failed, the recovery capsule would land in the ocean and float. After a given time interval,
if water retrieval had not been successful, it would sink. A' destruct timer was included in the
recovery system to preclude successful recovery if the parachute was not deployed withln a given
time period after de-orbit.
5. Forebody - This subassembly provided structural support to the capsule and contained
the heat shield that protected the capsule and its contents from reentry heating.
Hardware Description
1. Thrust Cone (TIC) - The TIC and de-orbit subsystems provided all the functions
necessary to deboost the RV. It contained thermal batteries, a dual ejection programmer, spin
and despin pneumatics, retro-rocket harnessing (which includes carry-through wiring from the
MCM to the capsule) and cable cutters for its separation. The entire subsystem was redundant.
In addition to the subsystem components.. a short section of film tunnel was mounted to the thrust
cone and provided the film path from the MCM to the capsule.
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Fig. 1-20 - MarkY SKY (exploded view)
The basic thrust cone structure was a 45-degree truncated cone structure constructed of
"ring-stabiUzed thin walls with structural chaDnels spot welded to the 0.020-inch-tbick aluminum
skin. Its forward ring proVided the structural interface with the MCM and maintained electrical
isolation by an epoxy/glass overlay on the interface riDg. MountiDg locations for trim ballast,
required to maintain SKY mass property requirements, were provided on the T/C. 'lbe thermal
enVironment for the thrust cone was maintained by APSA. After completion of the de-orbit
sequence, the T/C was discarded.

2. Thermal Cover __ The thermal cover was built-up from a pyro preg (phenolic glass)
lay-up, aluminum corner fittings, and stainless steel frames as an unclassified assembly. It was
then modified to the program's configuration and lined inside with fiberglass insulation. The
thermal cover was one of the reentry thermal control elements and provided. thermal protection
to the parachute during reentry. Arter reentry it was ejected aft to initiate the parachute deployment system. other reentry thermal control elements were tile phenoliC nylon heatshleld,
aluminized insulation, and ESM (a foamed elastomeric Silicone heat protection material developed
by GE) on the capsule cover.
.
3. Parachute - The retardation system used on RV-5 after reentry was the MK-5 B/C
parachute system, which consisted of three stages of deceleration: (1) a 5.4-foot ribbon drogue,
(2) a 29.S-foot ring slot main canopy reefed, and (3) the main canopy disreefed. Incorporated in
the main caQ,Opy was a heavy line air retrieval structure designed to be compatible With JC-130
retrieval. This structure consisted of four laterals rUlUling around the circumference of the
main canopy and six heavy suspension lines which went from the swivel through the CallOpy and
back to the swivel.
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Incorporated in the parachute assembly were two bagline cutters and four reefing line cutters.
, These mechanically-activated, t1me~elay cutters controlled the staging times. Drogue chute
deployment activated the bag line cutters, which fired 10 seconds later. This released the top of
the main bag and the drogue deployed the main canopy reefed. Four secas later the reefiug
line cutters cut the lines to permit full canopy deployment at an altitude of about 50,000 feet.

4. Recovery C8.P!ule/Capsule Cover - The re~overy capsule was a riDg-stiffened aluminum
spinning. An external bellyband, spot-welded just forward of the cylindrical portion of the shell,
rode on the forebody guides to facilitate a clean separation. The external surface of the shell
was gold-plated to minimize heat loss, by radiation to the forebody during orbital flight.
The aft em of the capsule was a ring from an aluminum forging which provided the interface
With the forebody, the O-riDg and the locking grooves for cover mating, standoffs to support the
thermal cover, part of the interface with parachute fittings, the antenna mounting, and mounting
points for the external nose ballast tenSion straps. Two recovery trays mounted in the capsule
held the recovery programmer and the inertial Switch/interval timer trays.

The fUm tateup was mounted at four polnts withln the recovery capsule. Thls arrangement
provided a flve degree-of-freedom adjustment capabUlty that could be used to allgn the takeup with
, the overall fUm path.
Two VHF beacons were located in the capsule, one aft of the other. The weight of these
beacons balanced the weight of the recovery trays on the other side of ~ capsule. Each beacon
was wired directly into one of the recovery battery sections. The beacon output was modulated
to provide limited event information during flight, including retro-rocket firing, thrust cone
separation, g-switch closure and opening, and thermal cover ejection.
The recovery programmer provided the switchlug and timing functions required for recov:ery
subsystem events. It accepted power from two indepeDllent batteries (housed in a sealed case
contoured to fit the nose dome of the capsule) and provided redundant signals for its primary
outputs. The remotely activated silver-zinc batteries had ten cells each and a sump to retain
excess electrolyte. Each battery provided between 14.8 and 17.0 Vdc.

J.

I

1 -"

I ,

Two 10-walt heaters, bonded to the inner capsule wall, provided the power necessary to
maintain the 'capsule temperature on-orbit. They were thermostatically controlled at a setting
of 35 :1:4"1'. A ef'F thermostat would provide system protection if the primary thermostat failed
to close.
A slut v8lve that would operate between 69 and 107 hours after water impact was initially
installed in the capsule. starting with SV-ll (sav 1807) the sink time was reduced to 40 :1:5 ho11l'8.

The capsule cover was an aluminum weldment which sealed the aft face of the capsule. It
was configured to provide a mounting plane for the cutter/sealer (OFE from LMSC), the film tunnel
forward adapter, tile Fachute pack, aDd the following components: '
I

Y

• A p:l8Umatic, t1ttiDg that permitted capsule pressurization or evacuation during test. ,
• Three test connectors that were "USed to safe pyro circuits aDd test RV functions after
t1na1 assembly.

• An ~-flight disconnect which was a pyrotechnic separated connector .

'yo .

• , Two descent valves for pressure equalization during reentry aDd recovery. Ascent venting
was through the open film twmel.
• The pop-ofl valve which allOW$d entrapped air to escape when the sink valve opened, thus
speediDg up the sinking of the unrecovered capsule.
BIF-059W·23422/B2
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5. Forebody - The forebody/subassembly provided RV-5 ~th its reentry aerodynamic
configuration, thermal protection, and recovery capsule structural support. The heatsbield portion
was a phenolic glass liner covered by a phenolic nylon heatshield. The heatshield was structurally
stiffened by three rings. Capsule guides betw.een the rings ensured a smooth eapsule/forebody
separation. A thermal blanket in the nose of the forebody isolated the capsule from the high
temperature realized by the nose in night. Three temperature sensors in the forebody monitored
on-orbit temperature. Sensor data was retrieved by SV telemetry.
A magnesium ring provided the primary structural interface with the capsule. Four ejection
pistons, mounted forward of this ring to the forebody, pierced the forebody.and capsule rlDgs and
were fastened to the thermal cover corner fittings. Torquing down on the piston studs, therefore,
clamped the thermal cover/capsule/forebody into a structural assembly. Electrically initiated
charge adapters screwed into the base of the ejection pistons provided the impulse necessary to·
eject the thermal cover at the required velocity. This activation released the forebody from the
capsule which· allowed separation when the parachute exerted sufficient retardation force on the
capsule.
The exterior surface of the beatshield was painted with DID, an aluminum pigmeated
silicone-alkyd thermal control coating. Thermal control studies showed (ls/EH of about 1 was
required for capsule temperature control while a low emissivity· coating was required to maintain
the forebody temperature above an acceptable minimum. DID limited the minimum temperature
to -110°F, an acceptable level.
Mission Overview
Following launch, during the initial· portion of ascent, the vehicle was protected from
aerothermodynamic forces by the satelUte vehicle shroud. The shroud was ejected prior to
orbital injection only atter the forces had reached an acceptable level.
On orbit the SV nominally flew nose forward, th~ the RV 10agltudiDal axi8 was parallel
to the local horizon over the MCS. In this position, the RV did not have a direct line of sight·to .
. earth, ·which eUmtnated albedo as a thermal source to the R V' s temperature control. Short time
excursioDS from the
events like orbit adjust, MCS
calibration, ltV de
During these pbases r4 flight, only
the RV-5 capsule heaters, temperature sensors, and film takeups were active.
.

During orblt, the RV was essentially passive with oll1y its film takeups, thermal control
subsystem, and instrumentatioD functioning. After-all the exposed film bad been transferred to
the RV's takeups aDd the cutter-sealer cloSure made, the RVwas aet1vated aDd separated via
SV commands. The satellite vehicle yawed aft and theD pitched down to achieve the correct
orleDtation for RV de-orbit, thus minimiziDg dispersion. Following separaticm, the RV was
autonomous. It spun-up, deboosted, de-spUn, aerodynamically re-oI;eDted itself to a nose-forward
attitude, deployed the parachute, and was retrieved by the JC-130 recQVery aircraft. The launch,
through orbit, through recovery, and back to factory now is shown in Fig. 1-31. More detail on
the retmtry aDd recovery events are covered in Section m "Mission Scenario".
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Fig, 1-21- Mission now
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SECTION 2
THE MAPPING CAMERA PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCfION
MUltary Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy (MC8&G) haa employed satellite photogJ;'aphy since
1960. With the aid of thls photography, the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) and its predecessor
organtzations have produced over 50,000 different maps and charts out of a requirement which
exceeds 80,000 world wide, levied by the Unified and Specified Commands, the MUttary Services,
and the Intelligence Community.3
Photographic coverage of metric accuracy [currently provided by the HEXAGON (KH-9)
Mapping camera System (MCS)] and medium to medium-high resolution (2 to 10 feet, such as that
provided by the HEXAGON Panoramic cameras) is indlspenslble at present, and wlll continue to
be in the 1980's for the productlon and updating of these MC8&G products to support operational
needs.
'
,
'
The geodetic data derived from satelllte imagery provides the milltary with tens of
thousands of accurate point locations needed for operation of strategic and tactical weapon
systems. ,

"

1
~

'I

1

Operational or programmed weapon systems, Inciuding Minuteman n/DI, Polarls, Poseidon, ,
Cruise Missile, Pershing, B-52, and 1'-111, are dependent on this positionallnformatton and on
maps and charts for navigation and target strike. Without the HEXAGON MCS these MCIIG
products would not be available today.
Twenty HEXAGON systems were programmed, the operatlonal period starting on 15 June
19'11 with the last system projected to be flown in 1985. The first four systems were flown without
the MCS; the next twelve systems flown carried the MeS which produced calibrated photography
for direct use and provided metric orientation for the panoramic photography.
A Doppler Beacon System (DBS) and a Navlgatlonal Package System (NAVPAC) provided
ephemerallnformation which accurately establishes camera/vehlcle position in space.

(

,I,.,. '

r

All of the twelve Mapping Camera Systems were successfully flown. The last four HEXAOON
vehicles will be flown without a mapping camera system. To provide attltude determination for the
panoramic photography on these missions, the government developed a stellar SoUd state (S'>
Camera Assembly under contract with the Perldn-Elmer Corporation. This wUl in effect allow
panoramic lmagery to be used for mapping purposes with the required metric accuracies.

oi,

I

~
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1
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The exploitation responsibutties were directed to the two major DMA organizations, the
Hydrographic/I'opographic Center (DMAHTC) in Washington, D.C. and the Aerospace Center
(DMAAC) in St. Louis, Missouri. Also, following the downgrading of the product to SECRET in
1974, some of the material was made available to other organizations such as the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) for use in civil agency mapping
and charting programs.
The organizations involved in the Mapping Camera subsystem of the HEXAGON program and
their various roles are listed below. The degree of perfection achieved with this system, developed under priorities that were historically secondary to intelligence priorities, is evidence of
outstanding contributions at all levels.
• The National Reconnaissance office (NRb)
• Budgetary
• Contractual
• Management
• NRO Program A, the Secretary of the Air Force Special Projects (SAFSP)
[including the. Satellite Control Facility (SCF) and the Satellite Test Center (STC)]
• Budgetary
• contractual
• Management
Hardware and software development
• Integration
• Operations
• Productevaluation
• The
•
•
•

Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)
Requirement generation
Product evaluation and exploltation
Budgetary

• The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
• Product evaluation and exploitation
• The Aerospace Corporation
• Technical advisory
• Product evaluation
• Itek Corporation
• Hardware and software development
• Integration
• Operations
• Product evaluation
• Lockheed Missile and Space Company (LMSC)
• Hardware and software development
• Integration
• Operations
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• General Electric
• Hardware and software development
• Integration
• Operations
• Eastman Kodak
• Photographic materials development and manufacturing
• Product evaluation (sensitometry)

.{

• TRW

• Software development
MCS DEVELOPMENT TO FmST FLIGHT
Events Leading to Contract Award
During the 1950's the mapping, charting, and geodesy (MC&G) community was called upon to
prepare detaUed line graphics on which the intelligence gleaned from the U-2 photography could
be portrayed. These programs led to studies on how accurate and to what scales denied areas
could be mapped from the U-2 photography, and, for future planning, the reconnaissance satellite
systems being designed for the early 1960's. However, the precedent that the photographic collectioR systems would address MC&G requirements as secondary to the intelligence mission was
deviated from only once-the ARGON (KH-5) system described in Part I.
The goal of the 0-5 geodetic system was to upgrade the world datums to a 750-foot accuracy, a very ambitious undertaking for the early 1960's. WhUethls goal was not met in its
entirety, the success of this program indicated that a combined program utilizing panoramic
cameras for high-resolution wide-area coverage, and frame cameras for geometric control and
indexing the panoramic coverage provided an efficient intelligence search system and an MC&G
collection system.
,

During the evolutiOn of the CORONA (KH-4) system in the 1960' s, separate studies were being
conducted by the MC&G community to design an optimum mapping and cbarting system. The Army
requirements for positional accuracy led them to put prlmary emphasis on the frame camera
approach while the Air Force targeting requirements caused them to investigate approaches to
calibrate the panoramic cameras for geometry since targeting required higher resolution than
the fr8.l.lle camera could provlde. This two-pronged approach led to a dual effort.to improve the
MC&G collection program.

.1

.1 .
~.

In 1964 the Army produced a study showing that a 12-inch-focal-length wide-angle frame
camera lens could be designed and buUt that would provide sufficient resolution to meet the
1: 250,000 mapping requirements and provide the control for 1: 50,000 maps. It would also provide
most of the planimetry for the 1: 50,000 maps, but not all. Panoramic coverage would have to be
used in conjunction with the frame to do the complete 1: 50,000 job. This was considered an
acceptable compromise since the intelllgence community required the panoramic coverage for
search and a larger frame camera would be prohibitively expensive to buUd and operate as a
separate collection system.
The Air Force concepts for calibrating the panoramic cameras continued during 1963-1968,
with several approaches tried on the CORONA (KH-4).
.
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Also during this period, the advanced programs office (SP-6) of SAP'SP developed a
prototype 12-inch-focal-length wide-angle lens under the direction of Colonel Charles Ruzek, USA.
This was the direct result of the extensive design study and lens development program for the
proposed Geodetic Orbital Photographic Satelllte System (GOPSS). In 1965 the KH-4 system had
evolved into a very efficient system but was no longer completely adequate for either the intelligence communlty or MC&G. Looking toward the future, Dr. Flax, the DNRO, started studies
looking at meeting the 1979-and-beyond requirements. This led, amongst other actions, to the
United states Intelllgence Board (USIB) revalidating both the intelUgence and the MC&G requirements. The MC&G requirements compiled by COMIREX were approved by the USIB on 4 December
1967. These requirements were the basis for the final design of the 12-inch HEXAGON Mapping
Camera System.
.,.
The lmprovementsin the KH-4 system and in explOitation techniques developed by NPIC
indicated that a stellar index (SI) camera was no longer needed for the intelligence mission. The
question remalned, however, how to best meet the MC&G requirements: a short focal length SI
camera coupled with the panoramic camera or a longer 12-inch-focal-length camera which could
stand alone for MC&G? Studies conducted by the NRO indicated that both approaches could be
accommodated by the HEXAGON vehicle and that both were technically feasible.
In August 1966, SAFSP had issued a request for proposal (RFP) for the Stellar and Terrain
Camera (SI) for the PhotographiC General Search and Surveillance Satelllte System (HEXAGON).
RFP's were sent to several camera contractors, but proposals from only the Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Company (FCIC), and the ltek Corporation wound up in the final evaluation. FCIC
had proposed a 'l.5-inch lens for the terrain lens and solid-state devices for the stellar sensors,
while Itek had proposed a camera system-based on the GOPSS development program-wtth a
12-inch-focal-lengtlt terrain lens, and two 10-inch-focal-Iength stellar lenses, using photographiC
film throughout. The Source Selection Board scoring summary showed the ltek Corporation
proposal· to be the more responsive to the requirements stipulated in the RFP.
The proposal covered the deSign, development, fabrication, test, and qualification of the
Stellar and Terrain Camera and associated aerospace ground equipment, system analysis, integration and evaluation, test planning and operational support, and program management ~d administration functions during the acquisition phase of the progr~. This phase was to include the launch,
operation, recovery, and post-flight evaluation of six flight systems.
The Stellar and Terrain Camera performance, when coupled with that of the Sensor Subsystem panoramic cameras, was to be capable of meeting the mapping and charting requirement
presented in Table 2-1. The SI photography was to be capable of providing adequate control to the
panoramic photography to enhance its geometric fidelity sufficlently to enable utilization of the
Sensor Subsystem panoramic cameras for large scale map compilation. It was the goal of the SI
photography that it alone should be capable of meeting as many of the mapping and charting
requirements as feasible, consistent with reasonable SI Subsystem size, weight, angular coverage,etc.
In order to ensure this level of performance, the terrain camera was to provide a ground
resolved distance·of not less than 80 feet at any point In the format with MIL-STD-150A three-bar
targets, at a 4O-degree sun angle from an altitude of 90 nm; however, the goal for ground resolution should not be less than 40 feet at any point. The cross-track 'coverage from this altitude
should be at,least 65 nm.' Forward coverage should provide at least triple overlap exposure
(33% percent new coverage per exposure), with a goal of quadruple coverage (25 percent new
coverage per exposure). The stellar camera(s) would be required to meas~re the absolute attitude
of the terrain camera with respect to the stellar coordinate system at the mid-point of the period
the terrain shutter was open.

.

.
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Table 2-1 - Mapping and Charting Requirements
1(7 Accuracy Requirements
(includtng datum degradation)
Local Horizontal

I

.;I

Type of Map

Scale

Acc;:uracy,
. feet

Large scale topographic
Medium scale
Medium scale aeronautical charts
SignUicant fe~tl1res

1: 50,000
1: 250,000
1 :200,000

39.6
193.5
155

-

-

Vertical

Distance,
statute
miles
25
125
100

-

Accuracy,
feet

Distance,
statute
mUes

10-20
49.8
30-45
12-30

10-20
20
20-30
10

The Stellar and Terrain Cameras would carry sufficient fUm to permit operation in conJunction with Sensor Subsystem (panoramic) cameras which at that time were stipulated to photograpb
a total forward coverage of 3,000 mUes per day for 30 days. The SI reUability was to be 0.9'7 for
a 30-day mission, based upon a 50 percent confidence limit.
Altbough the SAFSP MapptngCamera competition had been concluded, a contract award was
not immediately forthcoming. The Deputy Secretary of Defense, Mr. Paul Nitze, on 22 December
196'7, issued a memorandum requesting a study to evaluate the potentlal of the 12-inch camera, and
a 3-inch SI, which was also under consideration for the 0-9. S Tbe memorandum stated, "It is
essential that a study be made to provide a cost-effectiveness comparison of these two cameras
and to identUyany other factors which may bear on the selection of one or the other for inclusion
in the new system."
''The study sbould include consideration of the comparative cost of tbe two options, including
satelllte vehicle and SI camera development, procurement and operations, as well as the costs of
map productton and other explOitation of the product of the SI cameras. The incremental value to
possible mUitary operations of the increased map accuracy which would result from the 12-inch
SI camera should also be assessed. In addition, tbe need for either SI camera to support the
explOitation of the primary mission camera products (i.e., mensuration and accurate location of
the targets) should be analyzed."
''The folloWing alternatives should be assessed among those studied:
J

I \

1. Proceed with development and integration-of the 3-inch SI camera and discontinue all
effort on the 12-inch camera.

\

2. Proceed with the development and integration of the 3-inch camera and also fund the
minimum camera and vehicle engineering and development efforts needed to provide the option for
later inclUSion of the 12-inch SI camera.
-

r
~

I.

'.

3. Discontinue aU effort on the 3-inch SI camera and fund the level of development engineering effort on the 12-incb SI camera and vehicle integration to permit incorporation of the 12-inch
SI camera into the new search system in a block change subsequent to the early flights of the
system which would include only the primary mission camera (thiS alternative choice assumed
that the SI came'ras were not necessary for NPIC exploltatlon of the product of the primary
mission cameras)."

j
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"In llght of the above, I request the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administration) to
establish a group chaired by a representative of his office and composed of representatives of the
offices of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering and the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Systems Analysis) to conduct such a study. The NRO, NPIC, DIA, the JCS and the Department of
the Army may be asked'to provide such information and support for the study as may be required."

"I would appreciate receiving a preliminary report of the study results by February 1, 1968.
This preliminary report should, as a minimum, clearly indicate whether the probable need for the
capabilities of the l2-inch SI camera is great enough to warrant immediate action to protect
the option for later inclusion of this camera in the new search system vehicle without major
redesign and requalificaUon. In addition, recommendations should be included as to any additional
study needed to make a final determlnatlon on the BI camera selectlon, taking into account the
acquisition schedule f~r the new search system."
Mr. Sol
Secretary of Defense, transmitted the completed study, I
conducted by
. to the Deputy Secretary on 15 February 1968. Based on
review of pertinent facts derived from reports, briefings, and research, the group had arrived at
the following conlusions aDd recommendations:
"a. An BI camera is not required to support the primary intelligence mission of the
HEXAGON.
b. All three alternatives are technically feasible.
c. An SI camera on HEXAGON would not interfere operatlonally with the primary mission.
d. The size and cost of the HEXAGON booster is not affected by the inclusion or exclUSion
of an SI camera.
e. There is a requirement for photographic coverage of 13 million square mUes for
medium scale mapping. .
f. There are unfulfllled mapping production requirements for 20,000,000 square miles of
medium scale maps and 10.4 million square mUes of large scale maps.
g. Accurate mapping from satellites requires frame photography.
h. Use of conventional means to satisfy the outstanding mapping collection requirements is
not feasible from either the cost or operatioD8.1 viewpoints.
i. 3-inch SI photography (or better) correlated with panoramiC photography generally Is
required to produce medium scale maps.
j. The l2-inch SI photography from the HEXAGON will permit medium and large scale

mapping without correlated panoramiC photography.
k. Map production costs for the medium and large scale maps can be reduced using the
12-inch rather than the 3-inch materials at a rate of $ .45 million per million square
miles foI' medium scale and $3.0 million per million square miles for large scale.
1. Approximately $20 million associated with conventioD8.1 acquisition techniques can be
removed from the CIP during the FY 71-73 time period.
m. option II (3-inch SI initially with l2-inch incorporated later) is least desirable of the
three from both cost and engineering viewpoints.
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n. Maps of foreign areas produced from satellite photography are classified SECRET.

t -.

o. Security restrictions on satellite photography preclude full utilization of this material
to satisfy cooperative mapping agreements with foreign countries. RelaxatiOn of these
restrictions could result in further cost reductions in the DoD MC&G program.

!

p. Other federal agency programs can benefit from 12-inch SI photographic materials."
The study then recommended that all effort on the 3-inch SI camera ~ discontinued and that
funds be provided for the level of development engineerlog effort on the 12-inch SI camera and
vehicle integration needed to permit incorporation of the 12-inch SI camera Into the New Search
system in a block change subsequent to the early flights of the system which would include only
the primary mission cameras (Option m).
The recommendation that the third option be exercised was approved by the Deputy Secretary
of Defense on 11 March 1968. On 12 March 1968 Dr. Alexander Flax, the Director of the NRC.
issued instructions to the HEXAGON program office to proceed with the development of the 12-lnch
SI camera and to terminate all work on the 3-inch camera. To support this ~ the
Deputy Secretary of Defense directed the Secretary of the Army to transfer _ _ of RDT&E
funds from the Army tQ the Air Force in each of fiscal years 1968 and 1969. ~. General William
Lt. Colonel William Williamson
Cassidy, Chief of Engineers, delivered a check for
of the NRO staff on 15 March 1968, which completed the birth pains of the 12-inch mapping
camera.·
.
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• As an aside, the process of obtaining program funding produced an Interesting vignette.
From meetings involving representatives from the Bureau of the Budget, OSD/Admlnlstration,
OSD/Systems Analysis, and DIA/MC&G, came the concensus that there was opportunity to trade
off existing conventional mapping collection to help pay for the 12-lnch Mapping System. The·
USQ-28 Hlgh Altltude Program employlog two RC-135 aircraft based at Forbes AFB, Kansas.
became the tradeoff candidate. As events materialized, the USQ-28 Program terminated before
the first Mapper flew on the HEXAGON.
Another tradeoff came later. By 1969, the costs associated with the 12-inch camera. along
with other components of the HEXAGON System, had increased for known and explainable reasons.
In a 19 May 1969 memorandum from Lt. Colonel Williamson to Dr. J. L. McLucas. DNRO.'
Williamson stated that "even with the projected total costs through FY 'l4 of about _
this approach is still more efficient and cheaper than the alternatives of considering a greatly
reduced mappiDg and charting capability at considerably more cost. The deciSion of the DDME
and DIA to stop the Rapid Combat Mapping Acquisition System (RACOMS) ~evelopment at an
estimated cost of _
has, in itself, offset the cost of continuing the 12-lnch Mapper
Program."
.
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System Configuration Changes
During the approximate 18-month time span between the proposal competition and the contract award, both government and contractors continued to study program requirements and
approaches. The major deviations between the configuration initially proposed and the first flight
hardware. were:
The film recovery concept. Itek had initially proposed a dual recovery vehlcle (RV)
configuration. This was looked at briefly but not pursued •.The SAFSP program office next
considered two approaches: (1) feeding the MeS film into each of the four panoramic camera
recovery vehicles; (2) having a separate recovery vehicle as an integral part of the mapping
camera system. As the study progressed, the advantages seemed to be heavily in favor of the
separate RV, these advantages being reflected in many areas-design, development, integration,
test operations, fllmprocessing, and product evaluation. Upon deciding in favor of the separate
RV approach, and after due consideration, SAFSP proposed using the General Electric Mark V
Satellite Reentry Vehicle (SRV) already proven on the GAMBIT program. In a message to Major
General John L. Martin on 12 September 1968, Dr. Flax approved the use of a modified Mark V
SRV to return the SI film.
Film selection. The film proposed for the terrain camera was the relatively high-speed
type 3401 which, with the lens proposed, would enable achievement of the minimum GRD (80 feet)
across the entire format without the requlrements to incorporate lmage motion compensation, thus
permitting the 1.0-cm grid reseau plate to be mounted as an integral part of the lens and ensuring
the stablUty of the metric calibration. Upon further evaluation it was decided that the incorporation of forward motion compensation (FMC) would provide growth potential for the Uli!e of higher
resolution films as they became available, so the FMC design was incorporated on the first flight
enabling the use of type 3400 film.
Filter selection. The ·lenswas to be protected from axial thermal gradients by an integral
thermal window which also would incorporate the Wratten 25 color and anti-vignetting filter.
~is was changed to a Wratten 21 filter effective with the first fiight system.
.
Stellar camera lens selection. The lens proposed for the stellar cameras was the 250-mmfocal-length, Wild f/1.8 Falconar. After additional study, it was determined that Itet had the
in-house capabutty to produce a lens that would be .more suitable for the job. This resulted in
ltek producing in-house 25 stellar lenses to accommodate the entire program (12 systems, two
each system, 1 spare).
Establlshing First Launch Schedule
As these contractual and technical details were being formalized, the subject of first launch
for the MCS was receiviug much· attention. Up to this point in time it had been generally postulated
that the earliest a mappiDg camera could be launched in the HEXAGON program would be on
. Satellite Vebicle Number 7 (SV -7). The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) had expressed a desire
to advance the availabiUty date of the first HEXAGON MeS coverage by interchanging the launch
schedule for vehicles number 6 (SV-6) aDd 7 (SV-7). DIA fully understood that this action, while
advancing the availability of initial MCS coverage by 3 months, would mean a 6-month period
between this first coverage and subsequent coverage which would start with vehicle mmber 8
(SV-8). It was Dr. Flax's understanding "that SV-7 was scheduled as backup to SV-6 and therefore it might be feasible to launch SV-7 in place of SV-6, and then SV-6, without serious impact
on the program, or incurring substantial cost increases." In a ·message to General John Martin
on 20 February 1969, Dr ..Flax asked for .a detailed analysis on the impact and cost of this proposed schedule change for the HEXAGON program.
, .
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The best approach for scheduling the first MCS flight was Dot immediately obvious. In the
ensuing months other combinations were looked at with respect to their impact on cost and
.schedule, and the question was still unsettled in mid-1971. In July 1971, SAFSP asked Lockheed
for cost estimates for "advancing the HEXAGON mapping camera launch by:
1. Installing the Mapping Camera on vehicle 6
2. Interehanging vehicles 6 and 7."
Taking Lockheed inputs, SAFSP advised the DNRO that their review indicated it would be cheaper
to modUy SV -6 to accept the MCS than the other approach cif interchanging vehicles 8 and 7. On
14 October, SAFSP advised Itek that "your first units are DOW scheduled to go on the 6th HEXAGON
launch which is currently scheduled for December 1972." But by October, due to increased interest
to obtain mapping camera photography at the earliest possible date, it was determined that the
MCS could in fact be launched on vehicle number 5 (SV -5) in January 1973 and without any omission
in the subsequent schedule of HEXAGON missions. The DNRO agreed to this approach.
NPICStatement of MCS Product Requirements

r1
J

As early as JUDe 1969, the National Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC) had formally
notified the DNRO that they planned to use the terrain product from the MeS to supplement the
search phase of intelligence production in areas outside the pan photography area, and it was
elEpected that some stellar reduction would be required. Their plans indicated that two copies of
the terrain material would. be needed and one copy of the stellar would be required to satisfy
intelligence requirements at NPIC.
MeS calibration Responsibllltles and Procedures

J

As to the responsiblllty for calibration of tl!e MCS, during a meeting held at ltek on 18,
19 June 1969, it was agreed by all particlpants that the U.S. Army Topographic Command
(TOPOCOM)* be tasked with this responsibUlty. DIA concurred with this decision and formally
tasked TOPOCOM to perform the function, requesting that DIA, NRC, and the HEXAGON SPO be
provided a descriptlon of the proposed calibration data reduction procedure by 15 August 1969.

1

During the ensuing months there were many informal and formal discussions on the approach
to calibration. Since the actUal requirement was considerably downstream, the question was
explored thoroughly before the calibration plan was announced.

J

By September 1971 agreements bad been reached on action items (from previous meetings
relative to calibration fUm processing and procedures). In a message (23 September 71) to
TOPOCOM (Serenus Dossl/Ralph Smith) and DNRC (Lt. Colonel Robert A. SchOW), SAFSP made
reference to agreements reached at a 30, 21 September meeting at TOPOCOM:
A. DMA's recommendation to process the film exposed at the calibration test facUlty, on site.
rather than at DMA, was concurred with, providing the folloWtni-eomltlons coUld be met:

(

J.

1. The FE 102 processor and chemistry must be qualified prior to use.
2. Delivery of the FE 102 processor and ancillary materials would be compatible with
the arrival of the qualification camera at the calibratlon slte. .
3. The adequacy of the stellar images for camera calibration would be determined by
on site inspection of the processed film by DMA personnel •.

\
.....

4. calibration fUm processlnJ would be accomplished by DMA personnel•

*TOPOCOM merged into DMA in 1972.
1
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B. In order to expedite the qualification of the FE 102 processor and chemistry, SAFSP
would insure that sample film from system testing would be delivered as soon as
possible.
C. Vacuum window distortion data and error ellipse data would be transmitted to DMA as
soon as possible.
D. Film !specifications, to include the math model and mensuration techniques, which would
be used by DMA for all HEXAGON frame calibrations, would be furnished to SAFSP, Itek,
and DMA on/about 1 October.
The referenced message then scheduled another meeting at SAFSP on 14-15 October to affect
final coordination on the following items:
A. Specifications for the mensuration of stellar images obtained at the calibration site.
B. Math model to be used for the 12-inch camera calibration.
As to the possible methods of collecting data for MCS calibration, there were from the
beginning two basic options under consideration. These were:
1. Prenlght: collection of star images with the night systems from a suitable observatory
site.
2. Inflight:
a. Photograph a controlled test range
b. Pitch the vehicle and photograph the stars with all three cameras simultaneously.
There was never any doubt as to the wisdom or the necessity of the prenight data collection;

It was JuSt a matter of site selection and preparation, and working up the procedures. * Nor were

there any arguments against photographing a controlled test range, although It was recognized that
some additional preparation would be required. In May 1972, TOPOCOM was in the process of
service testing the aerial SMAC program. This program was designed to solve for rigorous
calibration of alllnterior and exterior relative orientation parameters. Since the interior relative
orientation parameters (XP, YP, and focal length) are highly correlated to the vebicle position, It
would be necessary to bave an extremely precise (2 to 5 meters) ephemeris over the controlled
range. The necessity to deploystx geoceivers strategically located around the Bar XC range was
considered highly desirable in order to accurately track the HEXAGON missions. This number
of trackers had been verified with simulations conducted by Naval Weapons Laboratory (NWL). In
full concurrence with the necessity of photographing the Bar XC range (equipped with geoceivers),
SAFSP In a July 1972 message to the NRC) requested approval of funds to purchase the geocelvers
for the Bar XC test range and additional funds for visual edge match comparators and associated
equipment for TOPOCOM.t Other details (not insignificant) to be worked"out were the software
preparations to assure proper execution of the Bar XC photography.
The third option, i.e., pitching the vehicle in flight to obtain star photography with all three
cameras simultaneously, did, as one might readlly suspect, receive the most deUberation.

*Details of site selection, preparation, and procedures are discussed in "Preflight
Calibration," further in this section.
tOn 3 August 1972, the NRO approved the request to purchase the geoceivers, but disapproved the purchase of VEM equipment on the understanding ''that the visual edge match comparators are not mission ~ssential and ~rangements can be made by TOPOCENTER to use
existing equipment at other organizations."
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The pitch option offered an excellent potential, since the data for calibration would represent the
system configuration after having exPerienced the launch environment. But there was an element
of risk-there were significant technical unknowns (at the time) and potential operational problems
associated with the maneuver. It was finally decided, however, that the potential attractiveness of
this option warranted at least the incorporation of the capabllity in the camera system to handle
the program. Silice this involved both hardware and software additions requiring early inCorporation into the program, the decision was made to develop the capability, and delay the decision to
actually do the m.a:oeuver until a later date after more experience with the HEXAGON vehicle bad
been g8iDed.

I

MCS Block I Procurement
The first buy of mapping cameras,commonly referred to as Block I, Was for six flight
systems, a prototype (or engineering model), and a qualification system. But on 19 May 1979,
SAFSP formally directed Itek "not to undertake the procurement necessary to fabricate the sixth
flight mapping camera. In Ueu of fabrication of the sixth flight unit, ltek shall refurbish the qual
unit as required for the sixth mapping camera launch."
MCS Software Development

1
\

By November 1970, ltet had defined the MCS hardware/software limitations and advised
SAFSP via a 19 November message as noted below:
A. Operating time constraints (violation may cause degradation of thermal control) •.
AI. Four hours maximum. in ascent mode (A-mode). Ailow one-half hour OFF after
four-bour operating period.
A2. Fifteen ON commands maximum per rev and forty ON commands maximum per day.

1

I

A3. Twenty-flve minutes maximum operating time per rev and fifty minutes maximum
operating time per day. The maximum operating time per rev shall not be repeated
on successive revs. .
A4. Main bus power shall not be removed during pre-launch or orbital time phases.
B.. camera response constraints. (Violation may cause loss of frame following command
change or loss of synchronization.)
Bl. R faC?tor (FV/H)* update increment shall not exceed one unit. Update rate shall not
exceed three units per frame period.
B2. Overlap changes sball not be commanded while camera is operating.
B3. R factor (FV/B) shall DOt exceed 82 wben 78 percent overlap is commanded.
C. Rellablllty constraints. (Violation may cause loss of redundant operational capability.)
Cl. Do not command B-mode except in event of faUure.

1.

L

i

0. Do not command secondary controls (ones in 4 bits VSPC) except in event of fallure.
C3.Do not command EDAP to secondary except in event of failure.
C4. Do not command emergency enable, thermal shutter cap except in event of failure.

*FV/H: forward velocity divided by. height.
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O. Mission planning constraints. (Violation may cause unnecessary loss of fUm or degradation of photographic performance).
01. Command operate OFF when leaving day light segment of each rev.
02. Avoid operating when sun is within 15 degrees of either stellar lens field.
D3. Do not command material change detector (MCD) search ON except for final one

inch of terrain fUm supply radius, and unless calibration maneuver is planned.
04. Do not command calibration mode (C-mode) except in calibration attitude. Calibration maneuver shall be performed only on dark side of earth with moon outside all
fields of view.

05. Do not command 3-millisecond terrain exposure option.
06. Run film to depletion at end of mission before cut/seat.
07. Do not operate camera outside the V /II range, 0.0165 to 0.0566 radians per second.

08. Optimum terrain resolution is obtained in north to south pass, near polar orbit.
i

i

Incorporation of Wobble Roller

"

On 12 February 1971 SAFSP informed the DNRO that recently they had determined that the
GE RV structure did not provide adequate rigidity to maintain the film path alignment through the
launch environment. It had become necessary, therefore, for Itek to incorporate a wobble-roller
mechanism to maintain the requlred alignment and dimensional tolerances in the film path. Two
solutions bad been possible to maintain the fUm path alignment: (1) make the RV structure more
rigid, or (2) have Itek design a wobble-roller to accommodate the increased tolerances. The latter

decision was made.
Early Plans for Block n Procurement
Long before the first mapping camera had been launched, plans were already in process for
a follow-on buy of six additional units.

Mr._

In' a message dated 17 May 1971, the SAFSP contracting officer, Colonel Charles C.
McBride, Jr. advised Lt. Colonel Schow and
in the NRO of the following planning
factors for the next buy of mapping cameras from Itek:
Procurement: Four complete systems plus two sets of components
Configuration: Same as Block I
Schedule:'
1 July 71
1 Sept 71
1 Oct 71
1 July 73
15 June 74
1 Oct 74
1 Feb 75
1 June 75
1 Oct '75
1 Feb '76

Request for proposal
Proposal due
Contract negotiations
First item delivery date (7th mapping camera)
Flight date 7th Mapping Camera (l3th HEXAGON vehicle)
Flight date 8th Mapping Camera
Flight date 9th Mapping Camera
Flight date 10th Mapping Camera
Flight date 11th Mapping Camera
Flight Date 12th Mapping Camera
BIF-059W·23422/S2
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As to fundlng, the flscall971 flDanctal plan made provisions for inittallong-lead procurement
actions for raw glass related to follow-on HEXAGON flights 13 through 18 (MCS flights 7 to 12).
These funds were to be used primarUy for glass procurement from Schott, glass polishing, and
developing a second source for encoders to replace Sequential Corporation which had gone bankrupt.
On 10 June 1971, Itelc was authorized to procure long-lead time items in parallel with the
preparation of the Block U proposal! Following the usual fact-finding and negotlations, SAFSP
Issued a contract to nek on 7 December 1971 for the six additional systems.

Proposal for MeS Improved Design
In the early months of 1971, dialogue between DMA, SAFSP, and Itelc had revealed several
areas of possible improvements to future HEXAGON systems. Itek had performed preliminary
studies that revealed the possibility of increasing the dynamic resolution by a factor of 2 (94 lines/
mm AWAR). This required a new lens design of the same tocallength (12 inches) with an aperture
of f/4. The new lens would permit the use of slower but higher resolution film than was presently
planned and thereby Significantly lmprove the resolution of the system. Rek believed that a lens
could be designed with such increased resolution and yet maintain or reduce the total distortion in
the lens system. The option to include color correction was also avaUable.

DMA encouraged a feasiblllty study for a primary lens design, providing at least a two-time
. increase in resolutlon, coupled with studies for reducing the blur rate. The physical dimenSions
for the new lens should remain near current values to avoid major system revislons as a re,sult of
weight and space limitations. The preliminary analysis indicated that with the increased resolution the photography would support the 20-meter relative contour interval with a significant safety
. margin. The doubled resolution would permit:
1. The. photographic compilation to be performed at a greater enlargement than. previously
p1aDned. This would allOW, theoretically, twice the compilation scale and thereby half the ground
error in the final map product. Therefore, DMA should approach the capabUlty of compUlDg a
10-m.eter interval as specified in the approved USIB requirements.

'1

(
I.

L

2. The photographic compilation of the 20 meters case would be expedited since the input
photography would not have to be enlarged to meet the accuracy requirements. This reduced
enlargement factor would allow more ground area to be compiled per unit time.
3. The dependence on the panoramic photography for additional detaU would diminish and in
many areas be eliminated entirely wUh the increased information content that the new lens would
provtde. This would lower the MeIlG requirements for panoramic camera coverage which should
be of distinct benefit to the intelligence commWlity.
By August 19'12 the feasibllity study for incorporating an improved lens system into the
HEXAGON Mapping Camera had been completed. The study indicated that an f/4 lens could be
incorporated which would increa8e the dynamic resolution of the camera by approximately 70
percent for the AWAR and 40 percent for the minimum resolution, to AWAR/min values of about
85/50 for black and white imagery on EK 3414 film. This would significantly.reduce the amount of
map detall which must be obtained from panoramic photography and would improve the vertical
mapping acc~racy. In addition, the f/4 lens would have a spectral band-pass capablllty. which would
be compattble with 80-242 color fUm. If the users bad a requirement for color, the f/4 lens would
provide color photography with about the same resolution (50/36) which the current lens provided
using black and white film.
.
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In a message on 16 August 19'12, SAFSP suggested to the NRO that it was time to decide
whether this development should be incorporated into the system, or dropped. The optimum
schedule for the incorporation would be:

"Now through early 19'13-contractor study specific configurations, performance, manufacturing techniques, and the effect on existing Aerospace Ground equipment (AGE).
Early

19'13~Government

evaluation

Mid-1973-Intttate contract for next lot of Mapping Cameras to include the improved lens
Mid-19'15-Delivery of first f/4 camera
Mid-1976-Flight of first f/4 camera."
SAFSP stated that a. firm decision could be deferred unm FY '14, but that in order to protect
the option, they should "now be conducting the specific configuration studies."
It is not clear from the records, or from recollection, exactly what transpired from this .
time forward in a step-by-step sequence relative to this proposal. The important thing from a
historical point of view is that the improvement program, as proposed, was not activated. However,
as described in Section 8, system capabUity was increased significantly (approximately doubled in
film footage and resolution) as the program progressed, with relatively minor and inexpensive
modifications being made to the camera system to accommodate the use of higher resolution and
thinner base films •
. Pressure Makeup System (PMS)
The compartmentlng of space within contractor facUlties to physically sepa~te classified .
programs, together with communication restrictions imposed (for security reasons) on personnel
within contractor facUlties and government program offices, sometimes causes the wheel to be
invented more than once. This might have been the case in the early design and development days
of the ~lng camera, had it not been for the continuity of experienc~ personnel in both government and Itek. One example was the method of addressing the problem of electrostatic discharge,
commonly called "corona marking," which can result when film is transported over rollers in a
near-zero pressure environment. The MeS contractor team had initially proposed that the marking
problem could be controlled satisfactorily via passive means only, i.e., by the selection of suitable
roller material and adequate testing. To those who had lived through the nightmare of electrostatic
marking problems on previous space programs, specifically CORONA and DISIC, the thought of
using the passive approach alone was not onlyextremeiy risky, but unnecessary. Although, through
the brute force approach of roller material selection and arduous testing, Itek had learned to
eliminate or minimize to an acceptable level the marking in the CORONA system,· in the latter
years of the CORONA program a backup system was provided by the integrating contractOr;
Lockbeed, which provided high assurance that the processed fUm would be free of this potentially
catastrophic problem. Basically, the pressure makeup unit, t known generally as PMU, included a
storage supply of dry nitrogen gas, orifices of varying sizes and the controls necessary to dispense
the gas upon command. Testlng for corona marking was done in a vacuum environment in three
• The technique developed on the CORONA program was later made available to the DIBIC
prop-am.
tIn the CORONA program, this installation was known as "pressure makeup unit (PMU);"
on the HEXAGON program, "pressure makeup system (PMS)."
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steps: first, at the subassembly level to obtain the selection of rollers which provided minimal
or no marking, then at subsystem level in the Itek vacuum chamber under simulated PMU conditions, and finally, at the full system level in the integrating contractor facUity.Pressure sweeps
were made using various size orifices which provided a range of chute pressures varying from a
few microns to 100 microns. Since each system had its own personality, the orifice which provided
the pressure range best suited to the individual system was selected and installed for flight.
After this information had been brought to the foreground by the "old timers" (such as
Grant D. Ross, Field Operatlon MaDager for Itek, and Lt. Colonel Albert W. Johnson, SAFSP), tbe .
decision was made to incorporate a pressure makeup system for the mapping camera.
It was not immediately clear as to the best approach for developing and installing the PMS.
The initial thought was to make this the responsibility of the camera contractor, and pursuant to
this approach, SAFSP sent a message to Itek on 22 July 1971 directing the incorporation of a
pressure makeup system into the prototype and flight systems. But after further discussions
between SAFSP and the co~tractors (Itek and Lockheed), this responsibility appeared to fall more
naturally to Lockheed, since they b~ the experience of the pressure makeup units on the CORONA
program and also, the obvious location for the PMS gas storage spheres and dispensing system
was in the Lockheed AuxUIary Payload Structure Assembly (APSA).

On 10 September 1971 SAFSP requested via message that Lockheed submit an ECP "to
provide.and install pressure makeup hardware in the mapping camera module." In response,
Lockheed submitted ECP's for the design and qualification of a PMS, and modifications of the
APSA to accommodate installation of the hardware. The PMS would "provide for the stol'8.P. of
high pressure nitrogen and the ON/OFF control of the release of the nitrogen in response to
commands from a using system." To develop and qualify the PMS, a prototype unit and a qualification unit would ~ wembled for the test program and acceptance tests and.qualificatlon tests
would be performed. Lockheed emphasized that the qualification tests must be expedited to
support delivery of the flight units, stating "the authorization to proceed is needed no later than
1 November 1971 to support already tight sc~edules for APSA delivery."

1

To summarize this subject, with both contractors vigorously pursuing their areas of respon ...
sibutties in fabrication, qualificatton, test, and analysis of pressure sweep data to select the
optimum orifice for flight, the pressure makeup system was ready for the first MCS night. and
performed successfully throughout the program.
TWo Additional Mapping cameras
In early 1972. the NRC was giving some thought.to the procurement of two additional mapping
camera systems to be flown on vehicles 17 and 18. In March 1972,respondtng to an NRC request,
contractors submitted planning estimates for this proposed follow-on program.

J

l

The idea was kept alive and by 1975 deflnitive actions were being taken to formalize this
follow-on effort. On 14 March 1975. via message to SAFSP and DMA Headquarters, the NRO
advised "it has been decided to procure two more .Mapping Camera Systems for HEXAGON ·SV-17
and 18. in order to encourage the contractor to maintain a bidding capabtllty through October 1975."
The message further stated that this did not as yelhave congressional approval and.that a firm
commitment and contracting for these units must be delayed untll approval was given (expected in
October 1975). That if congressional approval were obtained, the·NRO would be committed to buy
the additional units (ODe in FY 76 and one in FY 77). The message emphasized that SAFSP was not
authorized to commit NRO funds to support the plan pendlng congressional approval. Then OD
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1 AprU 1975 a message was sent from the NRO (HUl/Wheeler) to SAFSP (General Bradburn)
stating "in view of the limned avaUabUlty of FY 75 funds and the overriding requirement for the
capabUity to acquire thefollow-on mapping cameras for HEXAGON vehicles 17 and 18, you are
authorized to apply minimum FY 75 NRP funds not to exceed_ to meet this requirement."
The intent was to'limit the application of these funds primarUy to long-lead items since a definitive
contractual acquisition of the mapping cameras would have been delayed until congressional action
took place on the FY 76 budget.
On 11 April 1975, the contractor was authorized to proceed as directed by the message. By
October 1975, however, authorization to proceed was not forthcoming and all efforts were stopped.
In short, there were no more mapping cameras built for the HEXAGON program beyond Block II.

Mes Testing to First Flight
Following the formal program turn-on in 1969, all associate contractors had proceeded
along individual time lines of engineering, hardware procurement, subassembly, and test to bring
all of the major subassemblies together in a timely schedule for system testing and launch. As
stated previously, Lockheed, the HEXAGON integrating contractor, would build the Auxlliary
Payload Structure Assembly (APSA) to which would be mounted the Itek Mapping Camera Assembly, the Lockheed pressure makeup system, the Doppler beacon system buUt by Applied
PhYSics Laboratory (APL) and supplied GFE to the white contract, and the General Electric
recovery vehicle. The modified Mark V RV provided by General Electric would house the Itek fUm
takeup assemblies.
By January 1972, three unlts, having reached significant stages in the schedule, were being
tracked closely on the Itek project office weekly status reports. The prototype in the APSA was
essentially complete. A minor change to the terrain transport had been required to allow access
to the upper areas of the camera without removal from the APSA. Initial film tracking runs were
scheduled for the last week in January. The qualification unit was through system updating. Distortion boresight test unit (DBTU) tests had been conducted, assembly and retracktng on the system
dolly was underway, and Main Instrument System Electrical Assembly (MISEA) temperature tests
were scheduled to Start on 23 January. The first production unit, known in nek circles as' "P-1,"
had completed a limited f\DIctional test, with installation of an updated rotary abutter. Engineering
debug and checkout of the main instrument was expected to be completed by 21 January. A customer buy-off meeting of the first production unit was .ched~ed to start on 1 February 1972.

On 16 February. a failure in the Itek dynamic resolution test (DRT) chamber put serious
perturbatlons in the schedule, resulting in the necessity to interchange flight units. The DRT
fallure resulted in back-streaming of 011 during the testing of P-1, coating the unit with oil to the
extent that it was necessary to initlate a complete rebuild plan. (Needless to say. the chamber
vacuum system was also rebuilt and modified so that this failure could not recur.) In addition to
the flight unlt perturbatlons, the failure caused a vacuum chamber bottleneck in the program
qualification testing. This problem was resolved by moving the 60-day thermal vacuum qualifica;.
tion test to another chamber, i.e., the ICE" chamber in the Perkin-Elmer Danbury, Conn. facility.
By 12 May 1972 the prototype unit had been shipped to the Lockheed facility building 156,
being set up for thermal vacuum testing. The P-1 unit (now S/N;'OO3),havlng completed calibration
tests at Clou~croft, was delivered to Lockheed on 15 May 1972 to start f\DIctional testing. The
qualification unit was In orbital thermal vacuum (OTV) testing scheduled to' be completed during the
third week in May. At thls time another system, P-2 (S/N-004) began to show up on the weekly
status reports. DBTU testing and main instrument vibration was completed on 17 May, and the
system was being set up for functional teSt prior to MISEA temperature test~
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During the last week in June the prototype was installed on the HEXAGON SV -5 unit in
building 156, with electromagnetic interference (EMI) testing scheduled to begin the first week in
August. (The SV-5 vehicle was to go on a 6-day-work-week, 10-hours-a-day, double-shift schedule
starting on 19 July through 20 October.) P-l (S/N-003) was experiencing stellar transport problems, thus delaying the completion of tracking tests. The qualification unit (SIN-OOI) had completed the main instrument hot shake and second photobaseline test, and was scheduled for shipment to the Perkin-Elmer facility the last week in June. P-2 (S/N-004), having completed the
second baseline on 16 June, was in the MISEA hot shake, scheduled to be completed by 23 June.
The fifth unit, P-3 (s/N -005), now coming into prominence, was in MISEA temperature test
scheduled for completion on 24 June.
As of 21 August the prototype was on hold awaiting the start of EM! testing. P-l (S/N-003)
had completed acoustic and post-acoustic functional testing and waS scheduled, for thermal vacuum
testing, which was to start on 25 August. P-2 (S/N-004), with platen centering and FMC problems
reSOlved, was in altitude thermal vacuum (ATV) testing, scheduled to be shipped to Cloudcroft on
25 August. P-3 (S/N-005), undergoing engineering evaluation of technical problems with the
terrain transport, forward motion compensatton (FMC) assembly, and the rotary shutter was
scheduled to start ATV tests on 23 August. The qualification unit started the 60-day simulation
test in the Perkin-Elmer chamber on 8 AUgust, but the test was h.alted due to chamber problems
(leaking cold panel feed lines). The problems were resolved and the test resumed on 3 August
with a projected completion date of 12 October.

1

i
\.

By late December 1972, P-l (S/N-003) had completed both the A-I and A-2 vacuum chamber
tests in the system configuration at Lockheed, and was scheduled for a launch date of 15 February
1973. P-2 (S,IN-004) was scheduled to undergo acoustic testing at the module level starting on
2 January to be available for a system mate date of 9 January. P-3 (S/N-005) was undergoing
various module level testing at Lockheed and Scheduled for a system. mate date of 29 January.
P-4 (S/N-006) at the Itek factory had completed main instrument vibration and the second photobaseline tests. The qualification unit completed the 60-day simulation in the Perkin-Elmer chamber
on 12 October. It was then shipped to Cloudcroft on 29 November for final calibration, and upon
completion of these tests was returned to the factory for refurbishment. The prototype; having
completed scheduled testing, had been on inactive status at Lockheed since September.
By 26 January 1973, P-l (S,IN-003) had completed final loading and pre-ship confidence testAll work at Lockheed had been completed and the system buttoned up, still scheduled for
launch on 15 February. P-2 (S/'N-004) was experiencing problems with the pressure makeup system. It was anticipated that these problems would be resolved to enable start of the A-I thermal
vacuum testing on 7 February. P-3 (S/'N-005), having experienced problems with the terrain
camera transport was rescheduled for system mate on 20 February. P-4 (S/N-006), following
engineering 1nvestigation and testing of rotary shutter and stellar camera transport problems, was
scheduled to resume thermal cycle testing on 26 January. P-5 (S,IN-002) had completed DBTU
testing and was scheduled to start photobaseline testing in the Itek DRT on 26 January. The qualification unit refurbishment of major subsystems was in progress at Itek. The prototype was
shipped from .Lockheed back to the Itek factory on 8 January.
ing.

During February, the APSA with P-l (S/N-003) bad to be demated from SV-5 to make a
repair on the recovery vehicle. This necessitated installing a new flight load and repeating the
final performance test. It was shipped to Vandenburg OD 21 February for a newly scheduled launch
date of 8 March. The P-2 (S/N-004) test progress was sttu being gated by associate contractor
problems with the A-l testing scheduled two or three times; however, as of 23 February the start
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of A-I test preparations was still to be ~termined. P-3 (S/N-004) completed vacuum testing on
8 February and it was anticipated that this unit should be ready well in advance of the then
scheduled 2 April mate date. As subsequent testing progressed smoothly, a new mate date of
15 March was anticipated. Thermal cycle testing of P-4 (S/N-006) was delayed due to additional
stellar transport problems. Following engineering investigation, rework, and retest of the transport, the thermal cycle test was started (or resumed) on 12 February and completed 14 February.
The system was next scheduled Into the DRT for altitude thermal vacuum tests. P-5 (S/N-002)
completed first and second photobaseline testing in February and was scheduled to complete thermal
cycles tests on 28 February. Refurbishment of the qualUication unit was still in progress.
P-l (S/N-003) was successfully launched on 9 March 1973, two HEXAGON systems earlier
than was originally thought possible. The orbital performance of this system and subsequent
systems, along with major hardware or program changes, are covered in Section 7, "Operational
Considerations and Statistics/'
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MAPPING CAMERA SYSTEM (Fig. 2-1) HARDWARE AND TEST CYCLE
Configuration
The wide variety of MC&G products required for Department of Defense (DoD), military,
and intelligence community users led to establishing requirements for the HEXAGON Mapping
Camera System (Table 2-2). These requirements in turn dictated the MCS basic design.8
Table 2-2 - HEXAGON Mapping Camera Requirements
Coverage
1. 16 million square nautical miles of denied areas
2. World-wide mapping coverage of free world at a rate of 10 million square
nautical miles per year
Accuracy
Sufficient accuracy and resolution to permit compilation of large and medium
scale topographic maps and aeronautical charts

}

Reference Orbit
92.5-nm perigee
Mission Duration
45 days for the first two flight units
60 days for remaining flight units
(As the program progressed, mission duration increased beyond requirements, achieving 118 days on each of the last two missions.)
Me Ground Coverage
70-Dm width at 92.5-nm altitude
Triple overlap photography with quadruple overlap at altitudes over 100 nm
-(70 and 78 percent forward overlap per exposure, respectively)
Terrain Camera Resolution (92.5-nm altitude)
GRD: 45 ft maximum, 35-ft area-weighted average (3400, W-21)
26 ft maximum, 2O-ft area-weighted average (3414, W-12)
Camera Geometry
Terrain camera calibration precision: 2 micrometers
Angular relationship between terrain and stellar cameras' (knee angle) calibrated
to precision of 3 arc -seconds
Base-to-height ratio of 0.9 to 1.0 (triple or quadruple overlap)
Terrain Mensuration
Object point locations accuracy: 4 micrometers

j

Terrain Exposure
Selectable: 3, 6, or 12 milliseconds (3400, W-21)
6, 12, or 24 milliseconds (3414, W-12)
Re liability
0.97 for 30-day mission
0.997 for initial operation on -orbit

(
l_
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Table 2-2 - HEXAGON Mapping Camera Requirements (Cont.)
Environmental Control
Active temperature control of camera unit at 73 =1°F within passively controlled
APSA spacecraft of 38 to 70°F
Telemetry
PCM/FM telemetry data providing complete coverage from lalDlch through
completion
Timing
Processing and distribution of time codes and sequencing functions
1.0-millisecond absolute accuracy from interface clo~
O.I-miUisecond relative accuracy between frames from internal MC clock
The vertically mounted 12-inch-focal-Iengtb, f/6 terrain camera, providing a 74-degree
in-track and 4O-degree cross-track field angle, furnished the base-to-beigbt ratiO, scale, and
accuracy necessary to compile the desired 1:50,000 scale map manuscripts. The 10-inch-focallength, f/2 stellar cameras provided the short exposure and point-to-point separation necessary
for angle recovery from star imagery.
The orientation of the stellar lenses, selected after a careful tradeoff study, represented
. a best compromise of such considerations as all-attitude orientation sensitivity, minimization
of horizon flare, and minimization of direct view of the 8lDl (for north to south passes). The use
of two stellar cameras ensured that the required attitude determination would be obtainable
UDder all expected starfield population conditions. In the event of a failure of one of the stellar
cameras, sufficient data could be acquired from the remaining camera to provide degraded metric
information.
Together, the Main Instrument (MI), Doppler beacon subsystem (DBS), satellite reentry
vehicle (SRV), and the Auxiliary Payload structure Assembly (APSA) made up the mapping camera
module (MCM). The major assemblies of the MC system are shown in Fig. 2-2.
Physical Characteristics
Dimensions and weight for the MC System are presented in Table 2-3. Since few of the
assemblies are rectangular in shape, the box of maximum rectangular dimensions is given for
the various assemblies.
Lens Systems
Terrain Lens
The prototype terrain lens produced by Itek during the Geodetic Orbital Phote>gra.phic
Satellite System (GOPSS) contract met the GOPSS mission requirements 1Dcludtng ground resolution
and wide field angle. This lens syStem utilized a total of eleven elem&s and three aspheric
surfaces. Maximum radial distortion of the image was over 1 mm.

Design improvements were made to optimize the lens performance for the MC mission:
1. Readjustments were made which resulted in a decrease in on-axis resolution, but an
increase in AWAR and minimum resolution. This adjustment provided more uniform image
quality throughout the format since the accuracy of stereoscopic height measurements is greater
BIF-059W-23422/82
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Fig. 2-1 - Mapping Camera System
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when the conjugate images are of the same resolution level. Additionally, the error in measurement is nearly proportional to the difference in resolved distances between the two conjugate
frames.
2. Geometric distortion was reduced drastically to simplify map compilation procedures
and increase the accuracy of MC&G products.

3. The spectral band of the lens was broadened to permit photography with shorter exposure
times for reduced dynamic smear.
.
4. The aspheric was eliminated from the underside of the reseau plate thus permittiDg
motion of the plate for FMC without introducing sec()J1d-order optical misalignments. In addition,
the reseau plate material was changed. to fused silica for thermal insensitivity.
5. The length and weight of the lens were reduced to simplify packaging and to permit
a more rigid assembly.
6. The number of elements and aspheric surfaces were reduced for economy of production.

Table 2-3 - PhYSical Characteristics of the MC System
(dimensions in inches, weight in pounds)
Height
(Z Axis)

Assembly

.

\

<.

Width

(YAxis)

Length
(X Axis)

Weight

Main Jnstrument
Stellar and Terrain
Takeup (empty)

34
21

34
18

31
14

339.0
20.8

MISEA
EDAP
+y stellar light baffle*
-y stellar light baffle*

16
5
27
27
3
17
14
6

17.5
17.5
26
. 26
12
18.5
6
2.5

27
22
52
52
21
17

Terrain thermal shutter
Terrain supply (empty)
stellar supply (empty)
Stellar supply servo amp
System harness
Terrain 9.5-inch
film on spool
Stellar 70-mm
film on spool
Chutes (9.5-inch

13.3

9~8

13.3

96.0
31.5
20.0
20.0
5.7
19.0
19.5
1.0
30.0
57.0

11.7

3

11.7

13.2

-

and 70-mm)

MC System

-

17

2.5

-

-

-

-

19.2

83

87

86

691.9

* Light baffle dimensions are given in maximum rectaagular box dimensions

not keyed to the system axes.
!

L

MC System dimensions are given as a totally integrated configuration into the
APSA.. Height given is from bottom ~ MISEA. to top of SRV. Width given is
from extremities of light baftlesin final configuration.

I

.

'.
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Fig. 2-2 - Mapping Camera major assemblies
The evolution of lens performance from the GOPSS design to the MC capability is shown in
Table 2-4.
Table 2-4 - Evolution of Terrain Lens Design
MC

GOPSS
1. Resolution (l/mm, 2: 1 contrast)
Film
Filter
AWAR

Minimum
2. Distortion (maXimum), micrometers
3. Relative weights
4. Number of power elements
5. Number of aspherics
6. Reseau
7. Total length, inches
8. Number of air-glass surfaces -<no window)
9. f-number
10. Focal length, inches
11. Field of view, degrees full

3400
21
50.2
25
1,000
1.0
11
3
Asph.

28.2
14
6.0
12.0
80.0

3400
21
' 53
40
26
0.92
8
1
Flat
25.2
12
6.0
12.0
80.0

3414, SO-315
12
100
70
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The final lens design is shown in Fig. 2-3 and the lens specifications are listed in Table 2-5.

Fig. 2-3 - 12-inch metric lens
Table 2 -5 - Terrain Lens Specification
Focal length, inches
Aperture '
Format, inches
Field of view, degrees
Distortion, micrometers

12

f/6, T/14*
9 x 18

80
100

Radial, max
Tangential, -

max

20

Static resolution, l/mm
AWAR (EK-3400 film)
Minimum (EK-3400 film)
Film type/filter
'Weight, poUDds
OVerall length, inches
N~r of elements

50

38
EK-3414/W-12
186
24.4
8 powered plus window, filter,
and reseau plate

*T /number does not include filter factor

1"
Stellar Lenses

1
f

L

Since the stellar cameras determined the augular position of the Me at the instant of
exposure, theol'etlcally by must acquire at least two known stars. In practice, 10 to 20 stars of
known position were necessary to allow determiDation of pitch, roll, and yaw attitudes with
requisite accuracy. In order to acquire this number of stars, the stellar cameras must have
sufficient seDSitivity to image stars of 8th magnitude and brighter. Mensuration errors aDd star
catalog errors were the principle limitations in accuracy determination. Since these errors were
I

.
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independent.~

random, they could be minimized by imaging a large number of stars in the
stellar format. A wide-angle lens was desirable to increase the number of stars imaged, and to
furnish accurate determination of all three orientation angles in cases where one of the two
lenses was inoperative due to automatic capping against solar impingement. A large aperture
lens was required to record the necessary stellar magnitude in as short an exposure time as
possible. The lens focal length should be similar to the terrain leDS focal length so that equivalent mensuration errors would result in equivalent contributions to attitude determination error
from all three lenses.
The initial lens considered for the stellar cameras was the Wild f/l.8 Falconar with a
248-mm focal length aDd effective field angle of 25 degrees. Initiallnvestigations predicted that
the Falconar leDS would be capable of fUrnishiDg the desired accuracy and sensitivity for the
required stellar acquisition. However, subsequent tests revealed that the lens would not provide
the imagery required and, in. effect, it did not perform to expectations.
ltek then initiated a design effort which resulted in the stellar lens ~ was implemented
in the Me. Since the camera design was advanced at the point this decision was made, the mechanical interface of the new lens was CODStrained to be similar to the Falconar. The final lens design
is shown in Fig. 2 -4.

The m01Dlted stellar lens envelope (see Fig. 2-5) was 5.5 inches outside diameter, and
in length. The mounted lens weighed 19.3 pounds ..

13.8in~es

The stellar lens assembly consisted of a two-part cell; the main section was basically
cylindricalaod provided the flange interface with the terrain camera structure. A rear section
accommodated the rectangular reseau element, aDd was machined at final assembly to poSition
the reseau surface at the optimum vacuum focal plane. Spacer rings were machined 80 the air
gap between elements could be adjusted as required to opti~ze photographic performancefot
variations in indices of refraction and fabricated element dimeDSions •. The optical elements were
retained in the cell by means of circumferential mylar shims and threaded retaining rings. The
cell material was fabricated from beryllium, which provided lightness and high structural rigldity.
The thermal expansion coefficient of beryllium closely matches that of the optical elements, thus it
prevented undue strain on the glass elements through the anticipated thermal excursions.

.

( .
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IO-inch stellar lens
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Fig. 2-5 - stellar Ie. structure
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MECHANICAL DESCR,WTION

Inherent to the mapping camera design was the ability to maintain the overall metric error
to 0.8 micrometer between two frames over a 60-day operating period. To maintain the knee
aogle error to 2.6 arc-seconds, it was essential that the mechanical mating of subassembUes
IID4 reproduCible, particularly the terrain and stellar lens systems. To ensure this
integrity, the mapping camera structural design concentrated on the center section of the camera
assembly (see Fig. 2-6) to which the terrain and stellar cameras were attached. The center section
thus became the integrating structural element of the mapping camera. A rectangular magnesium
baseplate attached to the upper end of the center section (as shown in the figure) provided the actual
interface between the mapping camera and the APSA through three kinematic mounts which isolated
the camera from APSA. deformations.
was accurate

Rotary shutter

mounting surface

Terrain
lower
cell

--_Lf

mounting surface

. Base pJate
showing kinematic
mounts

Fig. 2-6 -

Me center structure and mechanical interface

I
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Terrain Camera
The terrain leDS pointed downward on orbit aDd imaged the ground scene onto the 9- by
lS-inch format (lS-inches in-track). Fig. 2-7 shows the mechanical arramgement of the terrain
camera. The transport aDd platen press, located above the image plane, adVanced the 9.5 -inch
film into the exposure Station and clamped the film to the flat rear surface of the lens (reseau
plate) during exposure. The reseau plate conta.iDed a matrix of tick marks (+) which were used to
compeuate for film distortion. The reseau plate was attached to the lens body through flexures
wbich maintained precise axial and lateral alignment but. allowed the plate aDd film to move along
the flight path for FMC. Four projectors in the leDS housing imaged fiducial marks at the corners
of the format at the instant of ezposure. These marks precisely located the moving terrain image
with respect to the calibrated reference frame of the optics. The time at wblch the fiducials flashed

...r--~-JleteriDC

roll

~~~~_~Drlve mecball1sm IIIId

'-,.,

atarwheel ....mbl,.

IIIda roll

l»latenpr...

1

l

l
Fig. 2-7 - Terrain camera mechanical arraugement
.
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was recorded in bina.ry code on the data block at one edge of the format (Fig. 2-8). This recorded
time was used in determining the spacecraft position through the orbital ephemeris. The high
speed rotating disc shutter and capping blade were located within the lens (between the lens) to
control the exposure.
The actual terrain camera photographic system was comprised of the center section, upper
cone, lower cone, and the reseau plate.

Major strllctural elements (see Fig.

2-~)

were berylUum, which provided light weight,

high rigidity, and a coefficient of thermal expanSion which closely resembles that of the glass
elements. The center section billet was fabricated from a large sinter of 1-400 alloy With
properties tha,t Included a high rating of precision elastic limit (PEL). The upper and lower

*

cones mated.to the ceDter section on steep conical surfaces which assured radial stabtUty.
The resea\! ~late and bezel assembly was attached to the upper cone by three flexures which
allowed for FMC motioil in the direction of flight (x direction) but introduced restraim in the Y and
• directions.
The terrain rotary shutter aDd capping shutter were installed between the lens cones through
a large cutout in the ceDter section. The terrain platen press area included the platen press,
reseau beset, and FMC drive mounted to the upper cone and lens assembly.
The terrain film transport mounted to the baseplate, aDd the stellar film transport mounted
to the cemer structure.

J

I
!.

... ....

",
....:

1

l

L
L

'

~:

'

Fig. 2-9 -

Terrain camera structural elemeats

*PEL is the stress at which 1 x 10'-8 inch/inch of nonrecoverable deforniation occurs
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stellar Camera
The stellar camera (see Fig. 2-10 for mechaDical arrangement) included two 10-inch-focallength, f/2 lens systems served by a common 70-inm film supply. Two adjacent 70- by 100-mm
starfield images made up the stellar format. The image of the stellar data block was exposed
between the two starfield images. The stellar transport and platen press assembly advanced the
film for each frame and pressed the film to the flat rear lens surfaces (reseau plates). Doublebladed shutters were located in front of each lens to control the exposure and limit the thermal
load on the lenses between exposures. Since the starfield did not provide sufficient background
lllumination to image the reseau ticks, lamps, installed on the inside of the shutter blades, preexposed the formats during clamping, thus raiSing the background density eXcept where sbadowed
by the reseau.

IfaIor ----1:-

Fig. 2-10 -

aeUar camera mechallical arrangemeDi:
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Terrain Primary Shutter
The primary shutter subsystem (see Fig. 2-11) was introduced between the upper and lower
lens cones aDd mounted to the center section, and provided exposure control to the terr:ain optical
system. A capping shutter was mounted to the center section just behind the rotary shutter as
shown in Fig. 2-11.

Fig. 2-11 - Terram camera primary shutter arrangemeut
Rotary Shutter

Three motor-driven rotary discs controlled the exposure of the terram camera. '

t

Two discs rotating at equal speeds aDd in opposite directions provided the actual terrain
exposure. A slower rotating disc acted as a gate to allow the capping shutter to open aDd close
without causing double exposure. One of the motors contained a dc tachometer used for servo
stabilization. An encoder was geared to rotate at the same velocity as the slow speed disc to
prov1c:le position aDd velocity information for servo coDtrol •. The drive motors were also geared.
to a sloe/cosine potentiometer which processed fixed rate input data from the terrain transport
for B-mode operation. During C mode the rotary shutter was comlDaDded to remain open, and
the capping shutter was used to control e~posure.
Capping Shutter

!
t

The cappiDg shutter shown in Fig. 2-11 was an electro-mechanically positioned blade which
was synchroDized to correspond to selected rotary shutter exposure openings. A torque motor and
chain aDd sprocket drive positioned the capping shutter upon appropriate command from the control
aDd synchronization (C&S) electronics subsystem. A cam operated switch was activated upOn
shutter elosure and instrumentation indicated the closed condition.

I

L
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During C-mode operation, an electroluminescent panel on the surface of the capping shutter
pre-exposed the terrain reseau plate onto the terrain format. The reseau was artifically exposed
in this maDDer since there is not sufficient background illumination available in the calibration
attitude, i.e., all cameras facing the star field.

Stellar Shutter and Light Baffle Subsystems
The operation and physical appearance of the stellar shutters (,.,) and (-y) aDd light baffles
(+1) and (-y) were esSentially identical; the primary difference being symmetrical left (-y) and
right (+1) configurations (see Fig. 2-12). Each shutter aod its associated light baffle was mounted

• i

!

so that the circular aperture saw a rectangular field of view of 16 x 25 degrees, providing the basic
format on the 70-mm film.
Mechanical Operations (Shutters)
On each stellar shutter assembly there were two shutter doors;. a drive door and a slave
door. Each door opened outward by pivoting about a binge shaft. The drive door was opened or
closed by a sector gear mounted on one eDd of the drive shaft. The servo motor drove the sector
gear. The slave door was operated by a mechan1callink of two pairs of steel belts wrapped
around pulleys on the end of the drive shaft aDd slave shaft. Of the four steel belts, two were
used for opening and two were used for closing the slave door. One Of each pair was redundant
in case of failure of the other belt.

Terrain Pressure Plate and Platen Press
The pressure plate and platen press (see Fig. 2-13) was attached to the reseau plate bezel;
the reaeau beiDg the last element (or focal plane) of the terrain lens assembly. Four ball nuts,
supported by the bezel, mated with the ball screws on the pressure plate. Each ball screw was
driven by separate motors aDd power amplifiers which clamped the pressure plate in response
to the C&S commaod. A microswitch indicated when the platen was in its clamped poSition. A
sprocket chain coupling synchronized the ball screw motors, and also drove a spiral spring which
loaded during clamping aDd unwinded when the clamping signal was removed, and returned the
press to its unclamped position. A potentiometer ganged to the sprocket supplied positional
information. for telemetry.
Forward Motion Compensation (FMC)
The FMC drive mechanism mouutec;l to the base plate as shown in Fig. 2-14 drove the bezel
in the night direction at the velocity selected to compensate for forward motion. The terrain
bezel was attached to the·upper cone through a three-point flexure arrangement W'hich allowed
~ bezel to move for FMC, while the platen press was in its clamped position in the exposure
sequence. The FMC drive moved the bezel approximately 0.13 inch through a gearless direct
drive. The FMC drive motor turned a crankshaft which translated the reseau through a connecting
rod between the crankshaft and the bezel bracket.
During. photography, the four fiducials were exposed onto the terrain format to precisely
. record the platen position with respect to the bezel (hence, the camera optical axis at the time
of exposure). '!'be FMC mechanism was aligned at assembly to ensure that top dead center of
the crankshalt throw positioned the center reseau tick nominally on the optical centerline.
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Drive door

Note:

Slave door

stellar llght baffles
are not shown

Stellar shutter arrangemeDl:

Lens focal length = 10.0 inches
f/2.0
Seusitivity = 6th magnitude stars or brighter
Boreslgbt stabWty = 2 arc-sec In operation
Field of view: 16 by 25 degrees

1

l
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L
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- - - stellar shutter .

Stellar baffle configuration
Fig. 2-12 .

aellar shutter aDd light baffle arraDgemeDl:
' .
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Drive motors (4)
Synchronization
chain

Ball screw drive

~~~

Fig. 2-13 ....; Pressure plate and platen press arrangement

Terrain Film Transport
The terrain film transport was mounted to the base structure by means of four mounting
posts, as shown in Fig. 2-15. This arrangement allowed the platen press and pressure plate,
which was mounted to the upper cone and cell assembly, to operate through the exCJ,U'SioDs necessary for film clamping. The function of the terrain transport was to continually meter film from
the terrain film supply, intermittently frame the ~quirec:l film to the terrain PJ,"essure plate aDd
platen press area, and to guide the exposed film to the exit chutes for retrieval by the takeup.
The terrain transport film now is shown in Fig. 2-16.
During operation, film was pulled off the supply and fed ioto the takeup at a continuous rate
determined by the particular framing rate selected. The transport was the mechanism that
provided this function. The metering roller turned continuously at the selected rate determined
by the required framiDg cycle. The indexing roller turned at 4/3 the angular rate (of the meteriJig
roller) for 3/4 of the selected framing cycle period. Thus, the average velocity of the illdexiDg
roller over one complete cycle was DOmiDally equal to the velOcity of the metering roller. The .
shuttle mechanism provided the means for storing the film, fed by the metering roller, during
the 1/4-cycle dwell period of the indexing roller. During the remaining 3/4 of a framing cycle
the shuttle reversed direction and paid out ,the stored film while the indexing roller was rotating
4/3 the metering roller augular velocity. Thus it can be seen that the shuttle was simply a
mechanical differeutia1 device whose output is the algebraic sum of two inputs. The two inputs
were the film passed by the metering and iDdexing rollers. The dwell portion of the cycle was
provided 80 that the film was completely stopped during the time the platen press clamped the
film to the reseau during the photographic exposure.
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Fig. 2-14 -

FMC drive arraDg8ment
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Fig. 2-15 - Terrain film transport
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To platen press

Note:
8ytnbol , denotes
emulsion side of fUm
Fig. 2-16 - Terrain transport film flow .

Both metering aDd indexing rollers were made such that their diameters were nominally
equal. However it was not possible to manufacture two rollers with exactly the same diameters.
Therefore it can be seen· that over many cycles of operation the roller having the larger diameter
would have traDSpOrted more film into the shuttle than the .roller with the smaller diameter. If
nothing was done to alter this condition then the shuttle would slowly drift in a direction toward
the roller haviDg the smaller diameter. Since space limitations prevented the necessary total
shuttle travel to accommodate this possible condition, other means had to be devised. Such means
were provided by driving the indexing roller at slightly bigher or lower velocities than nominal.
The selection of the Sign of the value of the velocity differential was controlled by limit switches
actuated by the shuttle. The limit switches controlled the operation of a clutch mechanism that
determined wbich of the two gear ratios was to provide the velocity difference value.
Frame Advance and Mechanical Operation
The terrain film transport advanced approximately 19 inches (a frame) of 9.5-inch film
through the pressure plate and platen press subsystem at a variable interval of 7.789 to 87 .38
.seconds per frame. The film was transported during the platen unlock segment of theUmiDg
cycle.
Other Rollers
Film was guided from input to format to output in the terrain transport by idler rollers.
The alignmeDt of some of the rollers could be adjusted by end-bearing ecceDtrics.
Spring-loaded dancer rollers were necessary to provide compliance where the film left
the transpOrt to the platen press aDd where the film entered the transport from the platen press.

.
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stellar Film TraDSport aDd Platen Press
Although the stellar film traDSpOrt and platen press were separate subassemblies, they
were mated during the subassembly oper8.tions, and were functionally integrated. The combined
transport and platen press assembly mounted to the mapping camera ceuter structure as shown
in Fig. 2-17. The film flow through the stellar transport is shown in Fig. 2-18 •. Film from the
stellar supply was fed through the metering-pressure roller arrangemeut and through the shuttle.
The stellar transport and platen press operation was synchronized to corresponding terrain camera
operations.
The stellar film transport subsystem accepted film from the stellar supply assembly, allOwed
the proper leJJgt:h of film to be fed into the stellar platen press subsystem, and stored exposed
film for retrieval by the takeup subsystem. The stellar film transport framing cycles were
synchrODized with the framing cycles of the terrain film transport. MechaDical operation of the
stellar fllm transport was essentially the same as the terrain film transport aDd is not repeated
here except where differences apply.

Frame AdvaDce and Mechanical Operation
Though the configuration or packaging is different, the stellar film transport employed the
.same film advance approach as used in the terrain film transport. The metering and index rollers
were :& inches in diameter. With 1.72 revolutions per frame, these rollers advanced the film 10.80
:!:c).1 inches. Tbe frame interval wasapprox1mately '1.0 to 80.0 seconds, coincidiDg With the terrain
film t1'8D8pOrt. The stellar transport, with ld'entitication of the shuttle and rollers, 18 shown in
Fig. 2-18. The duplex clutch selectiDg ODe of two gear ratios drove the metering roller in the
stellar film transport in the same mumer that the clutch in the terrain film transport drove the
index roller.

J

t

L
L
1

The stellar platen press was housed within the stellar film transport to clamp the '10;.,mm
film for exposure by the stellar camera. Because the stellar camera employed two shutter aDd
lens subsystems at right aDgles to each other, it follows that the stellar platen press must clamp
the film when it is at rigbt angles in the stellar film transport. In addition, the data black for the
exposure was ceoterec:l between the images on the '10-mm film format aDd thus required Its own
platen. The data block platen was in between the two stellar platens, 45 degrees from each of
them.

The platen press mechanism consisted of three pressure plates, all of wbich were covered
with a foam latex pad where they came into contact with the film. Two of the pressure plates
were the main or stellar lens plates driven by one of two cams. The other pressure plate, for
the data block, was a narrow strip plate which was driven by the secODd cam. Both cams were .
mountecl on a common shaft and operated by one of two motors through a pinion gear and a sector
gear. Because the index roller was stopped at the platen clamp eomm;lnd, the film could have
been scratched if all three platens clamped simultaneously. The pressure plates were clamped
in the followiDg sequence: the pressure plate closest in the film path to the index roller clamped
first, followed by the data block pressure ptate,wbich in tum was followed by the platen nearest
the metering roller. The sequence was determined by the configuration aDd phasiDg of the cams
on the shaft.
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Platen rollers
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platen press
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Note:"
Symbol A denotes
emulsion slde of film

roller

I

To takeup

Fig. 2-18 - Stellar transport film flow
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Terrain Film Supply Subsystem

/
j

The terrain film supply assembly was mounted to the APSA below, bebiDd, aad in alitplDlent
(as viewed from the +Z axis) with the terrain film traDSport assembly; it provided approximately
6,300 feet of 9.5-inch-wide UUTB film to the terrain instrument. The terrain film supply assembly
COD8istecl of a film spool, a sensor arm, a brake, aDd associated electronics.
The supply electroaics was a voltage-controlled current source. A 88D8or arm measured
the radius of the spool aDd a potentiometer connected to the sensor converted its position to an
aDalog signal. This signal was converted to current which fiowed through the motor and provided
the torque necessary to uWntaiD 5 pounds of tension on the film at any radius. The curreut was
measurable at an analog data point at the MC/SBA (Satellite Basic Assembly) interface. The
brake prevented off-spooliDg'when the system was shut down. Upon appUcation of power (Operate
ON aDd A mode), the brake was released and tension was applied to the film.

Stellar Film Supply Subsystem

The steUar fUm supply assembly was located along the +y side of th8 APSA. at approximately
the same level as the terrain film traDSport. The stellar fUm .,upply assembly provided 'lO-mm
film to the stellar instrument, and acc,?mmodated approximately 4,000 feet of UTB film.

L
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Operation of this subsystem was similar to that of the terrain supply. The tension applied
during normal aDd A mode operation was nominally 2 poUDds. The stellar supply current was
measurable at an analog telemetry point at the MC/SBA. interface.
Stellar and Terrain Takeup Subsystem
The stellar and terrain takeup assembly was mounted inside the satellite reentry vehicle
(SRV) for the purpose of retrieving the exposed film from both cameras for eventual recovery.
The take up assembly was a terrain spool and a stellar spool, each identical to the corresponding
supply spool. Each spool had a sensor arm, antibackup deVice, and electronics. Operation of each
film takeup was essentially identica.l. The prime difference between the subsystems other than
film and spool size was that the spools rotated about the same axis, but in opposite directions.
Since the width of the film and the radii of the two systems varied, the takeup torque required by

each was different.
For A-mode operation, the antibackup mechanisms were released and tension was applied
to the terrain aDd stellar films.
Terrain Thermal Shutter Subsystem
The terrain thermal shutter assembly was mounted to the APSA directly below the terrain
lens at the interface with the main thermal shroud. Its purpose was to maintain the integrity of
the thermal enclosure surrounding the camera at all times except during a photographic exposure.
This reduced the power requirements for maintaining the proper temperature of the critical lens
elements. An "emergency open" command opened the shutter in the event of failure in both the
primary and redundint electronics. With the terrain thermal shutter open, the terra1n lens saw
a field of View of '14 by 41 degrees and provided the basic format on the 9.5-inch film.

MecbaDical Operation
The terrain thermal shutter had two overlapping blades, each of which contained 30 layers
of aluminized mylar on the outside surface for protection against thermal radiation to the outside.
The inside surface of the blades was covered with magnesium sheets which serve to evenly
distribute heat from heaters sandwiched between the inside blade surface and the magnesium
sheets. Each blade had a separately coDtrolled heat zone.
Each blade was pinned to a hiDge which was driven by a worm gear train. In the event of
a servo malfunction, a mechanical limit stop was provided to prevent the door from hitting a
portion of the frame or thermal shield when opening or cloSing.
Chutes
The chute assemblies provided lighttight passage of stellar and terrain films from the
two supply assemblies to their respective film transport assemblies aDd to the respective takeup
spools. A gas flow, pro'rided from the APSA pressure makeup system (PMS) mainta1ned a predetermined pressure to preclude corona discharge marking.
Light Baffle

A light baffle was mounted externally to each lens of the stellar camera. The baffles
absorbed stray light incident from outside the specified angular. field of view durillg all modes
of operation. In addition, the baffles contained over-illumination photo cells to temporarily
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iDhibit the associated stellar shutter should the SUD come into its field of view. Each baffle had a
Ughttigbt safety shutter which permaneutly capped the lens aperture upon command should a
stellar shUtter fail to open.
Main Instrumeut System Electronics Assembly

The MaiD Instrument System Electronics Assembly (MISEA) contained the electronics which
initiated aDd synchronized camera operations, and proVided conditioned instrumentation outputs.
All commaDd and telemetry interface cODDections to the SV or the test aDd checkout (T&C) console
were made at the outboard side of the MIBEA.. Internal connections to all camera assemblies
through the system harness were made on the top surface of the MlBEA.

Electrical Distribution and Power
The Electrical Distribution and Power Assembly (EDAP) received dc power from the SV
aud distributed the power to the Various MC subsystems. Distributed dc power consisted of
+ aDd -5 volts regulated, + and -15 volts regulated, +28 volts regulated and unregulated, aDd all
associated g1'QUDd returns. Eventual chassis ground was made external to the camera. system.
System Harness
The entire system was electrically iDterCODDected by a system harness. Signal wiring was
separated from power wiring.

Physical Orientation

I
,1

The MC aDd structure, comprising the MCS, Were all referenced to one common coordinate
base. This arraugement provided uniformity and consistency among program persoDDel aDd
supporting documeutation. Fig. 2-19 shows the Me system componeDts in two views for the
fiDal CODfiguration in DOrmal orientation. In the normal orientation, all·three axes (x, y, aDd z)
were mutually perpendicular. The x and y axes were horizontal and the +£ axis was vertical
down. The front of the system was at the i« eDd, the rear at -x. Although some dollies aDd
bandling equipment used with the system permitted the system to be rotated about the y &.xis, all
references in this book are made to the normal orieutation unless otherwise noted.
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TEST AND INTEGRATION
The sequence of events from MC subassembly buildup and test at the Itet facility through
integration of the Mapping Camera Module and orbital mission is shown in Fig. 2-20.
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MappjDg camera integration and operatioual flow

All subassembly integration operations aDd acceptance testing of the Me were CODducted
at Itek. Acceptance testing included functiODal baselille testing under ambient coDditlou, aDd a
pbotographic baseline test in the Itek distortion aDd bo1'88ight test UDit (DBTU) under ccmtroUed
temperature (Fig. 2-21). The DBTU, comprised of a rotary camera mount, photo theodoute,
special CaBIettes, and a multicolUmator array, provided the necessary image sources for both
stellar aDd terrain cameras to determine 1eJ1S distortion, stability, aDd resolution.
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Fig. 2-21 -

Distortion boresight test UDit (DBTU)

Delivery of the twelve systems from Itek to the iDtegrating contractor was establiShed by
contract as required to meet launch dates as scheduled at the time of contractual agreemeut. As
the program progressed and the HEXAGON mission duration capability increased, launch schedules
were relaxed from three, to two systems each year, with the last three Mapping Camera Systems
beiDg launched on approximate I-year centers. However, in the iDterest of efficiency aDd economy,
systems W'ere delivered from Itek as contractually scheduled, the last system to ny, mission 1216,
being delivered on 15 January 1977, 3 years prior to launch. *
Preflight Calibration
Follow1Dg formal customer acceptance of a system at Itek, the "main instrumem" was
installed in an exotic shipping coDtainer aDd tranaported via Air Force C-141 aircraft from
BaDScom Field, Massachusetts,to HollomanAFB,.New Mexico, and thei1 transported Via truck
to aD Air Force celestial calibration site in Cloudcroft (CC), New Mexico. The CC calibration
site is located. at an altitude of 9,200 feet above sea level, at a latitude of 320 58' 46" N, and a
longitude of 1050 43' 58" W. As seen in the aerial photograpb (Fig. 2-22) tbe site is completely
surrounded by pine forest. This minimizes surface light which would be objectionable, particularily durmg periods of full moon. The 9,200-foot altitude places it above'most of tbe haze, and
there are DO urban llgbts on the horizon to preclude the capture of stars at low elevatioDS.
• Upon delivery of the last system, program maDagemeDf: was transferred to the Itek West
Coast Facility for program. completiOn, apprOXimately 4 years.
,
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Fig. 2-22 - Air Force Celestial Calibration Site Cloudcroft, New Mexico
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In addition to the natural assets of the site, two major factors iDflue.nced the choice of CC
as the celestial calibration site for this program. First, the Air Force Electro Optical Facility
at the CC site had been in operation since 1985, thus providing an "estabUshed base" in this
otherwise remote area. Secondly, another Air Force observatory, known as the AN/FSR 2 site
aDd located about 1/4 mile from the Electro Optical Facilit)f was not being used at the time.
Following deactivation from its original purpose, this site had been used during the 1966 to 1969
time frame in the calibration of two satellite cameras, the Dual Improved Stellar Index Camera
(DISIC), CORONA program, and the Astro Positioning Terrain Camera (APTC), GAMBIT program.
Only minor modifications to the building bad been required to accommodate calibration of these
two cameras, since they were relatively small and could be bandied easily by two men. But
calibrating the MCS presented a more complex requirement by several orders of m8gnltude.

To provide calibration with the required 2-micrometer accuracy, a critical choice had to
be. made between operating the camera in air or in vacuum. Operation in air would eliminate
errors associated with bending and thermal gradients in the viewports of a vacuum chamber.
Howev~r, the cameras were focused for optimum imaging in vacuum, so the star images in air
would be much larger than in vacuum, and consequeDtly mensuration errors would be larger.
In addition, the camera temperature woUld be more difficult to control and film conformity to
the reseau surfaces would be more difficult to achieve. On the other hand, sensitivity analyses
indicated that the chamber viewports could be aceurately calibrated, so the choice was made in
favor of· camera calibrattonin vacuum .

(

L

. This decision helped to define the magnitude of the Support equipment design and manufacturing tasks, and the building modifications. Design and development included the vacuum
chamber with acceptable three -optical-window Viewports, the vacuum system, and handling/
supp»rt equipmeut. Extensive modifications to the building itself were required to accommodate
the installation of the system into tbevacuum chamber, hoisting it to the dome, etc. The facility
already coutaiDed a precise synchroDOUS drive equatorial mount, but it had not been used for
some time aDd would require refurbishmeat and checkout.
The SPO issued a contract to Itek for the design and manufacture of the vacuum chamber
plus haDdling and test equipmeut. Concurrently arrangements were made through Air Force
chaDnels for uea.rby Holloman Air Force Base to haDdle the building aDd dome superstructure
modifications. To play an important role in this effort was the Electro Optical Site resident
manager, Mr. Edmund Tyson, who had participated personally in building the EO observatory
in the early 1980' s. Mr. Tyson was also familiar with the calibration requirements in general,
as he bad provided support to the calibration activities previously mentioned.
AlODg with the fabrication of hardware, site modifications and handling procedures, the
security aspect of this operation had to be considered. In a message addressed to the NRO, DMA,
aDd Itek on 6 January 1972, Subject "HEXAGON security procedures and ground rules for Cloud croft, " SAFSP provided the following direction:

"1. It is considered essential to protect the following iDformatiOl1 at Cloudcroft.
A. The. fact that a camera is being calibrated at the facility.
B. The ideutity of Itek.

C. The fact that TOPOCOM or other mapping or intelligence agencies are involved.
D. Tbe fact that SAFSP is involved.

I

L

t,
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2. Therefore the following procedures should be adhered to:
A. UDder no circumstances sllould room reservations be identified with the person's
organization. In practice,it is desirable that reservations be made by SP.
B. No credit card identifying the corporation or organization will be used in the CC

area.
C. All phone calls to Itet or TOPOCOM will be made on commercial lines. Autovon
may be used. to call the Pentagon or Los Angeles AFS.
D. Air Force uniforms may be worn at the site. If pressed, Air Force personnel may
identify their home base as SAMSO. UDder no circumstances should army uniforms
be worn or ~y personnel identify themselves with an army organization.".
Summarizing several months of intensive effort in the building modification and production aDd
installation of the vacuum chamber aDd other new equipment, suffice it to say that the site was
ready to receive the first system on schedule. A schematic of the completed facility is shown
in Fig. 2-23. A more detailed view of the vacuum chamber aDd supporting structure is shown
in a sketch (Fig. 2-24).
As one can well imagine, there were some rough spots associated with getting the first
system through. The second system went considerably smoother. By the third system, equipment
bad been wrUDg out, organizational responsibilities had been clearly resolved, and procedures had
been refined.
The routine for the rema1nc:ler of the program went about as follows. The organizations
actually involved in the CC task were the SPO, DMAHTC, and Itet. Upon being advised of the
shipment date from Itek in Lexington, the DMA team (comprised of four members) aDd the Itek
team (comprised of fou members from the Itek West Coast facility aDd tWo from Lexington)
would get their gear together aDd make travel plans. The Itet team woUld arrive at CC two days
prior to system arrival to make ready all test equipment. An SPO officer who had participated
in the system buy -off at Lexington would serve as courier on the flight from Hanscom AFB to
Holloman AFB and would then remain at CC to supervise the operation. Members of the Itek
team would meet the aircraft at Holloman aDd assist in transporting the camera up the bill aDd
iDto the site.
Baring complicatiOns, personnel would .have the system ready for stellar photography in
two days-it was considered a "no-no" to miss a good clear night. The DMA team, having arrived
on the same day as the system, would have their processing chemicals and equipment ready to
process the first stellar photography collected. The stellar photography would commence as soon
as it was dark-this would vary from about 1800 to 2200 depending upon the time of the year. The
summer months offered only a few hours of operation as it would again be too ligld: to operate by
0400. The collection .routine was varied somewhat throughout the program to cope with special
requirements or adverSities, but basically the operational flow followed the sequence shown in

:ng.2-25.

• These were good initial grouDdrules, but as usual, grouDdrules aDd procedures laid down in
advance are never all inclusive. As the program progressed, on the spot decisioDS had to be made
as occasions presented themselves, e.g., how to protect security in case of sudden Ulness, injury,
preparation aDd s~ission of insurance claims, etc.
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Cloudcroft calibration enclosure
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A considerable amount of ancillary data also bad to be obtained. Meterological collditions
were monitored coatinuously. Vacuum tank temperature and pressure were monitored-exposure
times were recorded. For the last five units at Cloudcroft, DMA had a team nearby for the purpose
of observing known stars with a WUd T-4 theodolite in an. effort to obtain a better atmospheric
refraction model.
The film was processed immediately upon the conclusion of a night's photography. It was
then inspected for critical defects, I.e., critical in terms of usability for calibration. Star imagery
had to be sufficient in quality, quantity, and distribution throughout the format. Fiducials, crucial
not only to calibration but also to production use of night material, were checked for proper
exposure. Reseau intersections, used for film distortion corrections, were .alSo checked for proper
exposure. Format backgroUDd density, a key element in determiniDg proper exposure, was checked.
Other characteristics, such as cosmetic and physical damage which could render a calibration
effort useless, were looked for.

}

),

Two aspects of the CC operation are worthy of special mention. In the early program
plamUng, three weeks had been allocated in the schedule now for this phase; however, as the
result of good managemeot and a super team effort under the direction of Stepban Herman of
ltek, the average time required was only 7 days. Secondly, and of unestimatable value, there
was DO equipment damage or injury to personnel during this 6-year period of potentially hazardous operations.

\

I
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,

\,:

When the inspector was satisfied that he had sufficient quantity and quality of exposures, it
was time for people to pack up and go their separate ways. The DMA team returned to Washington
to begin the calibration task, (addressed in Section 5), the Itek crew removed the MC from the
vacuum chamber, reinstalled it in the shipping container, and assisted in transporting it down the
hill to Holloman to meet an awaiting C-141 for transport to the Naval Air station, Moffett Field,
Sunnyvale, California. The SPO officer again would ride "shotgun" on the flight to Moffett. The
reusable shipping contaiDer (Fig. 2-26) included insulation, refrigeration UDits and heaters to
. maintain the contents at a relatively constaDt temperature (72°F :5°), and a suspeDded inner
frame to protect and isolate the conteots from the harmful effects of rough or abnormal handling
or from the effects of vibration encountered in normal transit. From the calibration phase
forward throughout groUDd integration, test, and flight, a system was never allowed to be outside
specified temperature and humidity limits.

-"

System Integration and Test
When the MeS subsystems arrived at the Lockheed faciUty they were put thrc:IIgh various
subassembly testing and buildup operations that were designed to produce flight-ready systems
having a high degree Of reUabiUty. This activity was diVided ioto three major phases as follows:
• Phase I

• Phase II
• phasem

l

Receiving to APSA mate
APSA mate to SV mate
SV mate to final use.

All testing aDd. operations cODducted during each phase was certified by Quality Assurance
persoDD8l. Itek Field Engineering was responsible for evaluating and dispositioJdng any discrepancies or anomalies that resulted. from the performance of the operations. A brief description of each phase follows.

\.
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Fig. 2-28 - Main instrumeut shipping container
Phase I -

Receiving to APSA Mate

Tbe mapping cameras arrived at Lockheed disassembled into subsystems conveD1eJt for.
shipping. Prior to assembly, incoming acce}tance testing was performed on the stellar supply
assembly, terrain supply assembly, takeup assembly, viewport baffle assemblies, and the terrain
thermal shutter 38sembly. The film path chute assemblies were tested for beiDg light tight.
The systems were then assembled on the A&M (assembly aDd maiDtenance) dolly and, run
through a receiving functional test. Data from tbis test served as a baseline to determine if
variations in performance resulted from. shipmeDt:: This test checked interface resistance,
heater zones, thermal seDsors, normal and redUDdant electronics, ascent mode electronics,
.
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calibrate mode electronics, redundaDt electronics, backup mode electronics, material chauge
detector, shuttle timing, SUJ). sensor iDhibits, light tightness, and film formats.

I

Phase II - APSA Mate to SV.Mate

r

After the system successfully passed all tests in Phase I, it was removed from the A&M dolly
aDd reassembled into the APSA. structure. This was the final installation of the system and great
care was used to assure proper mounting aDd alignment of component parts, such as film path
aligmnent, thermal Shields, I1ght shields, etc. When system performance was verified, the film
path interfaces were pinned in position. After the APSA structure assembly was complete, the
recovery vehicle was removed for final buildup and reinstalled. A pressure makeup system and
Doppler beacon were installed; the system then received a I1gbt leak test and a complete functional
test. The functional test was essentially a repeat of the receiving functional test described in
Phase I. After successfully completing all tests, the stellar and terrain supplies were loaded in
preparation for mate to the SV. Fig. 2-27 shows the MCS in mated configuration with the SV in
the high-bay system test area.
Phase

m - sv Mate to Final Use

After mating with the SV, the mapping camera module (MCM) was tested in conjunction with
the other systems on the SV. All commands and the monitoring of system responses was UDder
the control of the Automatic Data Processing and Control System (ADPACS) comPlier .. After the
completion of a complete functional test, the system was subjected to an acoustic test, a '1-day
thermal vacuum test, and an A-2 vacuum test (Fig. 2-28). Four systems also received electromagaetic interference testing. Between each of these tests a functional test was performeCl to
verify that the MCM successfully survived the environmeDts to which it had been subJected.

\j

The SV was ·then moved to the vertical position (see Figs. 2-29 and 2-30) where fligbt film
loads were installed and final use preparationS were performed, including installation of safety
wire, aborting of limit switches, aDd pressurizing the pressure makeup system. Following the
final shippiDg preparation run, the SV was then installed in the transporter and shipPed to the
base, completing Phase m.

(D: sbould be noted that many modifications, retrofits, and repairs had to be performed by
the field perSODDeI during all three phases. These were usually the result of one or more of the
followiDg: (1) a generic failure foUDd in some componeDt requiring the replacement of all like
components; (2) a defect revealed due to environmental testing, time duration, or usap time;
aad (3) requested changes in system requiremeJts, such as film types~ change in overlap, and
extension on end use dates affecting limited life items. Also, there appears to be an inherent
lJicrease in sensitivity to system performance deViations by persODDeI who are the ne&.rest to the
eDd-use OperatiOllS.)

1
L

L
I

L

The "mapping camera modules, mounted on and electrically connected to the Satellite
Vehicle (SV), were transported to the base apprOXimately 13 days prior to launch;
On arrival at the pad, temperature, humidity, and G-loadiDg record~rs were removed from
the traDSpOrt trailer and evaluated to usure that all conditions were in tolerance durlDg the trip
from Sunnyvale.
The cover was then removed and the transporter positioned at the base on the gaJtry.
IlI1IDedlately, an extension cable was connected to the APSA. from the umbilical to supply heater
power to the Mapping Camera and to monitor internal temperature from auxiliary sensors.

During SV hoiSting, ~ MC temp.iratures were recorded

on strip recorders.

After mating
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to the booster vehicle, the extension cable was removed aDd ground heater power was supplied
directly from the umbilicaL
.
During the eDtire period of time at the base, the temperature was continually monitored
via the auxiliary sensors, or by telemetry when vehicle power was on.
On L-U day, the SV functional test was comucted during which the mapping cameras were
exercised a total of 7 frames fora confidence test to assure no damage during transport.
On L-7 day, the Aerospace Vehicle systems tests were performed, which included a simulated·
launch preps, countdown, and launch. Mapping cameras were not operated, but A mode (ascent
mode) torquer power was applied during terminal count, simulating conditions at and after launch.
On L -5 day, mapping cameras were advanced two frames to verify integrity •.

On L-l day, two more frames were run, this being the final operation prior to launch.
On L-O day, !tek personnel continuously participated in the countdown, particularly
monitoring temperatures alter the environmeDtal enclosure was removed. At T -30 minutes, A
mode power was applied to the supply and takeup torquers to assure DO film slack loops during
launch and orbital insertion. A mode poWer also functioned to hold the terrain and stellar shutters
in closecl position.

After launch, monitor and control activities were transferred to the Satellite Test center
(STC) for orbital operations.
Thus, a total of 11 frames were advanced during base activity; the data collected was
minutely analyzed and compared with previous runs to verify launch readiness.
Flight Readiness Assurance Program (FRAP)
Late in the program, in 1976 to be more precise, the last two systems and spare subassemblies were approaching the LOL (limited operating life), causing concern for the possible
degeneratioJ:). of acceptability of the hardware.
In order to maintain confidence in the iDtegrity of the hardware, a system of automated
checkout was developed which tracked trends in order to spot insidious deterioration. The system
was callecl TAC (Trend Analysis Console), and consisted of a Hewlett Packard (HP) 1000 computer
system comprised of two HP 2100 MX Computers, tape deck, disc memory, coDtrol console with
CRT readout, a printer, and plotter.
Great quantities of data were acquired BDd stored on tape, forming the basis for trend
analysis by comparing present with previous data. All telemetry and hardline data points were
recorded during short runs of the flight hardware. Any desired instrumeDtation points could be
displayed on the CRT, permitting routine and diagnostic data analysis.
Analysis consisted of timing and amplitude measurements, (including rms, average, and
st8Dda.rd deviation) plus PSD (power spectral density) analysis of tach and error signals in cases
of dynamic problems.

TAC testing was repeated periodically on the MCM systems and aU spare subassemblies.
As an example of TAC utilization, one significant possibie problem concerned the suspicion
that a particular error signal was exhibiting a trend upward in average value. Further analysis
revealed that the changes were a result of hardware test COnfiguration differences which were
causing a shift in zero level as a result of ground loops in the test setup. Thus, what at first
appeared to be a hardware problem finally was resolved as an Aerospace Ground EquipmeDt
(AGE) setup characteristic. Corrective "action was taken, directly resulting from comprehensive
TAC analysis.
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Fig. 2-27 - SV in high-bay test area

Fig. 2-28
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SVentering vacuum chamber
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Fig. 2 -29 - SV going vertical
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SV in posifion for MeS film loading and vertical tests
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SECTION 3
MISSION SCENARIO
This section describes how MC&G requil'ements were generated and how they were fulfilled
using the HEXAGON hardware/software and procedures.
OPERATIONAL SUMMARY
The major operatton~levents of a HEXAGON mission (Fig. 3-1) ue launch, orbit malntenance/payload operations, and RV recovery/SV deboost. It cannot be said that one event is more
Important ~ another, since total success depends upon proper operation of all events, each in
the progression of events having its own spot in the limelight.
The sequence of launch events are:
(

\

L

L
L
IL

l

0;0 sec
0.2
40.0
54.0
113.9
125.3
262.0
262.7
276.0
460.6
472.6

SRM Ignition

Liftoff
Transonic passage
Maximum dynamic pressure
Core I start burn
aRM separation
Core I shutdown and Core U start burn
Core I ~eparation
Shroud separation
Core U shutdown
Core II separation (Injection)

The solar arrays are deployed after SV stabllization on rev 1 with payload operations
starting on rev 5. Orbit adjusts to correct period, altitude~ and perigee location occur every 2 to
4 days. All control of the SV telemetry data Is processed through the Air Force Satelllte Control
Facilities and associated remote tracking stations.
In addition to the normal operational events, the incorporation of the Mapping Camera on
Missions 1205-1216 placed another maneuver reqllil'ement on the satellite vehicle to accomplish
the MCS in-flight calibration photography. At a convenient time following completion of the
mapping mission, the vehicle was programmed to position Itself, usually by pitching down approximately 120 degrees, on the dark side of the orbit, so that the terrain and stellar cameras would all
be pointing at a strong starfteld for a series of simultaneous photographs.

The SV is pitched down to a specified angle for each RV ejection. Alter the last RV is
ejected and all engineering requil'ements are satisfied, the SV Is deboosted for ocean impact.
(More details of the recovery sequence ~e given at the end of this section.)
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DEVELOPMENT OF REQUIREMENTS
Requirements for imagery are based primarily upon programmed production with secondary
consideration given to developing a worldwide data base. The mapping community, composed of
the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) and its associated production centers, the U.s. Geological
Survey, and the Civil Application Committee of COMIREX (Committee on Imagery Requirements
and Exploitation) define the collection requirements of the mapping photography prior to each
mission. These requirements vary from long-term requirements in support of worldwide map
production to short-term requirements of high priority in support of MC&G production programs
connected with the Cruise Missile and Single Integrated Operational Plan (SlOP) target areaS.
Specific overlap modes of camera operation are assigned depeDding upon the stringency of
the accuracy requirement.' Single-overlap, dual-overlap, or triple-overlap modes determine how
many times a specific target area is included in successive frames, overlap being Decessary to
produce stereo photography from a single camera (see Fl.g. 3 -2). If, for example, a map is
required for the orientation of an island in a group of islands in the Pacific, a single-overlap mode
of camera operation (mono) would satisfy the requirement. However, if the requirement is an aim
point for ICBM's or Cruise MisSiles, very precise positioniug with vertical information would be
acquired by triple overlap mode operation.
Area requirements for approved products are submitted to DMA/PR by the Services and
UIIS ComDWJds annually in July ~ Following a validation process, the requiremeJ:lts are submitted
to Director, DMA, and to Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (policy Review) for approval. The
results are published in the annual document "Department of Defense Mapping, Charting and
Geodesy Area Requirements," the "Gray Book," issued in January. The "Gray Book" contains
the, total requirement for each product-regardless of whether or not the requiremeDt ba8 been
satisfied.
Upon receipt of the requlremeuts, DMA Production Ceuters determine the ·adequacy of
existing products to satisfy them and develop a program of new production and maintenance.
Resources are obtained through the 'POM'" process. The approved production program is the
basis for establishing requirements for source material. A summary of the results of this '
analysis aDd the plauned production program is provided in the publication, "Defense Mapping
'Agency Requirements Status and Programs," otherwise known as the "assessment graphics,"
published annually in July followiDg program development •

.

MlSSlON REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION
DefeDBe MappiDg Agency Validation
The announcement of a future KH-9 launch date starts the imagery requiremeJts preparation
machinery. The DMA collection plan is due to ICRS (Imagery Collection RequiremeDts SUbcommittee of COMIREX) 65 days prior to launch. .

Collection requireme~ are requested by DMA from USGS (consolidates aU Civil Applications Subcommittee members' requirements), Canada, United Kingdom, aDd Inter-American
Geodetic Survey (lAGS). Production plans are requested from the DMA Production Centers.
The Centers also submit imagery requirements for system calibrations.,

'" Program ObjectiVe Memorandum

"
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Fig. 3 -2 - Mapping camera operations-92 -nm altitude
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One-hundred and fifty days prior to launch, 1: 18;000,000 scale plots are prepared which
contain the following tnformatlon: DMA planned production programs by product and class (new
production or revision), and collection requirements of civil agencies, UK, Canada, and lAGS. A
second set of graphics is also provided, similar to the first, but from whtch have been removed
all areas for which existing imagery is satisfactory in terms pi mode (stereo/mono), currency,
and cloud-freeness for each prOduct. (Note: Civil Agency requirements are accepted as submttted.)

An initial review is made witbin HQ DMA. At this stage, any changeS in area requirements
or productlpn plans are reflected by additions/deletions to the imagery requirements. Other
sources of data are reviewed for application, including: HAP (Interagency High Altitude Photography progrlUl1), U-2, other conventional aerial photography, map soqrces, KB-8, KB-ll, and '
LANDsAT. 'where data which meets the production requirements for particular products are
avallable, the KH-9 plan is correspondingly reduced. Generally, the collection requirement is
further lIlodtfied by considering the time of year and duration of the mission, date of following
laurich, number of missions remaining in the KH-9 program, and intelligence requirements in the
same areas.
Necessary changes are defined and 1: 35,000,000 plots are then made which portray the
requirements in the following ways: by tyPe (topo/a.ero/hydrO), mode (stereo/mono), priority
(high/low), map scale (small, medium, large), and by category of product. The consoUdated
requirement Is then reviewed. Following DMA staff-level review, the requirements are briefed
to the Director for, approval.
J;>uring the requirements definition process, a prioritization scheme Is developed by broad
area/product. The priorities are also presented for approval by the Director. The priorities are
used to guide the partltloning of the overall requirement into sub-areas and the allo~tton of film.
Director Central Intel1igence (DCI) Validation
Following the Director'sapprpval, the MCIzG WprkiDg Grpup and then the full COMlREX are
brieffitd. The J;equireD).ent is then sent to ACRES (Area Collection Requirements Evaluation System)
fol" entry to the mission plan. The basic worldng document is a charter granted ~ the MC&G
CpminUDity by ~ USIB (U .S. Intelligence Board), now NFlB (Natioual Poreign Intelligence Board),
in 19'12, which endorsed MCIzG participation in the satellite imaging collection programs.
': MISSION OBJECTIVES SENT TO SATELLITE, TEST CENn;R
are,finalized, the cells and their mapping categor~s
for incorporation into the data base Missions Objectives
one week prior to launch.

Once the preflight

are transmitted to theSTC
(MOB) File. The MOB file.

Mapping camera aDd panoramic camera orbit payload Pperations consisting of one or more
exposures are dynamically interactive, with all mapping camera operatiODS selections being
manually lmplemented. All payload operations are optimized by an pperations officer prior to
implementation, whether automaticaUy generated. via the 8election, algorithm or manually generated by DlaDdatory requi'rements from DMA. Thus, although the operation "laction algoritlm1
may have selected an MCS pperation, the operations oMcer can manually override the 8elect:1on
by deletiDg or mod1fyfng the selected pperation based on a prior factorsucl1 as weather, 8COJ1C)1DY
of film, or ebangea in area c()verage priorities. For 120-daY miSsions, patience can be exerci8ed
to acce8s cloud -free cov:erage of required areas.
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HEXAGON (KH·9) Data &se
The HEXAGON mission activity is supported by the TUNITY software system. The purpose
of the TUNITYsoftware system is to determine the specific mission profUe which best meets
stated intelligence collection requirements, to optimize photographic payload and vehicle operations, to command and control the vehicle, and to report mission results.
TUNITY fulfills its purpose by performing the following tasks in a sequence that permits the
timely satisfaction of the mission requirements.
• Mission Operations
• The purpose of TUNITY in mission operations is to determine the maximum possible
satisfaction of mission area targeting requirements, taking into account predicted
cloud cover weather information as well as the vehicle/camera/operatlonal constraints and capabilities. TUNITY determines the specific optimum sequence of
vehicle and camera operations intended to maximize the selected photography and
maintains information pertaining to the degree of satisfaction of mission requirements.
• Command and Control
• The purpose of TUNITY in command and control is to translate the sequence of
required vehicle and camera events Into conflict-free command messages to be
transmitted to the orbiting vehicle. TUNITY also maintains a current status of the
vehicle including the command memory image and predicted state of the vehicle
subsystems.
• Mission Reportlng
• The purpose of TUNlTY in mission reporting is to provide information to the intelligence community perta~ing to the relative satisfaction of mission requirements.
TUNITYalso reports on the actual photography accomplished during the missions.
• Data Base Validation

• Prior to each mission, the data base is validated to assure all data base items are
set correctly to ensure the mission objectives will be satisfied. Validation is
accomplished by having each associate contractor verify the data base items they
are responsible for and by actually testing the software in a development rehersal
during which actual mission activities are simulated.
SATELLITE TEST CENTER OPERATION
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Overview of STC Operations
Fig. 3-3 is a block diagram depicting the various interfaces required to support the
HEXAGON mission. Premission activities include mission requirement finalization, operational
software verification, telemetry processing verification, and Satellite Control FacUlty cooratnation
verification through various development and dress-rehearsal support.
User
requirements

Orbit
selection

-------l

rGlobal
weather
center

Verified
weather

Camera
parameters

Central
coordinating
facility

Predict
weather

Telemetry
tracking
vehicle
status

STC

I
I
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report
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Remote

tracking
station
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Fig. 3 -3 - Operational support overview

. aTC staffing
staffing requirements to support the HEXAGON mission. include representation of several
NRO aod Air Force program offices and various vehicle and payload assocate contractors. All
payload OperatiOIDS are optimized by an operations officer prior to implemeDtation whether automatically generated Via the selectioD algorithm or manually generated by mandatory requiremeats
fromDMA.
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USAF TRACKING NETWORK

The remote tracking stations, acronyms and locations are as follows: (see also Fig. 3-4)
• Vandenberg Track1Dg Statton (VTS) or COOK at Vandenberg Air Force Base, Califonda
• Guam Tracking Station (GTS) or GUAM em Guam IslaDd
• Hawa1i Tracking Station (HTS) or HULA at Kaena Point on the island of oahu
• IDdian Ocean Station (lOS) or INnI in Seychelles Island group on Mabe' Island
• New Hampshire station (NBS) or BOSS near New Boston, New Hampshire
• Thule Tracking Station (TTS) or POGO at Thule Air Force Base, Greenland.

L

The Global Weather Center (GWC) provides the latest weather information over the areas of
iD.terest for each orbit. By the use of weather satellites, the most recent weather forecast is
made available to the STC to help determine the payload acttvities on an orblt-by-orbit basis.
After specUlc payload operatiOns are completed, the GWC provides a weather verUication to
assist in determining if the area of interest Was accessed under acceptable weather conditions.

j
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HTS

Fig. 3-4 - USAF traddDg network
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Associate Contractor Support
Associate contractor support is maintained throughout each mission activity to help ensure
maximum probability of mission success. Representatives from each associate contractor assist
the SCF in determ~ing vehicle and payload health, in maximizing operational efficiency, and
recommending corrective action in the event of a system malfunction, Contractor support is
provided on a 24-hour basis from vehicle launch to vehicle deboost.
The associate contractor support, representatives of the Aerospace Corporation, and members of the SCF comprise a support group identified as the Technical Advisor staff (TAS). The·
TAS is located within a central area to ensure proper interfacing and coordination.
Listed below is a summary of the various associate contractors that provide HEXAGON
mission support. Contractors are llsted in alpb&:betical order.

• esc
• Command System Contractor. General Electri,c, Utica, New York Is the associate
contractor for the command subsystem. The command system receives and stores
commands sent by an RTS. Each command is time labeled and executes when the
command search time equals tbe command label time.
• HTC

• Home Town Crew. TRW is the associate contractor that provides the HEXAGON
software programs. The HEXAGON software program is named TUNrry and is
comprised of a multitude of programs and routines that control the vehicle and
payload operations, requirements management, and several reporting functions.
• MWC

• Mid-West Contractor. McDonnell Douglas, st. Louis, Missouri Is the associate
contractor responsible for tbe reentry vehicle (RV) for the panoramic camera fUm.
The fUm, after it is exposed, is moved into the RV. The RV returns the recoverable
payload to the earth for an air recovery by the Air Force.
• NEC

• North East Contractor •. Itet Corporation, Lexington, Massachusetts was the associate contractor responsible for the mapping camera•
• OPC
• Our Philadelphia Contractor. General Electric, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, was the

associate contractor responsible for the reentry vehicle (RV) for the mapping
camera •
• SBAC
• Satellite Basic Assembly Contractor. Lockbeed MissUes and Space Company,
Sunnyvale, California is the associate contractor responsible for the space vehicle.
The space vehicle. provides the stabilized space platform to support both camera
systems and all ancWaryequlpment •
• SDC
• System Development Corporation in Santa Monica, California is the associate
contractor responsible for 'the SCF system software.
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• SSC
e

Sensor System Contractor. Perkin-Elmer, Danbury, Connecticut is the associate
contractor responsible for the panoramic search camera systems •

e

AeroSpace Corporation in EI Segundo, california is the technical support organization for the Air Force System Program Office. Aerospace Corporation is responsi..;
ble for the HEXAGON program technicallnterface coordination.

• AC

Operational Support Data Base
Operational Data Base
An ambitious software program is required to facilitate the accurate and timely achievement
of defined operational requirements. The heart of the system software is a large data base. The
data base includes information relative to camera parameters, files of operational requirements,
orbit ephemeris data, priority thresholds, weather criteria, command sequences, telemetry
processing, etc. The data base is updated for each mission with new requirements being added
and old requirements deleted or modified •

. Configuration Control
Configuration control of the data base is maintained through an organization called the Data
Base Subgroup (DBSG). The Data Base Subgroup is responsible for working the details of the
various data base maintenance requirements. The subgroup Is staffed by representatives from
eaCh associate contractor with coordination controlled by the Air Force Systems Program Office.
(Refer to Fig. 3-5 for the position of the DBSG within the OIWG organizational structure).
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Operational Support Activities-Associate Contractors
Operational Support Function Overview

I
I
Operational Support Staff
The operational support staff includes resident members of each associate contractor. The
support efforts are coordinated by an integrating agency. Each associate contractor is familiar
with the operation of his hardware, the software to implement the operational requirements, and
the required steps to take should a problem arise.
Here, as with the hardware system integration effort, a team of associate contractor support
is essential to provide an efficient operational support capability.
Command Loads

I

If the telemetry indicates a system problem, the support staff
infi!Q'ratil!2 agency what corrective action should be taken.

The approach taken in the anomaly analysis is threefold: first, to properly define the
problem; second,to determine the' effect on the vehicle and on all other payloads; and third, to
establlsh a corrective action management plan. Anomaly management is a highly coordlnated
efro'rt by the associated contractor/integrating agency mission support team. (For a typical
problem management flow chart, see Fig. 3-6.)
BIF-GS9W·23422/82
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Problem Dianagement now chart

In determlnlng the 'implementation of the anomaly management plan, the integrating agency
must consider the effects on the vehicle and the effects on other payloads. Because of the magnitude of this type program and the serious impact one failed subsystem can have on the total
mission, it is important for each associate contractor to have bighly knowledgable operational
support representatives.

OPERATIONS DATA FLOW

With the delivery of the mission objective file (MOB) from the intelligence community 7 days
prior to launch, the operational data flow begins and contlnues throughout the flight and into the
post-flight evaluation phase.
Tbroughout a HEXAGON mission, data flows between the intelligence community in Washington and _
at the' Satellite Test Calter in Sunnyvale, California.
BIF-069W·23422/82
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Prior to 1977. the Satellite Operatlo..s Center (SOC). a staff agency at the Pentagon. provided the
interface between the user and the west coast. Automation within the intelligence community has
centralized requirem~ts and permitted direct interface between the user and the west coast.
Updates to the MOB occur On an almost dally basis and are transmitted to the STC for incorporation into the data base •.

I

I
(

f
,
~i

I

Data also flows between the STC and Global Weather Center (GWC). Prior to on-orbit
activities, climatology Is used to conduct mission simulations and mission rehearsals. During
on-orbit activities bothpredlcted and verified weather from, weather satellites (DMSP) and other
sources are used. Predicted weather requests are generated by the TUNITY software program
TBAT based on the vehicle ephemeris and the MOB which when merged forms a target acquisition
fUe. The software is run testing the World Aeronautical Chart (WAC) cells to determine which are
candidates for mapping photography. Those candidates selected define a geographical area for
which a predicted weather request is produced and sent to GWC. These messages request the
probability of cloud-freeness over the candidacy areas.

GWC responds to the pre-weather request with forecasted cloud-freeness probabilities at
90 minutes prior to the acquisition of the HEXAGON vehicle at a remote ~klng station. (RTS).
The pre-weather data is merged in TUNITY with all the other operational requirements and if
condttlons are satlsfled,camera operations are generated.
After one or more camera operatlODs have been selected, a command message is generated
which produces the time tagged commands needed to execute various hardware systems. Following the successful loading of the command message into the satelUte vehicle. a request for verifled weather ls sent to GWC. Response to this request is the actual cloud-freeness during, or as
close to. the time of the photography as possible.
During the time that the command message is being loaded into the SV. the vehicle down
Unk is returning data from previously executed command messages which had been stored on the
vehicle tape recorder. Included in the down-link data are the frame reference times (FRT) of the
camera operations. The FRT data is collected on anoperation-by-operation basis and is merged
with the command history. a dally collection in chronological order of executed commands. This
data is then combined with the best-fit ephemeris to produce the mission performance report
(MPR).
The MPR spec1t1es what photography has been taken by detiniDg each operation aDd each
frame within the operation. It includes the corners by latitude/longitude for each frame 8.Dd
Operatioo aDd also includes vehicle time, attitude aDd velocity, IUD elevation aDd azimuth, r1gIt
ascension aDd declination, aDd the film used.
.

L
I
I
t

Once the MPR is completed, the mission performance evaluation (MPE) is executed. The
MPE takes the verified weather and incorporates it into the MOB to "dewetgh or modify" the
"worth or value" of the ground photographed. Depending on the requirements established by the
aser, the moclUled or dewetgbted ground may be satisfied. in which case no further photography
will occur. it may be a candidate at some future time. or It may still be active and require
~etitlve coverage.
In addition to the "coUDtdown" of photographic requirements, the MPE provides statistical

reports on the status of the MOB. MapplDg category satisfaction ratio (CSR) aDd number of looks
(NL)
standard reports aDd prorisioDS that exist to define specific factors to completely

are

lUIalyze the MOB.

Both the MPR and MPE are provided for each operational day to the user. With the MPE
completed, the next operational day is started. Predicted weather is requested, payload selections
(

.
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are made, commaDd messages are generated, verified, aDd loaded into the vehicle, vehi.cle data is
down-11Dked and merged with cOb:unaDd history, miss10n performance is reported, verified weather
is combined with the MPH to evaluate the mission performance aDd modify the MOB. Data now
is depicted in Figs. 3-7 aDd 3-8.

Fig. 3-7 - Mapping Camera operational data flow
And so it goes for the operations analysts pulling shUt duty during the long HEXAGON
missions. Following the excitement of launch and early orbital health ehecks, the activities settle
into hours upon hours of sheer routine, interrupted occasionally by moments of stark panie. But
approaching each reeovery, the activity pieks up again. In tbe case of the MeS, as mission
eompletion grew near, the lnfllgbt eallbratlon maneuver had to be carefully profUed and coordinated. This was in addition to the usual activities associated with end of mission, such as spectal
f11m experiments, recovery preparatiOns, "solo" engineering profUes, and data consolidation for
the post-fllgbt analysts (PFA) reviews which were conducted at the processing site the week
following recovery.
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DE -ORBIT /RECOVERY SEQUENCE
The performance record of the General Electric Mark V SRV and the Air Force recovery
forces was 100 percent successful on the MCS Program. So routine was this operation, there
may have been a tendency to take success for granted. The brief description which follows is a
reminder of the complexity of this important phase of the operation.
De -Orbit Preparations
After all the exposed film was transferred into the SRV, the cutter-sealer was activated by
SV command to seal tbe recovery capsule and to sever any residual fUm strands in the tunnels.
Approximately 3 revs before de-orbit, power was supplied to the recovery battery heaters to
ensure that this component was at its required operating temperature before activation. Up to
this time the capsule temperature was controlled by the SV. Finally, tbe SV was yawed aft and
pitcbed down 80 as to posltlon RV -5 in the optimum attitude for deboost. Tbe required pitcb-down
angle was computed for each recovery and was optimized to minimize dispersion. The angle .
could be adjusted to minimize heating if required due to an unbalanced payload, a condition wbich
fortunately never occurred.
De-Orbit
The RV-5 system was remotely activated via the ARM, TRANSFER, and SEPARATION
commands from the SV.
ARM-Il'his signal activated the two recovery batteries. Recovery beacons were wired
directly to tbe batteries and began operating when the battery voltage reacbed the proper level,
i.e., about 25 seconds after ARM.
TRANSFER-:Tbis signal fired the de-orbit subsystem thermal batteries, started tbe
interval (backup) timer, and initiated the two time-delayed in-flight disconnect (IFD) squibs.
The time-delay squibs ensured that the signal bad sufficient time to perform its required functions on tbe RV side of the interface before IFD separation in:itiated the RV de-orbit programmer.
SRV SEPARATION-The two MCM pin-pullers holding'the RV to the MCM were fired and
. the separation luipulse was provided by four pusher springs located on the MCM side of the
interface.
SPIN -3.4 seconds after IFD separation, the RV was spun up to 57 rpm by a cold gas blowdown system. Tbe spin event Initiated the retro-fire timer.
RETRO FIRE-A deboost impulse of about 800 to 1,000 fps was provided by the Thiokol
TE-238B rocket.
DESPIN-Followlng deboost, the·SRV was de-spun to about 13 rpm. This rate was compatible with reentry dynamics and minimized aft-end beating to the RV.
THRUST CONE SEPARATION-Following the de-spin event, the RV was on a reentry trajectory and, therefore, the thrust cone subassembly was no longer required. It was discarded by
electrically and mechanically separating it from the RV. Springs provided the required 6.V
between tbe Tie and the RV. Tbe total elapsed time from transfer to thrust cone separation was
less than 30 seconds; this was compatible witb the tbermal battery activated life.
Using recovery battery power, a backup timer can also eject the thrust cone. This event
was provided in case the destruc~ function was required.

(

.
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Reentry
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The RV separation orientation required to achieve a successful deboost resulted in an initial
reentry angle of attack greater than 90-. A nose;.forward attitude was achieved by aerodynamic
stabilization at a high altitude so that the forebOdy (heat shield) protected the RV from reentry
heating. Before the turn-over was complete, however, the aft end received direct flow impingement and could realize significant heating. Operationaillmttations were defined to preclude .
aft-end heating conditions in excess of the design capablltty.
Redundant vent valves were located on the capsule cover to control the pressure differential
across the capsule structure during reentry. Ascent venting occurred through the open fUm
tunnels. The reentry vent valves were self-sealing in the event of water impact.
Inertlal switches were located in the recovery capsule to sense axial deceleration. As the
deceleration exceeded 3 g, increasing, the switches closed to apply power to the recovery programmer, but maintained a ground, precluding programmer start. As the deceleration dropped
below 3 g, decreasing, the ground was lifted, initiating the recovery timer.
Twenty-six seconds later, power was applied to the charge adapter/ejection piston assemblies to eject the thermal cover. The thermal cover was ejected aft through the wake and deployed
the drogue chute.· This deployment mechanically initiated the pyrotechnic time-delay cutters on
the lines securing the main chute bag. In the assembled configuratlon. the recovery capsule was
pndwlched between the forebody and thermal cover by the ejection piStons. Thermal cover ejection released the forebody which fell free with either drogue or main chute ~ployment, depending
on the system weight. This reduced the suspended weight and descent velocity.

\

Activation oUhe bag-line cutters released the main canopy which was deployed reefed.
This deployment mechanically activated pyrotechnic reefing line. cutters which disreefed the
canopy 4 seconds later.

\

Parachute deployment started at about 60,000 feet and the capsule descended on the main
canopy to about 15,000 feet where air retrieval operations started. Recovery beacons and parachute coloration were provided to help the aircraft crews acquire the capsule. After retrieval,
a connector plug on the capsule cover was removed to deactivate. the beacons.

J

I

If air retrieval was not successful, the capsule would survive water impact and float. The
beacons continued operating for about 10 hours. If water retrieval was not successful, a sink
valVe functioned, sinking the capsule. A valve on the cover released trapped air during the sink
phase.

Backup Timer Events
This timer was included within the recovery subsystem to provi4e for capsule destruction
in the event of an unsuccessful deboost. Should recovery not be initiated within a predetermined
time, this timer would initiate the destruct sequence, prematurely separating the forebodyand
deploying the parachute. Subsequent reentry heattng/loads would destroy the recovery capsule
and the film load. The timer also provided for thrust cone separation to ensure that this subassembly would not interfere with subsequent recovery subsystem deployment.

L
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Post-Flight
After retrieval, the capsule with its fUm load was returned to the processing site for fUm
retrieval. Subsequently, the recovered capsule was returned to General Electric's Philadelphia
facillty where the take up and cutter-sealer were removed and returned to the associate contractors. The parachute and films taken of the recovery operation were evaluated by GE. The
capsule was inspected and recycled into the program flow for re-use. (Water retrieved hardware
was never recycled for re-use.)
Typical reentry and recovery sequences for the Mark V SRV are shown in Figs.
3-10, respectively.
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PROCESSING/DUPLICATION

PROCESSING SITE PRODUCTION WORK FLOW (Fig. 4-1)
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Fig. 4-1 -

Processing site productiCll work flow

Receipt of Mission' Film

, ,

I 1

, ! \
'1

The film payload, in the Satellite Reentry Vehicle (SRV), arrived at a local airport on a
USAF courier aircraft and was transported via truck to tbe processing sUe. Upon receipt, tbe
SRV was re~oved from its shipping container, weighed, and placed in a spec tal holding frame
which aligned the SRV with the Prespllce Complex (see Fig. 4-2).
'
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Downloading/prespUce
The downloading/presplice operations consisted of despooling the sav payload to permit
inspection for defects that might create problems during processing and to configure the film roll
into "as required" or ''beads out" order for the processor. Thls operation took place in the dark.
Non-contacting infrared detectors and viewers were utilized to assist the operators.· The film
payload was transported across the Presplice Complex under controlled tension onto a takeup
spool dolly which was later mated with the feed end of a processor (see Fig. 4-3). After the entire
roll had been despooled. a llghttight cover was placed over the takeup spool dolly and it was moved
to a procesSC?r room.
Original Neptive Processf1!g
The transport dolly. that was loaded during prespUce was positioned at the feed end of an
Ontario Processor, room llghts were turned off, and the cover was removed. The head of the roll
was spllced to leader which was already threaded through the machine. Previous "start-ups" had
estabUshed that the machine was in sensitometric control, producing product free from physical
defects such as scratches.
During the processing operation, critical machine paraJlleters such as temperatures. solution pressure, and transport speed were monitored by a computerized system to assure stable
photographic control throughout the processing run.
Optical Titling
Titles, consist\ng of mission and frame numbers, dale of photography. security classification,
and other information, were exposed on the film optically during the processing operation. Development proceeded to the point where camera-exposed frame marks could be detected using seniors
sensitive in the infrared to provide frame location information. Immedlately following framemark
detection, .the optical titling system exposed man-readable characters along the edge of the fUm.
The developer action continued to process these characters to a legible and reproducible density.
Fig. 4-4 displays an example of typical optical titling.
Titling was controlled by a computer that had previously received a fUm format and titling
information "roadmap" that was prepared from informatlon received from the mission operations
center.
Prellmlnary Eva.J.uation
Following the post fiigbt analysis (PFA) mission review and planning (Section V), each
camera roll was ted into the processor as a continuous length of film, but was removed· in segments to allow early introduction into the reproduction cycle. These machine cuts were quickly
given a prellmlnary evaluation to check for possible processor-induced anomalies that. would
dictate immediate corrective action. The accuracy of the optical lUling was then checked, and if
corrections or additional manual titling were required, it was noted for subsequent action.
DenSitometry/l?upllcatlon Route Determination

I~

After preliminary evaluation, each original negative part was measured on a macrodensitometer to obtain density range information. Minimum, maximum, and average density
computations were utilized to determine initial printing conditions that would yleld optimum print
. density and contrast tor each part. The original was then broken down into printer parts, usually
less than 300 feet, to facilitate handling and most efficient dupe stock usage during the prlntlng
cycle.
,
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Fig. 4-2 - Satellite Recovery Vehicle (SRV)

Fig. 4-3 - SRV interfaced with presplice complex
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Examples of optical tltl1Dg ezposed duriDg development

P.rinttng
After breakdown, each roll of ortg1nal· negative was run through a fUm cleaning device and
taken to the printing area. Previously estabUshed printtDg condltion:s were used to produce desired
exposures on the duplication fUm material. The speclal16w-dlstortion Kingston Printers (Fig. 4-5)
were certified periodically both sensitometrically and for distortion to assure they were meeting
estabUshed criteria.

I,

Duplicate FUmProcesslng
The exposed ftlm rolls from the printing area were processed on Viscous Dalton Processors.
The processing sequence was the same as on the Ontario Processor and all the critical parameters
were monitored.
Dupltcate Copies Inspection
The processed rolls of duplicate copies from the Dalton were Inspected for both sensitometric
and physical quality before shipment to customers.
Pinal Original Neptive Inspection

).
(

'I

fL.
.L.

When all repi-oductton requirements had been satisfied, the original negative received a final
.q..llty inspection to document its condition as it was shipped from the processing site.
ACQUISITION MATERIAL

Records from both stellar and terrain cameras had improved significantly during the life. of
the program. A major contributor to these evolutionary Improvements was the testing and eventual
use of bigber quality acquisition fUms that were made available. to the program (see Tables 4-1 and
4-2).

.
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Stellar Camera
The first Mapping Camera System on mission 1205-5 (April 19'13) utilized 3401* film.
This relatively coarse-grained product was selected because it is. photographically fast (very
sensitive to light) and would meet the requirement of recording faint star images. The high speed
of this product resulted in a film record plagued with excessive fog due to solar radiation as well as
unwanted density caused by static and corona discharges. These high fog levels, coupled with the
inherent opacity of the product, made it impossible to successfully optically title 3401 stellar
originals as part of the process cycle primarUy because of insufficient density discrimination of
the frame mark against the background.
Table 4-1 - MCS Acqutsition Products by Mission
Stellar

Terrain
A

'Mapping

1205-5 .

3401

1206-5

.3401

calibration '

3400

3401, 2403

3400

3401, 2403

SO-131

1207-5

3401

3400
3414

3401

120B-5

3401
3400

3400
3414

3401

1209-5

3401
3400

3414

3401

QX-BOI

1210-5

3401
3400

3414

1211-5

3400

3414
3401
3411

1212-5

3400

3414
3411

3401

3400

3414
1414

3401

1414

3401

1213-5

SO-344

1214-5

QX-BI7

3401

SO-315

SO-208
1215-5

QX-B17

SO-315

3401

1218-5

QX-817

SO-315

3401

*Table 4-3 lists the complete fUm designatiOns.

(
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Fig. 4-5 - KiDgston continuous printers

Fig. 4-8 -

Distortion analysis system
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On missions 120S-5, 1209-5, and 1210-5, testing was conducted with short lengths (tag ends)
of 3400 film to determine If a slower, finer grain ·product could adequately record star images
while reducing the potential to fog. A special viscous process for 3400 film was developed to
provide an optimum speed/grain relationship for this appllcation. The Post Flight Analyses (PFA)
team stated in the 1209-S PFA report and again in the 1210-S PFA report that testing evaluation
had shown that an adequate number of star images c.ould be recorded on stellar cameras using
3400 film with "forced" processing. It further recommended that 3400 replace 3401 as the primary
load for the stellar cameras starting with mission 1211-5. Each stellar camera on 1211-S
recorded sufficient 6th magnitude and fainter star images. The reduction in fog from unwanted
energy allowed optical titling of the majority (S4%) of the stellar record. The 3400 type emulsion
remained the primary product for the stellar cameras throughout the life of the MCS. The
use of a 1.S-mll base version of 3400 (80-344 and QX-S17 starting with 1213-S) permitted flight
load increases of up to s6%.
.
.

Terrain Camera
Calibration Tests. On 1205-5, both 3401 and 2403 were utUized for callbration test purposes.
The speed and granularity of 2403 (see Table 4-2) is much greater than 3401. The excessive grain
size of 2403 affected the analog and automated stereo compilation, b\Jt was primarUy found unacceptable by the PFA team .because of the fact that the grain size approximated the star image size. On
1207-5, it was determined that an Increase of one stop exposure combined with the increased
transmission gained by replacing the Wratten 21 with a Wratten 12 equivalent fllter would permit
the use of 3401 as the sole fUm for calibration purposes. A liquid process was developed to
enbance the photographic speed of 3401 using a VERSAMAT roller transport processor. (Starting
with 1215-5, the 3401 calibration film was processed4n the Ontario Processor using a viscous .
process which produced lower fog and better physical quality.) The replacement of 2403 with 3401
starting with 1208-S resulted in significant improvement in resolvlng power and granularity in the
terrain calibration imagery.
Terrain Imagery. The terrain record bad the greatest potential for improvement as a result
. of product substitution because of its requirement for high resolution and acuity. The initial
(1205-5) terrain priJne load film was 3400. Testing of a higber quality 3414 fUm began with 30-foot

,
r

t

tags on miSSions 1207-5 and 120S-5. The PFA team Indicated that the results of these tests, considering resolution, granularity, smear, and exposure, supported the use of 3414 as the primary.
fUm load for 1209-5. (A small quantity of product QX-BOI having an lntermediate speed between
3400 and 3414 was tested on 1209-5. Films 3401 and its replacement 3411 were also tested on
1211-5 and 1212-5 for simUar purposes. The PFA team analyses of these products indicated that
they did not provide a level of information content comparable to 3414, therefore, no farther testing
was performed.) Mission 1213-5 introduced test quantities of 1.5-mil ultra-thin-base (UTB) films.
The 1.5-mU 3414 (designated 1414) was tested on the terrain camera (while the 1.5-mU 3400
(designated 80-344) was also tested on the stellar camera. The PFA found that samples of UTB
films on the stellar and terrain lndicated that film distortion was witbin acceptable limits, and the
consensus was that UTB film was acceptable as the primary loads for 1214, 1215, and 1218.
Mission 1214-5 flew with primary loads of UTB filins on the stellar (QX-817*) and terrain
(1414). The terrain camera load contained small (tag) quantities of l.2-mll [ultra-ultra-thin-base
(UUTB)] fUm SO-20S (l.2-mil 1414) and a new product, SO-315. 80-315 represented the most

*QX-S17 was another destgnatton,lor 1.S-mU 3400 film.
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MCS PUma

MCS Acquiaition PUma
Process
PUm Number Developer

Film
Speed

Resolving Power
1.7: 1

1,000: 1

RMS

Granularity
Value,2#!

2403

V841

854

25" 8

80.19

553

Initial terrain calibration product

3401

V641

280

35.8

95" 23

3U)

Initial stellar product
Final terrain callbratlon product

3411

I'1DN

·212

56" 5

180" 40

380

Replaced 3401

SO-131

E-31-3

7.5*

52.11

160.46

3400/80-344/
QX-81'l

20DN

87

75.18

159.38

220

Final stellar product
Initial terrain product

QX-801

29DN

18

193.48

489" 113

160

IDtermedlateapeed procluct tested
for terrain on 1209-5

3414/80-208

19DN

15

281.8'1

'123

105

Improved terrain product

SO-315

46DN

5.7

441.106

924" 222

80

Final terrain product

196

ID1t1al prodUct MCS

:I:

1'14

-

Color infrared tllm

MeS Duplication P11ms
2GO

18DN-V

85.20

218" 52

83:1: 15

125:1: 30

-

90-380

EA-5

80:'467/SO-28~

18DN-V

2Gl

18DN-V

100.20

222" 85

165

Replaced 2GO, 80-467, SO-284

SO-192

18DN-V

459.110

722.1'13

82

High resOlution

QX-822/SO-187

18DN-V

-

-

SO-192 on '1-mll base

2422

18DN-V

225" 80

551" 100

52

Direct reversal fUm for dupe negs

SO-355/80-277

18DN-V

135" 32

288" .89

138

Low contrast 111m (80-27'1 on '1-mU base)

Color duplicating lllm
2GO variants

-

• Effective aerlaUUm speed.
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light-sensitive product of a famUy of high definition, low nOise, monodlspersed cubic emulsion
products recently made available by the Eastman Kodak Company. The PFA team evaluated the
UUTB tests and reported that image and metric analyses performed on both fUms indicated that
either film (SO-208 or SO .. 315) would be acceptable for use, but that SO-315 provided the higher
quality image. A recommendation was made to use SO-315 for the primary load on the terrain
camera for missions 1215 and 1216, and this was done. The substitution of 1.S-mil-thick 1414 on
1214-5 for 2.5-mil-thick 3414 permitted a film load increase from 3,282 feet to 4,843 feet (+47%)
and the use of the 1.2-mil-thick SO-315 on 1215-5 permUted a fUght load of 6,244 feet (+90%).
The mission 1206-5 terrain camera utilized 100 feet of false color infrared film (SO-131).
The PFA reported that this fUm produced exceptionally good pJiotography with an estimated 50 to
75-foot ground resolution. The unique spectral characteristics of this film provided scene information not available on the. higher resolution 3400 film. The successful use of SO-131 on 1206-5
demonstrated the additional versatility of the system.
DISTORTION IN FILM HANDLING SYSTEMS

Prior to introduction of the mapping cameras on 1205 -5, the processing site conducted
studies' to evaluate the effects and the degree of distortion produced with in-house fUm handling
systems. It was determined that while some dimensional distortion occurs during various phaSes
of film haDdliDg, such as processiDg aDd duplication, limited distortion can be tolerated if it is
UDiform, "peatable, aDd measurable. The processiDg site studies employed the Moir' technique
for measuring such distortion. This teclmique, whose fuDdamental relationships are discussed
in References 1, 2, aDd 3, uses a balftone cancellation effect to produce a MaiM pattern. A film
image is contact-printed from a master halftone· glass plate. After processing, the film is
registered to another glass halftone plate producing a Molrf interference pattern. When certified
for use as a print master, this plate image can be duplicated for use in analyziDg priDtlDg equipment and/or other filDl haudJing operations. DupUcates produced from such a master are overlayed
on yet another glaBs halftone plate. The resultant Moltl pattern is used to evaluateauy DOD'unUorm system distortion in both distance aDd rotatioD8l domains. Fig. 4 ....6 displays a photograph
of the vacuum priDtiDg and registration table and the semi-automatic Moil'S pattern readout
equipment.

L

'These distortion measuring techniques were·utUlzed to initially certify the acquisition fUm
processors [the Yardleighs in 1972 and their replacements, the Ontarios (see Fig. 4-7), in 1977].
Processing site studies indicated that, whUe the processo~s and printers apply non-unUorm
tensions to the original negatlve during handling, the internal forces do not exceed the product
elastic llmit, and dimensional fidelity of the original is notlmpalred in these operations. The
same Motrtf system is employed to certify and monitor the Kingston* printers throughout Mes
duplication operations.

{
,

iI , '
I

1

'.

"'The Kingston printers (Fig. 4-5) were designed specifically for continuous printing with
minimum distortion •. Essentially, they dUfer from conventional continuous printers by incorporating devices such as: a large 28-inch-dIaDleter printing drum, independent castered pressure
roller, precision spools, and a constant-tension fUm transport system.
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Ontario processing complex

DUPLiCATION

!!!!!!!
The evolutionary Improvement In the selection of dupllcatlon fUms'essentlally tracked the
improvements In MeS acquisition fUms. The 2420 was the stellar duplicating fUm untU mission .
1212-5 when the replacement of 3401 with 3400 acquisition film (which first occurred on 1211-5)
permitted the use of the improved 80 00 284 (type 2421)
, fUm.
Early terrain missions were duplicated on 8000467 (modUled 2420) and 80-355. The introduction of 3414 on 1207-5 permitted the use of 80:-192, a slgnUlcantly higher quality duplicating
fUm. starting with 1213 00 5, additional duplicates on ESTAR thick-base (7.0-mU) fUm from the
terrain camera were produced primartly for customer handling purposes.
System Sensitometry
Duplication criteria for stellar and terrain photography were established In cooperation with
customer representatives. The criteria evolved during the reproduction of early RV records.
Stellar. Stellar photography, with its emphasis on detection -Of 6th magnitude and fainter
star images, called for a relatively high contrast duplication system. Density levels of between
0.75 and 1.:15 were found to provide good differentiation from the star Images whUe maintaining
good grid unUormlty from center to corners. A duplicate negative on 2422 was produc8d .utilizing
criteria with similar objectives as those produced on the positive.
Terrain. Earlier missions (1205-5 to 120800 5) utUlzed a normal contrast 2420 duplication
s:vstem. With the introduction of acqulsitlon fUm 3414 and duplication fUm 80-192 on 1207-5,
duplication sensitometry became more varied. Mission 1208-5 Introduced the Actinic Butterfly
Contrast Control (ABCC) printing method. , Thu, method provided improved system sensitometry
.

.'
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and an in-line production capablUty for contrast changes on a fUm part· basis. "Multlple prlnts"
(i.e., a "lighter" or "darker" print in addition to a "normal" print) were produced whenever the
acquisition fUm encompassed a wide range of object densities. In addUion, some areas (e.g., snow,
sand, or hazy scenes) were reproduced at very high contrast levels in order to provide duplicates
with enhanced interpretabtllty. On 1212-5, the duplication system evolved to one with a lower
overall system contrast providing a generally superior duplicate for MC&G readout purposes.
An ESTAR Thick-Base (7.0-mil) duplicate posittve was produced at customer request to
facilitate handling techniques when the positives were cut and used as individual pieces. starting
with 1213-5, 80-277 was utilized as the 'l.O-mll material (see Table 4-3) untU 1215-5 when
qx-822 (later renamed SO-187), a 7.0-mtl-base version of 80-192, became available.

I

I

Duplicate negatives, used to generate duplicate positives at customer faclllttes for terrain
photography, utilized direct reversal fUm 2422.
PHYSICAL HANDLING

It Is important to provide special handling of the MCS fUm products in the processing laboratory In order to prevent non-linear distortion, such as local deformation due to handling by personnel. In addition to the special design and procedures for handling fUm through the processor
and Kingston printers previously mentioned, the utmost care must be exercised in several other
laboratory operations. These include defilmlng, evaluation and inspection, densitometry, and
manual titling. For example, special procedures call for manual, rather than pigment transfer
titling (with a fig to minimize human contact) of stellar imagery not optically titled.

I
i

~tatlc discharging onto the film during laboratory handling is minimized by the Incorporation
of "jet ionizers," a corona discbarge apparatus with an air flow stream, located on the defUmlng/
prespllce equipment and at the head of tbe acquisition processors. Corona discbarge type "bars"

are located on the Kingston printers and web cleaning equipment used to periodically clean the
acquisition and dupe film throughout printing operations. .

i'

t
,f.

* FUm parts are sized into lengths up to 300 feet to provide a convenient size for handling
in the printing operation.

\

I

.
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Table 4-3 - Kodak Aerial Fllmll.-MCS Uaage
Camera Acquisition FUms
Film
Number

NominalBue
Thickness,
mils

Kodak Film Designator

MeS System Use

2403

TRI-X AEROGRAPmC FUm 2403 (ESTAR Base)

4.0

Early terrain calibration, 12011-11, 1208- 5

SO-Ill 1

HIGH DEPINlTION AEROCBROME INFRARED FILM
(ESTAR Thin Base)

2.5

Test quantity on terrain, 1208-5

3401

PLUS-X Aerial (ESTAR Thin Hue)

2.11

Early slsllar cameras, 1205-5 through
1210-11, terrain calibration

3411

. PLUSLX Aerecon (ESTAR Thin Hue)

2.5

Teated on 1211-5 and 1212-5

3400

PANATOMIC-X Aerial (ESTAR Thin Bue)

2.5

Stellar, 1208-5 through 1213-5

SO-34-4

PANATOMlC-X Aerial (ESTAR Ultra-Thin Bue)

1.6

Stellar tag, 1213

QX-81'l .

PANATOMIC-X Aerial (ESTAR Ultra-Thin Bue)

1.5

Stellar primary lOad, 1214-5 throuch 1218-5

QX-801

Special AERO fUm

2.5

Terrain tag, 1209-5

3414

Sigh Definition Aerial (ESTAR Thin Base)

U

Terrain tag, 1207-5; primary 1209-5
through 1213-5

1414

Sigh Definition Aerial (ESTAR Ultra-Thin Base)

1.5

Terrain tag, 1213-5; primary 1214-5

SO-208

Btab Deflnltlon Aerial (ESTAR ULtra-Thin Base)

1.3

1214-5 tag (called UUTB In PFA reports)

80-315

Btab Definltion Aerial (ESTAR Ultra-Thin Baas)

l.3

Terrain tag, 1214-5; terrain primary load,
1215-5, 1218-5

Duplicating FUms

2ao

AEROGRAPHIC dupllcattnc fUm

u

Terrain 1305-5 and 1208-5; stellar use

SO-380

EKTACHROME AEROGRAPBIC duplicating fUm
(ESTAR Bue)

4.0

Color duplicating fUm

80-487

AEROGRAPHIC duplicating fUm

4.0

Improved 2420

SO-384

AEROGRAPHIC dupllcatlng film

4.0

Improved 2430; predecessor to 2421

2431

AEROGRAPHIC dupltcatlng fUm

t.O

Replaced 2430/SO-284

SO-1921
QX-8221
SO-187

HIGH RESOLUTX>N DupllcatlDg Film

2422

AEROGRAPHIC DDU:CT Duplicating FUm

SO-3551

LOW OONTRAST FINE GRAIN DuplicatlDg FUm

t.O/7.0

t.O

4.0/7.0

First Terrain Uas on 1207-5 (SO-192); QX-822
Introduced on 1215-5, 80-187 on 1318-5
DupUcate negatives
Terrain

SO-2TT

.
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SECTION 5
POST FLIGHT ANALYSES (PFA)

CONCEPT AND PURPOSE
As the words "poet·flight" suggest, aDalysas of photography recovered from orbiting
satelUtes are cODdueted to determine the level of system performance, iDitially from an engineeriDg poiut of view. For the MapplDg Camera program, these aualyses were cODducted in
three locations, first at the film processing site, then in greater depth at the Defense Mapping
Agency centers aud the Itek Optical System Division's faeil1ties in Lex1Dgton, Massachusetts
aDd Sunnyvale, California. The engiDeering evaluation for each mission was scheduled to be
finalized wtthin 60 days following misSion completion, at which time a P FA report was issued.

(

t
{

[
(

L
.1

The prime objective of the PFA team was to produce an expedient, credible engineering
evaluation of each system, this evaluation then providing the basis for actions as indicated to
sustain or improve levels of performance.
PFA BACKGROUND
Of historical interest, the HEXAGON program was DOt the first to use a PFA team for
performaDC8 evaluation. The origin of the team evaluation concept was cOincident with the .
early sateWte reCODDais88Dce miSSions, aDd since that ti.me, post flight analysis bas been
delegated a sigDificam role in the management of all satellite reconnaissance programs.

With Presideut Eisenhower's decree in May 1960 that there would be no more U-2 flights
over RuSsia, satellite reconnaissance offered the most promising method of probing the alleged
"missile gap" between the UDited states and the Soviet Union; hence satellite systems, UDder
developmeDt and soon to be tried, would be vying for longevity in the intelUgence collection
systems iDventory. Crucial decisiOns would be required to identify the system or combination
of systems offering the highest potential.
The most attractive approach to evaluating system performance aDd comparing one system
with another was the formal team concept. Without this, biased opinions and strong recommendatioDS would be coming in from many indiVidual sources, clouding issues aad leaving decisions
vulnerable.
.
Exposed pbotographic film bad been recovered from orbiting satellites (CORONA) as early
as 19 August 1960, aud images had been received from SAMOS via radio transmission-and of
course these results were evaluated by government aad contractor Personnel. But the first
occasion in which the formal team concept was employed to evaluate two systems competiDg for
survival was in 1963. These systems were GAMBIT CKB-'l) aDd LANYARD (KB-6), described
in Section 1. Although by design they would serve different purposes, GAMBITbeiDg a '1'l-inch

[
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spotting (strip) camera and LANYARD a 66-inch panoramic camera, it was nevertheless UDderstood that only one of these systems would be fUDded iDto future programmbJg.
Under the direction of Brig. General Robert E. Greer, SAFSP, a team of Air Force officers

was appointed to evaluate film recovered from the first GAMmT mission in July 1963. Then in
August 1963, essentially the same team was directed to evaluate the first LANYARD mission
pbotography.
Although each system bad experienced problems on orbit, the team's analyses showed that
portions of the photography from both systems had achieved design goals.
As stated previously, LANYARD had been developed and flown in the CORONA program
as a backup in the event the spottiDg camera encountered insurmountable problems. Since the
KB-'l had met design goals on the first flight, the systems chosen for future programming were
the KB-'l as the high resolution system and the 24-inch CORONA panoramic system to satisfy
search aDd surveillance requirements. The emphasis would be on product improvements in these
two systems for the near future vice bringing along additional systems, hence, LANYARD was
closed out shortly thereafter. Thus, the PFA team, then referred to as the Performance Evaluation Team (PET) had provided to the decision makers a credible analysis of the orbital system
performance of these two systems, this analysis being of the utmost importance to the deCision
that was to be made.
The performance evaluation team (PET) cc:mtinued to function in the GAMBIT program,
totally UDder Air Force management, with small .deViations from the first mission evaluation;
however, in the CORONA program, under joint Air Force/CIA management, aD official PET
was not formalized until sometime later, in mid-1964.
Preceding the formalized PET, the typical approach to CORONA mission evaluation was
to get out a flash report via secure teletype from the processing site by a "Tiger Team" comprised
of personnel from the National Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC). A rather informal
engineering appraisal by government and contractor personnel would then take place ,at NPIC
during the following week or so, this produclng verbal reports and finally, at a later date (several
months) a written mission report would be published. 'l'bis method of evaluatiDg and reporting
'was soon considered to be inadequate, for the following reasons. By mid-1964 the CORONA "J"
dual-bucket series were being launched at a frequency averaging about 1.5 velUcles each month,
with frequencles sometimes as low as 12 to 15 days. The two buckets, recovered 4 or 5 days
apart, on the average, produced approximately 32,000 feet of panoramic camera fUm, films from
the Stellar Index (SI) Cameras, and vehicle attitude images from the four Horizon Optics (HO)
Cameras, all to be evaluated relative to the next flight. The nash reports, albeit timely, were not
system Oriented, nor were they of sufficient englneering detail to provlde the credibillty required
for decision making-and the final reports, published several months later, had value only as
historical documents.
To cope with the problem, Colonel Paul Beran, Director of Program A at SAFBP, directed
his payload diVision manager, then. Major M. G. Burnett to formalize and implement a plan for
evaluating and reportiDg that would be commensW'ate with the accelerated launch schedule. To
accomplish tbls, two slgnUicant changes were made, one In the evaluation personnel, the other
in the method of reporting. Flrst, personnel were selected from particlpattng governmental
agencies and contractors who were intimately knowledgeable with the hardware and film requlrements, these personnel to serve as permanent members of the PET. In connection with this, tbe
practice of tndtvtc:luals "floating through" NPIC for a quick look and passing to the community
verbal tnterpretations was discouraged by dlrectors tn both organizations, Air Force and the CIA.
Secondly, the format for a secW'e teletype report was formulated which would provide to the
,
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community a tilXlely and credible team evaluation of each mission. The proposed message format
and details of the plan were presented to Mr. John Crowley, CIA Director of Program B, and two
members of the NRO Staff, Colonel Henry Howard, USAF, and Captain Robert Koch, USN. Approval
was granted on a "trial balloon" basis, and the plan was initiated on the very next mission evaluation. The mission teletype reports, known as PIER's (Performance IDterim Evaluation Reports),
proved to be so appropriate and reliable that in a short time the PIER messages were considered '
throughout the community as the only credible source of information pertaining to systemperformance.
MAPPING CAMERA. PFA ORGANIZATIONS AND PROCEDURES

[

In the transition from CORONA to the HEXAGON Mapping Camera performance evaluations,
there was DO loss in theme. Fortunately, some of U. key government i.nd contractor persoDDeI,
Lt. Colonel WilHam Johnson of SAFSP and Harold Alpaugh, fbphen Herman, and M. G. Burnett
of Itek, delegated to organize and serve on the Mapping Camera PFA Team, had served as regular
PET members on the CORONA program. Due to differences between the MC and the CORONA
contracts, mission frequency and mission objectives, it was necessary only to expand the PFA
from the CORONA concept and structure it to accommodate MC program technical and contractual requirements.

As previously stated, there were two phases to the engineering PFA, the initial or "firstlook" analyses at the processing site, followed by in depth analyses conducted at the DMA aDd the
Itek faciUties. The organizational structures and data now are shown in Fig. 5-1.
Data gathering for the PFAmeetings at the processing site and subsequent post fligbt
aualyses began well in adVance of mission completions. Any anomalous condition observed
duriDg the test cycle aDd/or the orbital mission which might require post mission special
illvestigation/explanation would be methodically documented aDd available at the PFA meeting.
Also, aDd of significant import to mission product identification and exploitation, certain
data collected daily throughout the mission was recorded in a Mission Performance' Report (MPR).
The purpose of the MPR function was to perform the computational analysis required to determine
the geographic areas and targeting information during camera operations, aDd to prepare the
data base tables. The specific purposes were to:
'
1. Identify the World Area Grid (WAG) cells whose centers lay in the photographed area,
along with the obUquity sector in which the center laid, aDd the sub-vehicle point at or near the
time of photography. These data were needed for correlation with verified weather data for use
in weather countdown in the mission performance evaluation function.
2. IdeDtify which reporting targets lay in each camera frame, calculate their film
coordinates, and determine whether they were completely contained in the frame,partfallyln
the frame, etc.

3. Provide the data required to interpret aDd score the photographs by frame aDd operation.
4. Provide printout aDd transmission tapes, as required, of camera operation aad epbemeris
related data, aDd reporting target data for use by the user community.

cI .

L
L

The MPR generation utilized as the starting points for performing its task: (1) a best fit
ephemeris to define the vehicle position as a function of time; (2) the history of ~ecuted commaads;
aDd (3) frame reference times from telemetry for frames exposed by the camera. The DR was
generated on a rev-by-rev basis. Utilizing the ephemeris data, the executed commaDd history data,
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STC

(mission
report)
i'

.Processing site
PFA meeting
Itek
SAFSP

DMA
• PFA message (831 ST)
• Action items

DMA

Itek
Dupe positives· and
dupe negatives as

Dupe positives
Original negatives

required
• Engineering analysis
• Prepare data fo.r PFA
report

• Detailed analyses
• Prepare data for
PFA report

Itek (Sunnyvale)

Recovery + 45 days
mission review
Itek
SAFSP

DMA
. Itek (Lexington)

Publish final report
(recovery + 60 days)

Fig. 5-1 -

PPA organizatiODS and data flow .
I .
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aDd the telemetry-derived operation data, the camera operations which occurred on the rev were

f

identified. The geographical bounds of the camera operations were then established aDd output
as a portion 01. the Mission Performance Report. The frame reference times anc:I the ephemeris·
data were utilized to establish, for each frame in a camera operation, the location on the film of·
each reporting target. This reportiDg target data was then output as part of the MPR. Camera
operations on the rev were processed in the order of occurrence. Each succeed1Dg rev was
processed until all the revs in the rev span of interest had been processed.
Normally, the MPR subsystem was nul on a daily basis after the best fit ephemeris had
been generated for the time period covered by the rev span of interest.
The data in each Mission Performance Report included:

For each Mission Performance Report:

I
I
l.

I
l.

I
It

Date of report
Mission number
Vehicle number
Vehicle ephemeris idemification
Spall of mapping camera operation numbers covered
Camera identification number
Lens number
Calibrated focal length
Camera filter
"1m type
Time correlation parameters
Initial CODdition parameters
Physical constaats
Security cla,ssification header
Times of orbit adjust
.
Times of reeDtry vehicle firiDp
For each rev:
Rev number

Date
AsC8Dd1Dg node time (system time)
Ascending DOCIe longitude
At 20 eptJ.emeris poiDts:
System time
Vehicle inertial poSition coordinates
Vehicle inertial velocity coordinates
Vehicle inertial acceleration coordinates

Por each mappiDg camera operation:
Rev number
Latitude anc:I longitude of four col'llSrs of total area photographed by camera (includes
mono coverage at beginniDg aDd end of operation)
Time Of first and last frames
Number of frames in operation
Overlap mode

.

I

. .
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For each mapping camera frame:
Rev number
Operation number
Frame number (within operation)
Nadir longitude and latitude
Time of frame center (GMT)
Time of frame center (vehicle time)
SUn. aDgle
Vehicle altitude
Inertial velocity
Ground track velocity
Ground track azimuth
Commanded FMC rate
Vehicle attitude a.nd attitude rate
Rigbt ascension aDd declination of center ray for each stellar camera
'!be MPR was sent on a daily basis from _
(Satellite Test Center, Sunnyvale,
Califpruia) to NPIC (WasbiDgton), DMA (St. Louis), DMA (Washington), aDd the DIA (Pentagon).
It was used in the pre-pbuming efforts of the user community in preparation for the film processing functions, camera performance evaluation, information exploitation, aDd mapping functions.
TJie daily report was used to generate "road maps" to facilitate film titling, processing, and
evaluation.
TJie nucleus of the CORONA performance evaluation team regulars bad seen to it that the
PFA was well planned in advance of the first mission. This, together with stability of key
personnel throughout the program, enabled the PFA meetings to function with minimal perturbations. Actually, the PFA activities were quite routine. As soon as the recovery date for the
Mapping Camera RVwas set, the PFA chairman, SAFSP, would send a message to all agencies
participating in the "first look" PFA anno~ciDg the dates for the meeting, usually of 4 days
duration. Since it was considered mandatory that the camera contractor inspect the RV prior
to despooling, travel arrangements would be coordinated with the Hickam ferrying aircraft
delivery schedule to enable the timely arrival of an ltek PFA member at the p1'e)cessiDg site for
Ws requiremeDt. Following this, the Itek member, usually Steve Herman, would get together
with a processing site. representative to compare dally mission records from the STe operation
with the MPR. The "road map" compiled from this review would be fed into the optical titling
program.
Other members of the team would plan to arrive prior to film processing. An overview of
the mission would be presented by Itet from the data compiled during the miSSiOn, pointiDg out
any anomalies which might be expected and if indicated, recommendations would be, made for
special film bazIdliDg/processing. Action items from previous mlssiODB would be reviewed, and .
agreement reached as to processing chemistry and equipmeJt to be used for the terrain aDd stellar
optrational films and test "tag on" films. Resident processing site personnel then proceeded with
film processiDg aDd duplication.
.
Following the steps of preparation just described, there were actually four major functions
to be accomplished at the PFA. First of course was the processiDg aDd duplicatiOn. Then upon
the availability of the original negatives aDd duplicate records, team members would start the
evaluation. The DMA breakout or "Tiger Team," comprised of a team leader and four members,
would examine every frame of the original negative records. ConcurreDtly, the SPO chairman and

.

.
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camera contractor team would be reviewing the duplicate records as they became available, looking
for anomalies, examples of dupUcate coverage for comparison with previous missions, examples
of exceptionally good photography, and representative samples suitable for ratiDg Via the Visual
Edge Match (VEM) technique. This technique, developed by Itek in 1970, uses a standard photoiDterpreter viewing table with a variable zoom biDocular microscope. The photographic image
is magnified to the point where the image becomes divorced from instant recognition (the image
breaks down due to grain, image resolution, image contrast, and other image degrading factors)
as judged by the person viewing the photography. This magnifi cation is then converted to an
estimated film reSolution number based on a calibrated conversion factor that bad previously
been determiDed for the photointerpreter. The conversion factor curve was initially determined
by an aDalysis of the magnificatioDS required to read 2:1 contrast resolution targets from laboratory and operationally generated aerial photographs. This conversion factor was further
Verified by cross checks where the resolution was withheld, forcing the interpreter to judge the
resolution from the images. This evaluation approach closely matches that of the photointerpreter
who is also hampered by image scale, contrast, shadow lengths, spectral response, and all other
factors that effect the final intelligence thai may be extracted from the aerial photographs.
Photographs of VEM equipment aDd a. VEM matrix array are shown in Figs. 5 -2 and 5 -3.
During the course of the PFA meeting, two individualS, usually
from DMA.
and Harold Alpaugh from Itek, selected aDd evaluated a representative sampling of mission
terrain photography via the VEM tecbn1que. In the MCS program, VEM results were used for
two purposes: (1) to show the resolution pattern over the entire 9 x 18-inch format; (2) for

comparison, mission-to-mission.

.

As the meeting progressed, sections of the PFA message (Rebound 831ST) would be written
in preparation for the final review and message sign-off on the last day. Among those items
reported in tile PFA message were general mission statistics, resolution from VEM analysis,
exposure analysis aDd processing, preliminary cloudcover assessment, quality and adequacy of
stellar imagery, results of special engineering photography, results of in-flight calibration,
conclusions, and action items.
The "exteDded" PFA; coDSist1Dg of more detailed analyses, required the use of more
sopbisticated mensuration devices. This part of the PFAwould be performed at DMA. Three
reports would result from these analyses and evaluations, i.e., the final cloud cover assessment,
the PFA Summary, aDd the In-Flight Camera. Calibration Report. Although the secODd of these
reports is the only one referred to as "PFA", all were reports of post-fUgbt evaluation activities.

The preliminary cloud. cover assessment which was accomplished at the Processing FacUity
was done by visually estimating the percentage range of cloud cover on each frame. Weigbted
averages were used to determine ~ percentage of frames which bad less than 50 percent cloud
cover and the percentage of frames with less than 10 percent cloud cover. For a quick assessment, this works satisfactorily. However, users are concerned with where the cloud cover occurs.
Consequently, the first analysis that occurred when the film was received at DMA was the dig!tiBiDg of the clo~· cover of each frame. This digitized data was then used to prOvide statistics
aDd graphics which were invaluable aids to the users and planners. These results were usually
available within 3 days afte~ receiving the film.
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The PFA SUmmary was the DMA portion of the Final PFA Report produced by the Mapping
Camera contractor. This summary included:
1. Film distortion aDalyses and comparisons with preVious missions.
2. Fiducial stabiUty aDalyses which includ8d distance checks between fiducials and
fiducial calibration.
3. Densitometer aDalyses including both macro- aDd microdensitometry.
4. Various dimensional measurements such as format size, interframe distances for both
terrain and stellar camera, and intraframe distance within a stellar pair.
5. Measurements to determine if the film tracked. satisfactorily.
6. An evaluation of the stellar film to determine the stellar cameras' ability to image 6th
magnitude stars.
7. Tim1ng studies to check cycle times and to determine differences between terrain and
stellar exposure midpoiDts.
When the contractors aDd DMA. had completed. their analyses, the PFA chairman (from SAFSP)
would convene a reView meeting during which all of the various inputs to the Final PFA Report
would be reviewed and edited. The status of all a.ct1on items woula ILlso be reviewed, and a UDified
set of conclusions and recommendations would be agreed upon. The final report would then be

published.
xxx xxx

IN-FLIGHT CAMERA CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
This important aspect of the program consisted of two major phases: (1) reduction of data.
acquired before flight, referred to as "pre-flight calibration" (see Section 2, page 2-46); and
(2) reduction of data acquired during night, referred to as "tn-flight calibration." Both phases,
beginning With the pre-night calibration procedures, are described herein the post-night analysis
section since the final solution to the calibration of each MCS was reached only after reduction
and analysis of all calibration data bad been completed.
The purpose of calibrating a camera is to define certain stable elements which the photogrammetrist categorizes as lens distortion, interior orientation, and relative orientation. The
starfield exposures obtained at Cloudcroft were well. suited for this ·stable elemeDt def1Dit1on
since stars provide esseDt1ally point source imagery aud their positions on the celestial sphere
are· known to a high degree of accuracy. The· configuration of the Terrain aud Stellar Cameras
permitted simultaneous exposures by all three cameras. This .was necessary for the determination of the relative orientation ~ the Terrain Camera to the Stellar Cameras. Split-vertical
simultaneous exposures, with the flellar Cameras only, provided constraining information for
relative orieDtaUon. Vertical exposures, with the Terrain Camera only; provided ccmstrainiDg
informatioa for the Terrain Camera lens distortions, focal length, and principal point offset,
I.e., the coPrdinates of the poiJJt in the focal plane iDtercepted by the prinCipal axis of the lens.
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Visual Edge Match equipment (VEM)
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. The theory behind camera calibration using starfield exposures is comParatively simple.
However, puttiDg theory iDto practice often becomes a monumental task. Corrections for the
effects of the windows on the vacuum tank had to be obtained from !tet. 'lbe calibrated coordinates
for the reseau intersections also bad to be obtained from !tet. Meteorological data obtained at
Cloudcroft had to be checked for consistency. Star observation data had to be reduced for atmospheric refraction modeling. Data had to be obtained to correct refraction for an air-to-vacuum
. interface at the windows of the vacuum tank.
~ce the fiduc1als of the Terrain Camera are stationary relative to the lens, aDd the reseau
Is DOt, the camera aDd film coordinate systems had to be defined relative to th~ fiduc1als.
Consequently, a set of calibrated coordinates had to be derived for them. Tbis had to be done
before any star image measurements could be completely pre -processed. Fortunately, this
calibration is independent of any other except the reseau calibration which Is necessary to remove
the effects of film distortion.

Ten frames would be sel~cted for the fiducial calibration. The fiducials and the four reseau
intersections surroUDdiDg each one were measured manually on a M'aDn comparator. The frame
would then b8 rotated 1800 aDd measured again. Each frame would be meas1ln!d in this manner
by three differeut operators. Film distortion effects were removed with a six-parameter transformation which corrected for translation, rotation, a scale factor in the x direction, a scale factor
in the y direction, aDd for the non-perpelldicularity of the film coordinate axes. The resulting
coordinates (now relative to the reseau coordinate system) were matched with the correspoDd1Dg
aetfrom the opposite rotation, aDd averaged to remove the effects of operator bias. Tbis was
done for each operator, aDd then, corresponding results for the three operators were averaged.
At tbis point, the 'ttJest frame" was selec:ted on the basis of the lowest transformation variance,.
aDd all other frames were transformed to it by means of a three-parameter (translation aDd
rotation) traDSformatton. This resulted in haVing all coordinates in a consistent system, aDd thJ,lS
all corresponding coordinates could be averaged. 'lbe final step waS to adjust the coordinates
by translation only, such that the average of the x coordinates would be zero and the average of
they coordinates would be zero .
.Other activities proceeded simultaneously with the fiducial calibration. Frames were
selected for the other calibrations to be performed. Then, the first step was to 1deDt1ly known .
control stars. Given the time of exposure, location of the camera, aDd the approximate azimUth
and elevation ugles of the principal axis, an approximation of the starfield seen by the camera·
could be made. An overlay would be made showiDg the location of a number of stars as they
appear on the frame. This overlay would be oriented to a star chart of approximately the same
scale as the photograph. A small number of stars, usually 10 to 15, would be ideJltified aDd their
Boss General Catalog Dumbers recorded. These control stars would be used later for a preliminary orientation which would permit the automatic identification of all other star images
measured.
Approximately 150 star images on each terrain frame and 60 for each stellar frame would
be measured. The four reseau intersections surroUDding each star image would also be measured
for the purpose of removing the effects of film distortion.
The time measuring was completed, all the ancillary data necessary for processing was
. compiled, aDd the pre-processing~. Pre-processing CODSisted of correcting film measurements for all kDown effects which were independent of the elements to be defined by the calibration.
Those effects were film distortion, vacuum tank window corrections, air-to-vacuum refraction
correction, aDd the transformation of the. image measurements to the fiducial's coordinate system
defined by the previouslymentioDed fiducial calibration.
BIF-o!l8W'23422J82
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The Simultaneous Multi-Camera Analytical Calibration (SMAC) computer program written
by DuaDeBrown AS$ociates, !D.c. was the primary adjust:rnent program used for calibration.
The corrected data was input iIlto the single camera portion of the program. The single camera
portion would comput~ preliminary orieDtations to $tar:fields using the identified coDtrol stars,
match the remainiug star iJn8ges to the SmithsODi.n Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) star
catalog, update the star positions~ correct for atmospheric refraction, and proceed with a preliminary ea1ibration. PreUminal'y runs such as this were UJed to clean up the data by elilDinatiDg
bad measuremeDts,mis-ideDtified stars and blUDdere such as a mis-punched computer card. A
fiDal siDgle. SMAC reduction 'Was made, aDd the resulting O\itplt was used in the multi -camera
portion resulting in the calibr;ition ot the relative orientation qles between'the Stellar Cameras
aDd the Terrain Camera.
The entire calibration effort, except for the fiducial calibration, would be performed at
least one more time by a differeDt analyst. U the results were sipificaDtly different, the
calibration would be done again. U the results were not sigDificantly different, the most consistent
set (least variation) was published.

The In-Flight Camera Calibration report consisted of three basic aspects of Post Flight
Analysis, i.e., dynamic calibration using Bar XC photography,. C-Mociecalibration, and calibration
verWcatiop..
'
The principles involved in dynamic camera calibration were basically the same as 'for pre- ,
flight calibration or C-mode calib:rat1on, i.e., i. ''truth set", in this case geodetic CODtl'9l, is imaged
on the photography aDd f10m this f'trutb' eet" and the tracking available over the Bar XC, the
calibration parameters could be determined. Typically, more than 1 operation w~ be taken over
the Bar XC range, and at least 2 would be Chosen tor Calibration. The control poiDts would be
ldentWed aM marked for measuring. TraddDg data. would be obtained aDd a Short arc ephemeris
computed. Control stars woUld be marked on the stellar film for the purpose of automatic star
Identification on the measuring device. All these data were compiled an4 fed into the computer
. . the calibration parameters computed. The focallengt:hs and principal point OftlletS would
be CODStrained in this solution due to hish correlations ~ position aDd attitude errors.

In the C-mode operation, the Vehicle orie1)tation would be such that all three cameras would
photograph stars. Thus, thelmown riBbt asceDSioJis ~ c:lecltnations of the stars became the
"truth set" for C$libration. ID theory, this method at obtaining ca.Ubration data was the best. ,
However, differ8Jlcea between C-blOde·calibr~n and pre-fUght calibration were met with
skepticism. The procedures for C-mode calibration were very similar to those used for preflight calibration. Control stars were identified on each frame for both the TerraiJllIDd Steilar
Cameras. The coutrol stars were uaed for preliminary orieDtatlon to the stellar field which Is
WHtd to automatically pre-position the comparator on other stars used in the data reduction.
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SECTION 6
EXPLOITATION
EXPLOITATION SYSTEMS DEVELOPED AND/OR UTILIZED
Development of systems and procedures for exploitation of satellite imagery in MC&G
production actlvities was well underway prior to introduction of the KH-9 and its Mapping Camera
System.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers had principal responsibility for Army MCIIO operational
programs. The Army Map Service (AMS), being the base plant for production of maps and charts,
was an early user of satellite and other SAO materials. The Engineer Topographic Laboratories
(ETL) had responsibility for research, development, test, and engineering (ROTE) of surveying,
mapping, charting, and geodetic systems and equipment both for use in AMS and for use by Army
Tactical Units. Beginning in 1962, ETL undertOOk de'velopment of a Universal Photogrammetric
Data Reduction and Mapping System (UP DRAMS) for use by AMS.
The UP DRAMS entailed a radical departure from previous and then -current philosophy:
mapplogdata reduction systems for use with imaging systems had been developed in the past to
accommodate the characteristics of specific cameras, with emphasis on the classic 6-inch focal
length/91jz.x 91jz-inch-format aerial cameras in use since before World War II. UPDRAMS
stressed use of computer-aided systems for extraction of feature and terrain information from
imagery, thereby resulting in equipment which was focal-length lDdepelldent•.
Use of analytical (mathematical) techniques was stressed. Then-current equipment was
analog, i.e., pairs of photographs comprising stereo-pairs were manually oriented in stereoplotters;
a cartographer then manually plotted, on a paper manuscript, man-made features such as roads and
bulldings, natural features such as streams and vegetation, and elevation data in the form of contours. In UPDRAMS, measurements made on single photographs using preciSion measuring systems (comparators) permitted computation of such parameters as camera altitude and orientation
(attitude); the computed values could then be used to control high speed, automated compilation
systems.
The Army bad long been attempting to win approval in DoD for a satellite mapping camera
baving the long focal lengtb necessary to give reasonably large scale linagery from satellite
altitudes. Analyses had indicated that an 18-inch focal length was optimum, but a 12-inch focal
length was adequate. Of equal concern was the imaging format. If the focal length was increased,
but the format remained 9% x 9% incbes as used in conventional mapping cameras, the resulting
ground area covered by a photograph would be very small. Army analyses indicated a 9 x 18-inch
format was optimum. Whe~eas the UPDRAMS was focal-length lndepeDdeDt, the imagery format
had to be set; the Army thereupon designed the UPDRAMS around a 9 x IS-inch format.
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The Air Force Aeronautical Chart and Information Center (ACIC) had principal responsibUlty for Air Force MC&G operational programs. ACIC, like the AMS, was an early user
of satelllte and other TK imagery in production activities. In partieular, ACIC pioneered the
appllcatton of panoramic photography in M~G production activities, including the development of
mathematical techniques for partial or full compensation of the geometric distortions inherent in
that type of Imagery. The Rome Air Development Center (RADC) at GrUfiss Air Force Base,N.Y.,"
conducted research and development of systems and equipment for use by ACIC. The two organizations collaborated in implementation of a base plant production system which stressed use of
computational techniques combined with a computer-assisted analytical stereoplotter adapted from
a Canadian invention.
Scientists and engineers at the National Research Center in canada produced a computerassisted analytical stereqplotter during the late 1950's. This equipment, although manuallyoperated, had the capabllity to produce cartographic products from virtually any photography so
long as the camera which produced the lmagery could be mathematically described. The automated, computer,.;assisted MC&G production systems revolutionized cartographic production
actiyities. The MCS alone has made possible the determination of ground feature locations
(coordlnate values) at a small fraction of previous production costs, while also allOwing production
agencies to meet most accuracy requirements anywhere in the world.
The Replacement of Photographic Imagery Equipment (RPlE) (see Fig. 6-1) was initially
designed and buUt with the intention that input from the MCS would support major production efforts In producing orthophotos. However, due to cbanges in programs, priorities, and
products, and because of the RPIE's many capabUlties, sources other than the MCS were utilized
when the RPIE was placed 10 production. The RPIE's utilization of MCS lDput was prlmarUy in
support of the Large Scale Mapping Program. other minor and special products have been
supported by the MCS on the RPIE.

A Universal Automated Map CompUation Equipment (UNAMACE) (see Fig. 6-2) was developed. the first beiilgdellvered in 1963. ETL had been experimenting with automated, electronically-aided systems since the iate 1950's wherein a pair of pbotographs were fused loto single
stereo imagery. In the UNAMACE, this stereo image is not created 10 a literally physical sense;
rather, an on-line computer receives data as two pbotographs cOmprislog a stereo pair are
automatically scaDll$d by electronic sensors. Incremental imagery dlsplacem~ necessary
to remove all distortions and correctly poSition image features are computed. These computed
corrections are then used in production of an orthophoto, in which every Image point is in its
correct Position relative to every other image point. On an orthophoto, horizontal distance
between any two image points can be accurately measured; in conventional aerial photography,
this cannot hi done.
"
"
Even though the UNAMACE was not initially intended for use with input from the MeS,
developmental programming efforts resulted in an MCS compUation capabllity in 1976. MCS
lDput to the UNAMACE supported the Large Scale Mapping Program from approximately 1976
until 1980. Other special projects and MC&G products have been supported by the MCS on the"
UNAMACE. Seven of the tJNAMACE systems were built altogether, tbe last belDg dellvered
10 1989.
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Fig. 6-1 - Replacement of Photographic Imagery Equipment (RPIE)
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Fig. 6-2 -

Universal Automatic Map Compilation Equipment. (UNIMACE)
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The Automatic Reseau Measuring Equipment (ARME) was specifically designed to elCplolt
the MeS characteristics (see Fig. 8-3). It automatically drives to and measures pre-assigned
x, y coordinates. It consists of the following:

'f

r

• Numerically controlled comparator With I-micrometer resolution, 10 x 18-inch field
(H. Dell Foster)
• A 729-line video acquisition system with O.8-micrometer resolution, 5% contrast sensitivity, and a data matrix of 255 x 255-resolution elements (DBA Systems, Inc.)
• 729-1lne video point locator system displaying table position versus a contact print of the
photograph being measured (DBA Systems, Inc.)
• Functional human engineered control console designed to minimize the effort for operator
computer trainmg (DBA Systems, Inc.)
• Central processor unit with a32K core memory, two magnetic tape units, 4~IK disc
memory, card reader/punch, high-speed printer/plotter, CRT and TTY terminals (Varian
Data Machines)
The video image acquisition system replaces visual/manual centering for reseaus, grid
intersections, stars, fiducials, and marked potDts via closed-loop control of the comparator table
pOSition.
The ARME was purchased from DBA Systems, Inc. of Melbourne, Florida to support DMA's
large scale' mapping point positioning data base and other special projects.
The AS-ll stereoplotter (Fig. 8-4); consisting of a viewer/comparator, computer, and
coordlnatograph, is used at DMA for medium scale map/chart compilations and for digital data
.
compilation of equivalent scale occurring using MCS photography. .
. The photographic laboratory equipment used to support the MCS (some having been procured
specifically for this purpose) is listed below: .
• Large format cOpy cameras
• .These cameras
produced enlargements and reductions in support of special
.
. products.
• Large format vacuum frames

• This piece of equipment used a step-and-repeat process In Its contact 1 : 1 printiDg
support of point position data bases.
• Strip vacuum frame (see Fig. 8-5)
• This equipment Was purchased specifically to support the MCS system. It is a step
and repeat 1: 1 contact printer which supported the point pOSition data bases.
• Enlargers
• These cameras produced photo enlargements in support of the Large Scale Mapping
Program and other products related to the MCS system.
• Electro..()ptical Rectifier
• This instrument produced rectifications and enlargements
products.

I
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and supported special
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• 2.5x Latady
• The Latady is a 2.5x reduction continuous roll printer purchased specifically to
support products from the MCS at large scale.
.
• 3x Lataely
• The 3xLatady supported the PPOM's, image scale, and other products related to the
MCS. Th-ls instrument is a step-and-repeat prlnter enlarger.
• Mark IT Printer
• The Mark IT is an auto-dodging contact step-and-repeat printer which supported the
Special Products, PPDB's, and other products related to the MCS.
• Reseau Printer
• This printer is a step-and-repeat strip prlnter which superimposes reseau ticks on
the film. This printer supported the Large Scale Mapping Program.
• SPI070 Printer
'.

• This instrument is a continuous strip printer with dodging capabilities. Thls printer
supported Special Products, PPDB's, Large Scale Mapping, and other products related
to the MCS.

• Kingston Printer
• The Kingston is a continuous non-dodging strip printer with high geometric accuracy.
This printer supported the PPDB program. .
.MUler Printer
• The .Miller printer is a 9 x 18-inch contact step-and-repeat prlnter which
Special Products, PPDB's, and Large Scale products.

suppo~d

• lOx-20x-oiOx Enlarger (Kodak:) .
• Thls lOx-20x-40x enlarger supported Spectal MCS Products.
• Microdensltometer
• This instrument had digitizing and playback to analog capabtlityand supported
Special MCS Products.
• AIIB Rectifier
• This rectifier reduced 9-inch-format film to 70-mm format for rectification. This
rectifier supported the Large Beale Mapping Program and other MCS Products.
• E-4 Rectifier
• This rectifier enlarged and rectified chips and supported Special MCS Products.
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Fig. 6-4 - Analytical stereoplotter Systems (AS-ll)
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Fig. 6-5 - strip vacuum frame
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EXPLOITATION OF IMAGERY

KH-9 MCS imagery currently is used by the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) in a large
number of high-priority programs, both for production of conventional maps and charts and, more
recently, fo.r products in digital form for direct support of weapon systems. Several key programs
will be discussed; these provide a good definition of the breadth of application of the MCS.
Analytical Triangulation

i ,

MCS photography is used as a source for analytical triangulation processes performed at
DMA. Stereophotogrammetric techniques utilizing previously performed camera calibrations of
the MCS are executed to develop ground control for subsequent use in DMA prOduction programs.
This control is adjusted on a continental basis to minimize or eUminate differences iD·ephemeris
data between the variousMCS missions (this adjustment procedure is discussed in more detaU
under Continental Control Network Data Base).
Trlanguiation techniques are based on precise measurements of photographic imagery,
performing appropriate physical corrections and transformations to relate image positions to the
camera system, and applying the math model relating image coordinates, camera position, camera
orientation, and ground position.

r

J

Mensuration is accomplished on both stereoscopic and monoseopic comparators (measuring
engines). 'Where the highest order of precision is required [as in the case of the CCN (diElcussed
in a later section), primary control for mapping and charting operations, and target positioning],
three-stage stereocomparators are used. The resulting precision for such control is better than
5 micrometers. For supplemental control, monocomparators often are used with measurements
made on marked control points. The marking is accomplished with marking devices which remove
emulsion at the image providing a record of the measured point in addition to flagging the t.maie
for the comparator to set on. Marked images are control points, pass POints, and targets of
interest. The resulting precision for such control is approximately 30 .micrometers. Other points
that require measurement are reseaus, fiducials, and star images. All comparator measurements
are corrected for fUm shrinkage, transformed to the camera system,and further corrected for
refraction, aberration, and lens distortion.
The corrected imagecoordtnates, along with ephemeris, orientation, camera calibration
lnformation, and available control data are reduced by employing least-squares adjustmeDt tech. nlques to determine updated positional and orientation values and ground coordinates of pass pOints
and targets. These output data are then used as input data to the photognmmetrlc compilation
function. In the case of compiling from MCS photographs, these ~ta are applied directly. In the
case of compUing from other than the MCS photographs, a transfer of control data from the MCS
photographs to the photographs to be used must take place prior to the data leaving the triangulation function.
Continental Control Network (CCN) Data Base

1

I
L

./

A CCN has been deVeloped for the Eurasian Continent. CCN's for Africa and South America
are in planning. The objective of the effort is to improve the accuracy of ground control used for
DMA production programs. 'this improvement is achieved by minimizing the uncertainties induced
in ground CQntrol coordinates by uncertainties in ephemeris data. Products using the CCN control
include:· dlgltal terrain elevation data (DTED), digital feature analysis daia (DFAD), vertical
obstruction data (VOD), target and point positioning data, maps. and charts, elevatiOn matrices for
systems using Terrain Contour Matching (TERCOM). etc. Points positioned using the CCN have
an absolute accuracy of 23 meters horizontally (CE 90%) and 1'1 meters vertically (1& 90%) •
BIF-058W-23422/S2
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Those points, derived from orbital data without using CeN, have an accuracy of 41 meters horizontally and 23 meters vertically at 90% probabilities. Adjustments of models to the CCN control
for use in compiling digital data or point positioning data bases can be made to a relative accuracy
of 4 meters horizontally and 3 meters vertically (90%).
The CCN is accompllshe!i with a planetary block adjustment system which involves the
construction of a photogrammetric data base composed of a sampling of two to four stereo. mOdels
from stdelapping operations of KH-9 MCS photography. The common surface area between models
from two operations is called a relative geometry point (RGP) area. Each RGP area is processed
in a triangulation program and the derived ground coordinates of common image points and control
pOints become the basic input to the adjustment program. A weighted least-squares adjustment
minimizes the bias between common points derived from Sldelapplng operations. Once the translations are determined for an operation, then all exposure station positions in that operation are
updated.
The re.sults of CCN diagnostic testing show that, using MCS imagery, ground control and
point postttons on WGS-'72 can be derived to an acc~cy that is commensurate with the error
budget established for the basic data components of the CCN, as cited above.
Photogrammetric Compllatlon
The primary photogrammetric compilation instruments at the Defense Mapping Agency are
the Universal Automatic Map Compilation Equipment (UNAMACE) and the Analytical Stereoplotter
Systems (AS-ll).
The input to the UNAMACE consists of camera orientatton, ground identified control from
the CCN, ground center polnt, and fUm positives of the stereo model. Implementing the inputs
from triangulation, along with the MCS photographs, provides the operator with a stereo model of
the ground coverage suitable for up to 1: 250,OOO-scale mapping:
The basic UNAMACE consisted of an operator console, four tables, ,one controller, and one
magnetic'tape unit. Of the four tables, two were input tables (for fUm positives), one was for
output orthophotos, and one was for the output altitude chart. With the advent of the MCS, the
UNAMACE was reconfigured to include the console, computer, upgraded magnetic tape units, and
a three-table configuration. Two tables are used for input (fUm positives) and the third table is
used for orthophoto production. The elevation information is placed on magnetic tape. This
reconflguration of the six UNAMACE systems left six surplUs tables (one per system). With tWo
of the six surplus tables, a special Off-Line OrthoPhoto System (OLOPS) was designed. The
OLOPS-I has the capability of producing an orthophoto with 70 to 80 lines per millimeter resolution and at a much faster rate than the UNAMACE, since computations associated with compilation
are not being done simultaneously with orthophoto production. The OLOPS-I is a two-table
conftguratton;.·console, computer, and magnetic tape units. One table uses an MCS fUm positive
and the second table produces the orthophoto. The basic control provided to the OLOPS-I is
UNAMACE-generated elevation data stored on magnetlc tape. An updated OLOPS-D will have
resolUtion improved to 97 lines per millimeter.·
Elevation data produced from MCS imagery is also used to drive the Replacement of
Photographic Imagery Equipment (RPIE) to produce an orthophoto with up to 110 lines per mUlimeter resolution. The RPIE is a multi-purpose piece of equipment that can produce an orthophoto,
rectified photography, or, using MeS-derived control information, replace high resolution Imagery·
into geometrically correct pOSitions. The RPIE consists of a computer, printer with a laser light
source, magnetic tape units, console, and an analytical stereoplotter viewer cODverted to automatic
correlation.
,
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AS-U stereoplotter instruments are used at DMA for medium scale map/chart compilations
and for digltal data compilation of equivalent scale accuracy using MCS photography. The AS-ItA
stereoplotter instrument consists of a viewer/comparator, computer, and coordinatograph. The
computer analytiC!ally solves the relative and absolute orientations of a stereo pair (pan, terrain,
or a combiDatlon) from measurements read from the comparator and automatically drlves the
comparator carriages to maintain a parallax-free viewing model. The AS-UA has 9 x 9-inch
carriages and maintains a calibration accuracy of 3 to 4 micrometers. The AS-UBI, a later
version Of the AS-llA, has expanded memory, 9 x 18-inch carriages, and automatic correlation
equipment to permit automatic 'contouring. Addltionally, the AS-UBI has expanded software
enabling a real-time correction for reseau calibration. Input to the AS-ll systems cOlnprlses
MeS stereo imagery and precomputed camera position and attitude data; outputs include chart
manuscripts and digitized terrain and feature positional values. TWO automated stereoplotters:
the AS-llBX and ACE, provide automatic scanning of MeS stereo models at speeds of 6 to 8x the
AS-UBls. Their use is restricted to areas with little or no snow, and where image quality is
good; manually operated AS-ll systems referred to earlier are used to fUl in areas where image
quality dld not permit automatic correlation.

,
i
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SECTION '1
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND STATISTICS

This section is pre"seated under three major headings: (1) Highlights, from aspects of
engineering and user 8.;Ccomplishments; (2) Mission Planning, Strategies, aDd AccompUshDientsj"
and (3) Mission Engineering Summaries and Major Changes or Proposed ChaDges (iDtermixed
as they occurred by date durlng the operational period). Statistics are presented in tabular and
chart form.
mGBLIGHTS
Since the first MCS mission (1205),9 March to 20 April 1973, the mission duration increased
in increments from 42 days on the first mission to 118 days on missions 1215 and 1216.

.~

To further enhance the data gathering capacity of the MCS, on mission 1214 the terrain
camera film load was changed from 2.5-mll (STB) fUm to 1.5-mll (l11'B) film, providing a
50 percent increase in footage. Then, on the last two missions (1215, 1216) the film load was
changed to 1.2-mll (Ul11'B) film providing another 25 to 30 percent increase OIl the average load.
Thus, during the course of the program the terrain film load had been increased by a factor of
approximately 1.8* and the mission duration increased by a factor of appraxtmately 3. Further,
by changing to a finer grain film on the fifth and subsequent missions, the resolution approximately
doubled (see Table '1-1 and Fig. '1':1).
.
MISSION PLANNING, STKATEGIES, AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

I

L

ID1t1ally, the total land area of the world, less the ice caps of Greenland and Antarctica,
was approved. for once-over trilap MCS coverage. The area was approximately 39.4 million
nautical square miles (mnsm).
" Missions 1205 through 120'1 were programmed against a four-priorities system. Some
large areas of the world were deferred from colleCtion to place emphasis on production programs
within the SiDO-Boviet bloc. Total UDique area collected. was 6.'1 mnsm.

"j

1

The mission plan for 1208 and 1209 increased the areas of the world deferred from collection
of MCS photography. Also, all water areas considered for collection were deleted. Emphasis was
placed. on program requirements in the Sino-Soviet bloc. The strategies for MCS priority collection were changing. The iDitial 39.4 mnsm approved for MCS coverage bad been reduced by 11.0
mnsm from priority collection. The reduDdancy of MCS coverage from mission to mission was

• The stellar camera film capacity was increased as required to provide adequate stellar
frame pairs for the increased terrain lo~s.
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Table '-1 - ."ston Statl8tlcs
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increasing. Tbe total redundant coverage (mission to mission) as of Mission 1208 was 0.9'78 mnsm.
This increased to 1.437 mnsm through mission 1209 due to the collection of slivers or small gap
areas. The total MCS/MC&G acceptable (trilap 90 percent clear WAG cells) coverage through
mission 1209 was 9.7 mnsm.
Starting with mission 1210, new strategies in the DMA MCS plann1ng ami collection techD1ques
were used. New data was added which divided WAG cells into 20 separate homogeneous weather
areas. Tbese data. were provided by CIA froiD historical climatological records. These'areas
were used to create mapping categories (MCATS) for collection priorities which were given names
aud sent to CIA as part of the total co1lection ("MOB") film. MCATS divided collection priorities by
geographic area, tbus giving plaDners at DMA the option to delete or direct MOS operations agaiDst
a smaller area to increase efficiency. The other strategy in MCS collection plaDDiug was the
introduction of the Planetary Bloc Concept (PBC), later known as tile Continental Control Network
(CCN),. which resulted in deleting those WAG cells from collection which were three WAG cells or
less in cross track to a mission operation ami were covered by MC&G pan photography (stereo)
suitable for bridging control (cantilevering). This strategy resulted in deferring from collection
approximately 30,000 cells (approximately 6.1 mum). Mission 1210 netted 1.3 mnsm of MC&G
acceptable coverage. The total MCS collection throughmisslon 1210 was 11.1 million of tbe original39.4-million-nsm area.
Mission 1211 MCS collection strategies were the same as mission 1210. Tbe Probable
Acquisition (pACQ) plan for 1.8 mnsm was selected and MCS coverage (90 percent clear WAG
cells covered by trllap):aetted 1.4 mnsm coverage. Studies were completed prior to the launch
of mission 1211 (Nov 19'7.5), which conCluded that metric pan would be adopted in the KH-9 system
aud the last two MCS buys for missions 121'7 and 1218 would be dropped.
Mission 1213 MCATS were developed to maximize priority ODe aDd two areas. These .were
mainly in the Slno-Soviet bloc. All priority three aDd four areas in Africa were deferred from
collecti.on for this missiOD, which reduc«l the collection from 344,000 to 28,000 nsm. Beg1im1ng
with this mission, all clear trilap MCS coverage of WAG cells which equalled 50 perceDt (12 of
24 sub-cells) or greater would be counted down as successful collection of MC&G priorities. This
new crltetia also affected earlier mission coverage of WAG cells at the 50 percent satisfa.cti.on
level. The total collection of MCS coverage through mission 1212 at 50 percent satisfa.cti.on was
16.6 DlD8m of the 39.4-mnsm requirement.
With mission 1213, the NAVPAC system (satellite-to-satellite tracking) was added to the
KH-9 vehicle. Initial pl8DDlng provided for 300 frames to be used over the Sino..;sovtet area to
create a network base to improve the CCN positioning. Hydrographic charts which could utilize
mono M:~S coverage were added to the required programs (separate MCAT). The priority division
of 1 through 4 was changed to a low aDd high priority scale. (previously, priorities 1 aDd 2 were
high aDd priorities 3 IUld 4 were low.) High priority included all programmed production areas.
The low priority was for data base collection areas. .

Summary of Collection Interests for Mission 1213 MCS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CCN/NAVPAC
Eurasia laDd mass-CCN
Africa laDd mass-CCN
Production programs
Hydro -memo areas.

(
L
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Mission 1213 achieved approximately 2.2 mnsm of coverage against requirements, bringing
the total MCS collection to 18.8 of 39.4 mnsm.
Mission 1214 was the first mission programmed to collect against bilap (55 percent forward
overlap) requirements. MODO, bilap, and trilap collection requiremems tor mission 1214 were
. approximately 17 mnsm of priority area. The use of bilap coverage (0.82 base/heigbt ratio)
provided a ODe-third increase in coverage ot MC&lG requirements ov&r trilap. The areas/programs
which required the most MCS photography were the CCN gap areas in the Eurasian land mass,
(628 frames planned for collection), and the Canadian/Greenland area (481 frames) which was in
support of a Joint mapping program. The South American COJtinent high priority' area was also in
support of joint mapping projects (521 frames). '!be African area of collection (562 frames)
provided tor production requirements and to develop CCN capability of that continent. Mission
1214 achieved 3.507 mnsmof coverage against an objective of .4.367 mnsm.
With the introduction of ultra-ultra-tb1n-base film on mission 1215 the coverage potential
increased from 3,151 frames to 3,968 frames. Reprogrammed WAG cells previously satisfied or
deferred from collection within the Eurasia land mass were submitted for collection. This was
due to support required for the Cruise Missile Program and the Point PositioDiDg Data Bases
(PPDB) which required 90 percent cloud-free coverage of WAG cells. Previous mission requirements within the Eurasian land mass, which had been satisfied by 50 percent (12 to 24) coverage on
cells, were deferred if gaps between MCS operations were three cells or less. An additional
diapostic area
established within the CONUS, the Southwest Geodetic Coltrol Net (SWGCN), t9
support the metric pan. A total of 2,913 IICS frames were designated against the collection of the \.
Eurasian
The planned IICS collection was 3.737 DlD6m. Mission 1215 achieved 3.271 mnsm
(moDO, bilap, andtrilap) coverage of the requiremeJJt areas.

was

area.

The final mission (1216) MCS collection requiremeJJts were generally the same as those
submitted for mission 1215 MCS. Priority emphasis was given to completiDg coverage of the
SouthWest Geodetic Control Network (SWGCN) which was important to the upcoming metric paD
fligbts, the Continental Control Network (CCN) land mass gaps in Eurasia, Africa, aDd South
America, and coverage of the Cruise Missile Program's test and evaluation in Camda aDd operational areas in Europe. Other priority requirements for MCS collectians included current medium
and large scale mapping programs.
.

••

The l1$-daY 1216-5 mission returned 3,840 terrain exposures. There were approximately
2 mnsm of requirements satisfied (19 percent) with mono, bilap, and trilap coverage. The clear/
. usable MC&lG criteria coverage grossed by mission 1216 MeS was approximately 6.1 mnsm; however, the effects of camera operations over slivel'l and gaps (i.e., areas less tban three ~AG cells
wtde) resulted tn a relatively small return of unique area coverage. The original MeS coverage
requirement was 39.4 mnsm, with each WAG cell seen at least 50 percent clear. The shortfall
against this requirement was 12.1 mnsm. For many production purposes, 90 percent of each
WAG cell must be seen clear. Tbe shorHall against this requirement was 14.5 mnam.

.
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MISSroN ENGINEERING SUMMARIES AND MAJOR CHANGES
Mission 1205 (SV -5~
The first MCS mission was operational from 9 March to 20 April 1973. Photographic
aDalysis aaf lnfligbt telemetry data indicated that a high level of success was achieved from both
functional aaf metric aspects.

The terrain photography was judged excellent throughout the mission. Photographic resolution level significautly exceeded,the predicted values based
factory acceptance test levels.
Visual Edge Matching (VEM) produced an average of 70 lines per mm for the frames measured.
Terrain camera quality provided additional value for search and surveillance requirements.

on
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The stellar photography provided adequate star images in both magnitude aDd quality. The
average number of star images in most frames was between 50 aaf 100 with many frames recording
as high as 150 images. Film sensitivity was reduced by fogging from solar radiation which
degraded the stellar reseau imagery. .
The terrain thermal shutter malfunctioned at the &tart of the mission, failing to open when
it was in the coldest sector of the orbit. Operations were initially limited to latitudes below 50"N.
'!be latitude restriction was periodically updated based on the daily lncrease of solar elevation.
A seCODd ma.lfuncticm, aD intermittent failure of the tape stop switch, resulted in improper
shutdown of the camera. The subsequeDt camera operations were made in the backup mode of
operation. The ba,ckup mode circuits utilized a cUffereDt tape stop switch.. This problem was
corrected. in subsequeDt systems by modification to the command sequences to provide a functional
backup to the tape stop switch.
Both 3401 aDd 2403 films were included on the end of the regular terrain film load (3400)
for the calibration pbotography. The in-fUgbt calibration, requirmg the vehicle to be pitched
80 that aU three cameras could photograpb the stars simultaDeously, obviOusly exposed the terrain
thermal shutter to the cold enVironmeDt of space. Since the failure mode of this particular shutter
was temperature orieDted, it failed to open, therefore there was no in-flight stellar calibration
film exposed for evaluation.

Based upon retrievals from the MlsslonPerformance Report (MPR) data, a total ot 728
Category I Missile 'Target Data's (MTD's) (170 WAG cells) were covered by the mapping camera
system. This programmed coverage equated to 30 percent of the photographic coverage required
for the Category I Inventory . In the actual evaluation, only 481 Category I MTD's (87 WAG cells)
were adequately photographed. This equated to only 20 percent of the coverage requirements.
For general Information, 2,674 Category n targets, 837 offset abn points, and 676 short
rmge air missiles (SHAM) reference point graphics (RPG's) were covered per programmed
coverage. This equated to 19, 24, aDd 25 percent of their respective inventories. In terms of
Mini-Bloc coverage, the equivalent of 3.1 ONG areas were covered, which represents 11 percent
of the Mini Bloc requirements.

{

i

• The tape stop switch is a comrol function that provides proper shutdown of the MCS
following aD operate OFF commaDd.
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Major' aCtion items resulting from the 1205 mission Ulcluded:
,1. Redesign Of the terrain tbermal shutter mechanical drive system to reduce the coefficient
of friction.

2. Modification of the tape stop SWitch CaIXl to allow more positive actuation of the operate
interlock switch.
3. A study to determine if the use of 3414 film could be utilized as the primary terrain
film in order to provide sufficient exposure latitude over the range of sun qles
encountered in missioU photography. (The 1205 m~sion exposure l'8sults indicated a
l'8serve of available illumination existed wb,n using 3400 film.)

~
"

4. A study to determine if it would be feasible to inCl'8as~ the stellar exposure time to

permit the use at the slower 3400 film in Order to deCl'8as8·u.e sensitivity to static and
corona discharge and solar radiation fogging.

Use of SO-131 (False Color Film)

In April 1973, Robert Kohler of the CIA. informally iDitiated an investigation as to the posSible
use of infrared sensitive color film (SO-I31) in the M'appiDg Camera to provide special-purpose
coverage over selected areas. BaviPg been ~ed for their evaluation, Eastman Kodak l'8ported
that optimum exposure, of SO-131 in the MCa was UDlikel),because of the hiJh T-number 8.Qd limited
sl\utter times, aDd provided ,a tab~e showing the predicb=d underexposure UDder several combinatiQllS of solar altitudes and shutter speeds.
011 21 May 1973 a message sut from the $be (ii.Coloael Clark LelU,Dann) to SAFSP
(U~ Colonel Albert W.loJmson/Captain James Collins)ud the NRO ccmf1rm,ed tbe l'8quil'811l8Qi
to have 100 feet of 80-131 film a.board the terrain camera film supply spool on misSion 1206, and '
stated tbat a forDUil collection requirement was forthcoming. UsiDg a combination of the Ex data
aDd Itek (Harold Alpaugh/Stephen Herman) generated exposure data, SAFBP tJ1en directed' that
100 feet oftha SO-131 be incorporated for exposure near the end of the inission at predetermtned
, 'ilolar elevations aDd shutter speeds. SAFSP Q,lso asked EK to send 200 teet of SO-131 to Itek
for test 1JUI'POIe8.

,

,I

\

Mission 1208 (BY-8)
'l'bia ~sion Will operational from 13 July to 24 Augu8t 1973. The terrain photography
for this mis.wn exceeded tbepredicted quality levels which were baed on acceptallce test
results. Visual EdgeMatchUIg (Vp;},f) proclu* an averap of 57.5liDes per'JDm,.

,.'

The stellar photography was comparable to mislion 1205 with the majority of frames
recordUIg appl'oldmately 100 stars imd Dia11yframes with up to 150 star images.

'l'Iut quality oftbe aperimeutallilotograpby with the SO-131 (false color) film was about
as predicted, i.e., about 50 to 75 feet (lRD. $Qbjedive -'ysis IDdicated that eorrect exposure
was acbleved IJut the solar ~ance was less than optimum.
Two minor anomalies occur"" durlDg the udsston. Telemetry iDdicated phase lock dropouts
throughout the misSion aDd abDormal operation of the stellar preas on two frames; however, DO
adverse etfe~ on pbOtography was obsetved. AU other telemetry was normal.

i

\"

Both 3401 aDd 2403 films wel'8 iDcluded on the aDd of the regular terrain film load for the
calibration. The 3401 film produ~ 30 to 25 liar images on each'frame. The results
of pbotograpby On 3403 were cousideted unacceptable due to film grain size, wblch approximated
star image size, aDd over-exPosure of terrain flduc1ala and reseau intersects.

m-tught

I

"

'
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Prior to launch, DMAAC submitted 1,980 Category I MTD's (439 WAG cells) for Mission
1206 MeS coverage. Based on programmed MCS coverage taken from MPH listings, a total of
40'1 Category I MTD's (l00 WAG cells) were photographed. Based on visual review, 153 category I
MTD's (58 WAG cells) were adequately photographed by the Mission 1206 MCS. For Mini Bloc
requirements, the area equivalent of 3.1 ONC's (operational navigation chart) was effectively,
covered by Mission 1206.

j

New Launch Schedule

On 21 August 1973, SAFSP (Captain James Collins) sent a message to DMA ( _ ,
of new launch dates. The dates given refiected the plan for launching two HEXAGON
vehicles per year:
adrisl~

System
001
00'1
008

009
010
011
012
{
'j
1

Shipping
04 Nov
05 Feb
19 Aug
06 Feb
1'1 Aug
04 Feb
20 Aug

'13
'14
'14
'15
'15
'16
'16

Launch Date

Mar '15
Sept '15
Mar '16
Sept '16
Mar '1'1
Sept '1'1
Mar '18

These delivery dates for the Mapping Cameras corresponded to the contractual date they
would be shipped from the manufacturer to. Cloudcroft, aDd therefore would serve as a guide for
DMA to use iD scheduUng their Cloudcroft support.

to_

-Then, OIl 12 December 1973, again to aid DMA in their Cloudcroft, support p1amdng, ColliD8
sent another message
advising of an advancement in delivery schedules, these new dates
being required to comply with revisions to systeDllJ iDtegration/teet timel1nes.

l

I

i

System

Delivery Date

La1Dlch Date

00'1
008
009
010
011
012

06 Jan '14
·23 July '14
08 Dec 74
21 June 75
06 Dec 75
24 Jan 76

Sept '15
Mar '16
Sept '16
Mar 77
Sept 7'l
Mar '18

I.
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Mission 1207 (SV-7)
The third ST system was fully opeJ;'8tional for 58 days on orbit, from 10 November 1973
to 7 January 19'74. .~ was an extension of mission length by 16 days over the first two MCS

missions.
The imagery acquired from all cameras was Comparable to past missions. -The terrain
cameta performed at expected levels based on acceptance test results, and the stellar units
recorded an adequate distribution of sixth magnitUde stars.

This was the first MC8to ga. un film in the t,rraln camera. Thirty feet of this
film was "tagged on" for special englDeeriDg tests. EngiDeeriDg objectives were accomplished
and the results substa:ptiated. the optimism for using this film as the primary load for future
missionS, 1209 being the ~arliest that could be cOiJSWered.
Several minor anomalies were DOted wJlich did not impact the photograpbic results.
The in-rught stellar calibration operation was successful.

,

\

t
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The following recoDmleDdationa were made by the post flight analysis (PFA) team:

1. Useful data was obta1Ded from the special test of 3414 film, and additional data to be
acquired on the next mission (1208) should support the preseDt beHef that using 3414 film with
a WrUten 12 (or equivalent) filter and exteDded exposure time on mission 120$ would improve
terrain camera performance. It was therefore recommeDded that another section of 3414 film
be included in the mission 1208 terrain -film supply to be exposed as on mission 1207.
2. The advantages of increasiJJg OUt sensitiVity of the 3401 film used in the terrain camera
for starlield calibration W8.rraIItecl continued use of this speclal-'forCecl proce81.~.
3. An increase of exposure time by appl'Oldmately one stop co~ined with the increased
tnmsmission gamed through the use of a W-12 (or equivalent) filter (effective mission 1209)
should result in aD adequate displ&J: of stars to, a.nd inCludlDg, 5th magnitlJde. *

4. Sblce the results of the 3403 film (terrain ca.librate mode) had. been unsatiSfactory,
2403 would be eliminated from future tught loads (1209 aDd _sequent).

5. At film d,epletion, as the film end leaves the terra,Ul supply spool, f11m tension is lost
With the Uk811hood that film Jamming wiU occur. This did occur on mission 1207, hence the 3400
film tag-on for stellar exposure evaluation was DOt recovered. Therefore, it was recommeDdeci
to c_ontinue with tests to provide atJditl.onal exposure information betore commi_ this film for

I

\.

the steUar camera.

Based on actual review, 665 Category I MTD's were adequately pbotographed by the MCS.
For Mini Bloc requirements, the area equivalent 015.2 ONC's was elfecttvely covered by Mission
120'7 MeS photographs.

,

{
*On 20 May Jean R. )(anent, then MCS Program Manag8r at Itet, notified SAFSP that Itat
would start the I18cessary work to change "C" time. from 2.2 secoDds to 3.37 lecOMS. Tbi.s
deciaion was based on analysis performed at Itek and inforination derived from experiments
.l'UD at the Cloudcroft calibration site.
,

.'

.
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Project 80 Study
In 1973, there was a study known generally as "PrOject 80," performed by DMA. in cooperation with the mapping, charting, aDd geodesy working group (MC&G-WG) of the COMIREX. Its
objective was to estimate the ability of the panoramic and frame camera imagery froiD the
HEXAGON Program to satisfy current aud projected MC&G requirements. A 15 August 1973
message to SAFSP (Colonel Raymond A. Anderson/Colonel Ralpb B. Jacobson), from Lt. Colonel
Hayden Peake on tile NRO staff stated that the Project 80 draft report bas been completed but not
released. The conclusions and recommendations had been made known, however, and the MC&GWG chairman bad asked each patticipanl to comment formally on the conclusions aud recommeDClations before being allowed to review the study itself and before its submission'to the COMIREX.

The Project 80 conclusions and recommendations as quoted were:

A. "DMA has concluded that the combined panoramic aDd frame camera subsystems satisfy
all current and projected. MC&G requirements. The poteDtial for meetiDg all DMA requirements
in ODe. camera does not exist in BEXAGONframe camera movemeuts. However, minor improvements in resolution would help in the short-term use of the frame material. The greatest longterm payoff for the 1978 time frame aDd beyond lies in a single panoramic camera system possessiDg high resolution, wide angle coverage, adequate metric quality, precise orientation aDd
absolute timiDg capability."
B. "Based on these conclusions, DMA recommeDds initial studies be UDdertaken,by NRO
as outlined below;
1. A study to determine the major practicBl improvement in ground resolution pOssible
to the frame camera subsystem, but limited to changes that can be retrofit to the

present UlIdttlivered series without major cost increases. *

2. A study tocoDSider the following improvements to the HEXAGON panoramic camera
from the staDdpoint of feasibility, cost, aDd their potential to support total MC&G
requirements. '

a. Improved pan camera calibration to reduce recording distortions to less than
10 micrometers (one-sigma).
b. Improved time readout resolution to 0.10 microsecond.
c. Continuous attitude readout of each pan camera to a resolution and precision
of 1 arc-second accurate to 5 arc-seconds absolute OD each axis (one-sigina)
throughout limits of sean."
The conclUSions, although offering Uttle new, did affirm for the first time in writing the
inteut of the mapping community to accept only panoramic coverage for their Deeds, assuming
conditions in Paragraph 2, above, could be met. Therefore, it was stressed by ColoDeI Peake
that '''before any omcial response to the reference above, or to the final Project 80 report, it is
important that we agree on the eurreut situation aDd the future as it impacts MC6G actions in
relation to HEXAGON." (Tbis subject is addressed again later in the section.)

I
•

L'
t,

*Th1s had already been done in a sense; the program.offlee, following encouraging results
from previous tests, had made the decision to modify the filter and exposure coDditions to permit
the use of 3414 film starting with SV-9 (missiOn 1209).
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.A Look at MCS Block m Buy Possibility. ·On 1 November 1973, a message was sent from
SAFSP (Colonel ADderson aDd Lt. Colonel John C. Bricker) to the NRO (Mr.
and
Lt. Colonel Peake) describing the minimum level of effort required to protect the MCS for a
third buy, should that requirement materialize. Looking at the possibiUtiesof reduced night
frequencies or delaying the blockm procurement as cost effective measures, five options with
associated ROM costs were suggested. It was proposed that a block m buy should include some
product improvement measures, increasing the supply and takeup capacities to extend mission
coverage aDd mission life through the use of ultra-thiD-base (UTB) film, aDd reworking the
prototype unit to make it Usable as a viable engineering test bed.
Increase in MCM Film Load. On 18 March 19'14, Lt. Colonel William Powell and Captain
James Collins, SAFSP, advised Mr. James Ousley, the current MCM program manager in
Lockheed, that ltek and General Electric bad developed a new packaging scheme for the takeup
assembly that would permit a significant increase in the takeup capacity. An increase of 3 pounds
in the stellar film, 17 po1Dlds in the terrain film, aDd 10 pounds of takeup!llV structure was
predicted. Lockheed was requested to evaluate the effect of the weight increases on the APSA
structure, on the RV separation sequence, aDd on any other area they felt sliould be examined.
On 5 April, ltek notified SAFSP aDd General Electric that they were proceeding to .prf!pare
for. an increased capacity of approximately 500 additional frames of terrain photography, and
they provided the estimated weight increases for the· launch condition and recovery condition.
After evaluating the data, Lockheed provided SAFSP aDd General Electric on 3 July with a
detailed report which sald in effect that the weight increase would have DO adverse impact at
launch (APSA structure) or at recovery (SRV clearance at separation).

,

.

.
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Mission 1208 (SV-8)
The fourth mission was fully operational aDd anomaly free for 60 days on orbit from
10 April 1974 to 9 June 1974. The terrain imagery was comparable to the beSt of past missions
aDd an adequate distribution of sixth magnitude stars was.acquired on the stellar frames. Terrain
resolutlon by VEM analysis was 60 Unes/mm. The in-flight calibration mode was successfully
completed.
As on mission 1207, a 30-foot length of 3414 was "tagged on" to the terrain film supply •
. The results of this test supported the decision to use 3414 as theprimary load for mission 1209.
In the mission 1208 poSt iught analysis report,the PFA team made the following statements
and recommendations, aDd assigned action items as indicated.:

1. System 007 for.mission 1209 would have a W-12 (or equivalent) filter and the capability
to expose frames at 6, 12, aDd 24 milliseconds adapted to the terrain camera. Exposure analysis
of engineeriDgtests usiug 3414 film on missions 1207 aDd 1208 provided empirical data for the
following exposure recommeDdations:
Sun Angle,

degrees

Exposure Time,
ml1UseCODds

o to 10

24*
12
6

11 to 46
47 to 90

• Under low solar altitudes,
exposures would be "manually"
cODtrolled.
2. InvestigatiOn of the "forced" processiDg of 3401 film should cOntinue in order to obtain
the optimum sensitivity from 3401 film for terrain starfield calibration.
3. Efforts should continue in the development of an optimum process for 3400 film that
would produce acceptable results when used in the stellar cameras. DMA should evaluate aud
report results of the three special process teclm1qaes used on the tag end (3400) on missiCl1 1208.
One-hUDdred feet" of 3400 film would be tagged on the stellar camera supply for use duriDg the
run-out phase of mission 1209. This film would undergo process investigation similar to that
CODducted on mission 1208.
4. Approximately 30 feet of QX-80ffilm would be added as a tag-on in the terrain camera
supply for mission 1209.
From the actual review of the Mission 1208-5 terrain photographs, it was determined that
180 Category I National Target Base (NT B) points were adequately phOtographed on this mission.
For Mini Bloc requirements, the area equivalent of 2.2 ONe's was effectively covered by Mission
1208 MCS photographs.

I

L
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Mission 1209 (SV-9)
The fifth MeS fiown was fully operational and anomaly free for 59 days on orbit, from
29 October to 2'1 December 19'14. This was the first system to use 3414 film as the primary
terrain camera film supply and an equivalent W-12 filter. Preflight exposure analysis done
by EK and Mr. Steve Herman (ltek) had provided a two-step recommendation for this combination
to be used on mission 1209:
.
Solar Altitude

Nominal Exposure Time

Less than 46 degrees

12 msec

Equal to or greater
than 46 degrees

6msec

The use of a single time for medium and low solar altitudes w01lld appear to encourage underexposure at the latter condition. However, it was felt that snow cover would be present at very
low solar altitudes (below 20 degrees) and that the 12-mill1second exposure time w01lld in effect
be applying a snow bias in these areas.
The film/filter comblDat1on in practice performed as expected. Resolution performance
on 3414 film. was 40 percent higher than the three previous missions utilizing 3400 film. The
average resolution derived by VEil analysis was 80 lines/mm.

Special eDgi.Dee~ tests were conducted using a 20-foot length of QX-801 film (having
intermediate speed between 3400 and 3414) tagged onto the terrain film supply. This experimental
film was developed to provide a higher speed than 3414 with (hopefUlly) comparable resolution.
The evaluation of this photography indicated QX-801 did not provide a level of information content
comparable to 3414 and, since there were DO significant offsetting advantages for using QX-801
as the terrain primary film, this was pursued no further on the-MCS program.
The in-fUght terrain/stellar callbration was normal. This MeS was the first to be modified
for the terrain camera extended exposure time in the calibrate mode. Exposure time was increased
from 2.2 to 8.4 seconds in order to increase the number and density Of terrain camera recorded

star images.
Star image evaluation indicated that EK 3400 film co1lld be used as the primary film loa.d
for the stellar cameras on the next mission (1210).
Special " 8010" testing (in-flight MCS tests conducted after the film was recovered) demonstrated that the MCB (withqut the film transporting) co1lld remain operable during an extended
mission leugt:h (138 days).
From the actual review of the YCS photography. tt was determined that 206 Category I NTB
pOints were adequately covered. For MiDt Bloc, 2,1'16,000 square nautical mUes were effectively
photographed.

\

_
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Mission 1210 (BV -10)
The sixth mission was operatioDilI from 8 June to 30 July 1975. This was the first mission
where a major MeS anomaly occurred that required significant operational work-around management. When a camera power control relay failed in the closed position, certain camera electronics remained powered as long as the MCS main power was on. This coDdition caused increased
temperatures in the terrain film supply and the takeup systems in the recovery vehicle, resulting
also in elevation of the recovery battery temperature. Temperature control was maintained by
periodically cYcling off the MCS main power and limiting MeS operations.
Successful operatlonal problem management was verified when it was demoDStrated by post
Right analysis that the performance level achieVed was comparable to past MCS missions. The
average VEM aoalysis was 75 lines/Mm. Followup aualyses and actions for the relay failure were
handled through normal failure report procedures.
.
The in-fUght stellar calibration operations were successful.
This systeDl was the first to include six layers of aluminum tape as part of a continuing·
study of density levels versus radiation exposure of the stellar film. The effect of the tape was
not determined because of different stellar base-plus-fog levels from previous missions, plus
the possible reduction of film senSitivity from the increased temperatures resulting from the
power relay failure.
The PFA team made the following recommendations:

(

1. A new exposure algorithm should be used. on mission 1211 that combined the microdensitometry data from missions 1209 aDd 1210. The exposure values for 1211 would be as
follows:

I
l

Sun Angle,

Exposure Time,

degrees

mlllisecoDds

23:!:SA.
23 < SA :!: 66
66< SA

24
12
6

2. Evaluation of film tests conducted during flight showed that EK 3400 film should be used

as the primary stellar camera film load on subsequent flights.
3. Taping of the first stellar chute section should be done for mission 1211.
4. A tag end of EK 3411 film should be included. along with the EK 3401 film for the Inft1ght calibration of the terrain camera. Since EK 3411 was essentially to be a replacement for
EK 3401, a verification test was considered desirable to confirm compatibiUty.

l.

5. As soon as EK 3410 became available, a tag end should be wied in the stellar supply for
image evaluation tests. This film was to replace EK 3400 film cllrrently in use.
On missions 1210-5 to 1216-5, all remaining target points (including newer requiremenb.!)
were slowly covered by the later MeS missions (over 83,000 target points of various types were
imaged and geodetically positioned as of March 1981). The shortfall Mini Bloc coverage was
merged with newer DTED requirements and systematically collected OIl the latter seven MeS
missions. The overall MeS photo coverage statistics (computed by DMA HTC) are listed in
Table 7-2.

I,.

r
,

.
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Mission 1211 (SV-11)
The seventh mission was fully operatioual and uomally free for 60 days on orbit, from
4 December 1975 to 2 February 1976. The terrain camera produced blgher image quaUty and
resolution than previous MCS missions. An average resolution derived by VEM analysis was
83"liDes/mm.
This was the first MCS to use 3400 film as the primary stellar camera film. Star imagery
was good with sufficient 6th magnitude or fainter star images recorded.
Due to a failure in the panoramic camera system, panoramic camera operation for the
majority of time was in the moDO mode. This placed an unusually high duty cycle on the vehicle
attitude control thrusters, therefore the in-flight stellar calibration was deleted to conserve
vehicle attitude control operations. The calibration materials 3401 and 3411 that normally would
have been used for this purpose were used instead to acquire low solar angle photography •
The PFA team made the following comments and recommendations:
1. A tag end of EK 3411 film should be incorporated in the terrain camera film supply"
of 3401 film for in-night calibration evaluation.
2. A tag end of EK 3410 film should be incorporated in the stellar supply to be used during
stellar film runout following normal mission operations.
3. Thirty frame pairs of stellar film were evaluated for number and quality of star images.
All frames recorded sufficient sixth magnitude and fainter star images. The 17 DN process
chemistry with EK 3400 f~lm produced an image quality acceptable for mensuration.

\.

4. The exposure values used for 1211 were recommended for theDUt mission, 1212.
5. The data derived from the chute taping experiments did not result in firm CODclusions
regarding the benefits of aluminum tape on the stellar chutes. However, as a precautionary
measure, the first stellar chute section (following the supply), the fourtbchute section, and the
fifth chute section should be covered with six layers of aluminum tape for mission 1212 (the
second and third sections are flexible and caDDOt be taped).

! •
I

.
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Table 7-2 - Mapping Camera Coverage-By Mission
(Thousands of Square Nautical MUes)
Mission number

1205

1206

1207

1208

1209

1210

1211

1212

1213

1214

1215

1216

Total accessed

5,894

6,282

6,671

6,487

6,773

6,668

6,919

7,363

7,688

13,236

13,782

16,485

Trllap mode

4,457

4,936

5,021

4,418

4,892

4,547

4,652

4,293

4,939

5,933

8,688

9,317

Bllap mode

719

673

825

1,035

941

1,062

1,136

1,536

1,375

4,401

2,554

3,469

Mono mode

718

673

825

1,034

940

1,059

1,131

1,534

1,374

2,902

2.540,

3,698

71

154

579

221

188

330

390

307

188

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Clark Lehmann (SAFSP) sent a message·to the DMA ( _
as follows:

I. The following requirements statemem was used in the recent SAFSP Star Sensor
Teclmical Evaluation. Request you coordinate this within DMA. and provide a formal requiremems
statement to the NRO at the earliest possible time.
2. Requiremeuts
a. The Defense Mapping Agency is responsible for providing precise geodetic positiODB
of predetermined targets for all Department of Defense missile systems. DMA.
bas been tasked to achieve, as a technical objective, point target positioDiJjg to within
an accuracy of 23 meters horizontal circular error (90 percent reliable) and 17
meters vertical linear error (90 percent reliable) to support the advanced ICBM
(!ta) system target1Dg.
b. A recent decision was made to discontinue the current HEXAGON Ma.pplDg Camera
Subsystem after SV-16 and modify the HEXAGON system to permit the panoramic
cameras to satisfy the aforementioned point poSitioning requiremem. The metric
panoramic system requires the following six HEXAGON system capabilities to do
that Job:
(1) Attitude rate. The attitude rate of the system must be Imown on a continuous
basis to 1 •.5 arc-seCODds/secODd at one sigma. This capability exists now.
(2) Satellite vehicle ephemeris. The position of the vehicle must be known for each
photographic exposure to within 30 feet, one sigma, in track, cross track, and
radially. This will be possible with NA.VPAC effective with SV-13.
(3) Exposure time. The exposure time of any portion of the pan photograph must
be detel:'lD1ned to within 0.1 millisecond, one sigma, a tie-iia between the NAVPAC
clock and the pan camera system on SV-14 will provide the capabiUty.
(4) Camera ca.J.ilmation. The pan seDSor must be calibrated so that photographic
distortions can be removed to permit the location of a point on the fUm format
to an accuracy of 10 micro~eters, one sigma, in both the in-track and crosstrack directions. Calibration will be available with SV-14.
(5) Absolute attitude. The absolute attitude of each pan sensor line-of-sight must
be known to within 5 arc-secoDds, one sigma, with respect to the.three axes of
the local vertical throughout the limits of the scan.
(6) Relative attitude. The rel~ve attitude of one pan sensor line-of-sigbt to the
other pan senSor Una -of -sight for any given set of stereo exposures must be
known to within 5 arc-secoDds, one sigma, for each axis.
(7) The star sensors UDder study for BV-17 and beyond must permit absolute and
relative attitude determination a.ccur~es of 5 arc ..seconds aDd 3 arc -seConds,
respectively, for the metric pan system.
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Ultra-Tbin-Base (UTB) Film Implementation
On 3 JUDe 19'76, SAPSP (Colonel Lehmann/U. Coloael Guy Welch!Major ~
Jimmie Hill/ It. Colonel Larry D. Beers) am the DMA ( _ '
Mr
via message that UTB film feasibility testing on the prototype MCS was in
progress aud that no problems bad surfaced which would preclude using UTB in the MCS. * If the
current tests were successful, then a tag-end strip of UTB on mission 1213 and a full load of UTB
on 1214, 1215, and 1216 would be feasible. The message further advised that the following additional
actions must be t_n before UTB could be fiown on 1213:
advi~.

I

I

1. Design aud build special film path alignment fixtures.
2. Generate new film trackiDg procedures and verify system tracking capability.

I

I
I
1

3. Determine alignment sensitivity.

4. Validate interface eoarol document requirements/constraints.
5. Dem.ate the MCS from MCS-13, establish UTB film path alignment, and run a chamber
(A-I) thermal vacuum test.
S. Verify RV cut and seal capability with UTB.
The funds required to complete the activities outlined above were identified by amount aDd
date required in order to protect the January 1977 launch of 1213. On 23 June, DMA advised the
NRO aDd SAPSP that the necessary funds would be fUl'Dished as requested.

Under.tIle supervision of Grant D. Roes, Itek Program Operations Mauager, the special
film path alignment fixtures were designed and built by Itek personnel at SuDnyvale, (J. Alfred
Slw:nble) and Lexington (Serge Kuniea) aDd new film tracking procedures were drawn up to verify
system tracking capability. Concurrently, Lockheed verified by test the capabiUty of the cut aud
seal subsystem to perform this moet important function with the UTB film.
With the UTB feasibility testing in process, on 29 September 1976, Welch (SAFSP) sent a
message to_(DMA) informing DMA of the progress. The sensitivlty tests had shown that
the UTB mistracldng tolerance was less than STB. Additionally, a full--spool tracking test on a
flight system at Lockheed had disclosed that a critical roller must be aligned very prectsely.
From the data presented, it was concluded that the following actions should be taken:
1. Incorporate a wobble roller in the L sectim.
2. Investigate the use of wobble rollers in the B, E, and G sections of the film path as
well, to further desensitize roller alignment.
.

l

3. Compare a worst case computer analysis of the mobile structure to identify expected
deformations.

4. Incorporate the required· modifications and perform another full-spool t:l'acld.Dg test
on a night system.
..
.
Welch advised that no additional funds would be required at that time to perform these
additiODal tests, and that SAFSP was targeting for a late December date to make a decision as
to the MCS's eapability to track a full" spool of UTB on SV-14.
.

!

*Investigations and actions which led to the eventua.liDeorporatioD of UTB intbe MCS were
Initiated as early as SeIKem.ber 1971.

l.

..
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AloDg with the technical feasibility of using UTB film in the MeS, Jtet had been looking
at the contractual aspects of this endeavor. On 21 January 1977, ltet program contractual and
technical management (Dana Jones/R. Manent/M. Burnett) sent a message to SAFSP program
contractual and technical management (Harry potts/G. Welch) addressiDg both the subjects of
UTB utilizatioo and extended operatioDall1fe for the mission 121S MeS. The message stated
that SV-13 was programmed to contain approximately 100 feet of UTB film to be spliced after
the 3401 calibration mode film, b\t that ltet had not completed the studies or concluded that UTB
film could be transported without incident. * Therefore, if UTB were transported by the MeS in
SV-1S, any anomalies associated with the UTB film would Dot be considered
proportional
critical events in determining the mission performance score. Further, it was also understood
that the MeS OD mission 1213 would be programmed for operation beyond the time/revolutions
(60 days/960 revs) specified in the contract. It was Itek's position that their liability for performance incentive penaUties ceased when the mission reached those specified limits. 'SAFSP
concurred with Itet's interpretation in a message dated 31 January 1977.

as

*As recorded elsewhere in this bistory, UTB was utilized successfu,lly OD missions 1213
and 1314, aDd UUTB OD missions 1215 aDd 1316. But since ltek was under a performance incentive
type coDtract, and the MeS bad Dot been origiDally designed or qualified' for UTB film, they felt
they must reaCh certain contractual agreements in advance of committing a mission to a full
load of UTB.
'
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Mission 1212 (SV-12l .
The eighth mission was fully operational and anomaly free for 62 days on orbit, from
8 July 1976 to 8 September 1976.

This,' the eighth Mca ftown, had the 10Dgest mission life to that date, and produced the best
image quality to that date, with VEM analysis repOrted at 95 liDes/mm with a high of 184 UDes/mm.
star imagery was good-from both stellar units, with each stellar frame that was evaluated recording
sufficient 8th magnitude and faiDter star images.

"te

Del
the algorithm teDCIency for slight overexposure on this mission (0.07 log-E algorithm
error), the average measured exposure was virtually at nominal.
The calibrate mode operation was conducted on rev 994. Two separate calibration operates

were programmed at 2O-degree intervals usiug 8401 film in the terrain camera ancI 8400 in the
stellar camera.
The PFA team provided the following conclusions and recommendations in the final PFA
Report:

1. In anellort to evaluate the effect of adding aluminum tape to the stellar film chutes,
density measurements were made to iDterframe spaces at selected points in the mission and data plotted against inactive time between operates. These plots showed a detectable trend that
continues to iDdica.te that the base -plus -fog levels of the stellar film are increasing relative to
time in the film path. This practice aDd evaluation will continue on all remaining systems.
2. The exposure of the 8414 film in the terrain camera was measured to be within 0.01
IQg-E of nominal, with the algorithm error of 0.07 log-E continuing to be Significantly less than
the camera error due to thethree-step-exposure function. n.refore, it is recommended that
exposures for mission 1213 be esHDtially the same as those used in the past two missions.
8. There will be DO further engineering tests using 3410 and 3411 films for the mapping
eamera. The 3410 aDd 3411 films are replacements for 3400 and 8401 filmS, respectively. There
are sufficient 3400 aDd 3401 films in storage to complete MCS program requirements. Continued
use of STB 3400 film will require one splice in the operational film.

I

4. The terrain film load for mission 1313 w1ll contain an add-on of UTB fil~, 1414. This
film is an ultra-thin-base material with the same emulsion characteristics as 8414, aud the test
strip will be used to provide additional data regardiDg the use of UTB as a prilDe terrain camera
film.

I
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Mission 1213 (SV-13)
The ninth mission was launched at 11:30:00 (PDT) on 27 June 1977 aDd recovered via routine
air catch on 17 October 1977. The system was operational aDd aoomaly free for 112 days on
orbit, the longest mission to that date.
The image quality produced by the terrain camera was comparable to past miSSions, with
an average equivalent resolution derived by VEM analysis of 9411nes/mm. Each stellar camera
recorded sufficient 8th magnitude aDd fainter star images.
Microdens1tometer analysiS of terrain urban area imagery indicated aD average exposure
of 0.03 log-E above the nominal. The small error was apparently due to the system shutter
granularity since the algorithm error measured only 0.01 log-E. No algorithm chaDge was
recommended for the aext mission, 1214.
Calibrate mode operation was conducted on rev 1677/1678. Two separate calibration
operates were programmed at 2O-degree intervals using 3401 film in the terrain camera.
The PFA team reported the following conclusioDS aDd recommendations in the PFA report:
1. Analyses performed on ultra-tbin-basefilms (1414, SO-344) for the terrain and stellar
cameras indicated film distortions were within acceptable limits.
2. Exposures for the next mission, 1214,'would be essentlally the same as on the past
three missions.
.
3. The overall concensus of the PFA team was that UTB film WOuld. be acceptable as the
prime load for the next three missions, 1214, 1215, and 1216.
4. Special film studies would be implemented for mission 1214. PFA analyses would be
performed OD 80-208 and SO-315 add-ons to the terrain film supply to be operated at the
end of the normal mission.

.
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Mission 1214 (SV-U)
'The tenth mission was la\Dlched at 10:39:3'7 (PST) on 16 March 1978 aDd recovered by routine
air catch on rev 1902 on 11 July 1978. The system was operatioDal for 117 days, makiDg it the
longest mission as of that date.

Tbis was the first MCS to utilize 1414 (1.5-mil) ultra-thin-base film (UTB) as the prime
load in the terrain camera aDd QX-817 film (UTB) in the stellar cameras. Post flight analyses
conducted. at the processing site, the coDtractor's facility, aDd the Defense Mapping Agency showed
that mission objectives were met with a high level of success. Tag ends of (1.2-mil) UUTB film
(SO-315 aDd SO-208) were successfully exposed in the terrain camera on this mission.
The image quality produced by the terrain camera on 1414 film was comparable to past
MCS missions. An average equivaleDt resolution derived by Visual Edge Matching (VEM) analysis
was 91liDes/mm. Star iinagery was good from both stellar cameras. On evaluated frames, each
camera recorded an adequate number of star images (6th magnitude or fainter).

Density measurements made on the terrain film at the processing facility indicated exposure
levels were within-algorithm limits.
The calibrate mode operation was conducted on rev 1659, exposing 17 frames of 3401 film
in the terrain camera. Sets 9 through 12 were used for the in-flight calibration.
There were three IIDOmalies during operations:
1. Forward motion compensation (FMC) phase-lock drop-out on one frame each of re't 298
aud

rev 837. Analysis of telemetry aDd photography acquired duriDg this anomaly indicated there

was no effect on system operation or results.

2. Failure of the terrain thermal door on rev 869. The following summarizes the sequence
of events/actions surrounding this problem:
• Telemetry data from a 6-frame operate OD rev 869 indicated'abnormal operation of the
terrain thermal shutter (also referred to as thermal door).

I

• The thermal shutter monitor indicated a delay in reaching the 30-degree position and
failure to reach the 93-degree OpeD position on frame 6 of rev 869. Du.riDg the
closing pbase,the monitor showed. the shutter reached the 30-degree position sooner than normal.

\

• The MeS curreDt monitor indicated excessive current duriDg the ,"thermal shutter
closed" time of frames 5 and 6.

t

• A OD8-frame engineeriDg operate was executed on rev 875. The thermal shutter door
opened but did not close to the 30-degree POSitiOD.
• Real-time analysis iDcticated a poteutial for a catastrophic failure of the terrain
shutter (closed position).
• An "Emergency OpeD" commaDd was executed to OpeD the thermal sbutter. MCS
operations were completed with the door in the OpeD positiOD.

• A thermal analysis of the terrain lens was conducted to predict temperature levels
'and possible effects on lens CalibratioD.

!
l
I

I ,

• "Solo" tests (following MCS RV recovery) were co.-lucted to gain additional data for
failure analysis. The terraiD thermal door was reset to DOrmal operational CODfiguratiOD ODrev 1916.'
BIFo058W-23422/82
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• The thermal shutter would not respoDd in a normal manner during solo operations.
Temperatures of the terrain window and current levels indicated the door was biDding
in a partially closed position.
Analysis of thermal data, imagery, and calibration results indicated the following:
• The average stabilized temperature of the terrain lens dropped from 74.0-74.2°F
(prior to rev 869) to 69.8-70.2°F (following rev 869).
• There was no noticeable effect on imagery obtained after rev 869.
• '!bere were DO differences in metric measurements made before aDd after rev 869
that could be attributed to the open thermal shutter.
This was the first problem experienced with the terrain thermal shutter: during mission
operations since the first flight (1205). Because a failure of the shutter in a closed poSition or
partially open/closed position would result in a catastropblc failure, engineering investigation,
rework, aDd test were again substantial, as they were follOwing the 1205 anomaly.
The failure appeared to be of a mechaD1cal bind nature, so emphasis was placed on areas
where the mechanism might become misaligned or sluggish due to the temperature environmeDt.
Sbafts on which gear mechaD1sJDS were mounted were modified, spacers added, aDd a different
gear pinDing teehnique incorporated, all of the aJxwe directed toward lessening the chance of a
temperature-induced bind. ConcurreDtlywith the mechanical investigation, tests of lubricants
were conducted. It was found in component thermal testing that the lubricant caused sluggish
operation of the thermal shutter when exposed to temperatures below 10°F. The Aerospace
Corporation recommended that tests be conducted with a substitute lubricant "Brayeote," a
synthetic lubricant in successful use on other space systems. Thermal testing with this lubricant
showed DO evidence of sluggishness in the mechanism in the temperature rauge of _35°F to +125~.
Although there was not conclusive evidence that the lubricant had contributed to the problem on
1214, data from thermal testing of the two lubricaDts stroDgly indicated that it would be in order
to chaDge lubricants, and this was done for the remalniDg systems.
Qualification of the refurbished thermal shutter was done at the subassembly level in two
steps. First the refurbished prototYPe shutter with the new lubricant was put through hot and
cold cycling, followed with 25,000 cycles in a vacuum chamber. Then, the refurbished shutter
for the next flight system (1215) was put through hot and cold cycling followed by 10,000 cycles
In a vacuum. chamber. There were no malfWlctions during any of these tests and the shutter was
therefore considered fully qualified for flight •.
3. Thermal zone failure. Telemetry data on rev 1305 indicated that one of the MeS heater
zones had tripped "off!' The decision was made to leave the thermal zone tripped until after the
primary mission was complete. All temperatures remained within acceptable limits. During the
solo teat phase of the mission, the heater zone was reset by command on rev 1895. The average
temperatures decreased by the amount they had Increased after the heater ZODe tripped (approximately 1/2°F). The heater zone again tripped on rev 1902. Neither the curreDt monitor nor any
temperature monitor provided enough iDformation to identify the faulty heater zone.
The cODclusions, recommendations, and action items from the PFA final report were

as

follOWS:
1. Analysis completed by all members of the PFA team indicated that metric and
photographic performance requirements !or mission 1214 were satisfied.
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2. Image and metric analyses performed on SO~208 aDd Bq-315 films iDdlcated tbatelther
film would be acceptable for use. However, SO-315 provides a higher quality image, enhancing
the usabiUty. The PFA team therefore recommended UUTB fUm (SO-315) for use in the terrain
camera for missions 1215 and 121,6. The recommendation was a result of analyses performed
on available flight/operational data, laboratory test data, and information derived from the
completion of action assigned in the mission 1213 PFA report (80-208/80-315 evaluation).
3. The exposure values for mission 1215, using 80-315 fUm, would be derived from the
same alg'orithm as was used on mission 1214. Exposure criteria would be reviewed for mission
1215 to ensure that all questio~ and considerations had been resolved.
.
4. Continued analyses would be performed to determine an optimum duplicatiDg film
compatible with 90-315. .
5. Coordination with operations planning would ensure that the first frame of operation
(normally health check) would be programmed over terrain during daylight hours. This would
aid in triggering the automatic frame titler during the processing operation.
6. Coordination with operations would be accomplished for plaDDlng Bar XC acquisitioDS
on each spliced segment of SO-315 film.

L
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Mission 1215 (SV-15)
The eleventh mission was launched to 10:30:01 (PST) on 16 March 1979 and recovered by
l'Qutine air catch on 12 July 1979. The system was operatioDal. for 118 days on orbit, one day
longer than .mission 1214. This was the first MeS to utilize 80-315 (1.2-mil-base) film as the
prime load in the terrain camera.
The image quality was higher than on past MCS missions. An average equivalent resolution
derived by visual edge matching (VEM) analysis was 100 lines/mm. Star imagery was good, with
both cameras registering 6th magnitude and fainter stars.
Microdensitometric analysis of terrain camera imagery on SO-3l5 showed the exposure to
be nominal with respect to the aim density of 1.0 above base plus fOg.

The calibrate mode operation was cODducted on rev 1900 exposing 17 frames on 3401 film
in the terrain camera and matching stellar frame pairs. Six sets were used for the in-night
calibration.
Four anomalies occurred during the mission:
1. Terrain transport phase lock drop~out occurred on one frame of rev 65 and. three frames
of rev 557. Analysis of telemetry and photography acquired during this anomaly iIldicated there
was DO effect on system operation or performance.
2. Telemetry data from a 12-frame operate on rev 119 iDdicated that the terrain thermal
shutter did not open on com~. The following summarizes the sequence of events/actions
surroUDding this problem.
• On rev 126 a two-frame engineering op was conducted in the normal and redundant

modes. The terrain thermal door remained closed.
• On rev 130 the door was opened using the "emergency open" sequence. Window
temperatures were stabilized at 69.7°F by rev 142.

• All subsequent MeS operations were completed with the door open. No uoticeable
effect on imagery was observed.
• Analyses of flight data, solo test data, and ground simulation test data determined
that the most probable cause was a sbort circuit on the "opening" side 01. the motor.
The engineering aspects of the terrain thermal shutter problem were haDdled
.
through established failure report procedures.
3. The heater zone tripped off on rev 289. Due to overlapping heater zone design, the
effect of one heater zone is minimal; therefore, the decision was made to leave the thermal
zone tripped until after the primary mission was complete. All temperatures remained within
acceptable liJnits for the remainder of the mission. Testing during solo operations and flight
data analysis failed to identify the faulty zone. There is a probable relation to the opened thermal
shutter since a similar occurrence was observed On SV-14 after the thermal shutter was opened
by the emergency sequence.
4. On rev 313, the metering length of the first frame of a 6-frame operate was sbort. This
eliminated the iDterframe space between frames 1 and 2 aDd caused the data block for one frame
to be masked by imagery. Analysis of telemetry and processed film were 'unable to define the
cause of this anomaly. There was DO loss of image ry.
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Mission 1216 (SV-16)
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[

DuriDg the pre-launch briefiDg at Vandenberg on 16 June 1980 for a scheduled 17 June
launch of mission 1216 (SV-16), the fiDal mapping camera mission, Major General John E. Kulpa,
SAFSP Director, expressed his appreciation and congratulations to all MCS participants for
their roles in Ws "exce~nally successful" program.

Following a one-<lay hold to analyze a booster anomaly, SV-16 was launched at 11:30 PDT
18 June aDd the RV was recovered by routine air SDatch on 14 October 1980. The system was
operaticmal for 118 days on orbit, the film load in the terrain camera being expeDded on operation
529, rev 1901.

OD

Two cycles after the tag end lett the supply spool, the camera ceued to operate due to
film Jamming as a result of the loss of film tension. As on mission 12O'l, this prevented transporting all of the calibrated photography into the recovery vehicle. Twelve complete frames of
terrain calibration film (3401) and four frame pairs of stellar film (QX-817) were recovered.
This was the secondMCS to use SO-315 (UUTB) film as the primary load in the terrain
camera. Resolution and quality were comparable to the previous mission (1215). An average
equivalent resolution of 99 llnes/mm was derived by VEM aDalysis. The eXposure of the terrain
film as determined visually and by microdensitometer was within algorithm Umits. Microdensitometer analysis of 56 urban/industrial acquisitions indicated normal exposure.
Quality aDd magnitude of star images acquired by the stellar cameras were adequate for
mensuration. A visUal star COUDt showed an average of 23 images on the port camera photography
aDd 31 star images on the starboard camera photography.
There were two anomalies noted at the post flight aDalysis meeting. Playback data from
MCS operations beginning with rev 123 showed random occurreD~s of slow thermal shutter open
or slow thermal shutter close times. This data was indicative of mecba.Dical binding. To preclude
the possibility of shutter haogup in a partially open or closed position, the thermal shutter was
commanded "open" on rev 162 aDd left open for the remaiDder of the mission. An evaluation
performed by the PFA team did not show any image degradation due to the shutter beiDg open.
The other anomaly was ligbt "plus density" marks appeariDg randomly throughout the
mission. The frequency of the marks was notieeably reduced alter the first one-Wrd of the
mission. The marks were about 1/8-inch wide aDd perpendicu.lar to the Web of thefUm, starting
about 1/2 inch from the DOn-tilted edge aDd .extendingabout 2% inches (variable) into the frame.
The cause of the plus density marks was judged to be a film roller pressure_mark associated
with the start of an operate. These markings appeared to be of Httle or no consequence to the
usability of the photography.

I
L·

L
L
lJ

At the conclusion of the post flight analysiS message the PFA chairman, Captain David
Anderson wrote in the following comments: "Mission 1216-5 is the last of 12 highly successful
MCS missions. Since mission 1205, these systems have produced aboUt 29,000 frames of photography covering approximately 103 million square miles of the earth's surface (includes recluDdant
coverage). During this time the resolution and number of frames per sYstem has been doubled
from the original speciflcation as a result of minor design chaDges and photograpblc film
improvements. Those involved in this program deserve to be proud of their CODtributlons to tbe
MelEG community."
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CLOSEOUT OF THE OPERATIONAL PHASE

The HEXAGON MappiDg Camera Program, initially programmed to involve .six flight
systems with coverage begiJm1Dg in Febnmry 1973 at the frequency of three missions per year,
had been extended to twelve systems decreasing in frequency to oue each year, .thus extending
the active portion of the program to October 1980. The program "stretcbes" were the results
of the ever-increasing ~sion duration capability of the basic HEXAGON system (31 to 180+
days) aDd the intermix of community requirements from HEXAGON aud other satellite reconnaissance programs.
In 19'19, With the eompletion Of the MCS program drawing uear, thought was being given
Qther program closeout related activities. In this vein, CIIl 9 July 19'19,
a message was &eDt from SAl'SP(Colonel Les McCbrisUan/CaIXatn I>avid ADderson) to the DMA
aDd associa.tecontractors relaUve to the preparaUon of an· MCS program history. The message
ManeDt, D. Jones, W.
M. BurDett), EK, DMA l• • • •
aDd NPIC (Major
• In the message,SAPSP stated
"with the conclusion of
highly successful MCS Program in sight, it seems appropriate that a
history be written. Over the past few weeks discussions bave taken place between DMA, SAFSP,
aDd D:ek persounal 011 this subject. As a reault of these dicussions, an outliDe and schedule has
been assembled. In addition, the agencies best qualified to author each sectioo were identified.
We expect this report to be approximately 100 pages and be controlled in both product aud Byeman
systems. The respoDSibiUty for editing and publication w111 be Banley.BurDett's (ltek). It Will
also be the responsibility of _ t o assemble those areas that bave joint responsibilities."

to persomiel pbasedown aud

Tbe outline for the proposed history which bad beett formulated from the referenced discussions was given in the message with requests that all participaDts review aDd provide commeuts
promptly, 1deutifyiDg project officers. The idea here was to work 011 the history as ti.m~ permitted
througbout the remaiDing active montha of the program. and have it esseJtially complete by the eud
of tbe program, rather than the usual practice of starting 011 the history at some polJlt in time
following compleUOI1 of a program..
In September, both DMA and EK respoDded with their commeDts/sugge~es to the
outline, aDd uamed project officers. The project officer for DMA was to b e _ and for
EK, Joseph Russo.
By November 19'19, 8DOther idea which bad been suggested earlier as a possibiUty was
begiDniug to receive quite a bit of interest. This was an idea taken from the predecessor
CORONA program, i.e., the use of residue subassembUes and compoDents to build up an MCS for
a clasaitled museum display. The idea was put on tbe back burner but kept alive until the middle
of 1980 when it became clear that there would be no use for the residue parts for additiOl1al
systems. In September 1980, followiDg disCUSSions w l t h _ (J>MA.) aDd agreements
with DMA (who was to be the recipient of the museum plece), SAFSP gave Itek the formal go-ahead
to build up the museum piece using tbe Lockheed APBA qual structure, ltek prototype aDd spare

*

subassemblies, aDd a spare General Electric Mark V recovery vehicle. The build-Up was
accomplished at the Itek Morse Avenue Facility in &umyvale, Califomia, beiDg completed in
December aDd delivered aDd assembled at the DMA Hydrographic Topograpbic CeQter in January
1981. (See Fig. '1-2 for a pb()tograph of the museUJD piece in place at DMA.)
*Itek

am Lockheed hIld proposed that by the use of mainly exlstiDg parts aud existiDg

traiDed personnel, one additlonal MCS could be put together for a very reaaJonable cost for use
on SV-1'1 or SV-18, should a gap develop tor one reason or another in the switch from the MCS

to the znetric paDOramic concept (fI) scheduled forSV-l'1 and subSequeDtHEXAGONvehicles.
.

I

......
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Fig. '7-2- HEXAGON Program museum display
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SECTION 8
KH-9 PRODUCTS AND IMAGERY

A variety of products are produced by DMA directly from MCS phot;Qgraphy or through the
use of this photography as a control medium for high resolution photography employed in the
production process. The follOwing are examples of these products.
-MEDIUM AND SMALL SCALE MAPS AND CHARTS
Topographic, aeronautical, and hydrographic map/chart production at 1: 200,000 and smaller
scales can be compiled directly from MCS photography controlled to the CCN and supplementary
control. High resolution photography is used on medium scale products for intensification of
features uSing -the features complied from MCS as control for placement on the map/chart manuscript.
LARGE (1: 50,000) SCALE TOPOGRAPHIC LINE MAPS
The production of these maps requires primarily the following intermedla.te products:
• Orthophoto
• Source package
• Elevation data
Grouad. control derived from MCS imagery is used to control production of elevation data and an
orthophoto from high resolution imagery. This orthophoto process, which involves the RPIE and
OLOPS equipment, was l'eferred to earlier. Using -the high resolution orthophoto, planimetric
Information is traced manually on an overlay. From the orthophoto, approximately 8!JJJ of the
required detail can be obtained directly; the balance is obtained by referring back to the source
material from which the orthophoto was pl'oduced. The overlays are completed manually, using
a zoom transfer scope aDd rectified photography. Upon completion, the overlay is digitized,
edited, and plotted ready for reproduction. The elevation data are plotted and updated,. using a
zoom transfer scope and original photography. All plots are glven a final registration check and
made ready for llthographic reproduction.
DIGITAL DATA
DMA produces dlgltal terrain and featul'e data used separately or together to support
advanced weapon systems. These systems include Cruise Missile, Firefinder, Pershing D, SlOP
route and mission planning, and Radar Navigation Trainers (e.g., aircraft simulators). Developing the required dlgltal data to support these advanced DoD systems is one of DMA's newer missions. Tbe production of digital terrain and feature data employing MeS photography involves
the following:

I

_

_

-

_
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plgital Terraln Eleva~on Data (DTED)
DTED is produced to meet various data density and accuracy requirements of DoD users.
PTED producecJ from MCS photog~hy is compiled at 3 arc-second intervals (approximately
300 feet) of horizontal spacing with a vertical accuracy to mean sea level of 30 meters. DTED
is used f()r nnsslonplmming (e.g., Cruise MiliJslle), route penetration analysls, ·and for radar
simulations. This data is also llSed, U the terrain meets the required rooghness of approximately
6OO';foot elevailon diffeJ."ences, for prodllCb1g landfall aDd enroute TERCOM matrices. The data
intervals and dire~tlon are extracted and reformatted at variOllS sizes for TERCOM. Mtsston
planners make 1lSe of DTED in avolding offensive weapons systems byflylng low, around threats,
or behind bills. DTEDis also used in conjunction with DFAO (dis.cussecS below) for weapon
system simulators pch as for the BASB, F-16, B-52, EA-2C, C-130, and the A-S.
I!nproved production methods have been develQpetl in order to generate the increasing
volume of required dlgltal data from theKH-9 system. Two of the major development technologies
were in the photographic measurement of the elevation data aDd in digital data computer flow. New .
. AS-UBi/ACE rUJd UNAMACE automated stereoplotter software and a related IntegJ."ated Photogrammetrlc lnstJ."umentation Network (IPIN) were developed to accomplish these eritical milestones
and to meet the dlgltal data collectlon requirements. Approximately 2.5 miUionnautlcal square
miles of cUglta1 data have been gens rated in priority areas from KH-9 mission photography taken
primatlly by MCS. In adcU.tio~ there have ~en over 1,000 TERCOM matrlces produced from MCS .
and the 0-9 Panoramic Camera System.
Dlgltal Feature Analysis

Data (DFAD)

O~ophotos produced fr~ MCB photography are ued as a control medium for positiOning
of feahtres on a m8.llll8cl'tpt overlay. Sigh resolution source materlal.ls used for the ldentiflcation
aDd classUlcatlon of features. Height measurements of slgnlftcant features are also performed
with the high resolution material. ThemaDUscrlpts are dlgltlzed with automated Une fo1lowing or
scannt.ng equipment aDd subsequently processed .Into final product user format with speclalized
computer software .. 'lhesa data, used In conjunction \V1th DTED, have many uses, lncludlng aircraft flight sllnUlators, weapous system tei'mlluu gutdance reference scenes, shipboard radar
navlgatton, and .ourcedata flIes for automated Iil.,p/chart compllation.

PoINT POSITIONING
Precise positlonalln:formatton is produced li.tng MCSmaterlals for stJ."ategic and tactical
targeting
aavlgatton purposes.
.

a'"

Target and naVigation fix point positioning with the MCS materialS can be accomplished
u"ng CCN control or by the "direct posltionl~ tnethad to the accuracies shown above. The
direct pOSitioning technlque is based upon a constrained analytical photogrammetrlc solution;
that is, constralld.ng the exposure station posltious and attitude Information aDd deriVing ground
posltious of photo-i~entlfted point(s) USing corre~d photo-image coordinates. Evaluations are
obtained through the propagation of errors associated with ~re !Station positions, attUm:le
informatton, photo-Qleasurements, etc. The direct posltionlJJg employed with the KH-9 MCS
materials is feasible since the required system parameters are determiDeCl to a high degree of

I\.

I.

accuracy.
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Before the initial operational capability (IOC) of the KH-9 Mapping Camera System (mission

. I

1205), the worldwide ephemeris accuracy for this system was predicted to be 48.'1 meters horizontal CE 90% and 15.2 meters vertical LE 90%. The ephemeris accuracy figures were based on
the one-sigma projected capabtllty of 90 feet in-track, 60 feet cross-track, and 30 feet radial.
According to the covariance information of the earlier MCB missions (1205-1213), the ephemeris
points over Eurasia have approximate accuracies of 60 feet in-track, 40 feet cross-track, and
20 feet radial (horizontal 32.'1 meters CE 90% and vertical 10.0 metersLE 90%). Wben adequate
satellite-to-satellite tracking data was added to the reductions (missions 1214-1216), the values
reduced to 30 feet in-track, 30 feet cross-track, and 20 feet radial (horizontal 19.6 meters CE 90%
and vertical 10.0 meters LE 90%). Combining the correlated ephemeris evaluation with the deter-

mined photogrammetric· uncertainties gives the direct positloning capabtUties of each MCB mission
over the Eurasia landmass. The 90% values listed in the table below are presented as overall
accuracy estimates. HoWever, in production application, the proper covariance matrices associated with the individual photographic materials are rigorously projected into final product
evaluation.
Through the use of the KH-9 Mapping Camera System materials, over '10,000 positional
values of various targets were generated aDd achieved the accuracy requirements of DoD
components (refer to Table 8-1).
Table 8-1 - MCB Direct Positioning Accuracy
(Eurasia Landmass)
Mission
Number
1205
1206
120'1
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1218

Horizontal CE

90%

Vertical LE 90%

Meters

Feet

Meters

Feet

43
40
38
38
40
3'1

140
130
125
125
130
120
120
130
120
80
'10

20
20
18
18
20
20
20
18
18
20
18

65
65
60
60
65
65
65
60
60
65
60

3'1
3'1
3'1

24
21

TBD

-

TBD
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Fig, 8-4 - Comparison,
20x enlargements

op~rational

films-Sky Harbor, Phoenix, Arizona
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Fig. B-5 - Tag-on of QX-BOI fUm-Dayton, Ohio; 2.5x enl8.rgement
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Fig. 8-6 - Experimental,photography-m color; 80-131; contact print
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Fig. 8-8 - Terrain photography-DMAFB, Tucson, Arizona; 40x enlargement
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Fig. 8-9 - Terrain photography-Las Vegas, Nevada; 20x enlargement
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Fig. 8-10 -'Terrain photography-Glen Canyon Dam,

~tzona;
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Fig. 8-11 - Terrain photography-Aswan Dams·, UAR; 6x enlargement
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Fig. 8-12 - Terrain photography-Aswan, UAR; 20x enlargement
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Fig. B,-13 - Terrain photography-Blberia, Asia; 4x enlargement
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Fig. 8-14 - Stereo pair.,....low sun angle, USSR; contact print
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Fig. 8-15 - Stereo pair-Tucson, Arizona; contact prlnt
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Fig. 8-16 - Stereo pair-Mount Logan, Alaska; contact print
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Fig. 8-17 - Stellar photography; 15xenlargement
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Fig. 8-18 - Stellar photography-callbration mode; lOx enlargement
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Fig. 8-19 - Stellar photography-40 x enlargements
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SECTION 9
SUMMARY

I I
(

The use of earth satellites as a survey platform to acquire large amounts of MC&G data in
a relatively short time, without Incurring the political impUcations Inherent in conventional
survey systems, has been the most slgnUicant technological advancement in mapping and geodesy
to take place in many years.
The HEXAGON (KH-9) Mapping Camera Program, when evaluated from both operational
aDd productivity points of view, must be rated as exceptionally successful.
From an engineering/operation aspect, there was no occasion during the 'I-plus years of
operation wherein the MCS was responsible for schedule slippage or mission curtailment. Of the
total 29,9'12 frames of operational photography programmed during the twelve miSSions, only 12'1
were lost due to system malfunctions, with 80 of these losses occurring on the first flight. As
shown in the report, minor system modifications to ·enable the use of higher resolution and thinner
base films, as they became' available, increased performance and productivity dramatically.
From the point of view ofaccompltshment, the KH-9 MCS enabled production of photogrammetric control for MC&G with approximately a 4-times lmprovement tn the relative accuracy
(point-to-point) over the previous system (DISIC/Doppler 3-lnch focal length). Although control
aspects (CCN) aDd positioning goals of the MCS were stressed in the original charter, the actual
mapping and chartlug application was the major bonus. The automatic aDd maDUaI correlation
equipment's use of MCS over panoramic camera material to generate requii-ect produ-cts provided
a lO-times saving in effort by.the photogrammetric application and process.
The Mapping Camera System has also made possible the development of a Continental
Control Network (CCN) across most of the U.S.S.R. This network comprises photoidenttflable
ground points for which WGS coordinate values are computed. The unique feature of the Network
is that photography from a IIlmber of KH-9 missions has been adjusted Simultaneously in a single
computed network. Using 1980lmagery, DMA plans to extend the network lnto Africa and South
America. This concept demonstrates what is, perhaps, one of the most sign1ftcant contributions
of the MeS: giving the Mc&G community a powerful tool for the establishment, through the use of
photogrammetric techniques, of a virtually world...wlde system of accurately known ground control
for subsequent use in a wide varlety of programs.
During the course of the program, there was a considerable turnover of director and
m8.liagement personnel In the government aDd contractor organizations. In spite of this, the
highest level ofdedlcation and team spirit was maintained throughout as a continuous thread;
this without doubt contrlbuting slgnlficantly· to program success.
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